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products that mimic the effect
of banned substances such as
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It’s been a blast The Commonwealth Games closing ceremony at Hampden Park, Glasgow, yesterday. Kylie Minogue and Lulu also performed. Page 3; Sport

Over-50 ‘superboomers’
rewrite retirement rules
Baby boomers are spearheading a
social revolution by redefining re-
tirement and old age, the government’s
champion for older workers says
today.
They will force companies to

recognise the benefits of a gradual and
phased withdrawal from the world of
work, rather than a sudden cut-off
retirement date.
Ros Altmann, a former director-

general of Saga, said that the change
was being driven by people living
longer and healthier lives, along with

poor pension prospects for those
heading towards retirement age.
Traditional concepts of retirement

should not be something to which
people should aspire, particularly if
they have a small pension and many
years of doing nothing ahead of them,
she said.

“There is a social revolution under
way, which is being led by the baby
boomers, who have redefined every-
thing throughout their lives, particu-
larly around the world of work. They
are now going to redefine retirement,”
Ms Altmann said.
She added: “When they were young

it was the Pill, freedom rather than
being told what to do, women’s rights,
working conditions for women and
flexible working for mothers.”
One third of the British population is

now over 50 — the “super-boomers”,
who are the wealthiest, healthiest and
most active people in that age group in
history. By 2030 the number of people
aged above 60 will reach 20 million,
according to official figures.
The initiative to ensure that more

older people remain at work is being
driven by demographic changes, which
estimate that in thenext tenyears there
will be 700,000 fewerpeopleaged 16-49

in the labour market but 3.7 million
more people aged between 50 and the
state pension age.
The consequence of an expanding

“silvergeneration”will bringchanges to
the world of work, housing and urban
areas, experts have said.
Ms Altmann, appointed last month

as the older workers’ champion, told
TheTimes: “There is awhole newphase
of life up for grabs. It is a phase that is
after full-time work, where you ease
yourself into your later age rather than
reach a specific chronological date and
your working life is over. Retirement
Continued on page 4, col 1

Treatment
target will
be missed,
NHS admits
Francis Elliott, Chris Smyth

The NHS will miss targets to treat
patientswithin 18weeks to shift resour-
ces to tackle a backlog of people who
have spentmore thanayearonhospital
waiting lists, health department staff
admitted yesterday.
Jeremy Hunt, the health secretary,

has ordered 100,000 extra treatments
over the summer as part of an emer-
gency NHS bailout, causing the 18-
week target to slip for several months.
The British Medical Association

accused the government of trying to
disguise a rationing of care. Mark
Porter, chairman of the BMA council,
said that the health service was
“lurching from one missed target to
another”.
Mr Hunt will present the initiative

today as a commitment to end year-
long hospital waits, praising NHS staff
for cutting the number from 18,458 to
574 in four years at a time of increasing
demand.
Those still left on the list will be

reviewed and treated as a priority, he
will say. The drive is being funded
from a £250 million emergency cash
injection to help hospitals to cope with
increasing pressure.
“No one, except in exceptional

circumstances, should have to wait
more than a year,” theminister will say.
“We need targets that help patients get
treatment when they need it — not
targets followed blindly with no regard
for the impact on individuals.”
He will say that the NHS should be

confident that it “will continue to meet
the huge challenges ahead if it leaves
room, among many loud, competing
pressures, for the quietest but most
important voice of all: that of the
patient”.
The Department for Health warned

that the move would lead to other
targets being missed. “Because opera-
tions on longer-waiters are often more
complex and difficult, they take more
time and resources,” a spokesman said.
“This means that, over the next few
months, the number of people waiting
longer than 18 weeks will go up and
there will be a managed breach of the
target. However, by the end of the
year the NHS will start meeting the
target again.”
Dr Porter said: “Waiting for an

Continued on page 2, col 5

Richard Ford Home Correspondent
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Healthiest, wealthiest generation changes perception of old age, says government adviser
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Limit Help to Buy or housing
market will suffer, experts say
Philip Aldrick

The chancellor shouldmore thanhalve
the £600,000 limit on Help to Buy and
start to wind up the mortgage subsidy
scheme before it distorts the UK hous-
ing market, the head of the Organisa-
tion for Economic Co-operation and
Development has said.
AngelGurría, theOECD’s secretary-

general, urgedGeorgeOsborne to low-
er the eligible house price limit to the
national average, £262,000, andbegin a
process of closing the scheme.
“Itwasagood ideaand itworked,”Mr

Gurría said. “Now the economy is back
on track. The price of houses has gone
double digit.Doyou still really need the
mechanism? You need to think about
moving towards normality before dis-
tortions set in.”
Last week the government an-

nounced that about 35,000 homes had
been bought using Help to Buy, which
was designed to help borrowers with
deposits of as little as 5 per cent get on
to the housing ladder.
The government has two schemes

running: an equity loan inwhich it pro-
vides part of the deposit for new-build
homes and was recently extended to

2020, and the more controversial
£12billion mortgage guarantee deal.
Mr Gurría, a strong supporter of the

chancellor, stressed that hewas “happy
the UK was proved right” on austerity,
andapplaudedMrOsborne for sticking
to his course in the face of pressure to
change tack, in particular from the
International Monetary Fund.
However, he said that some areas

needed attention. Picking up on the

OECD’s suggestion in May that there
should be “tighter access” to Help to
Buy,MrGurría said: “I would lower the
cap. I’d take it down to the average
[house price].” He would “wind down”
the scheme over about a year.
Mr Gurría’s comments are likely to

embolden critics of the Help to Buy
scheme, including Vince Cable, the
business secretary. House prices rose
10.5 per cent in the year toMay, accord-

ing to theOffice for National Statistics,
driven by a 20.1 per cent rise in London.
TheBankof England is due to review

the scheme next month, and may ask
for changes or for it to be closed.
Mr Gurría said that shutting the

scheme should be a sign of success, but
that it could become damaging if left
running for too long. He also dismissed
concerns about the pound’s recent
appreciation. “Growth is back, jobs are
back and, if anything, you have a prob-
lem because house prices are rising too
fast,” he said. The currency is rising
because the UK has a positive under-
lying story. “Thesituationallows for the
first increases in interest rates this year
or next year.”
Sterlinghas risenbymore than 10per

cent in the past year and several multi-
national UK companies have warned
that it is now hurting exports and
profits. “The pound will go up and
down,” he said. “You can’t run eco-
nomic policy based on exchange rates.”
To counter the rising pound, he

called for a concerted effort to improve
productivity, with a programme to
boost skills and competition with re-
searchanddevelopment taxbreaksand
deregulation.

Miliband row ‘undermines
hope of a truce in Gaza’
Francis Elliott

Ed Miliband has stepped up demands
that David Cameron condemn Israel’s
“unacceptable and unjustifiable” ac-
tions in Gaza.
The Labour leader, however, was

accusedbyaConservative cabinetmin-
ister of undermining efforts to broker a
ceasefire in the conflict.
Mr Cameron has so far avoided

direct criticism of Israel and insisted
that it had a right to defend itself from
rocket attacks by Hamas militants.
“The government needs to send a

much clearer message to Israel that its
actions in Gaza are unacceptable and
unjustifiable,”MrMiliband said yester-
day. “Hamas is a terrorist organisation,
and I utterly condemn their rocket
attacks on Israel and the murder of
Israeli soldiers, but that cannot excuse
the scale of the loss of life of innocent
Palestinian civilians, including child-
ren, that we are seeing.
“The government needs to send a

message tobothsides that theseactions
arewrong and that there needs to be an
immediate ceasefire and a long-term
solution to this tragic conflict.Downing

Street has accused the Labour leader of
“playing politics”. Chris Grayling, the
justice secretary, yesterday went fur-
ther, accusing him of undermining
efforts to secure peace.
“I thinkwe inBritainhave tobe enor-

mously careful to try andwork in away
that encourages a ceasefire, encourag-
es an end to the action on both sides. I
don’t think it helps if we make strong
comments that are going to put us in
less of a position to do that,” he said.
Mr Cameron’s stance is in contrast

with that taken in 2006 when, as oppo-
sition leader, he described Israel’s of-
fensive against Lebanon as “dispropor-
tionate” and called on Tony Blair, who
was then the prime minister, to con-
demn it.
In July 2010, as the newly elected

prime minister, Mr Cameron con-
demned Israel’s attack on an aid flotilla
to Gaza. “The situation in Gaza has to
change,” he said at the time. “Humani-
tarian goods and people must flow in
both directions. Gaza cannot and must
not be allowed to remain a prison
camp.”
Melanie Phillips, page 18
I can’t stop crying; Imight die, page 26

BMA accuses
minister of
rationing care
Continued from page 1
operation is often a very stressful and
worrying time for patients. For this, as
well as clear medical reasons, nobody
should have to wait longer than abso-
lutely necessary for treatment.
“It is right to prioritise patients who

have had to wait the longest for treat-
ment, but this announcement tries to
wash over the fact that more patients
will have towait longer for anoperation
because the government, in effect, is
having to ration care. This is yet more
evidence that the NHS is buckling
under extreme pressure and that
patient care is being compromised.
“Crucially, Jeremy Hunt needs to

make clear if the funding he has
announced is additional money, or . . .
merely recycled funds taken from
where it is needed elsewhere in the
NHS budget to plug a gap.
“Frontline staff are working harder

than ever, but investment is far short of
what is needed. The NHS is lurching
from onemissed target to another with
the government failing to get to grips
with the root of the problem.”

Bishop blocks job for gay-marriage clergyman
AnNHStrusthaswithdrawna joboffer
to the first Anglican clergyman to enter
into a gay marriage after a bishop
blocked his appointment as a bereave-
ment manager.
Canon Jeremy Pemberton said he

was “very disappointed” that he would
be unable to take up his position at
SherwoodForestHospitalsNHSTrust.
The Right Rev Richard Inwood, act-

ing Bishop of Southwell and Notting-
ham, announced last month that
Canon Pemberton’s permission to
officiate in the diocese had been re-
voked in view of the church’s pastoral
guidance on same-sex marriage.
CanonPembertonmarriedLaurence

Cunnington in April and had previous-
ly questioned the legality of the

church’s stance. The clergyman, a
chaplain in Lincolnshire, said: “It’s a
veryunsatisfactory situation andneeds
to be looked at urgently by the House
of Bishops and the Church of
England. The only reason the job has
been withdrawn from me is because of
the refusal of the bishop to give me a
licence.”
Asked if he was considering a legal

challenge to the church’s stance, Canon
Pemberton said: “I think it needs to be
tested and I think in due course it
probably will be somewhere.”
In a statement, the bishop said: “In its

pastoral guidance on same-sex mar-
riage, the House of Bishops said that
gettingmarried to someoneof the same
sex was clearly at variance with the

teaching of the Church of England. In
light of the pastoral guidance and for
reasons of consistency, I am unable to
issue a licence to JeremyPemberton for
the post of chaplaincy and bereave-
mentmanager, in the Sherwood Forest
Hospitals NHS Trust.”
Canon Pemberton added: “I’ve now

been treated, I think, in an unfair and
rather harsh way in Southwell and
Nottingham,whereas I’m now going to
carryondoing the job Ihavebeendoing
in Lincolnshire where I have a licence.
I’ve been treated in an inconsistent
way.”
A spokesman for the Sherwood

Forest Hospitals trust confirmed that
the job offer had been withdrawn but
declined to comment further.

Inside today

It’s time to wind up the
Help to Buy scheme
Leading article, page 20
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ceiving his medal. “It’s been a really
busy schedule and our bodies are about
to fall to bits. To get through that last
game I didn’t know what it would feel
like, it’s been so emotional.”
“Gold says it all, silver in the team

event is amazing andGabbyhas the full
set with her great win last night. We
were focused today and I am going to
struggle to hold it back on the podium.”
Thechampioncouple scoopedup the

gold yesterday with a convincing vic-
tory over compatriots Chris Langridge
and Heather Olver in the mixed dou-
bles final at the Emirates Arena.
Team England started the day on a

high when Lizzie Armitstead and
Emma Pooley secured a cycling one-
two in the women’s road race.
Armitstead, 25, from Otley, West

Yorkshire, finally took gold after finish-
ing with silver in Delhi four years ago
and finishing second again at London
2012. She said: “The psychologists tell
you it should never be a relief when you
win a race, but to tell you the truth it is.”
She added that thewet conditions on

the streets of Glasgow suited her. She
said: “I love the rain.” Pooley crossed
the line in tears for silver. In sodoing she
rounded off a successful cycling career
before concentrating on triathlons.
Sport

aged seven, said that preparing for the
Commonwealth Games had tested
their strength.

“We can’t believe it, no words can
explain it. It’s all the hard work that
we’ve put in. This is the reward.We
are just so happy that we got that
gold,” she said.
“The past two years have been the

biggest roller-coaster I’ve ever been
on. The highs and lows, but that’s
sport andwhenwe step on that podi-
um it will all feel worth it.”
For Mr Adcock, winning gold is a

poignant tribute tohis grandfatherwho
inspired him to take up the sport when
he was just four years old and fears he
will “struggle to hold it back” when re-

They met when they were children,
discovered a shared love of badminton
when she was 16, and started dating
soon after. Now Chris and Gabby
Adcock have won gold for England at
the Commonwealth Games.
And the secret of their success? They

married last year.Mrs Adcock said that
being a couple gave them “an advan-
tage over other pairs” on the court.
“It definitelyhelps thatweknoweach

other so well and completely trust that
the other will give it 100 per cent,” she
said.
“Being able to be completely honest

with each other is really great. If one of
us thinks the other needs to improve
then we can be quite open.”
They share the same passion, have

similar schedules and travel the world
together but for the Adcocks, compet-
ing together is a “normal part of their
everyday married life”.
The pair, whomarried in September,

became team-mates when they were
teenagers. Despite now spending every
moment together, they ensure that
domestic rows are never played out on
the court.
“We never take on-court stuff off

court and we never bring the court
homewithus,” saidMrAdcock, 25. “We
know that everything we do on court is
to improve us as a pair, so no offence is
taken. We are a team.”
Their victory in the mixed doubles

came asEngland’s gold-rush continued
to the very end of the Games yesterday
and the team cemented its position at
the top of the medal table.
Mrs Adcock, 23, said yesterday they

were “over themoon”with their victory
, while her husband admitted that the
tournament had “been emotional” and
said he was relieved to be returning
home to Milton Keynes to rest and see
their Maltese dog, Bowser.
“Weare definitely looking forward to

getting home and being able to chill for
a few days and reflect on a fantastic
couple of weeks,” saidMrAdcock. “The
first thing we want to do is pick up the
dog. We’ve missed him like crazy.”
Under the pressure of competing the

Adcocks credit their dog with helping
them to switch off. “He’s an excited dog.
He keeps us busy and on our toes.”
For the young couple, children are

still a distant idea, but they hope one
day to share their badminton skillswith
their offspring. “For now, we’ll just
try and teach Bowser to play,” said
Mr Adcock.
Mrs Adcock, who started playing

badminton after watching her sister

Scrapbooks are back as young learn what cut and paste really means
Nicola Woolcock

First there were the knitters, then
baking enjoyed a resurgence. Now
scrapbooks are making a comeback.
Retailers are reporting a growth in

interest in creating scrapbooks of
photographs, newspaper andmagazine
cuttings, and concert tickets, or for
special events such as births and
weddings.
They say that a younger generation,

more used to charting their lives online
or using websites such as Pinterest to
unleash their creative sides, is discover-

ing the pleasure of creating a physical
receptacle for memorable objects.
Paperchase said that it had enjoyed a

double-digit boost in sales of scrapbook
products in the past year and had
expanded its range by 20 per cent to
satisfy demand. It has launched work-
shops in its Glasgow and London
stores, where experts show shoppers
how to perfect the art of découpage —
decorating something with cut-out
pieces of paper.
Papercraft sales, including scrap-

book accessories, have risen by 30 per
cent since last year at TheMakery shop

in Bath. Kate Smith, its owner, said that
newstyles of scrapbookwereattracting
a fresh following. Rather than the
traditional “twee” designs, new ones
featured fluorescent colours and
geometric patterns.
At Hobbycraft, the arts and crafts

chain, sales of scrapbookkits have risen
by600percenton last year. Somemake
it easier to create a scrapbook by
providing pre-designed layouts.Others
do not require scissors and glue.
Tessa Ireland, a senior buyer at

Hobbycraft, said that this had led to a
huge increase in younger customers.

She told The Independent on Sunday:
“Traditional scrapbooking remains
popular, but these new generations of
customers are almost using these new
concepts as an alternative to diaries,
collecting photos, concert tickets and
their captions accordingly.”
The Craft &Hobby Association UK

estimates that 2.8millionBritishpeople
create scrapbooks, with more than a
quarter of them aged 16 to 24.
Amie Scull, a buying assistant for

stationery at John Lewis, said that sales
of items such as photo corners, which
hold pictures in place, were increasing,

as making scrapbooks returned to
favour. She said: “This may be in part
due to people wanting a return to dis-
playing and enjoying photos, rather
than just leaving them on digital
cameras and computers.
“Craft in general has been back in

vogue for awhile,withpeople revisiting
the joy of the manual hobbies of their
childhoods. Of course, new social
media platforms like Pinterest could
also have had a positive effect, kick-
starting the trend by reminding people
how useful collating images and inspir-
ational pieces into one place can be.”

Newlyweds lead England’s gold rush
Badminton couple say
marriage is the secret
of their triumph on last
day of competition,
Katie Gibbonswrites

The victorious
Chris and Gabby
Adcock said the
secret of their
success was their
marriage last
September. They
praised their dog
Bowser, below,
for being able to
switch off at
home. England
topped the final
medals table
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Crackdown on legal highs with
tougher penalties for dealers
New powers to tackle the growing use
of “legal highs” are to be introduced.
High-street “head-shops” and those
behind UK-based websites offering
products that mimic the effects of
banned substances such as cocaine and
heroin could face the same punish-
ments given to banned drug dealers.
Ministers are taking action after an

expert review, delivered last month, set
out the options for tackling a booming
market in legal highs.
DameSallyDavies, the chiefmedical

officer, is understood to be pushing for
themost radicalmove, a blanket banon
new psychoactive substances that puts
the onus on retailer to prove they are
safe, on the ground that they risk be-
coming a major threat to public health.
A fifth of legal highs contain banned

substances. Components often vary
widely between packets marketed
under the same brand, subjecting users
to further danger. Thenumberof fatali-
ties linked to legal highs rose from 12 to
97 between 2009 and 2012. At the same
time numbers reporting for treatment
for addiction to party drugs has also
risen sharply, with more than 1,600
patients last year.
NormanBaker, the crime prevention

minister, is expected to meet the home
secretary within weeks to finalise the
details of a package of legislative and
education measures aimed at curbing
their use and availability.
Drug classification systems around

the world have become unable to keep
pace with the rapid generation of
chemical highs. Unscrupulous manu-
facturers, often based in the Far East,
evade banswith just a few tweaks to the

compound. Ministers were initially at-
tracted toaUSmodel that allowswhole
classes of drug to be banned. However,
a senior source said that the so-called
analogous approach risked becoming a
“lawyers’ paradise” andwas proving in-
effective.
They are also wary of copying New

Zealand,whichhasopted fora licensing
system. Senior figures say that those
who make chemical highs will not
bother spending millions of pounds
proving that their products are safe.
Instead, Mr Baker is thought to

favour strengthening thepowerof trad-
ing standards officers to close down
head-shops and websites by increasing
the sanctions available under existing
legislation.
Recent raids in Kent and Northern

Ireland have shown what can be
achieved by using powers that allow

trading standards officers to confiscate
products they believe are unsafe.
Closing loopholes that allow traders

to escape liability by marketing the
drugcompoundsas “plant-food”or “re-
search chemicals” and marked “not for
human consumption” would help to
make existing laws more effective.
Harry Shapiro, the director of Drug-

scope, said that changes could bemade
to tradingstandards laws linked towhe-
ther the product being sold was safe: “It
is whether we can use consumer legis-
lation and product safety rules as away
of bolstering the Misuse of Drugs Act.”
The foundation is run by Maryon

Stewart, whose 21-year-old daughter,
Hester, died after taking adrugmarket-
ed as GBL, a paint stripper. Ms Stewart
said: “The legal changes will certainly
have some impact on supply, but we all
know there is no simple solution.”

Francis Elliott, Richard Ford

Half of us hate our jobs
Half the population are so
miserable in their jobs that they
believe their career choice was
a mistake, a survey suggests.
Legal professionals were the
unhappiest, according to the poll
of 2,000 workers for Kalixa Pro,
the card payment company. The
study suggests that many people
would prefer to be their own boss,
ideally running a café or a bed
and breakfast.

Stress strikes 14 times
The average person experiences
14 bouts of stress every day,
according to research. The study,
commissioned by Ikea, found that
one in four people feels tense
before 8am, with the inability to
find car keys or wallets cited as a
stress inducer. Morning stress was
also driven by people feeling
overtired, and feeling overweight,
while 22 per cent felt preoccupied
with their workload.

Dog’s lick killed owner
A woman died from a rare
infection after her dog licked her
on the hand. Sheena Kavanagh,
53, of Hilderstone, Staffordshire,
went into septic shock after
Capnocytophaga canimorsus
entered her bloodstream through
a small cut, an inquest in
Cannock was told. She had been
vulnerable to infection after her
spleen was removed. The coroner
recorded a narrative verdict.

Alert over loom bands
Rainbow loom bands are creating
a “ticking timebomb” because if
discarded the coloured jewellery-
making kits pose a choking risk
to cats and dogs, may enter
marine food chains and cannot
be recycled, consumer groups
have warned. Stuart Foster, who
owns a recycling firm, said:
“People now need to be made
aware of not throwing them in
the bin or on the ground.”
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Eastern premise Crowds throw coloured powder at the Holi One festival in Wembley, north London, an event inspired by a Hindu celebration in India, Nepal and Pakistan

Over-50s urged to seize the advantages of ‘second life’
Continued from page 1
will become a process rather than an
event.”
She added: “In general, why would

you want to stop working, stop using
your talents and have a lot less money
to live on?”
Her comments come as a report

published today highlights how age no
longer defines the hobbies and lifestyle
of the over-50 “super-boomers”. It says
that with fitter bodies, more active
minds, higher levels of self-entrepre-
neurship and fewer worries about what
people think of them than previous

generations of over 50s, they are
increasingly the face of fashion, design
and beauty.
The study by The Future Laboratory

consultancy, commissioned by the
Huawei technology company, said that
a “second life” awaits the over-50s,
during which they will start second or
even third careers, including setting up
craft-based businesses.
It suggests they might help to

revitalise town centres through the
creation of “platinum places”, where
baby boomers downsize from family
homes to smaller accommodation. The

report highlighted a Nuffield Health
Study, which found that gym use
reached a peak at the age of 66, with
gym visitors of that age working out an
average of twenty times more per year
than teenagers. Over-50s are also re-
entering the dating game as new
platforms are launched, the report said.
Tom Savigar, chief strategy officer of

The Future Laboratory, said of the
over-50s: “Retirement offers them the
chance to revuprather thanslowdown,
to start a new business or career, to
invest and seek adventure — all with
confidence, experience and attitude.”

Silver turns to gold

£300bn
Annual contribution to the UK
economy by over-50s

£6.7bn
Amount spent on fashion by
women over 50 in 2013

£265
Average net income per week for
pensioners after housing costs

ROB STOTHARD / GETTY IMAGES
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‘Kind and humble’
widow murdered
at her safari lodge
The family of a retired British teacher
whowasmurdered inSouthAfricapaid
tribute to a “kind, humble and wonder-
ful lady” yesterday as campaigners
blamed police for not doing enough to
protect them from the country’s high
levels of violent crime.
Christine Robinson was found

stabbed to death in the luxury Rra
Ditau safari lodge, which she left
England ten years ago to run.
Police said that she was killed

between Tuesday night and Wednes-
day morning, when her body was dis-

covered with a deep stab wound to the
throat. No one has been arrested.
The police refused to comment on

reports that Ms Robinson may have
been raped.
“It seems shewas stabbed in her neck

. . . money she withdrew to pay salaries
seems to bemissing,” saidRonelOtto, a
police spokesman in Limpopo.
The 59-year-old victim, from Liver-

pool, had worked as a school teacher in
England. She had owned the RraDitau
lodge with her husband Robbie, but he
died of cancer two years ago. Lehanne

Sergison, her niece, said that the family
washeartbroken. “Weknowvery little,”
she said. “She was murdered on
Wednesday. We haven’t had much joy
out of the police in South Africa, so we
don’t really know anything more than
that.”
South Africa’s own figures show that

almost every kind of violent crime in-
creased last year. While murders rose
by0.6 per cent, attemptedmurders rose
6.5 per cent, violent house robberies by
3.6 per cent and carjackings by 5.4per
cent.
According to the UN, 31 people per

100,000weremurdered inSouthAfrica
in 2012, making it the second most
deadly country in Africa after Swazi-
land, although murder rates in South
America and some Caribbean islands
are much higher.
Ms Sergison, fromKent, said that the

Foreign and Commonwealth Office
had told the family that the police were
hunting for a farmworker, but they
feared he had fled to Zimbabwe.
Ian Cameron, a spokesman for

AfriForum, the Afrikaner rights group,
said that Ms Robinson’s death was
“another horrific murder in South
Africa”.
He added: “The slow rate at which

[the] government responds to crime
sends a distorted image of our country
to the rest of the world.”
Far-right Afrikaner groups have

portrayed whites as the main target of
the South African crime wave. Their
critics claim that the country’smajority
black population suffers the brunt of
the violence.
There were at least 64,000 cases of

sexual assault, including rape, reported
among South Africa’s 50 million popu-
lation last year. They included 25,000
assaults on children.

Jerome Starkey
Africa Correspondent

Dirty tricks see rivals pecked
at the post by fastest chicken
For more than a century racing hens
was a bit of fun but now the world
championships are a serious business.
Owners are using a variety of tricks

to get their chickens across the finish-
ing line first at the Barley Mow Inn in
Bonsall, Derbyshire.
Organisers were stunned by the

speedwithwhich thebirdswentaround
the 15m course on Saturday. Contest-
ants were heard banging tins and gar-
den tools, talking in strange tongues
and even using a homemade tuning
fork to egg the chickens on.
The 25th official World Hen Racing

Championships had 52 competi-
tors line up, watched by more
than 600 residents and tourists.
In the past it has been pure

chance whether the honours
went to the prime flesh of the
hen racing world or a wild-
card competitor who turned
up on the day.
This year’s results, how-

ever, were anything but
pot luck as many chickens
were being groomed for
championship glory for
months. Records were bro-

ken at the rain-soaked event, with the
winner finally decided in a photo finish.
It seems the tide of competition may

have turned against the amateur in
favour of those who achieve results
through a spot of gamesmanship in-
volving worms and garden forks.
The cunning and devious tactics are

all a far cry froma tradition dating back
more than 100 years when villages
competed against each other just for
fun. Colette Dewhurst, landlady and
one of the organisers, reckoned that
this year’s form showed the ancient tra-
dition had entered a new era. She said:

“People are quite clearly training the
hens. We had one girl tapping a
tin which produced a high-
pitched sound. She had lined it
with tin foil andhada forkwhich
was like a tuning key to make it
stand out from the shaking of
the tins everyone else had.”
She also revealed that some

entrants had soaked pellets in
caffeine.
In thewinner’s enclosurewas a

three-year-old Rhode
Island red called Road
Runner owned by 13-year-

old Oliver Keely but trained
by his father, Charlie, who placed a

pot of meal worms on the finish line to
seal the victory.

Owners used a
variety of tactics to
speed up their birds

Ru

Christine Robinson with Robbie, her
late husband. She was killed last week

Mother’s love Sija, left, shares her pup with Luna, who was grieving after a stillbirth at a seal sanctuary in Gweek, Cornwall
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Councils forced to
quash filming ban
Journalists and members of the public
will be free to film, record or tweet
during local authority meetings under
new rules that take effect this week.
The Department for Communities

andLocalGovernmenthasmade it ille-
gal for councils toban filmingafter con-
cerns that some local bureaucrats had
ignored calls to be more transparent.
Some councils had flouted guidance

from the department urging them to
openup theirmeetings tomodern tech-
nology, by blocking filming or tweeting
and in some cases even calling the
police to evict people who tried to
record proceedings, officials said.
FromWednesday, councils andother

local government bodies, such as fire
authorities and Transport for London,
will have to allow members of the
public and press to film, record, photo-
graph or use social media to report on
their meetings.
Eric Pickles, the local government

secretary, said: “We live in a digital age,
where people tweet, blog and share
videoclipsonadailybasis. So it is fitting
that these important changes will en-
sure local democracy can shine, as local
journalists and taxpayers can report on
the good work of their council in a
modern way and in real time.”
The move has been welcomed by

newspaper publishers, who have
warned that local authorities are in-
creasingly stifling their attempts to re-

port onpotentially contentiousmatters
such as planning decisions. At a time
when many regional newspapers have
had to cut back on reporting staff
because of financial pressures, that is
undermining their ability to hold local
government to account, they argue.
LynneAnderson, a spokeswoman for

the Newspaper Society, said: “We’ve
been seeing a worrying trend of in-
creased secrecy among public bodies,
making itharder for localnewspapers to
perform their vital scrutinising role on
behalf of their readers. We hope these
new rules will help to open up councils
and ensure greater transparency over
how taxpayers’ money is spent.”
Jonathan Isaby, chief executive of

the TaxPayers’ Alliance, said: “Most
people, working nine to five, can’t give
up their time to attend council hearings
andprocedures, so theymust be given a
chance to play their part in the demo-
cratic process.”
A ministerial aide said that all local

authorities had been warned about the
changes in recent weeks. The author-
ities are required to provide “reason-
able facilities” for journalists, bloggers
ormembers of thepublic to film, photo-
graph and tweet, such as space to view
and hear the meeting, seats and desks.
Some councils resisted allowing

filming because of concerns that it
would be disruptive or too expensive.
Some even cited health and safety
legislation or the risk of “reputational
damage” as a reason.

Alex Spence Media Editor

POPPERFOTO / GETTY IMAGES

Joyce letter
reveals press
harassment
Jack Malvern

A letter by James Joyce detailing his at-
tempts to fool the press and the devious
tactics of Fleet Street in the 1930s will
be published online for the first time.
The correspondence between the

author and his son, Giorgio, and his
daughter-in-law, Helen, shows how he
tried to convince the press that he had
been married to Nora Barnacle since
1904, when they began living together.
In fact, hemarried her on July 4, 1931,

in a ceremony that he had hoped to
keep secret. Four days later he recalled
howhehad been accosted by a reporter
fromthePressAssociationwhowanted
to know why Joyce’s name was on the
local marriage register.
The author, who had publishedUlys-

ses nine years earlier, described in the
letter howhe stalled for timeby stuffing
his mouth with “marchpane”, an arch-
aic term for marzipan. “I was eating
marchpaneat the timeoutofmypocket
and went on eating so as to gain time,”
he wrote. “He [the reporter] went on to
say he had been sent to me for a state-
ment as towhy if ImarriedN.B. in 1904,
I was etc etc. Having finished the
marchpane I asked him upstairs.”
Joyce eventually referred the report-

er to his solicitor, but the press con-
tinued to clamour for an answer.
The letter will be uploaded by the

National Library of Ireland, with the
blessing of the Zurich James Joyce
Foundation, which owns it.Nora Barnacle tries to hide her face after her marriage to Joyce, centre, in 1931
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Opponents of GM crops are a bunch of lunatics, say scientists

Blanc condemns ‘elitist and expensive’ organic food
Ben Webster Environment Editor

Raymond Blanc, the celebrity chef, has
attacked theorganic foodmovement for
being “too elitist” and praised McDon-
ald’s for the quality of its ingredients.
The comments by the chef appear to

contradict his previous condemnations
of the fast-food chain and vociferous
enthusiasm for the organic cause.
Blanc, who runs Le Manoir Aux

Quat’ Saisons, the Oxfordshire restau-
rant with two Michelin stars, said that
the organic movement had allowed its
produce to become the preserve of the
well-off.
“It has shot itself in the foot by creat-

ing amovement that has become elitist
by being so expensive,” he said.
“Normallymy heart is organic. All of

Le Manoir is totally organic. The

moment Icame in, therewerenochem-
icals. But it’s easier onvegetables than it
is for fruit. Organic uses lots of copper
and sulphates, and Idon’t like that. Iwill
abandon my principles, and the or-
chard won’t be organic, but Leaf [Link-
ing Environment and Farming, a char-
ity that sets voluntary sustainability
standards for farmers].”
In 2010 Blanc said that he would not

seek organic status for the orchard that
he was planting at Le Manoir. He said:
“All of my life I have devoted myself to
thevaluesof theorganicmovementbut
. . . the Soil Association [the organic
certification body] allows the wide use
of copper sulphate. “This inevitably
leaves permanent copper residues in
the soil, which are very undesirable if
you’re trying to keep chickens.”
On McDonald’s, Blanc said that he

had been surprised to learn about the
chain’s high standards, which resulted
in him presenting Jill McDonald, its
UKchief executive,with the “Raymond
Blanc sustainability hero award” at the
Sustainable Restaurant Awards in
February.
He said: “I was amazed. All their eggs

are free range; all their pork is free
range; all their beef is free range.
“[They show that] the fast-food busi-

ness could change for the better.
They’re supporting thousands of
British farms, and saving energy and
waste by doing so. I was as excited as if
youhad toldme that therewere 20new
three-star Michelin restaurants in
London or Manchester,” he told The
Sunday Telegraph.
In 2006 Blanc said: “It has been very

easy for me to resist going to

McDonald’s. I have never had the
temptation. It represents all the values
I strongly reject. People embrace the
foodbecause it is so cheap. But the
fact that it is cheap has huge
effects on where the food comes
from, and it is heavily proc-
essed.”
Peter Melchett, the policy dir-

ector of the Soil Association, said:
“Raymond Blanc is out of
date. In England, hun-
dreds of schools and
some hospitals have in-
cluded some organic
food without needing
to increase the cost of

the meal, and in some cases have even
saved money by sourcing locally and

seasonally.”
He added that organic vegeta-
bles in season were similar in
price to the same items grown
without organic conditions.
However, he said that organic
chicken was three or four times
more expensive than much of

the chicken sold by super-
markets.

“You will always
have to pay quite a
lot more because
organic chickens
liveall of their lives
outdoors and eat
much more natu-
ral, high-quality

food,” he said.

Opposition to genetically modified
crops is a “form ofmadness”, according
to some of Britain’s leading scientists,
whohave endorsed commentsmadeby
the chief scientific adviser to the presi-
dent of the European Commission
Anne Glover, a Scottish biologist, is

facing a campaign to oust her from her
European role after she questioned the
sanity of GM opponents last year.
Last month, Greenpeace, GMWatch

and seven other groups, wrote to Jean-
Claude Juncker, the commission’s in-

the authors of the letter calling for the
abolition of her post as a “bunch of cra-
zy people”, adding: “She is more sinned
against by these ratbags, than sinning.”
Lord Rees of Ludlow, the Astro-

nomer Royal and former president of
the Royal Society, said that her com-
ments, when read in context with her
claim that there was no scientific evi-
dence thatGMfoodwasunsafe,were “a
fully justified piece of rhetoric”.
Sir PaulNurse, president of theRoyal

Society, said that advisers “sometimes
need to make their point in a robust
manner”. He added: “There will always

be those who attack the messenger
because they do not like the message,
but when that message is backed up by
the scientific evidence, politicians
should be smart enough to listen to the
independent scientific experts.”
Jonathan Jones, from the Sainsbury

Laboratory, said he could sympathise
with her sentiments. “Opposition to
GM is certainly irrational, but not
everyone who acts irrationally can be
calledmad, andnot everything done by
mad people is necessarily irrational.”
GMcrops are already grownbymore

than 17 million farmers in 28 countries

on an area about seven times the size of
Britain. Only one GM crop is commer-
cially grown in Europe: a pest-resistant
maize that is cultivated in Spain. The
pest does not occur in Britain.
Claire Robinson, who signed the let-

ter to Mr Juncker on behalf of GM
Watch, said that Ms Glover’s comment
was inappropriate, given her role. “It’s a
political lobbying point in order to shut
down debate and that is inherently un-
scientific,” she said.
EU environment ministers struck a

deal in June that could allowGM crops
to be grown commercially in England.

Edible taxidermy:
the latest craze
that’s all in the
best possible taste
David Brown

Anyone who struggles to picture a
rabbit without conjuring up Beatrix
Potter, cartoon characters or Easter
should probably stop reading here.
Taxidermy is now so fashionable that
supermodels and Hollywood stars are
collecting specimens, and do-it-your-
self classes are beingheld in trendybars
and cafés.
Art stepped into the kitchen this

weekend for the firstworkshops in “edi-
ble taxidermy”, during which partici-
pants dressed their own rabbits before
stuffing themselves with what was left.
It was a natural step the for course
leader, Elle Kaye, 22, one of the coun-
try’s youngest professional taxider-
mists, because she has always eaten the
meat from her subjects.
As a girl she wanted to become a vet

but instead studied fine art at univers-
ity. Taxidermy combines
both interests.
“I ensure that no part of

the animal goes to
waste. It is natural to
eat the meat of the
animals I am using,”
said Miss Kaye as she
prepared the rabbits for
the edible taxidermy
masterclass at the Feast
food festival in east

London.All the rabbitshadbeenkept in
a freezer for at least six weeks to ensure
that any contamination was killed.
After being skinned the furwaswashed
with Fairy Liquid and prepared with
preservative before being blow-dried.
For the next stage, the rabbit is

turned inside out, including the face
and limbs, and the skin smeared with
borax to remove any remaining mois-
ture. Any holes are carefully stitched
before the skin is turned the right way
round.
A body mould is created around a

length of stiff wire using wood wool
packaging material wrapped in cotton
to create a basic rabbit shape. The fur is

placedover themouldandcot-
ton wool is inserted using
tweezers to define the shape

of the muscles, limbs and face
as the opening is gradually

sewed up.
Black beads are rolled into the

eye sockets and the rabbit is
complete in less than four

hours.
Angelina Jolie and

Kate Moss are reported
to have collected taxi-
dermy items and they

increasingly features in contemporary
art. PollyMorgan, theartistwhohelped
make taxidermy fashionable, said last
year that was “ghoulish andmacabre to
stuff animals for kicks” and was con-
cerned thatyoungpeoplewere“glorify-
ing or sexualising” dead animals.
Miss Kaye said she preferred to

re-create animals in their natural con-
dition but will produce anthropomor-
phic versions if requested. One man
had guinea pigs turned into slippers for
his wife.
“It is very trendy in London at the

moment,” she said. “It sort of becomes a
bit sadistic. As humans, we have a duty
tocare foranimals, not tomock themor

make them into puppets.”Herworkhas
ranged from blue tits to red stags and
the freezers at her Hertfordshire home
and west London studio are packed
with future specimens, including a
marmoset.
MissKayeaccepted that somepeople

find her interest macabre “I love
animals and am a conservationist but
about half of the messages I get are
people criticising me, calling me a
murderer,” she said.
Rich Townsend, 28, a recruitment

consultant, fromBrixton, southLondon,
who took part in the taxidermy work-
shop said: “Whenpeople seemeat pack-
aged in a supermarket it could be from

anything. I wanted to really understand
where it comes from.” Anne Pechmeja,
21, who is studying fine art at the Sor-
bonne and is in London for a course on
food in art at the Courtauld Institute,
said: “Taxidermy is so common in con-
temporary art. I wanted to understand
how it is created.”
While the skins were being dressed,

Alex Armstong, a chef, fried the rabbit
livers and kidneys and served them on
toasted brioche. She stewed the meat
with dry gin, herbs and nasturtiums
from her garden in Sussex. “There are
zillions of rabbits in the wild so this is a
really ethical meat,” she said.
The stew was delicious.

Elle Kaye giving her taxidermy masterclass yesterday. One client asked for guinea pigs to be turned into slippers for his wife

Raymond Blanc
praised McDonald’s
for using free range

Rabbit stew, made
with gin, herbs and
a few nasturtiums
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coming president, urging him to abol-
ish Professor Glover’s role.
Theyaccusedherof presenting “one-

sided, partial opinions in the debate [on
GM crops]”.
LordMay ofOxford, the former gov-

ernment chief scientific adviser and
former president of the Royal Society,
said that Professor Glover’s remarks—
in which she said that “opposition to
GM, and the benefits it can bring, is a
formofmadness I don’t understand”—
were “entirely accurate”.
He added that her views were “per-

haps a little tactless”, but he described

Ben Webster Environment Editor
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Cronyism fears as ex-M&S
chief heads for the Lords
Sir Stuart Rose has described his soon-
to-be fellow Tory peer Lord Lawson as
a “flat-earther” who will not be around
to see the consequences of climate
change.
David Cameron will name the

former boss ofM&S as one of around a
dozen Conservative working peers
later this week, which is likely to trigger
fresh allegations of cronyism.Downing
Street has already confirmed that Kar-
renBrady, the football executive, is also
to be made a Tory peer.
More controversially, Mr Cameron’s

last list of appointments before next
year’s election is also believed to in-
clude Sir Michael Farmer, a former
party treasurer who has given more
than £2.6 million to the Conservatives.
The Times revealed last month that

the prime minister had decided to en-
noble a big donor despite knowing it
would spark a “cash for peerages” row.
In an interview last week, Sir Stuart

called on Mr Cameron to return to the
environmental agenda the Tory leader
championed before the recession, in-
sisting it was still “a vote-winner”.
He told the website BusinessGreen

that while most people were “engaged”
on the issue of climate change “there
are 10 per cent . . . who will never get it,
don’t want to get it, and are flat-earth-
ers”. They included Lord Lawson, 82,
the former Conservative chancellor,
who had been a consistent critic of cli-

mate change science, said the retail
boss. He added: “You are never going to
persuade Lord Lawson on climate
change. He’s a lost cause; he’s a flat-
earther. But he’s not going to be around
in20years’ timeprobably, andhe is cer-
tainly not going to be around to see the
consequences.”
Mr Cameron recently appointed Sir

Stuart, one of the Conservatives’ most
high-powered business
backers, to an advisory
role in the NHS.
Ms Brady, vice-chair-

man of West Ham, has
made little secret of her
political ambitions, reveal-
ing that she had been ap-
proached by Conservative
associations as a poss-
ible candidate. In
the event, the busi-
nesswoman – per-
haps best known
for her role on
BBC One’s The
Apprentice — has
taken the un-
elected route to
parliament, al-
though she is said to
have ambitions to
succeedBoris Johnson
as mayor of London.

EdMiliband is expected to use one of
his three nominations to ennoble
Michael Cashman, the former East-
Enders actor who is now an MEP.
Nick Clegg will also appoint former

European Parliament members to the
Lords after the party lost all but one of
its 11 MEPs in May’s near wipeout.
It is expected that there will be 25

new peers, taking the total to almost
800. The Lords is already one of the
largest legislative assemblies in the
world. Mr Cameron has largely
ignored protests about “packing” the
upper chamber, claiming that he is
acting to correct an over-representa-
tionof Labour peers.Nigel Farage, the
Ukip leader, complained thathis party

had far fewer peers than its share
of the vote in the Euro-
pean elections merited.
“Howcan it behonour-
able, reasonable or
fair that David Cam-
eron excludes Ukip
from the House of
Lords? The public
has been snubbed,”
he told The Daily
Telegraph.
Attempts tomake

it easier for peers to
resign or be fired

have foundered and con-
stitutional experts warn
that without reform the
number of peers will
soon reach 1,000.

Web searches reveal another view of party leaders

Ed Miliband is a communist disaster
with long arms who resembles a blanc-
mange in a hurricane. He is a vulture
that looks like Beaker from The
Muppets andwill not be primeminister.
He has to go.
Nick Clegg looks like Colin Firth but

is a spineless atheist condomwhokilled
theLibDems.He is a convictedarsonist
and occasional smoker. He has to go.
These are not descriptions from

Who’s Who or Debrett’s, nor are they
unwelcome edits on Wikipedia. They
are portraits of the leaders according to
what Britons are searching for on the
internet. David Cameron is a Christian
doughnut who has been humiliated in
Brussels andhas ruinedBritain.Hewill
resign if Scotland votes “yes” to inde-
pendence. He looks like Henry from
Thomas the Tank Engine and also
resembles Piers Morgan. He has to go.
The virtual portraits were compiled

using Google’s predictive search func-
tion on google.co.uk. It detects when
certainwordsareenteredand, basedon
the number of times a phrase has been
searched, tries to predict what follows.
Typing “is”, “is a”, “has”, “was” and
“looks like” after a namemakes it poss-
ible to build up their online personality.
There is usually a story behind each

characteristic. Mr Clegg was not actu-
ally described as a condom but as a
“lapdog prophylactic protection dev-
ice” for the prime minister. Boris John-
son was behind the words, which were
duly translated by headline writers. Mr
Clegg has admitted setting fire to cacti
on a drunken night when he was 16.
In The Daily Telegraph, Michael

Gove, then education secretary, wrote
that Mr Miliband’s policies were “as
clearly defined as a blancmange in a

hurricane”. David Aaronovitch, the
Times columnist, attacked Mr Mili-
band’s decision to oppose military in-
tervention inSyria. “Labourwouldnow
only back action . . . if a member of the
Assad family with a pot marked
‘anthrax’ jumps on the Duchess of
Cambridge,” Aaronovitch wrote.

It appeared under the headline: “Ed
Miliband is no leader. He is a vulture.”
Nigel Farage, the Ukip leader, is an

awesome legend with a German wife
who will win the next election and will
“makegolliwogs real”. Theorigin of this
is unclear, but the first search result is
on The Daily Mash, the satirical web-

site. “The UK Independence Party has
launched a membership drive offering
a traditional British golliwog to anyone
who joins by the endofMay,” the article
says. ItwaswrittenwhenBillEtheridge,
a Ukip member, published Britain: A
Post Political Correctness Society with
two golliwog toys on the cover.

Francis Elliott Political Editor

James Dean
Technology Correspondent

Stuart Rose says the
PM should return to
the green agenda
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Bishop steps down for
personal reasons
The Bishop of Gloucester has
left his post three months earlier
than planned.
The Right Rev Michael

Perham, 66, was due to retire in
November after almost a decade
in the role, but stepped down this
weekend, citing “personal
reasons”. He was due to take part
in commemoration services to
mark the First World War
centenary yesterday, but it is
understood that his move is with
immediate effect.
The Diocese of Gloucester said

in a statement that the bishop
had “stepped back” from his
ministry because of personal
reasons and did not elaborate.
Bishop Michael, who was
ordained in 1976, served in five
posts in the Church of England
before becoming Bishop of
Gloucester in 2004.
The Bishop of Tewkesbury, the

Right Rev Martyn Snow, is
expected to carry out Bishop
Michael’s duties.

Escaped drug trafficker
is held in South Africa
A convicted
drug trafficker
and fraudster
from Swansea,
south Wales,
has been
arrested in
South Africa.
Martin

Evans, 52, right, had been on the
run since 2011, when he failed to
return to prison after being
released on licence while serving
21 years for conspiracy to supply
cocaine and fraudulent trading.
He was detained in the

Midrand area of Johannesburg
on Saturday night. He will appear
in court today for an extradition
hearing.

£100 insurance bill for
ride-on lawn mowers
Gardeners may have to pay up to
£100 for motor insurance for their
ride-on lawn mowers, even if
they never take them on the road.
The Department for Transport is
worried about a ruling due at the
European Court of Justice in
Luxembourg next month, which
relates to a Slovenian who was
injured when he was knocked off
a ladder by a trailer attached to a
tractor. Patrick McLoughlin, the
transport secretary, has been told
that the ruling may require
anyone using a ride-on mower to
have motor insurance, which
could be about £100 a year. “This
is exactly the sort of bureaucratic
EU meddling that drives people
mad,” he said.

Met’s hundreds of files
on police corruption
Scotland Yard has 260 crates of
papers on police corruption in
one part of London alone,
according to a letter sent to a
senior MP. The documents are
linked to Operation Tiberius, a
secret police report describing
widespread corruption among
some Metropolitan Police officers
in the early 2000s. It said that
more than 40 then serving
officers were helping eight crime
syndicates to avoid being brought
to justice alongside 19 former
detectives. The number of crates
was disclosed to Keith Vaz,
chairman of the Commons home
affairs select committee, in a
letter from Craig Mackey, the
Met’s deputy commissioner.

Tory titans set
to clash over
Britain’s best
deal from EU
Francis Elliott

George Osborne and Boris Johnson
will go head tohead thisweekover how
best to secure from Brussels the best
deal for the UK in a reformed EU.
OnWednesday themayorofLondon

will use a speech to call on David Cam-
eron to state unequivocally that he
would recommend leavingEurope if he
failed to win back enough powers from
Brussels. However, he could be pre-
empted by the chancellor, who is giving
a major speech tomorrow.
MrOsborne is certain to be asked for

his reaction to a report commissioned
by Mr Johnson, which suggests that
more jobs could be created if Britain
were to leave than to stay in an un-
reformed EU.
Gerard Lyons, the report’s author

who is also Mr Johnson’s chief eco-
nomic adviser, told The Sunday Times
that Britain could only achieve “serious
reform if it is serious about leaving”.
Mr Cameron has resisted pressure to

say that he would campaign for Britain
to leave the EU in the in-out referen-
dum, which he has promised to hold
before 2018 if he wins sufficient seats at
the election next year.
No 10 was terse about Mr Johnson’s

intervention yesterday, saying simply
that the speech was “a matter for him”.
Themayor’s alliesdenied thatMrJohn-
son was trying to outflank the prime
minister andmake common causewith
hard-line Eurosceptics.

Ed Miliband loses the youth vote during a visit to Hastings, East Sussex, with Sarah Owen, Labour’s candidate for the seat
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In that lost summer of 1914 before war
wasdeclared, the villagers ofTheLee in
Buckinghamshire gathered for the
highlight of the August bank holiday
weekend, the cricket match between
the village and a team from the big
house.
It was the climax of a week of merri-

ment when the friends of Sir Arthur
Liberty, the founder of the Regent
Street store, descended on the Manor
House to dance, play tennis and cricket
and generally enjoy themselves.
ThematchonMonday,August 3,was

never finished due to rain. With the

threat of war imminent, some of the
players resolved to resume it just as
soon as the conflict was over.
The men from the village, including

many from the cricket team, did their
patriotic duty and signed up to fight.
Many never came back: 30 were killed
in the trenches. By the time thewarwas
over no one had the appetite to think
aboutamatch that cannothave seemed
important any more.
Now, 100 years later, the match that

never ended is to be replayed on that
same village ground. Patrick Walsh,
vice-chairman of The Lee cricket club,
said: “We thought thatplayingagameof
cricket isquiteanappropriatethingtodo
to remember those who died. If the war
had been lost, awhole traditionalway of
lifewouldhave been lost. Things like vil-
lage cricket might not have survived.”
That the match is being played at all

is thanks to Mike Senior, who wrote a
history of the village’s involvement in
thewar, originally calledNoFinerCour-
age but since republished, in honour of
the battle in which so many of them
died, as Fromelles 1916. The Lee Week,

he said, was a week of “high jinks”: Ivor
Stewart-Liberty, Sir Arthur’s nephew
who was at Oxford, was a key figure,
and invited a number of his friends
from university.
“There was talk of war,” wrote Mr

Senior. “Germanyhadalreadydeclared
war on Russia two days earlier.”
During oneof the showers that inter-

rupted play before thematchwas aban-
doned at 5pm, Stewart-Liberty — the
captain of the Manor House team —
walked round the boundary with Al-
bert Phillips, the village’s fast bowler,
andGD“Khaki”Roberts, a friendplay-
ing for the Manor House team. Why
not, they said, carry on the match once
hostilities were over?
All three volunteered for active ser-

vice. Ivor Stewart-Liberty lost a leg: he
later became chairman of Liberty, and
died in 1952. Phillips was killed. Roberts,
who played tennis for Oxford, rugby for
Harlequins and England, and golf for
Surrey, survived unscathed, and would
later become a prominent criminal bar-
rister. He served as a prosecutor in the
Nazi war crimes trial at Nuremberg.
Two other members of the village

team lost their lives, the brothers Ar-
thur and Ralph Brown. The 30 from
The Lee whose names are inscribed on
the village’s war memorial — a high
number for a village with a population
of littlemore than 700— included nine
serving with the 2nd/1st Buckingham-
shire Battalion, Oxfordshire and Buck-
inghamshire Light Infantry, killed in
one attack during the battle of From-
elles in July 1916.
MrSenior said: “The storyofTheLee

and the FirstWorldWar and the young
men who joined up, the people who
worked on the estate and were mem-
bers of the local cricket club, is a story
that would have been repeated all
round the country.”
During the match next Sunday, the

names of the dead will be read out, and
a minute’s silence held. Among those
present will also be the life president of
the club:ElizabethStewart-Liberty,who
marriedIvor’s son,Arthur, in 1954.Afew
years ago she visited Fromelles, dug
some earth from the grave of every vil-
lager buried there andbrought it back to
The Lee. The match would be “a won-
derful salute”, said Mrs Stewart-Liberty,
84. And her late husband, Ivor’s son?
What would he have made of the
match? “He would have been thrilled.”
Leading article, page 22
Letters, page 23

After a century,
cricket resumes
for match where
war stopped play
Village pays tribute to
players from 1914 who
died in battle before
they could bat again,
Valentine Lowwrites

Online today

Britain at War
Times coverage
from 1914

T
he Duke and
Duchess of
Cambridge will
attend a service
at the First

World War cemetery at
Mons in Belgium this
evening as the nation
switches off its lights to
mark one of the darkest
moments in British
history (David Brown
writes).
Events to

commemorate the
centenary of the start of
the war will culminate
with two minutes of
darkness at 11pm in
homes and businesses to
mark the moment that
Herbert Asquith, then the
prime minister, declared
war on Germany.
Sir Edward Grey, Mr

Asquith’s foreign
secretary, is said to have
commented later: “The
lamps are going out all
over Europe. We shall not
see them lit again in our
lifetime.”
The Duchess of

Cornwall will attend a
candlelit vigil in

Westminster Abbey this
evening, while the Prince
of Wales will this morning
attend a national service
of commemoration for the
Commonwealth in
Glasgow.
The Queen will attend

a commemoration
service at Crathie Kirk,
close to Balmoral, while
the Duke of Edinburgh
will be at St Mary
Magdalene Church in
Sandringham, Norfolk.
Prince Harry will

attend an event in
Folkestone, before joining

the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge at the St
Symphorien
Commonwealth War
Graves Commission
cemetery at Mons.
The ceremony will

acknowledge the British,
Irish, Commonwealth
and German war dead
that lie there, including
the first and last British
servicemen to die on the
Western Front.
François Hollande, the

president of France, was
joined for the first time
yesterday by President

Gauck of Germany at a
service at
Hartmannswillerkopf, in
Alsace, to remember the
30,000 soldiers who lost
their lives in fierce battles
near the border between
the two countries.
President Hollande

said: “The history of
France and Germany
shows that will can
always triumph over
fatalism and that the
people who were
regarded as hereditary
enemies can, in a few
years, reconciliate.”
He described the

lasting nature of Franco-
German relations as a
lesson in peacemaking
and said that world
powers should seek to
impose a ceasefire in
Gaza “to stop the
suffering of the civilian
population”.
Sam West and Kika

Markham, both actors,
will this evening give
readings at an event
organised by the No
Glory in War campaign
in Parliament Square,
central London.

Lights go
out again
as Europe
remembers

Sir Arthur Liberty and wife Lady Emma,
and a match on The Lee cricket ground

Navy rescues Britons from Libya unrest

About 100Britonswereevacuated from
Libya on a Royal Navy survey ship yes-
terday amid deadly fighting between
rival militias.
HMS Enterprise, which was diverted

from routine deployment in the Medi-
terranean, is believed to have moored
just off the Libyan capital, Tripoli,
before dispatching smaller vessels to
ferry people to the ship.
A Foreign and Commonwealth

Office spokesman said that the major-

ityof thoseevacuatedwereBritish.Two
Irish citizens and one German are also
believed to be among those aboard
Enterprise, which is due to arrive in
Malta today.
MarkVartan,Enterprise’s command-

ing officer, said: “This is a period of un-
certainty forUKcitizens based in Libya
butwehave beenproud to play our part
in enabling their move to safety.”
In recent days, sporadic fighting

between rival militias using rocket
launchers and artillery has closed the
capital’s airport and prompted the

United States, the United Nations and
most European governments to pull
their diplomats out of the North Afri-
can state.
The violence also came close to the

area where the British embassy is situ-
ated, forcing its closure until the secur-
ity situation stabilises.
Between 100 and 300 Britons are be-

lieved tobe inLibya.TheForeignOffice
is advising British nationals that were
not able to make yesterday’s “assisted
departure”, to leave the country by
other means.

Joshua Baker

CHRIS RADBURN / PA; APEX

De Havilland Tiger Moths
flew over Highclere Castle
yesterday. Villagers
gathered at the war
memorial in the village of
Ermington, Devon, to hold
a service of rededication
and remembrance
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Jack Malvern Arts Correspondent

Audience takes the stage in order to save the play
Theatre directors tired of costly, flighty
and egocentric actorswill be relieved at
thearrivalof anewgenreof theatre that
dispenses with performers altogether.
While there are 174 one-person

shows at this year’s Edinburgh Festival
Fringeputonbyproducerskeen tokeep
down costs, one director has gone a
stage further by having no performers
at all.
Blind Hamlet, directed by Ramin

Grey, is a piece of experimental theatre
based on themes in Shakespeare’s play
that relies onmembers of the audience
doing the bidding of a recorded voice.
At the beginning of the show, the stage
is empty except for a digital recording
device placed beneath a microphone.
The voice belongs to the show’s writ-

er, Nassim Soleimanpour, an Iranian
playwright whose previous workWhite
Rabbit, Red Rabbit involved actors such

as Juliet Stevenson, Tamsin Greig,
Stephen Rea and SarahMillican. The
recording calls upon a member of the
audience to comeon stage, and later in-
vites that person to choose five more
people .
Greysaid that if the audiencewas too

timid then the whole play would fall
apart. “We’re not pausing the recording
so if the audience doesn’t obey then
things could get out of sync and not
work,” he said.
The play, which is told from the point

of view of a man who is losing his sight
and unable to read Hamlet, involves a
stage manager who is not an actor and
does not intervene if people cause a
disturbance or fail to respond to
instructions. Instead, he puts out chairs
for those on stage and offers them
drinks.
The critical moment comes in the

first five minutes, when an audience
member is asked to come on stage. If

the person is too embarrassed then
none of the rest of the show makes
sense. In the performance on Saturday
a woman refused to take part, but the
man sitting next to her volunteered to

takeherplace.There is also the risk that
some performances will not attract
enough theatregoers to fill all the parts
— a possibility at a festival that is

notorious for having shows with audi-
ences in single figures.
Grey said that he was fearful that

things would go wrong, but Soleiman-
pour was entirely relaxed about it.
“When I say to Naseem, ‘What do you
think about it if it fails?’, he’s really in-
terested in that.
“It’s a slightly crazy idea. It’s the edge

of theatre. I don’t think it’s going to be
the future of theatre.”
Soleimanpour,whose “death” ina fic-

tional car crash is announcedat the end
of the play, said that hewas notworried
about theBritish reputation for reserve.
“Trust me. The British are very alive,
like children inside.” Grey said that the

lackofactorsmade theshowconsidera-
bly cheaper to put on.
“If this showdoeswork,it allows us to

tour it in a really different way. We can
tour it by uploading an MP3 file and a
set of instructions.”
The play is one of dozens at the

Fringe celebratingShakespeare’s 450th
anniversary with novel adaptations of
his work. Examples includeHamlet and
Ophelia Go Swimming, an exploration
of the couple’s relationship before the
play begins, and S***-Faced Shake-
speare, a condensed version of Two
Gentlemen of Verona put on by a “genu-
inely drunken professional actor”.
Theatre v football, Times2, pages 38-39
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The wrong
impression
Internet trolls, those low achievers
who skulk in darkened bedrooms
spewing abuse online, can easily
get you down. It won’t surprise
you to hear that David Cameron
gets an awful lot, but he has a way
of dealing with it. According to
Helen Lewis, deputy editor of the
New Statesman, the PM’s current
party trick is to read out Twitter
replies in the voice of the person
he imagines sending them. Most,
it seems, are variations on a theme
of “fack awff Dishface”.
Unlike George Osborne, who is

an excellent mimic, Cameron is
not very good at impressions. In
2009 he attempted in a speech on
ID cards to say “Where are your
papers?” in a German accent that
owed a lot to ’Allo ’Allo, while a
few years ago he impersonated
Julia Gillard, the Aussie leader, in
a speech. The result came out
more like Sir Les Patterson.

Monica Lewinsky, below, is a fan of
Orange is the New Black, the
American prison drama, but she
writes in Vanity Fair that it gives
her flashbacks of when she was
threatened with jail by
prosecutors investigating her
affair with Bill Clinton. At one
point, a lawyer told her to think
carefully about what she said
or she would end up in an
orange jumpsuit. “Orange,”
she said, “is not my colour.”

pew, what a scorcher
Richard Ingrams railed in
the Catholic Herald
recently about the
“politically correct
brigade” taking over

traditional hymns. The crotchety
Ingrams, who plays the church
organ, moaned about Onward
Christian Soldiers being rewritten
as Onward Christian Pilgrims
because it was too military, and
said the modern hymn Colours of
Day had “a dreary tune and fairly
meaningless words”. In the latest
issue a reader recalls raised
eyebrows when the hymn, with its
chorus “So light up the fire and let
the flame burn”, was requested for
a cremation.

With fears of the ebola epidemic
spreading beyond Africa, the
Immigration Services Union says
border staff have been given a “risk
algorithm” to assess would-be
carriers. Asked what this actually
means, Lucy Moreton, the union’s
general secretary, says it amounts to
staff being told “If worried, call an
ambulance”. How reassuring.

it hurts
Gordon Brown famously got
through three Nokias in a week by
chucking them at the wall in a
rage, but he is not the only
Downing Street resident to take
out his frustration on technology.
In a podcast in the US, Steve
Hilton, David Cameron’s former
director of strategy, admits to
throwing his iPod at his computer
monitor. “The mark is there, it
reminds me of my techno rage
every single day,” he says. “There’s
something about my useless, fat,
stubby fingers — I’m hopeless
with touchscreens.” Just as well for
the Civil Service IT budget that
Hilton took his anger issues to
California two years ago.

name game
After 28 years in Wapping, The
Times has moved south of the
Thames to a new home in what
some call the “Baby Shard”.
This column, which is named

after our former Thomas
More Square office, will
keep its name, however.
Not only does TMS
spell Times for those
with irritable vowel

disorder, but calling the
column BS would be

inviting trouble.
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Tougher immigration rules
‘will make Britons poorer’
Richard Ford Home Correspondent

Individual prosperity will fall and
income tax rise over the next 50 years if
net immigration is cut to the tens of
thousands as promised by theConserv-
atives, according to a report today.
It warns of the damaging economic

consequences of cutting immigration
by half, saying that it would reduce
living standards and requirehigher tax-
ation to fund pensions and spending on
elderly healthcare.
The authors admit that they have

looked at only the economic implica-
tions of lower immigration and have
not taken into account negative conse-

quences, including greater congestion
and other “potential social impacts”.
The report is one of series by the

National Institute of Economic and
Social Research assessing the impact of
immigration. It says the papers “con-
firm that market-orientated policies to
attract skilled migrants are likely to
yield economic and social benefits”.
The government has made changes

to immigration policy, including a
21,500-a-year cap on skilled migrants,
in an attempt to halve the net figure to
under 100,000 a year. The Office for
National Statistics has said that with
net migration of 200,000, the popula-
tion would be 81.5 million by 2060.

Clegg joins calls for
limit on EU workers
Francis Elliott Political Editor

Britain should have the right to stop
migrants from new EU countries if
more arrive than can be “absorbed
successfully”, NickCleggwill say today.
Mr Clegg will make his pitch to curb

migration as all three main parties
struggle to show that they are respond-
ing to voters’ concerns on the issue.
The Lib Dems endured a near wipe-

out in the European parliament elec-
tions and acknowledge that they were
punished for supporting the status quo.
Mr Clegg defended the EU against

Nigel Farage, theUkip leader, inTVde-
bates, saying there was little he would
change about Brussels. However, in a
speech on immigration today, the Lib
Dem leader will call for reform to the
freedom of movement that allows EU
migrants to seek work in the UK.
Like Mr Cameron and Ed Miliband

before him, Mr Clegg will call for a
toughening of the rules that limit mi-
gration from new EU countries, sug-
gesting that it shouldbe longer than the
current seven years. He will say he
wants to close the “loophole” that
allowed people from Romania and
Bulgaria to travel to work in Britain
claiming to be self-employedbefore the
controls were lifted this January.
He will say that EUmembers should

keep theability toclose thedoor ifnum-
bers fromanewly joined county get out

of hand. “We need to agree a period of
time—once thecontrolshavebeen lift-
ed — in which existing member states,
includingBritain, retain the right to put
on the brakes if people begin arriving in
numbers too big for our society to
absorb successfully.”
Hewill add: “This is not about bolting

the door, but it is about steadying the
flow of people into Britain in away that
is careful and honest. It is in everyone’s
interests – British born or not – for
people livinghere to feel confident that,
whenanewmember joins theEU, there
will be no surprises and they have
nothing to fear.”
David Cameron increased the rhe-

toric last week, saying that he had
introduced a “Britain first” immigra-
tion system, despite limited evidence
that theUK’s welfare system is drawing
migrants.
Rachel Reeves, Labour’s welfare

spokeswoman, went farther yesterday,
suggesting that a Labour government
would introduce an outright ban on
out-of-work benefits for EU migrants
who had not paid NI contributions. “It
shouldn’t be that you can draw on the
system without having contributed,”
she told The Sun on Sunday.
Ed Balls, the shadow chancellor, said

last week: “You shouldn’t be free to
work in Britain and send back tax
credits.”
Thunderer, page 18

The key to writing a bestseller?
Be naive and ignore the odds

A young author whose debut novel is
outselling JK Rowling’s latest work has
credited a creative writing course with
helping her to complete the book.
Jessie Burton, 31, has seenTheMinia-

turist achieve huge success five years
after she conceived the idea. It has been
the subject of a bidding war, sold to
publishers in 30 countries and film
producers have been reported to be
fighting over a possible screen adapta-
tion.
Creative writing courses were

criticised this year as a waste of time by
Hanif Kureishi, the author of The
Buddha of Suburbia. Ms Burton said
that she had found a course run by a
literary agency useful, despite initially
having doubts. She told The Times: “I

did find it helpful. Iwas quite dubious at
first like many people are. It’s not that I
thought I was a great writer, but I
queried how they could teach you to
write when it’s something so personal.
Then I got a place and decided to go for
it. I remember coming back on the first
night after a two-hour session and
feeling happier than I had in
five years.
“I’d been acting and things

hadn’t been goingwell. Now, I
had two hours in a week de-
voted solely to writing and
books and talking to other
people who were writing.”
About 150 people applied

for 15 places on the three-
month course, run by Curtis
Brown, the literary agency.
Such courses have prolifer-
ated in recent years, butmost are runby
universities, including the most well-
known programme at theUniversity of
East Anglia. Ms Burton described it as
giving her an “eye-opening” insight in-
to the “inexact science” of howpublish-
ers worked. Students analysed voice,

point of view, atmosphere and tense,
and peer-reviewed each other’s work.
Her book, which is set in 17th-century
Amsterdam, concerns an elaborate
doll’s house given to the heroine as a
wedding present by her husband. The
book entered The Bookseller charts at
No 4 and is higher up the Waterstones

charts than the latest book by
Robert Galbraith, the pen
name used by JK Rowling.
It was described in a review

in The Times as “always
entertaining, intriguing and
suspenseful”.
Ms Burton said it was

important for authors to
ignore the odds being stacked
against them if they were to
succeed.Her agent receives 150
manuscripts a week and took

on only eight authors last year. “You
have to, as an unpublished writer, be
naive and ignore the stats otherwise
you would never have a go.” She is
working on her second novel, set in
Spain during the civil war and in
London in the 1960s.

Debut author admits
creative-writing course
helped her to success
with The Miniaturist,
says Nicola Woolcock
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Jessie Burton: “I remember coming back on the first night after a two-hour session, feeling happier than I had in five years”

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, MARY TURNER
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Hundreds die as heatwave hits elderly
At least 600 people died in oneweek as
a result of last month’s heatwave,
government statistics suggest.
The hot spell appears to have led to a

spike in deaths, with 9,119 people dying
across England and Wales in the week
to July 18, 7 per centmore than the five-
year average, according to data from
the Office for National Statistics.
The National Pensioners Conven-

tion, which promotes the welfare of
older people, described the number of
excess deaths as shocking and warned
that there could be up to 1,200 more to
come, as figures indicated that the
elderly had borne the brunt of this
summer’s hot weather.
The extra deaths coincided with a

week in which temperatures rose to
32C (89.6F) in parts of the country and
hovered above 27C for three days.
The largest increase in mortality for

the week was found in the southeast of
England, where Gravesend recorded a
temperature of 32.3C, the highest any-
where in the country so far this year.

More than 1,400 deaths were recorded,
8 per cent more than expected.
Every other region in England and

Wales except the east coast recorded
more deaths than the medium-term
average in the middle of July.
Theheat took itsheaviest toll onpen-

sioners, with 1,546 deaths among those
aged between 65 and 74, 118 more than
would be typical for the time of year.
Ben Armstrong, professor of epide-

miological statistics at the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, said he expected that the
subsequent eight days would turn out
to have led to another rise in the num-
ber of deaths.
“Our research shows there would

have been an appreciable excess in
mortality later in the July heatwave,
with the potential for an increase if
temperatures reach similar levels in
August,” he said.
Earlier this year, a study by one of

Professor Armstrong’s colleagues pre-
dicted that global warming and a boom
in Britain’s numbers of over-65s would
lead to more than 7,000 excess heat

deaths every summer by 2050. The
figure today is 2,000.
Public Health England, a govern-

ment agency, warned that heatwaves
posed “dangerous” conditions for the
sick, the elderly and young children.
“High temperatures can be dangerous,
especially for particularly vulnerable
people such as older people, young
children and those with serious illness-
es,” a spokesman said.
“It is important to stay out of the sun

between 11am to 3pm, avoid sunburn,
stay hydrated and keep your bedroom
and livingspacecoolbyclosingcurtains
onwindows that face the sunandopen-
ing windows at cooler times of the day
and overnight.”
The Met Office anticipates that the

warmweatherwill persist over the next
fewweeks, particularly in the southand
east of England. However, yesterday it
issued a yellow weather warning for
flooding across much of the Scottish
Highlands and the Inner Hebrides as a
heavy downpour approached the west
coast.
Forecast, page 17

Oliver Moody

Stop saying we’re sex criminals like Rolf Harris, naturists protest
Naturistshave said that they shouldnot
be threatened with a place on the sex
offenders register because it is for
“people like Rolf Harris and Stuart
Hall”.
The comment was made after two

men skinny dipping in Northern Ire-
landwere told bypolice that they risked
getting a criminal record because what
they were doing was illegal.
British Naturism has mounted a

defence of the pursuit amid concerns
that it may be threatened by a wave of
public censoriousness. Andrew Welch,
the group’s commercial manager, said

that the country’s views on
public nakedness remained
“Victorian” and that the
British struggled to distin-
guish between nudity and
sex.
Speaking after Northern

Irish police wrote on Face-
book that they took inci-
dents like the one involving
skinny dipping in County
Down “extremely serious-
ly,” he said that it was “ridic-
ulous” to conflate naturism

with serious sex offences.
“Anyone taking their clothes

off in town simply to enjoy the
freedom and the sensation of
being a naturist is not commit-
ting any kind of crime at all,”
he said.
“In this country, with our

still rather Victorian attitudes,
there is a suspicion about
someone who is nude. The
suggestion that skinny dip-
ping, which we all do and love,
is a sexual offence is ridiculous.

“Skinny dipping is liberating, it’s a
euphoric, life-affirming feeling. The
Sexual Offences Act is for people like

Rolf Harris and Stuart Hall,” he added.
Nudity becomes illegal when it can be
proved by the complainant that the
person who shed their clothes had the
“intention” of causing “alarm or
distress. What we don’t like is the as-
sumption that people are offended by a
nude body—youmight be surprised or
a little shocked, butyou’renotoffended.
“We have to get away from the idea

that nudity is bad and themorewe sup-
press it the worse it becomes,” Mr
Welch said. “Andwhomakes the rules?
Perhaps I’d like to go to the beach and
say I don’t like dogs or blondes so could
they please leave? If we all stopped do-
ing things just because peoplemight be

offended, we wouldn’t do anything.”
There are now more than 3.7 million
naturists in the UK and most of British
Naturism’s members sign up after be-
coming accustomed to nudist beaches
on foreign shores.
Michael McDonald, chief police in-

spector of North Down, said: “Taking
your clothes off in a very busy areawith
lots of young children about is neither
responsible or considerate.”
British Naturism said there was no

evidence that nudity harmed children,
and censoring nudity was more harm-
ful to children’s development as they
remained unaware of what constituted
a “normal” body.

Lucy Holden

The hot weather
has brought an
unusual hazard:

exotic snakes on the
loose (Paul Simons
writes). Boa
constrictors,
kingsnakes and corn
snakes have been
found in recent
weeks, believed to be
escaped pets.
“They’re fantastic

escape artists, and
corn snakes and
kingsnakes survive
well in this country,”

said Mark Amey, of
Ameyzoo Exotic Pets,
in Hertfordshire.
One of the most

alarming discoveries
was a pair of 8ft-long
boa constrictors near
a playground in East
Ham, east London.
Another was found in
a house in
Skelmersdale,
Lancashire, and a 2ft
baby boa was
discovered in a
Birmingham charity
shop.
Mechanics in Kelty,

Fife, found a corn
snake coiled up
on a car engine,
and a teacher was
surprised by one in
her kitchen

cupboard in Southsea,
Hampshire. Even
more shocking, a
woman in
Sanderstead, Surrey,
found a kingsnake in
her lavatory.
“There’s definitely

been a lot more cases
reported this year of
escaped snakes,” said
Chris Newman, of the
Federation of British
Herpetologists. “The
warmer the weather,
the more active they
are.”

Pet snakes
warm to
the idea of
freedom

Visitors to Woolacombe beach, north Devon, soak up the sun yesterday. But for older people, young children and the seriously ill, high temperatures can be dangerous, Public Health England has warned

GUY HARROP

Britain now has more
than 3.7 million naturists
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Media studies twerps running
BBC, laments Jonathan Miller
Nicky Harley

TheBBC is being run by “media studies
twerps”, the theatre and opera director
and television presenter Sir Jonathan
Miller has said. In a lament against the
broadcaster he also accused the late Sir
David Frost of “stealing ideas”.
Sir Jonathan, who also starred in

Beyond the Fringe with Alan Bennett,
Peter Cook and Dudley Moore, said
that noneof the acclaimeddocumenta-
ries he had made for the BBC would
now get commissioned.
He said in an interviewwithTheMail

on Sunday that the BBC is run by
“twerps who all have degrees in media
studies, which is like having a degree in
stationery”. He added: “Now you go to
a person called a commissioning editor,
who says, ‘You haven’t described the
journey’. ”
Sir Jonathan, 80, has created many

ground-breaking documentaries in-
cluding The Body in Question, the first
programme to show a human corpse

being dissected. He followed it with
programmes studying the brain and
language. Sir Jonathan said that he just
used to just “go upstairs” and tell the
bosses he wanted to do, but the BBC’s
culture had changed.
He added: “I deeply regret having

been in this business.” His last main

documentary for the BBCwas on athe-
ism, in 2004.
Sir Jonathan described SirDavid, the

broadcaster, as “theBubonic plagiarist”
who “simply stole most of the ideas. He
was amanwith grotesque ambitions, to
the extent that when he died he man-
aged to have a commemorative service
at Westminster Abbey.”

Toddlers ‘should study gay lifestyle’

Children in nurseries should be taught
about homosexual relationships,
according to a leading gay rights advo-
cate who has spoken to the new educa-
tion secretary about homophobia in
schools.
Ruth Hunt, the new chief executive

of Stonewall, said that the LGBT (les-
bian, gay, bisexual, transgender) orga-
nisation hoped to produce books to
combat homophobic bullying among
school children. She wants books for
under-fives that “celebrate difference”.
Ms Hunt claimed that the initiative,

part of a drive to tackle homophobia in
schools, had the backing ofNickyMor-
gan, the new education secretary.
Ms Hunt told The Independent:

“Nicky Morgan wrote to me this week
saying she was very keen to tackle
homophobic bullying in schools and
there’s a very real commitment to shift-
ing attitudes in schools.
“I think the next step is about going

intopre-schools.Weneed to encourage
[under-fives] to think about different

families. Loads of kids these days have
twomumsor twodads—or at least gay
uncles and aunts.
“I know fromallmy godchildren that

thequalityof children’s booksdepicting
difference is dire. I really want to com-
mission a suite of books that celebrates
difference in all its forms for under-
fives —with different families in it but
also mixed-race people, and sent into
every pre-school setting. That will take
time too. But that is possibly one of the
most radical campaigns we could do.”
Ms Hunt said that the coalition

governmenthadbeen supportive of the
organisation’s work with children,
including producing a film for primary
schools to celebrate same-sex-parent
families.
Homophobia is rife in primary

schools,where theuseof theword“gay”
as a pejorative term is still endemic, she
said. “Most language moves on, but
98per cent of kidshear ‘that’s so gay’ on
a regular basis and it was the same five
years ago.
“We’ve seen bullying of gay kids go

down from65per cent to 50per cent, so

the bullying’s going down but not the
language.
“Themost important thing is that it’s

all age appropriate, but we grew up
reading Cinderella and that didn’t turn
me into a blatant heterosexual, so we
need to just chill out a bit, don’t we?
“Banning books is never the way.

There’s no evidence whatsoever that
you can make anyone gay,” she added.
Ms Hunt praised David Cameron,

saying he was incredibly brave to
pursue equal marriage. “You can’t
underestimate the importance of
marriageat shifting social attitudes and
it was incredibly brave of Cameron to
pursue that. He didn’t have to.”
ADepartment forEducation spokes-

woman said: “Like primary schools,
pre-schools are not required to teach
about relationships. But if they do, it
must be age appropriate and done in
consultation with parents’ wishes.”
“To help eradicate bullying we are

providingmore than £4million to anti-
bullying organisations that work with
schools and young people to tackle all
forms of bullying.”

How to pass
as A* parents
when results
day arrives
Nicola Woolcock
Education Correspondent

Nicola Woolcock

A-level results day is one of the most
nerve-racking of a teenager’s life and
guides abound on how school leavers
can cope with the stress of what to do if
results do not go as planned.
Now a psychology professor has

taken pity on their poor parents. Harri-
etGross, ofLincolnUniversity,haspub-
lished advice for parents, giving them
tips for the build-up to the big day, on
Thursday, August 14.
Professor Gross suggests that

parents should realise that their role is
to providemoney and a roof over teen-
agers’ heads during the summer, and to
try to avoid interfering in anything else.
She said: “Parents contribute to the

finances and provide the hotel known
as home. It is the young personwho sat
the exams, did the coursework and will
have to do much the same when they
move to university.” Therefore, Profes-
sorGross said that parents should resist
the temptation to make their children
do something productive and gain
employment over the summer, as it
would probably fall on deaf ears.
“Urging may come to nothing, so

even while seething with irritation, see
the positive side of having the children
around and enjoy their company. If
everything works out as planned they
will be gone soon enough,” she added.
If results are worse than expected,

and your child needs to seek a univer-
sity place through the clearing system,
avoid the temptation to take over, she
said. “
“Let themdecidewhat to do—offer-

ing a shoulder, listening and helping
with decision-making.”
Finally, parents shoulddigoutphotos

of themselves as teenagers and remem-
ber how they felt on exam results day,
Professor Gross added. And then, per-
haps, they should quietly put them
away again.
6Having a degree brings a £500,000
earnings premium during a graduate’s
career, according to Adzuna, an online
job search engine. It found that gradu-
ates earned about £15,000 a year more
than non-graduates, although those in
hospitality, tourism and sports science
struggling to command large salaries.

Don’t take children to galleries. They
won’t understand, says top artist
Parents wondering how to entertain
their offspring over the summer
holidays should forget about art galler-
ies, because trying to get children to
understand art is a total waste of time,
according to Jake Chapman.
The artist, who with his brother,

Dinos, was shortlisted for the Turner
prize in 2003, said that parents were
arrogant if they thought their children
could grasp the complexities of works
by Jackson Pollock and Mark Rothko.
Standing a child in front of one of

Pollock’s paint-spattered works was an
insult to the artist, he said. “It’s like
saying . . . it’s as moronic as a child,” he
said. “Children are not human yet.”
Chapman, himself a father, said that

the apparent simplicity of Henri
Matisse’s work had nothing to do with
the basic levels of artistry present in
children’s paintings. “There is no con-
nection. Anyone who says there is is
less than a village idiot.”
He referred to Pablo Picasso’s state-

ment that it took him “four years to
paint like Raphael, but a lifetime to
paint like a child”. Chapman said: “It’s
like saying a child will understand a
cubist painting because a cubist paint-
ing is childlike. [It is] a hangover from a
Picasso-esque notion that when you
draw it’s about achieving some kind of
childish state.”
The artist’s comments in The

Independent on Sunday drew criticism
from galleries and artists such as
Grayson Perry and Antony Gormley,
who said that children could appreciate
art without needing to understand its
complexity or place in art history.
Gormley, the Turner prizewinning

artist whose works include Angel of the
North, said that he disagreed with
Chapman “pretty fundamentally”.
He said: “I don’t think art is to be

understood — it’s to be experienced.
Jake is an agent provocateur. Children
experience things in a far more direct
way than we do. I would say that art
allows us to connect with those parts of
ourselveswhicharenoteducated.Art is
not to be decoded. It is to be felt. Feeling
comes before understanding.
“I wouldn’t be an artist today if I had

not been taken to art galleries as a child.

Yes, I didn’t understand the history or
the principles out of which modernity
arose, but that didn’t stop me from
understanding vitality, horror,
confusion.”
Perry, who won the Turner prize in

the sameyear that theChapmanbroth-
erswere shortlisted, said: “It gets [child-
ren] used to going to art galleries and
staring studiously at difficult pictures.
Then they’ll be a good, trainedmiddle-
class person. It’s like being able to hold
a knife and fork properly.”
Beth Schneider, head of learning at

the Royal Academy of Arts, London,
said that stimulating children with art
was a worthwhile exercise. “I don’t
think it diminishes the accomplish-
ment or complexity that great works of
art can have,” she said.
“Noonewould sayyoushouldn’t take

a child to a science or natural history

museum because they don’t under-
stand what they’re seeing at the
level of the greatest in the world.
Everyone comes at their own level.”
A National Gallery spokesman

said that children could benefit a
great deal from visiting galleries
and museums. “It widens their
horizons, can develop curiosity
about theworld, boost creativ-
ity and foster craftsmanship
and storytelling,” he said.
Sorcha Carey, director of

the Edinburgh Art Festival,
said that Chapman was
wrong. “I regularly take my
five-year-old son to galleries,
and he not only really enjoys

it, but has very clear opinions
about what he does and doesn’t
like,” she said. “Having been
brought up going to galleries and

museumsbymyownmother,
I think it’s a really fantastic
way to open up a world
that can seem quite
intimidating from the
outside.
“One of the most

wonderful things about
art is that individual
meaning is never fixed
— it evolves.
“Your reading or

understanding of an art-
work when you are 5 or 10
or 15 will almost certainly
differ from when you are
50 or 60 or 70. But each and

every encounter is valuable.”

Jack MalvernArts Correspondent

Jake Chapman:
“Children are
not human yet”

BERND JONKMANNS / LAIF / CAMERA PRESS

The apparent simplicity of Matisse’s work, such as The Snail at Tate Modern, has no connection to children’s art, insists Chapman

Sir Jonathan said
he regrets having
been in television
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This ebola epidemic should frighten us all
Though the disease is unlikely to spread globally, we need to concentrate on its likely host – the myriad bat species

A
s you may know by now, I
am a serial debunker of
alarm and it usually
serves me in good stead.
On the threat posed by

diseases, I’ve been resolutely
sceptical of exaggerated scares about
bird flu and I once won a bet that
mad cow disease would never claim
more than 100 human lives a year
when some “experts” were
forecasting tens of thousands
(it peaked at 28 in 2000). I’ve
drawn attention to the steadily
falling mortality from malaria
and Aids.
Well, this time, about ebola, I am

worried. Not for Britain, Europe or
America or any other developed
country and not for the human race
as a whole. This is not about us in
rich countries, and there remains
little doubt that this country can
achieve the necessary isolation and
hygiene to control any cases that get
here by air before they infect more
than a handful of other people — at
the very worst. No, it is the situation
in Liberia, Sierra Leone
and Guinea that is scary. There it
could get much worse before it
gets better.
This is the first time ebola has got

going in cities. It is the first time it is
happening in areas with “fluid
population movements over porous
borders” in the words of Margaret
Chan, the World Health
Organisation’s director-general,
speaking last Friday. It is the first

time it has spread by air travel. It is
the first time it has reached the
sort of critical mass that makes
tracing its victims’ contacts difficult.
One of ebola’s most dangerous

features is that kills so many health
workers. Because it requires direct
contact with the bodily fluids of
patients, and because patients are
violently ill, nurses and doctors are
especially at risk. The current
epidemic has already claimed the
lives of 60 healthcare workers,
including those of two prominent
doctors, Samuel Brisbane in Liberia
and Sheik Umar Khan in Sierra
Leone. The courage of medics in
these circumstances, working in
stifling protective gear, is humbling.
Inevitably, some health workers

are fleeing the affected areas and
inevitably many families of victims
are coming to see the isolation wards
as places of death to which they do
not want their loved ones taken. It
does not help that doctors and
hospitals are now so associated with
the disease that machete-wielding

villagers in Guinea have been
refusing to allow doctors to enter
some areas, on the suspicion that
they were bringing the disease.
So no wonder Dr Chan says the

outbreak “is moving faster than our
efforts to control it. If the situation
continues to deteriorate, the
consequences can be catastrophic in
terms of lost lives but also severe
socio-economic disruption.” There is
little doubt that the ebola epidemic
will have huge indirect effects,
through interrupting treatment and
prevention for other serious diseases,

as well as through the dislocation of
the economy of west Africa.
Consider just one case, that of the

woman who probably first brought
the virus to Liberia in March when
she returned from Guinea feeling
unwell. She was cared for by her
sister till she died. The sister felt ill
and took a communal taxi to
Liberia’s capital Monrovia on the way
see her husband, which resulted in
the deaths of five other passengers in
the taxi. She rode pillion on a
motorbike some of the way and the
driver has not been traced. That sort
of thing is happening all the time.
I still maintain that ebola is very

unlikely to cause a global pandemic.
As a disease of human beings it is too
quick, too virulent, too easy to
contain — for its own good. With
reasonable precautions like hygiene
and isolation, strictly enforced, it
fizzles out fast. This is true, not just
of ebola, but of all the haemorrhagic
fevers, like the lassa, hanta and
marburg viruses.
These have caught the

imagination of scriptwriters because
the deaths they cause are so gory
and the prognosis of those infected
so dire. However, they have never
managed to create a pandemic —
unless the theory is right that the
plague recorded by Thucydides in
430BC, which supposedly came
down the Nile from Africa, was
ebola. Lassa (from rodents) and
marburg (from bats) flare up from
time to time in Africa, and hanta
(also rodents)killed 121 soldiers
during the Korean war.
The first and (until this time) worst

recorded outbreak of ebola, in
Yambuku in Congo in 1976, was
exacerbated by well-meaning nuns
running a remote clinic. They re-
used needles to give quinine
injections to people with malarial
symptoms and the early symptoms

of ebola are like malaria. Three
quarters of those who died caught
the virus this way; four of the nuns
also died. Today, the chances of
health workers making the problem
worse are remote.
The more febrile kind of science

writer is given to suggesting that
ebola is a sort of revenge from the
ravished rainforest for the
destruction we have wrought on it.
That is nonsense. Blood samples
from pygmies suggest that ebola
outbreaks have been happening
sporadically for a very long time and
killing apes as well as people. If
anything, it is intact forests, full of
fruit for bats to feed on, that
represent the greatest reservoir. Bats
carry and reproduce the ebola virus
very effectively, but are much less

affected by it and they are almost
certainly its natural host.
We do need to treat bats with

caution. They have already given us
rabies, marburg virus and a
morbillivirus in Australia that is
lethal to horses. Ebola is their
deadliest gift. Given that a quarter of
all mammal species are bats, that
they often share our living spaces
and they live like us in dense
colonies, the chances are they have
more viruses to pass on. In the 1990s,

a woman in an animal sanctuary in
Australia died from a bat-borne
lyssavirus. (I would forbid zoos and
animal sanctuaries from handling
bats in tropical regions.)
Liberia and Sierra Leone are two

of only six countries in the world
whose average per capita income is
lower today than it was 50 years ago,
and that is why they are so
vulnerable to this epidemic. The key
lesson is not to slow or reverse
development in rural Africa. Quite
the opposite. The sooner we can
engage more of the citizens of
Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone in
the global economy, so they can get
jobs in urban areas, afford decent
healthcare and begin to eat fast food
rather than bushmeat, the better.

With precautions such as hygiene and
isolation ebola fizzles out fast
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The awful case of Gammy
means a serious re-think
Libby Purves
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It’s the first time ebola
has spread in cities
and through air travel
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It is intact rainforests
that represent the
greatest reservoir
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Today Very warm or hot across southern and eastern Europe. Thunderstorms in central areas. Max 37C (99F), min 2C (36F)
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Alicante 33 Sunny
Amsterdam 19 Rain
Athens 33 Sunny
Barcelona 26 Thunder
Belgrade 32 Thunder
Berlin 24 Rain
Brussels 23 Cloudy
Bucharest 35 Cloudy
Budapest 32 Fair
Corfu 27 Sunny
Faro 24 Sunny
Florence 28 Sunny
Frankfurt 23 Thunder
Geneva 23 Thunder
Gibraltar 29 Sunny

Helsinki 24 Sunny
Innsbruck 22 Shower
Istanbul 28 Sunny
Lanzarote 22 Shower
Las Palmas 23 Shower
Lisbon 21 Sunny
Madeira 23 Shower
Madrid 28 Sunny
Majorca 26 Sunny
Malaga 33 Sunny
Malta 25 Sunny
Milan 26 Thunder
Moscow 29 Sunny
Munich 25 Shower
Naples 26 Sunny

Nice 26 Sunny
Nicosia 30 Thunder
Oslo 20 Rain
Paris 22 Fair
Prague 25 Rain
Reykjavik 12 Cloudy
Rhodes 26 Sunny
Rome 28 Sunny
Salzburg 24 Thunder
St Petersburg 23 Sunny
Stockholm 29 Thunder
Tenerife 20 Shower
Venice 28 Sunny
Vienna 27 Shower
Warsaw 33 Cloudy

Today’s temperatures forecast for noon

Forecast for noon today. Wind speed in mph.
Temperatures maximum for day, degrees C

thetimes.co.uk

Noon today

Turkey, the Balkans
Many places dry with sunny spells, but a few
isolated showers or thunderstorms will develop.
Maximum 34C (93F), minimum 11C (52F).

Sardinia, Sicily, Corsica, Ukraine, Moldova,
Belarus, the Baltic states
Largely fine and dry, and feeling very warm or
hot. Maximum 36C (97F), minimum 15C (59F).

Spain, Portugal, Italy
Largely fine, dry and hot with long spells of
sunshine, but the risk of a few showers over high
ground, especially the Alps and Pyrenees.
Maximum 37C (99F), minimum 10C (50F).

Western and northern France
Some places staying dry with sunny spells, but
the chance of a few locally sharp showers.
Maximum 25C (77F), minimum 10C (50F).

Germany, the Low Countries, Austria,
Switzerland, eastern and southern France,
western Poland, Czech Republic
Thunderstorms will become more widespread
through the day with a risk of large hail, local
flooding and gusty winds.
Maximum 27C (81F), minimum 5C (41F).

Scandinavia
Hot and humid in Finland and Sweden, cooler in
Norway. Thunderstorms affecting central parts.
Maximum 32C (90F), minimum 11C (52F).

British Isles
Rain clearing western Scotland, leaving sunny
spells and a few scattered showers elsewhere.
Maximum 24C (75F), minimum 2C (36F).

Outlook
Further thunderstorms across central Europe.
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Innocent civilians will continue to die until the brutal manipulations of Hamas are exposed

You’re not getting the real truth about Gaza

E
d Miliband has berated
David Cameron for not
condemning Israel’s attacks
in Gaza. No 10 says it is
shocked that Mr Miliband is

making political capital out of the
war. Meanwhile Philip Hammond,
the foreign secretary, says the
suffering in Gaza is intolerable and
has called for an unconditional
humanitarian ceasefire.
The exchanges illustrate the

widespread incomprehension of the
nature of this conflict and the
uniquely dreadful dilemma it poses.
The civilian suffering, particularly

the dead and injured children, is
indeed appalling and tragic. No one
of any conscience could fail to be
horrified. With these sickening
images regularly broadcast on TV,
and with interviewers all but
accusing Israeli spokesmen of being
cruel and reckless child-killers, it is
no surprise that much of the public is
being inflamed against Israel.
People don’t realise, however, how

their emotions are being manipulated.
They are not being shown how
Hamas is using its own people as
human shields and sacrifices, to
enable it to continue firing rockets at
Israeli civilians and to increase its
own civilian casualties in order to
turn western opinion against Israel.

It has built no shelters, forcing
civilians to use UN schools, for
instance, instead. It has ordered
Gazans to ignore Israeli warnings to
flee their houses and stay put under
bombardment.
Declassified Israeli aerial pictures

show rocket launchers situated in
mosques, schools and playgrounds.
Hamas rockets have been found
stashed in three UN-run schools. A
senior UN official, John Ging, has
said Hamas “are firing their rockets
into Israel from the vicinity of UN
facilities and residential areas”.
Shifa hospital also acts as a Hamas

command centre. Reporters know
this, as they often conduct interviews
there with Hamas spokesmen. Yet
this detail is generally denied to the
public. Nor are the public informed
about rocket fire from that hospital.
A Finnish journalist was a lone
exception when she recently

reported that a rocket was launched
from the hospital’s parking lot.
Such war crimes aren’t usually

publicised because reporters work
under an implicit threat. One
Spanish journalist admitted: “We did
see Hamas people launching rockets
close to our hotel, but if ever we
dared point our camera on them they
would simply shoot at us and kill us.”
Instead, news reports parrot the

Hamas line. So the “overwhelming
majority” of the casualties are
reported to be civilian. In fact, an

analysis by Al Jazeera shows that
most of those killed have been young
men of fighting age, not women,
children or old people. Rules
published by Hamas order anyone
talking to the media to describe all
Gaza casualties as “innocent
civilians” and ensure “there is no
evidence of rockets being fired from
Gaza population centres”.
There is also virtually no reporting

of Gazan casualties caused by
Hamas’s own rockets falling short.
Last Monday, there were explosions in
a kindergarten and Shifa’s outpatient
clinic. The media immediately blamed
Israeli airstrikes. Yet both Israel and
official Palestinian media blamed
misfired Hamas rockets — a fact
endorsed by a reporter who said he
could only do so once he left Gaza
and escaped Hamas intimidation.
The Israelis take more care than

any other army to avoid harming
civilians, warning them by leaflet,
phone, text or warning shots to flee.
Their rules of engagement restrict
them from attacking where they
know civilians are present, although
when gunfire comes from a hospital
or school the IDF are entitled to
return fire. They have also aborted
dozens of attacks when civilians are
present. Yet it is the Israelis who are
vilified as child-killers.
Ed Miliband says he condemns

what Hamas is doing. How else,
though, is Hamas to be stopped?
Israel has stuck to every ceasefire.
Hamas has broken every one of
them, although it denies doing so.
The thousands of rocket attacks

from Gaza in recent years have
forced the residents of southern
Israel to race for the shelters. The
tunnels into Israel pose an even
graver threat of mass murder and
kidnappings of Israelis.
All decent people want an end to

the deaths of innocents. But Hamas
refuses to stop trying to murder Israeli
civilians. It stated aim is to destroy
Israel and kill every Jew. Philip
Hammond said: “We understand that
Israel has concerns and that Hamas
has concerns” — as if there were a
moral equivalence between those bent
on genocide and their victims.
The Arab world (except for Qatar)

wants Hamas destroyed. The King of
Saudi Arabia condemned the
“collective massacre” in Gaza but
conspicuously did not blame Israel.
It comes to something, does it not,

when the Arab world seems to be
better disposed towards Israel, the
region’s sole democracy, than much
of the British political class.

The conflict in Gaza has caused the
public to be inflamed against Israel

Israel has stuck to
every ceasefire. Hamas
has broken every one

The Tory civil war
over the EU is down
to weak leadership
Tim Montgomerie

W
ho’s to blame for the
Tory obsession with
Europe? This
weekend Ed Miliband
promised to cap rail

fares. Nick Clegg focused on building
garden cities to tackle the housing
crisis —two bread-and-butter issues
that will help decide the election.
And the Conservatives? “Boris warns
PM: be ready to leave EU” was on the
Sunday Times front page.
Amid speculation that David

Cameron will quit as Tory leader by
2018 (my guess is that, one way or
another, he’ll be gone before then)
some believe that Boris is again
“positioning” to be his successor. The
next Tory leader will almost
certainly be an “outer”. Only
someone supporting a British exit
will be able to heal the division on
the Eurosceptic right of politics that
has seen Ukip maintain double
figures in nearly all opinion polls.
It isn’t just Boris who is talking

about Europe. It’s the favourite
subject of Tory MPs and bloggers.
No 10 complains that there’s nothing
it can do or say to shut them up.
Despite beginning his leadership

by insisting that he didn’t want
Conservatives to talk about Europe,
Mr Cameron has made multiple
concessions to his backbenchers
since. His first surrender was to the
demand for an in/out referendum.
Most recently, he’s appointed Philip
Hammond — a much more
Eurosceptic figure than William
“keep the pound” Hague — to the
Foreign Office.
No concession buys peace for long.

The fundamental problem is a lack
of trust. Eurosceptics can’t decide if
the Cameron who banned talk of a
referendum as recently as 2012 is the
authentic Cameron or if today’s
increasingly Eurosceptic version is
the real one. Many interpret his
refusal to set out any specifics for his
renegotiating strategy as a sign he
isn’t serious about changing Britain’s
relationship with Brussels. Boris
wants Tory MPs to believe that he is.
All that’s sure is that the Tory civil

war will continue. But the prospect
of Tory infighting shouldn’t
encourage you to vote for Ed
Miliband. Labour is also heading for
massive internal unrest if it wins the
election. Mr Miliband has never
confronted his party with the scale of
Britain’s debt problem. The Labour
movement will therefore revolt when
Ed Balls imposes cuts on already
stretched public services as global
investors require him to do. Politics
will get very bumpy whoever wins in
2015 — because neither Mr Miliband
nor Mr Cameron are leading their
parties. Both are following them.

Now Iknow
why Tartt
was ignored
by the judges

A
bigger mystery even than
why I have been passed
over for a knighthood
despite being a Times
columnist, is why I have

not been called upon to be a judge
for the Booker prize. And a bigger
mystery than either is why Donna
Tartt’s new book The Goldfinch is not
on the new Booker longlist.
But I have a theory. Booker judges

are nothing if they are not gallery
bait. Say “Frick” to them and they do
not look offended, utter a
“Guggenheim” and they don’t offer
you their handkerchiefs. Drop them
in a strange city with only a bottle of
water and a few pounds in local
currency and within an hour you will
discover them somewhere in front of
a Cranach admiring the use of black.
Now skip to the next item if you

don’t even want to know how Donna
Tartt’s novel begins, because my
theory involves its animating event.
All still here who want to be? OK. So

Tartt imagines a terrorist bomb
attack on the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York. Many are killed
and her narrator describes the
injuries inflicted on exactly the sort
of people you find roaming
institutions like that. One horribly
hurt woman even sports a silk scarf
of a design that can only be bought
in museum shops.
It is an utterly brilliant piece of

descriptive writing, but it does
suggest an unconscious sadism
towards the gallery classes. So
my thought, in the absence of
any real explanation, is that
the judges (most of whom
will have read it) reacted
unconsciously in turn.
They, like me, now
enter the Tate with a
new apprehension.

Gallery gripes

Ido think Tartt misses a
trick. She could, at the
very least, have maimed

one of the unfeeling
monsters who designs
seating in galleries. It
isn’t funny to build
shiny wooden benches
18 inches above the
ground, and then
watch people over 50
with over-50s knees
trying to get up
from them.

Hobbit of The Times?

Easier to go down. I much
enjoyed the image of Matthew
Parris in the new cave house in

Spain that he wrote about recently.
Then a line popped into my head.
“In a hole in the ground there lived

a hobbit . . .”
Anyone who knows

Matthew knows that he is
more pixie than hobbit, and he
would never have to be

coerced into an
adventure. Quite
the opposite.
Any passing wizard

would hardly have had
time to blow a smoke
ring before finding
himself taken on
dangerous walks,
precipitous climbs and

suicidal swims.
Despite Matthew’s

adventurousness I have
pencilled in the words “keep
free” in my mental diary

against this coming week in
August 2060. Because — if
there is honey still for tea —
I fully expect one of my
descendants to be among the
hundreds of guests at
Matthew’s eleventy-first

birthday party. I fear I won’t be
there so I’ll wish him many happy
returns now.

Turks in a twist

Last week I wrote about the
Turkish deputy prime minister,
Bulent Arinc, who said that it

was unseemly for women to laugh in
public. Within a few days, stung
perhaps by the reaction of many
Turkish women, he added men’s
laughter to his injunction.
In the meantime, a Turkish male

supporter of this modern Malvolio
took it upon himself to set me
straight. All Mr Arinc had been
trying to say, he told me, was that
women “shouldn’t laugh like whores”.
Intrigued, I asked how do whores

laugh? He replied —obliquely —
that I could find out by going to the
red-light district in Amsterdam.
Was this how he knew how whores

laugh? He said this was irrelevant
since we weren’t talking about him,
we were talking about Mr Arinc. So
was he suggesting that going to
Amsterdam was how Mr Arinc had
discovered how whores laugh?
“You are twisting my words!” he

complained. Instead of being all
Socratic I could have told him that
his immediate association of
women’s laughter with prostitution
was a misogynist giveaway of the
most classic kind. But “they were
your words”, I replied instead.

Eurosceptics cannot
decide which Cameron
is the authentic leader

Melanie
Phillips

@melanielatest
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We must rein in these casual womb-renters
The shocking case of the Down’s syndrome baby in Thailand has exposed the need for regulation in the surrogacy trade

G
ammy is six months old,
and not well. He lives
southeast of Bangkok with
the woman who gave
birth to him, Pattaramon

Chanbua. She is 21 and married, but
being in debt and unable to educate
their two small children, they agreed
she would bear a child for an
Australian couple for a fee of around
£8,850. She wondered anxiously
whether this meant sex with the
father, but was reassured that it
would be “a baby in a tube” — IVF.
When it turned out to be twins,

she got a bonus. But a test revealed
that one twin had Down’s syndrome.
Pattaramon says that the purchasing
couple told her to have an abortion
but “I didn’t agree, because I am
afraid of sin”.
The babies were born, and the

affluent foreigners took the healthy
one and left Pattaramon with poor
little Gammy. It is a situation so
outrageous that publicity in Thailand
and Australia has had thousands

pouring contumely on the unnamed
“parents” and rather more usefully
raising more than £100,000 for the
child’s urgent treatment.
On a personal level one can only

shudder at these nonchalant womb-
renters (Pattaramon never even met
them). Did they not suspect there
would be a problem for a devout
village Buddhist if a prenatal
disability check made them decide,
in their first-world sophisticated way,
on termination? Did they think that
the act of paying a surrogate excused
them from the immense game of
chance that all parents, in all ages,
have had to play? Will they ever tell
their new daughter about the brother
who shared a womb with her? And
— journalism being what it is —are
they aware that their chances of
staying anonymous are thin?
An awful tale. But a useful one, if it

persuades governments to get
together and work out a standard of
behaviour for the global surrogate
trade. The wild horses of scientific
advance and liberal social tolerance
have taken the bit between their
teeth and bolted, trampling over
ethics, sense and decency. Someone
has to haul on the reins before they
destroy someone, probably a child or
a pregnant woman. OK, infertility is
a great grief for couples, and the
situation of same-sex partners who
long to be parents is a problem too.

But reckless solutions can lead to a
grabby, careless exploitation of poor
women and a market-minded
commodification of babies. It is
already happening.
There are two kinds of surrogate

motherhood. In the simplest and
least invasive, the man’s donated
sperm fertilises the woman’s own egg
so she remains the biological mother,
though ceding (as male gamete
donors always have) all duties and
rights towards her genetic child. But
in-vitro fertilisation enables a second

kind: in “gestational surrogacy” the
host-mother is implanted with a
fertilised egg — perhaps from a
donor, or from an adopting
mother who has healthy ova
but physically can’t or won’t go
through pregnancy.
The third-party egg donor system

is popular with gay male couples in
the US: talking about his book Far
from the Tree, Andrew Solomon
relates that it attracts men like him
because if the egg belongs to one
woman and the womb to another, it
is harder for the birth-mother to
break the agreement and claim

maternal rights. US law on the
subject varies between states, one of
the most favourable towards
purchasing parents being Arkansas.
Act 647 under Bill Clinton laid down
that the biological father and his wife
(even if she is unrelated biologically
to the child) are its parents from
birth. Here, even if it’s a donor egg
the woman who gives birth
retains parental rights until adoption
takes place.
I say the “purchasing” parents

because there is a further division.
Some countries such the UK allow
only “altruistic” surrogacy — paying
“expenses” to the woman. Others
permit a commercial deal, which is
why so many couples head for India
or Ukraine. Or Thailand, though it is
now revising the rules, restricting the
practice to “altruistic” deals and to
married heterosexuals. In France,
Italy, Hungary and Iceland
surrogacy is wholly illegal; Japan is
making it so.
But commercial deals flourish,

notably in countries that are both
poor and — let’s be frank —
contemptuous of low-caste women.
India has hostels where young
women under supervision gestate
the fertilised eggs of couples from
the other side of the world. They
produce healthy, fully white infants
and then go back, alone, to God
knows what finger-pointing

contempt in their communities.
Where, one suspects, the menfolk
spend the proceeds. Doctor Gautam
Allapadia is quoted as saying
breezily: “There is no paperwork
involved, the couples don’t have to
go through any lawyers, it’s a clean
issue, and there is no litigation.”
On the other hand, bringing these

infants home can be tricky: there
have been two difficult lawsuits in
Germany over whether the
purchasing parents can make them
citizens, and The Times of Israel has
reported 65 babies stuck in Thailand
after being conceived for gay Israelis
and birthed by surrogates. The
interior ministry is reluctant to give
them Israeli citizenship.
As for parental rejection, I have

found no cases (yet) of westerners
rejecting a substandard infant from
Indian baby farms, but it can only be
a matter of time. And then where will
that deformed, sickly or mentally ill
child go? Time for some proper,
structured international discussion,
enforcing decent contracts signed in
both countries.
And maybe “civilised”, liberal

westerners could pause, stop
canonising and prioritising the
desires of would-be parents and take
a thoughtful view of what constitutes
exploitation of the poor and how far
the living female womb should be up
for rent.

Did they not imagine a
termination problem
for a devout Buddhist?

Libby
Purves

@lib_thinks
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One Hundred Years Later
The Times leader comment on the declaration of the First World War gives pause for

thought. As in 1914, there is a risk of complacency as crises swirl around us
The war that was supposed to end all wars began
exactly one hundred years ago. In Berlin, German
soldiers, kitted up for combat, were being given so
manychocolates byadmirers that theywere taken
sick on the first troop trains. In London, themood
was more sombre.
“This daywill bemomentous in thehistoryof all

time,” announced theTimes leader, reproduced in
today’s newspaper. It was entitled “Declaration of
War” and set out the case, with barely a twinge of
jingoism, for Britain to challenge theKaiser’sGer-
many. The article is a product of its timebut it is by
nomeans a fossil froma lost era. Rather it states in
considered language the principles that must
guide Britain at a moment of crisis, pushed by a
hostile power. It is a call for sacrifice and selfless-
ness, but also for the special humility and clarity of
purpose that must precede a war.
Those qualities should also inform British

policy as it tries to take stock of the flashpoints in
the world today. From Gaza to Ukraine, from
Afghanistan to IraqandSyria, blood is flowingand
while British interests are sometimes tangentially
involved, they are shaping our world and making
it more dangerous than it has been for decades.
What would our First World War leader writer

have made of today’s coagulating crises? The

question is not whimsical because 1913 had strik-
ing similaritieswith the summerof 2013: a sense of
galloping modernity, global trade, of a connected
world that would never risk armed conflict
because it would jeopardise shared prosperity.
“The coming of thewireless erawill makewar im-
possible, because it will makewar ridiculous,” said
the inventor of radio, GuglielmoMarconi. Similar
claims have been made nowadays of the internet,
of the free movement of capital.
That changed, as it appears to be changing now:

the surge in nationalist politics and the rise of pro-
tectionism chasing away the dreams of universal
communication and understanding. The Arab
Spring, made possible in part by a young protest
generationmaking use of the new technology, has
inmany countriesmutated into an age of barbari-
ty in the Middle East.
Our 1914 leader writer would almost certainly

have seen the parallels between the Kaiser’s ex-
pansionist Germany and Vladimir Putin’s expan-
sionist Russia, between the invasion of Belgium
and today’s annexation ofCrimea. The 1914 leader
said German activities demonstrated “her fixed
purpose to provoke a general war.” It would be too
early to proclaim this to be Mr Putin’s ambition,
though he appears ready to escalate the armed

tension in eastern Ukraine rather than see the re-
gion brought back under the thumb of Kiev.
There is, of course, no question of Britain going

towar overUkraine, which is not part of thewest-
ern alliance, nor a near neighbour aswasBelgium.
Nato however is revising its strategy to make it a
more effective defender of alliance partners in
eastern Europe. Again, our 1914 commentator
would have approved. It was Britain’s task, which
was in Britain’s clear interest, he said, to face down
tyrants and todefend smaller allies. “Wearedraw-
ing the sword in the same cause forwhichwedrew
it against Philip II, against Louis XIV, and against
Napoleon,” said the leaderwriter. “It is the causeof
right and honour, but it also the cause of our own
vital and immediate interests.”
Our leaderwriterswerenot prophets andwould

not have foreseen the slaughter of the trenches as
much as theywouldnot have recognised the dem-
ocratic Germany of today, nor a Britain shorn of
empire. Few could hazard that the Russian, Otto-
man and Austro-Hungarian empires were only a
fewyears away fromcollapse, that anAdolfHitler,
a lance corporal in the Bavarian army, would rise
out of the rubble of a defeated Germany. Yet the
leader is both poignant and powerful; a warning,
even for our generation, against complacency.

Home Truths
The Help to Buy scheme has succeeded in its aims but it is time to wind it up

It has long been the case in Britain that, although
inflation is in general bad, inflation in housing in
particular is good.Nodevelopednationputsmore
of its private assets into property, no other nation
quite sees the familyhomeasan investment just as
much as a place to live in. A decade of apparent
prosperity was founded on the optimism and the
funds engendered by house price growth.
There is a danger that the economic recovery,

which seems on the face of it to be strong, is again
founded on the vulnerable supports that fell away
so quickly in the crisis of 2008. If this is a recovery
based on consumer spending financed by indebt-
edness and a housing market which is chasing
value to unsustainable levels, then the optimism
which businesses are once again exhibiting to
pollsters will prove to be short-lived.
This is the concern that is today expressed by

Angel Gurria, the secretary-general of the Orga-
nisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment, who suggests that George Osborne, the
chancellor of the exchequer, should now reduce
the limit on theHelp toBuy scheme—which sub-
sidises mortgages — from £600,000 to the

national average for a house, £262,000. As Mr
Gurria goes on to say, this is not an admission of
failure.On the contrary,with the economic recov-
ery well under way and the danger of an over-
heated housing market now exceeding the risk of
economic stagnation, the scheme can be said to
have worked as well as it needs to.
Help to Buy does appear to have succeeded in

achieving what its name announces it sets out to
do. The government’s figures suggest that 35,000
homes have been bought usingHelp toBuywhich
has provided equity for newly-built housing and
has offered £12 billion in mortgage guarantees.
TheBank of England is reviewing the scheme and
the tenorof thegovernorMarkCarney’s recent re-
marks indicate that it is likely to demand that the
schemebecloseddown, asaprelude toan increase
in interest rates. That would echo the comments
made by the business secretary, Vince Cable, who
recentlypointedout thathouseprices rose 10.5per
cent in the year to May.
There ismuch that remains troubling about the

housing market in the UK but stimulating de-
mand is not the answer. The principal problem is

the lack of supply. There are not enough houses
being built. This is a consequence of a planning re-
gime which, despite repeated attempts at liberali-
sation, remains sclerotic. Property companies are
sitting on land banks onwhich they are not build-
ing.Meanwhile, the influx of foreign capital, espe-
cially into London, keeps prices artificially high.
As British people live longer, the older genera-

tion is not moving out of its large housing stock
into smaller properties. The continued break-up
of marriages also increases the number of house-
holds, as does ageneral increase in thepopulation.
The demand for housing is therefore rising but
supply is not meeting that challenge. It does not
take an economic genius to work out what will
happen to prices in those circumstances.
Mr Gurria of the OECDis right that this coun-

try now needs to be wary that its recovery is not
too heavily based on house-price inflation. The
rest of his remarks need to be taken into account
too, however. Mr Gurria pointed out that Britain
needed, and still needs, a period of austerity and
that Help to Buy was a good scheme for the early
phase of the recovery. That phase is now over.

Waterloo
The parallels between Russian history and the Eurovision song contest will now end
TheEurovisionSongContest 2014was asmuchas
the Russians could take. The winner, the Austrian
bearded lady Conchita Wurst, prompted Valery
Rashkin, deputy leader of Russia’s Communist
party, to say that “we cannot tolerate this endless
madness”. In Sochi in October of this year, an
alternative song contest, the Intervision, will be
staged for former members of the Soviet Union.
It was only in 1994 that Russia first took part in

Eurovision. Perhaps distracted by the 1956 Hun-
garian revolution, they were absent when Lys As-
sia won for Switzerland with the possibly lovely
Refrain. They were busy in the Bay of Pigs in 1961

whenJean-ClaudePascal’s perhaps liltingNous les
Amoureuxwon forLuxembourgandMassiel’s elo-
quent La, La, La passed without comment in a
Russia concerned with crushing the 1968 Prague
Spring. BucksFizz fizzled out inMoscowwhen the
triumph of Making Your Mind Up was overshad-
owed in 1981 by the Polish people making their
minds up to have free trade unions.
Diplomats might have been tempted by com-

placency knowing that the country to which
Russia had givenmost points in its Eurovision his-
tory was Ukraine. Departure comes just as the
Russians seemed to have cracked Eurovision.

Russia is leads the rankings with Sweden for top 5
finishes in the 21st century. The second-placed ef-
forts ofAlsou in2000andBuranovskiyeBabushki
in 2012 will now be all for nothing.
In retrospect, an omen of President Putin’s con-

duct can be glimpsed in the haunting lyrics of Di-
ma Bilan’s 2008 winning entry, Believe: “Even
when the world tries to pull me down, I won’t let
them put my fire out cause I’ve got something to
believe in. And I believe in me.” Boom-bang-a-
bang go the guns, a puppet on a string is installed
in Kiev and President Putin is further than ever
from meeting his Waterloo.

Daily Universal Register

UK and Europe: Vigils and services held
across the UK to mark the centenary of the
start of the First World War; the Royal
Family attend events to mark the occasion,
with the Queen joining a service of
commemoration in Aberdeenshire,
and the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge
visiting Belgium
US: President Obama hosts the inaugural
US-Africa Leaders Summit

It is proving to be a
good summer for
butterflies. Small
tortoiseshells have
made a spectacular
comeback, with
large numbers now

coming out of the chrysalis stage in
sparkling colour. They are bright orange,
with black and white markings, and a
wobbly ring of blue spots round the bottom
of their wings. Though they are very well-
known butterflies, for the past five or six
years they have been far less common than
usual. With luck, they will now recover their
normal status. The other large, colourful
butterflies — peacock, red admiral and
comma — are also thriving, and though the
vegetation is rather parched, there is plenty
of thistle, teasel and knapweed in flower,
while well-kept flower gardens provide
abundant nectar for them. The late summer
brood of brimstone butterflies is on the
wing, and clouded yellow butterflies — the
offspring of spring immigrants — are also
out. These are easily distinguished from the
pale yellow brimstones, because they are a
golden yellow with sooty wing margins. Two
day-flying moths that appear to buzz rather
than flap past are the five-spot and the six-
spot burnets. Their forewings are black, and
they can be told apart by the number of red
spots they have. derwent may

Barack Obama, US
president, pictured, 53;
Lord (Jack) Cunningham
of Felling, minister for the
cabinet office and
chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster (1998-99), 75;
Declan Donnellan,

co-founder and artistic director, Cheek by
Jowl theatre company, 61; Professor Peter
Goodfellow, geneticist and scientific adviser,
Abingworth, 63; Howard Morris, biological
chemist and professor emeritus, Imperial
College London, 68; Fredrik Reinfeldt,
prime minister of Sweden, 49; Clare Russell,
lord-lieutenant, Banffshire, 70; Kate
Silverton, BBC News presenter, 44; Billy
Bob Thornton, actor, Armageddon (1998)
Love Actually (2003), 59; Brian West, media
consultant, and former chief executive,
Association of Independent Radio
Companies (1983-95), 79; Sir Michael
Weston, UK permanent representative to
Conference on Disarmament, Geneva
(1992-97), 77.

In 1693 champagne was said to have been
invented by the Benedictine monk Dom
Pierre Pérignon; in 1870, in London, a
resolution was passed calling for the
formation of the British National Society
for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War
(forerunner of the British Red Cross
Society); in 1944 the diarist Anne Frank
was arrested by the Gestapo.

“The way in which the man of genius rules is
by persuading an efficient minority to coerce
an indifferent and self-indulgent majority.”
Sir James Fitzjames Stephen (1829-94),
British lawyer

Nature notes

Birthdays today

On this day

The last word
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Churchill’s war role
Sir, Professor Röhl (letter, Aug 1)
hopes we will ignore revisionist works
suggesting the Kaiser was not solely
responsible for the Great War, but
who to blame for our own entry is far
from clear.
The British cabinet remained calm

in the aftermath of continental
mobilisation with most opposed to
involvement in the Balkans or the
provision of aid to France and Russia.
The great exception was the First

Lord of the Admiralty, Winston
Churchill, who off his own bat
mobilised the British Navy and placed
the First Fleet on war alert in the
North Sea.
If mobilisation is what really tipped

a nation into the conflict, Churchill’s
pre-emptive actions are more
blameworthy than Foreign Secretary
Edward Grey’s specious diplomacy.
To the dismay of Prime Minister

Asquith, Churchill was outrageously
bellicose in cabinet and Lloyd George
noted that he dashed around with the
“radiance of really happy man”.
Of course, when it was over and 16

million were dead, Churchill
contacted Beaverbrook as he wrote
Politicians and the War, hoping he
would not be portrayed as a
“warmonger”.
dr john cameron
St Andrews

Still jogging
Sir, A recent survey found that older
people who exercise extend their lives
beyond average. Surely this reasoning
is flawed since older people who
exercise are likely to be fitter than
average. I am 84 and jog a mile most
mornings. My blood pressure is low, I

do not suffer from arthritis and I have
no prescribed medication. My “bad”
cholesterol is high but I think the
whole cholesterol industry is rubbish.
esther kasket
Whitwell, Herts

Freedom of speech and the Edinburgh Fringe
Sir, Whatever the rights and wrongs
of the conflict between Israel and
Palestine, it is wrong that an
Edinburgh Fringe entertainment by
Incubator Theatre of Jerusalem has
had to be cancelled because of a
Scottish Palestine Solidarity
demonstration (report, July 31).
The Fringe embraces many points

of view, and there is no reason why
any aspect of that healthy democratic
complex should be swept aside. It is
a dangerous threat to artistic
innovation and essential testimony.
david day
Ackworth, W Yorks

Sir, It was disturbing that the police
allowed the protesters to dominate
the two access points to the venue,
obliging ticket-holders to file past
protesters. When one stuck his
camera in front of my face and I
pushed it away a policeman rose
from his torpor and blocked my
entrance. He said I was liable to be
arrested for assault and so I would
not be allowed in. His stance did not
alter when a water bottle thrown
from the crowd hit me in the chest.
I am a member of the Foreign

Office’s advisory group on freedom
of religion or belief. Currently, there

is a debate about how far religion
motivates protesters who are usually
remarkably composed about
violence in Iraq, Syria and Nigeria,
much worse in kind than that
occurring in Gaza. Perhaps the
Scottish government might match
the Foreign Office with an initiative
to protect artistic expression in
Scotland and the rights of audience
members to have some minimal
protection from the police to attend
a cultural event. A shadow hangs
over the Edinburgh Festival as long
as the police wink at mob rule.
tom gallagher
Emeritus Professor of Politics
University of Bradford

Sir, I am ashamed of my city. A
group of young performers in the
Festival Fringe has been forced to
close — because they are Israeli.
The venue, Underbelly, Bristo

Square, has given in to intimidation
by a currently popular pressure
group. Since when do demonstrators
who seek to go beyond their lawful
right of demonstrating receive the
support of the law rather than their
targets? How pathetic that “the
logistics of policing and stewarding
the protest” meant that the theatre

group had to cancel — rather than
the protestors being limited to
protesting peacefully.
This is a slippery slope — from

bullying protesters closing down any
show they don’t like (“Second Fringe
show is in danger from anti-Israeli
protest”, Aug 1) — to a potential
growth of antisemitism.
The situation in Gaza is emotive

but complicated, and thanks here go
to Catherine Philp for her excellent
and balanced overview (“No water,
no electricity . . .” July 30) and to
Deborah Ross (“We Jews are always
bracing ourselves for more
antisemitism”, July 31). Views on this
or indeed any other issue should not
affect the shows produced at the
Edinburgh Fringe, and it is up to
Festival organisers to ensure this —
something at present they seem to
be manifestly failing to do.
Everyone in this country has the

right to free speech. I therefore look
forward to hearing about the new
venue for The Incubator Theatre
and its show The City and I hope it
receives massive support for its
courage in the face of adversity if
the show can indeed go on.
sylvia gray
Edinburgh

Betting adverts
Sir, Tim Lefroy, of the Advertising
Association, says two things (letter,
July 31) in reply to Rachel Sylvester’s
attack on the proliferation of betting
marketing on TV. He says 84 per cent
of ads appear after the 9pm
watershed. Why not 100 per cent?
Second, he is concerned about the
loss of revenue to the TV stations and
the sports industry. What happened
after the tobacco advertising ban?
Other products filled the gap, and the
same would happen here.
anthony burden
Berbiguières, France

Dutch schooling
Sir, You say private schools benefit the
economy but you misunderstand the
Dutch education system (July 30).
The Netherlands has very few private,
independent schools as understood by
British people. A lot are state schools
as in the UK. There are also many
grant-aided schools based on religious
conviction. These schools are state-
funded, operate within the state
system and are inspected by the state.
It is worth mentioning that there is

a much larger variety of secondary
schools, with specialised education
ranging from administrative, technical
to more academic, with clearly
recognised diplomas and the ability to
move to higher-level diplomas and if
desired to more academic education.
This means pupils are more

motivated as education is appropriate
to their needs and that of society.
Also Dutch pupils are in education
for longer. This could be a reason for
the improved economy in the
Netherlands.
marianne wilson
Netherthong, W Yorks

Interview surprises
Sir, After qualifying as a teacher I
applied for a post in a primary school.
My anxiety about the interview
proved to be unfounded. Entering the
room I was surprised to find that not
only was I not asked to sit down but
also there was just one interviewer.
He turned to a map of the region and
asked me to look at all the pins stuck
into it. “Each one is a job,” he said.
“Take your pick.” How times have
changed.
lynne c potter
Hexham, Northumberland

Sir, In 1969, having arrived from
Hungary, I applied for a job at the
Middlesex Hospital, London, W1. One
of the interviewing consultants asked
me to write on the board: “This rough
cough ploughs me through, though.”
I must have got it right, since I was

appointed.
professor peter lantos
London NW1

Typically English
Sir Your headline “German tabloid
opens fire on ‘drunk, stupid Brits’”
(July 31) was misleading. The word
used by Bild is englisch.
eva tyson
Dalgety Bay, Fife

Sir, Whatever happened to the
Scottish “Anyone But England”
brigade? One heart-warming aspect
of the Glasgow games was the way
the home audience enthusiastically
cheered not only their own
competitors and those of Wales and
Northern Ireland but also the
English. I wonder what Alex Salmond
made of that.
barry norman
Datchworth, Herts

You must obey
Sir, Titles spotted in a window of a
legal bookshop in New Square, WC2:
Sexual Offences: A Practitioner’s Guide;
Bribery: A Compliance Handbook.
barbarina digby-jones
London SW5

Work life balance
Sir, In the 1960s it was said that when
I was 50 we would have paperless
offices, and that we would struggle to
fill our leisure time as technology
reduced time we spent at work.
As I look at my children, working

significantly longer hours than I did,
and facing an increased retirement
age, I wonder where it went wrong.
paul norman
Colwall Green, Herefordshire

Sir, When I left my co-ed Scottish
high school in the early 1960s, the
rector advised the girls to be “modest
and reticent” in dealings with the
opposite sex. Luckily, we had already
been introduced to the Wife of Bath,
with the implication that she would
not necessarily be a bad role model.
Four couples in our year married;

three are still together. It would be
interesting to discover which advice
we followed in the ensuing 50 years.
pam paterson
Ruislip, London

This day will be momentous in the
history of all time. Last evening
Germany sent a curt refusal to the
demand of this country that she,
like France, should respect the
neutrality of Belgium. Thereupon
the British Ambassador was
handed his passports, and a state of
war was formally declared by this
country.
It is hardly surprising news, for a

long chain of facts goes to show
that Germany has deliberately
brought on the crisis which now
hangs over Europe. Her protests,
her equivocations, her denials
cannot shake them. When the
evidence which Sir Edward Grey
[the Foreign Secretary] has
promised to publish is laid before
the country in a day or two, it will
complete the demonstration of her
fixed purpose to provoke a general
war which has underlain her past
policy for many years . . . We have
taken up the glove so wantonly
flung down.
The Prime Minister has told us

the manner of the challenge and
the steps with which we have met
it. The King of the Belgians, whose
neutrality we are pledged by Treaty
to uphold, appealed to King
George. He has answered the
German demand for permission to
use his territory as a basis for the
invasion of France with the flat
refusal which that flagrant
violation of the law of nations
deserved. The Germans have
carried out the threat, with which

their “well-intentioned” proffer of
“friendly neutrality” was
accompanied, by pouring their
troops into his kingdom . . . They
have had the effrontery to instruct
their Ambassador to “dispel any
distrust” that this gross breach of
law and of their treaty obligations
may have caused us. They have not
dispelled it. It rests, not on their
words, but on their considered acts
— acts taken with full
foreknowledge of the inevitable
results. “We could not,” said the
Prime Minister, regard this as in
any sense “a satisfactory
communication”. We have
answered it as our pledged word,
our honour, and our vital interests
required. We have repeated our
request that Germany would give
us the assurance which France
gave us a week ago; and we have
had our reply.

explore the timesarchive and
sign up for a weekly email
with extracts from
the times history of the war
thetimes.co.uk/ww1

on this day august 4, 1914

THE
DECLARATION

OF WAR

Sussex fracking
Sir, You report (“Park fears fracking
will pollute water”, July 29) that more
than a million people in the South
Downs and surrounding cities such as
Chichester and Brighton rely on the
chalk aquifer for drinking water. This
chalk is not present under the centre
of the Weald area, where Celtique is
seeking permission for exploratory
drilling, so our operations could not
contaminate the chalk aquifer.
The absence of this chalk has been

confirmed by independent geological
and hydrological studies, as well as in
a report from the British Geological
Survey and Environment Agency
published in July. We hope that this
latest study gives the Mineral
Planning Authority and people in the
area greater confidence that onshore
exploration can be undertaken safely
in the South Downs National Park.
geoff davies
Celtique Energie

Strictly for birds
Sir, At the risk of causing another
corncockle panic, may I remind
readers of Derwent May’s Nature
Notes (July 30) that elderberries,
eaten raw, are poisonous to human
beings. One or two will do no harm,
but members of a family in Sweden
who each consumed a bowlful died.
We must respect our elders.
dave french
Bath

Holed out
Sir, Apropos the death of an angler in
the excitement of hooking a salmon
(letter, Aug 2) golf can be equally
hazardous. I was once called when an
elderly golfer sank a last putt to score
a net 65, by far the best score of his
life, and promptly collapsed and died.
It was a double tragedy. He hadn’t

signed his card and under the rules
was disqualified. I put it to the
committee that if it was possible to
win the Victoria Cross posthumously,
surely the same could apply to the
monthly medal. They were unmoved.
erl annesley
(retired GP)
Edwalton, Notts

HS2 in perspective
Sir, It is a sobering thought that the
cost of the HS2 railway will exceed
the costs of rebuilding Afghanistan or
the Second World War.
robert mcmillan
Barlaston, Stoke on Trent
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Energy secretary is
‘dodging green taxes’
Ben Webster Environment Editor

Ed Davey, the energy secretary, has been
accused of dodging some of his own green
taxes by switching to an energy supplier
that is exempt from paying them.
Mr Davey recently joined 10,000 other

people in a “collective switching” scheme
designed to secure cheaper bills by reduc-
ing the power of the “big six” energy com-
panies. He switched from Sainsbury’s
Energy to Green Star Energy.
As a small company with fewer than

250,000 customers, Green Star is exempt
from the Energy Company Obligation
(Eco), a subsidy scheme for insulation
funded by households via their energy
bills. Eco costs the average customer of a
large energy company £30 to £50 a year.
GreenStar isalsoexempt fromtheWarm

Homes Scheme, which helps people strug-
gling to pay their energy bills and costs the
average household about £20 a year.
Peter Lilley, a critic of green taxes and a

Conservative member of the Commons
energy and climate change committee,
toldTheMail on Sunday: “He is paying less
thanmostpeople ashe isnotbeinghitwith
those levies, it is as simple as that. He has

found away to avoid this unfair burden on
families which his own department is
inflicting. It is a form of tax avoidance.”
A spokesman forMrDavey said: “Every-

one knows the big six got away with
murderunderLabourandwe’vemade sure
theyhave todoEco,whichensures someof
the poorest households get help with
measures like boilers and loft insulation.
“Thenumberof smallerplayers compet-

ingwith thebig sixhasnearly trebled since
2010, and it’s right they don’t have the obli-
gation put on them until they grow to a
certain size.”
Mr Davey also faces a challenge from

fourofBritain’s largest solarpowercompa-
nies, who are seeking a judicial review of
his decision to water down the govern-
ment’s subsidy regime.
It is the third time in three years that the

Department of Energy and Climate
Change has been threatened with legal
action over its policies on solar energy.
TGCRenewables, Solarcentury, Lark

Energy and Solar Farms claim that Mr
Davey’s withdrawal of support for the
renewables obligation has damaged their
businesses.ADECCspokesman, however,
denied that it had cut off support.

City commuter who avoided £43,000 in fares is identified and gives up his job

A City executive who dodged
£43,000 of rail fares has been
named for the first time.
Jonathan Burrows, 44,

who owns two country
properties and earned
up to £1 million a year,
is thought to be the
biggest fare dodger
ever to have been caught.
For five years he failed

to pay the £21.50
daily fare from
Stonegate station,

near his home in East Sussex, to
Cannon Street, close to his office
at the asset management firm
BlackRock in London. Instead,
his Oyster travel card was
charged £7.20 at the London
station, the penalty fare for
passengers who fail to touch
the card reader at the start of a
journey. Mr Burrows, left, who
is married with a child, was

suspended from his job
before resigning after
his actions were

investigated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. A BlackRock
spokesman said: “Jonathan Burrows
has left. What is alleged to have
[been] done is totally contrary to
our values and principles.”
Mr Burrows had hoped to avoid

publicity by repaying the money to
the Southeastern rail company
three days after being caught by a
ticket inspector in November.
When asked about his behaviour by
the Daily Mail, he replied: “Dunno
what you’re talking about.”

For whom the road tolls:
landslip sparks ingenuity
A businessman frustrated by
roadworks near his home has built
his own toll road, the first for more
than 100 years.
Mike Watts, 62, left, was forced to

drive an hour-long, 14-mile detour
caused by roadworks after a few
hundred metres of highway in
Kelston, Somerset, was cordoned
off after a landslip.
Mr Watts hired workmen and

invested £150,000 of his own money
into building a 365m (1,200ft)-long
bypass in a field next to the closed
section of the A431. The road, which
opened on Friday, is the first private
toll road to be built since cars
became a familiar sight in Britain.
Motorists pay £2 to travel each way.
Mr Watts said: “I have had a 100

per cent positive response from the
public on this.” The A431 between
Bristol and Bath was closed in
February after a landslip caused

cracks to appear in the road. Mr
Watts has applied for retrospective
permission for the two-way road
which he hopes will be used by
10,000 motorists a day. “If we cover
our costs we’ll be very happy
indeed,” he said.

Teenage violinist is
lent £1m Stradivarius
A teenage violinist has been
entrusted with a £1million
Stradivarius for a series of high-
profile performances — including
the BBC Proms.
Roberto Ruisi, 18, the leader of

the National Youth Orchestra of
Great Britain, has been lent the
instrument by John Ludlow, the
orchestra’s first leader when it was
founded in 1948.
Ruisi became the youngest leader

in the history of the orchestra four
years ago and will perform on the
Strad when the orchestra plays at
the Sage, Gateshead, on Thursday;
Symphony Hall, Birmingham, on
Saturday; and the Proms on Sunday
at the Albert Hall in London.
Ludlow who went on to be

professor of violin at the Royal
College of Music, said: “Robbie
already plays the fiddle far better
than I ever did.”

Retirement home ornament fetches £300,000

An ornament left in an elderly
woman’s cabinet has been
sold for £300,000. The 8in-
(20cm) wide Chinese
table screen, right, was
found by an auctioneer
during a clearance of the
woman’s retirement flat in
Leeds after her death.
The jade table screen,

thought to date back to the
Qing dynasty in the 18th
century, was given an
estimate of between £2,000

and £3,000. However, it sold at
Tennants Auctioneers in
Harrogate, West Yorkshire,
for £300,000 after interest
from antique collectors in
the Far East.
A spokesman for the

auction house said it is
believed that the unnamed

woman bought the item more
than 40 years ago. The
proceeds are to be shared
between her three
grandchildren.

Billie Piper in car crash
with teenage cyclist
The actress Billie Piper has been
involved in a car accident with a
cyclist aged 16, who suffered a
shoulder injury. Police said that the
incident happened near King’s
Cross, central London. The Mail on
Sunday reported that Piper, 31, who
has appeared in Doctor Who and
The Secret Diary of a Call Girl, was
driving at under 5mph. She is
appearing at the National Theatre
in Great Britain, a play about
newspapers and the establishment.

OWEN HUMPHREYS / PA

Great Danes The clash of weapons yesterday in a re-enactment of a Viking attack at Lindisfarne Priory on Holy Island
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‘Victimised’ lawyer sues sailing legend
Oliver Moody

One of Britain’smost prominent sailors
is being sued by a leading employment
lawyer, who alleges that she was
victimised and harassed during a
yacht race.
SirRobinKnox-Johnston, 75, the first

person to circumnavigate the world
single-handedly without stopping,
faces an employment tribunal brought
by Ruth Harvey, 50, who paid more
than £40,000 to take part in theClipper
Round the World yacht race.
Founded by Sir Robin in 1995, the

race is oneof the toughest challenges in
sailing, taking a dozen 75ft yachts more
than 40,000 miles.
The670crewwhotakepartaremost-

ly amateur sailors, and have included
Ollie Phillips, the former England
rugby sevens captain, andHeather Fell,
who won a silver medal in the modern
pentathlon at the 2008 Olympics.
Ms Harvey’s boat, Jamaica Get All

Right, ran into difficulties in Hong
Kong in March after her rig became
damaged.
Although the yacht finished the race

in eighth place last month, Ms Harvey
was said to have pulled out of what she
hadpreviously described as the “race of
my life”.
Leaving St Katharine Docks in east

London at the start of the race last
September, she said: “I am pretty
scared, to be honest. I think somebody
made the joke earlier that if you’re not
scared you’re either a liar or
a fool.
“Saying goodbye to family and

friends is really hard. It’s going to be a
year before we see them.”
MsHarvey, fromWanstead in north-

east London, is now claiming that
although she paid a large sum to take
part in the race, she was effectively an
employee of its organisers.
“I was a worker for the provisions of

the Employment Rights Act as regards

safety and . . . I was covered by Equality
Act provisions ‘in any capacity’ on
board as regards harassment,” she
said in a statement to the legal blog
RollonFriday.
“Complex legal argument here

involves both domestic and EUlaw,
and similar recent cases have gone as
far as the Supreme Court, ” she
added.
Ms Harvey is a former partner at

Hunton&Williams, theUS law
firm, with 30 years’ experi-
ence in employment law.
The nature of the
victimisation and har-
assment that she alleg-
es is not clear.
After a prelimi-

nary hearing at
Southampton Em-
ployment Tribunal, a
panel will take two
days in November to
decide whether Ms

Harvey can be counted as an employee
of the race.
The case appears to mark a deterio-

ration in relations betweenMs Harvey
and Sir Robin.
LastSeptemberheappeared inoneof

her videos appealing for donations
towards the race, mimicking the
celebrity entrepreneur AlanSugar by
saying: “Ruth— I’ve never seen such a
potential disaster in all my life. You’re
fired.”
Sir Robin is now preparing to sail in

the Sevenstar Round Britain and Ire-
land Race next Sunday, covering more
than 1,800 miles, and is expected to
compete in the Route du Rhum, a
single-handed race from Saint-Malo in
Brittany across the Atlantic to Guade-
loupe, in November.
A spokeswoman for Sir Robin

said: “While we can confirm we are
currently in a tribunal process withMs
Harvey, it is our policy not to comment
further upon ongoing legal matters.”

Ruth Harvey’s yacht, above.
Sir Robin Knox-Johnston
had appeared in her video

Cancer survivor killed on bucket-list horse ride
A mother recovering from breast
cancer was killed in a horse riding
accident while completing one of her
“bucket list” wishes.
Geraldine Jones, 51, had been fulfill-

ing her dreamof riding along a beach in
Gower, south Wales. She was thrown
from the horse as she galloped along a
three-mile stretch of Llangennith
beach.
A friendwhowas ridingwith her and

a passing jogger gave first aid and the
Rhossli coastguard was called, but Ms
Jones died in an air ambulance.
The accident, on July 27, happened

monthsafter the formerhospiceofficial
hadbeengiven the all-clear, havinghad
cancer diagnosed in 2010.
Family, friends and former col-

leagues have described the mother of

twoas “bright, colourful andvibrant”.A
friend said: “Riding on the sand was
something Geraldine was really look-
ing forward to.
“We’ve been told there was huge

smile onher face as shewalked down to
the beach.”
Commenting on the attempts to save

her life, Steve Jones, a Swansea coast-
guard officer, said: “They made a
valiant effort. The other lady rides
down there quite regularly so it was
very upsetting for everyone.
“They were not doing anything

wrong. Theywere just enjoying the day,
as everyone was.”
Ms Joneswaswearingahelmet at the

time of the accident and was an experi-
enced rider, but had never galloped on
sand before. Results of a post-mortem

examination are awaited before an
inquest is opened by the Swansea
coroner.
Ms Jones had been the head of

marketing and communications at
St Michael’s Hospice, near Hereford,
which she had left to become a free-
lance consultant a year ago.
Hospice staff were said to be in tears

when the news of her death was
announced.
NickyWest, the hospice’s chief exec-

utive, said: “Geraldine was a much-
loved member of staff at St Michael’s
Hospice and her former colleagues
have been devastated by the news.
Geraldine’s vibrant personality and
zest for life made an enormous contri-
bution to St Michael’s.”
Her love of life brought joy to the

people she spent time with, she added.
Ms Jones leaves a widower, Tim, 53,
who was too distraught to speak, and
sons, Olly, 16, and Henry, 12, who live
Fownhope, in Herefordshire. Her
funeral will take place in the village on

Friday. A neighbour described Mr
Jones as being inconsolable, adding:
“She had faced this cancer battle and
they had overcome it together as a
family.And then this goes andhappens.

I don’t think I’ve ever heard anything
more tragic in my life. She has always
wanted to ride ahorse on the beach, she
used to ride a lot and I think she owned
one or two. It was part of her bucket list
and she would have done it even if she
was still having treatment, I’m sureof it.
That was Geraldine.
“Our hearts just go out to her hus-

band and two young boys, I cannot im-
aginewhat theyaregoing throughright
now.”
Jennifer Fairhurst, 30, another

neighbour, added: “Thewhole village is
in a state of shock, she was such a
bubbly and warm woman and got on
with everyone.
“Your heart bleeds for what that

family must be going through at the
minute. Life can be so cruel.”

Parents angry
at smoking
scarecrow tale

Julia Donaldson, the former children’s
laureate and author of The Gruffalo,
has been criticised by for including a
smoking scarecrow in her latest book.
Parents have labelled the cigar-

chomping straw man disgusting and
inappropriate.
The Scarecrows’ Wedding features a

“dashing” scarecrow who blows smoke
rings with a cigar to impress his intend-
ed beau. Amazon reviewers have com-
plained about the content, with one
calling for it to be removed from sale.
Thebook,which is illustratedbyAxel

Scheffler and aimed at young children,
shows two scarecrows preparing for
their wedding before Betty O’Barley,
the bride-to-be, is wooed by Reginald
Rake. After being told that “smoking is
bad for you”, Rake splutters on the cigar
smoke before accidentally setting the
hayon fire.AsTheTimesobserved in its
review last month, “cigars and scare-
crows don’t mix, of course”.
Donaldson’s publishers have defend-

ed the storyline. A spokesman for
Scholastic told The Daily Telegraph:
“We hope that, by showing smoking in
such a negative way, this book might
give parents the opportunity to discuss
the issue with their children and
reinforce the anti-smoking message.”

at

At the helm Pippa Middleton, the Duchess of Cambridge’s sister, with sailors from the maritime charity Uksa at Aberdeen Asset Management Cowes Week yesterday

Nicky Harley

ALAN CROWHURST / GETTY IMAGES

Geraldine Jones
was fulfilling a
dream to ride
on the beach
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How Sonic boom took on the might of Mario

‘T
he hedgehog looked
villainous and crude,
complete with sharp
fangs, a spiked collar, an
electric guitar and a

human girlfriend whose cleavage
made Barbie’s chest look flat,” writes
Blake Harris.
Mr Needlemouse was not quite the

loveable character that the video
game company Sega of America had
wanted to take on Nintendo’s Mario.
This early incarnation of Sonic the

Hedgehog was the creation of a shy,
unassuming designer called Naoto
Oshima (who later admitted that he
created Sonic by putting Felix the
Cat’s head on the body of Mickey
Mouse). After a couple of redrafts to
soften Sonic for the American
market, the hedgehog went on to spar
with Nintendo’s plumber.
Harris charts the journey of Sega

in America from the birth of Sonic to
the point that the video games maker
nudges Nintendo from the top spot, if
only for a few months. The journey
begins in 1990, when one in three
American homes had a Nintendo
Entertainment System. Sega’s
console, the Master System, was
struggling.
It is not Sonic that stars in the

book, though, but Tom Kalinske,
Sega’s new boss in America. In the
early 1960s Kalinske brought
Flintstones Chewable Vitamins to
American children, which caught the

eye of Mattel, the toy maker. Aged 27
and by then working for Mattel, he
was called to a meeting with the
company’s top brass to discuss the
flagging sales of Barbie dolls. “Barbie’s
not just a doll,” he told them. “She’s
an idea, a promise to girls of all ages
that you can fulfil any dream or
fantasy out there. Through Barbie, a
girl can be anything she wants to be!”
Ballerina Barbie, Hawaiian Barbie
and President Barbie soon followed,
pushing sales of the doll from
$42 million to $550 million.
Kalinske’s trick was to ensure that

his toys had a story. To make Sonic
king, the hedgehog needed Kurt
Cobain’s “whatever” attitude,
Michael Jordan’s “graceful
arrogance” and the “get-it-
done demeanour” of Bill
Clinton. The marketing
magic worked: within three
years Sega controlled more
than half of the American
video games market, up from a
5 per cent share when Kalinske
joined.
The book is sprinkled with

enjoyable geeky nuggets about the
origins of some of Sega’s classic
games. The creator of Ecco the
Dolphin, for example, drew
inspiration from a book narrated
by a humpback whale, and John

Lilly, a scientist who tried to learn to
communicate with dolphins by taking
LSD and sitting in isolation tanks.
Unfortunately, these nuggets are few
and far between. Nearly all of the
book’s attention is on Kalinske and
his executive team, following them
from boardroom to conference centre
and back. As the book acknowledges,
nearly all of Sega’s games were born
in Japan. The American division was
there to sell, so the book will be of
more interest to marketing executives
than gamers.
Which is a shame because the

Mario-Sonic era marked the turning
point for an industry that had just
experienced its worst crash. Poor-
quality hardware and dull games had
led people to give up on consoles in
the early 1980s, practically wiping
out Atari. Yet Nintendo battled

on and created Super Mario, a
character that has endured
for three decades. Sonic
soon followed and all of a
sudden, consoles were
popular again. Within a few
years, Sony would launch

the PlayStation, and later,
Microsoft the Xbox.

Console gaming is an industry
worth $50 billion and growing. When
it comes to making consoles, though,
Sega is long gone.
*To order for £17.09 visit
thetimes.co.uk/bookshop
or call 0845 2712134

It was a battle not just played out by children in their bedrooms, but a boardroom
rivalry that spurred a flagging games industry into a $50bn beast, writes James Dean

Gaming hour
makes young
better behaved
Youngsters who play computer games
for up to an hour a day are happier and
better behaved than those who have
never played orwho play formore than
three hours, according to new research.
The University of Oxford study sug-

gests that the influence on children of
games such as NintendoWii and Sony
Playstation is “very small” when com-
pared with more “enduring” factors,
such as whether the child is from a
functioning family, their school
relationships and economic back-
ground.
The study, involving nearly 5,000

British children aged 10 to 15 and pub-
lished in the journal Pediatrics, found
nopositiveornegativeeffects foryoung
people who played “moderately”,
between one to three hours a day.
It suggests that three in four play

video games on a daily basis, and that
those who spend more than half their
daily free time playing electronic
games are not as well adjusted. This
couldbebecause theymissoutonother
enrichingactivities andpossiblyexpose
themselves to inappropriate content.
Dr Andrew Przybylski, the lead

author, of theOxford Internet Institute,
said: “High levels of video game-playing
appear tobeonlyweakly linked tochild-
ren’s behavioural problems in the real
world. Likewise, the small, positive
effectsweobserved for low levels of play
donotsupport the ideathatvideogames
on their own can help children develop
in an increasingly digital world.”

Console Wars: Sega,
Nintendo and the
Battle That Defined
a Generation
by Blake J Harris
atlantic
592pp
£18.99

Super Mario and his brother
Luigi dominated the sector
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Another UN school hit as Israel admits ‘kidnap’ soldier is dead

An Israeli air strike killed 10 people at a
United Nations school in Gaza yester-
day even as troops began to withdraw
fromthe territory and fresh talks aimed
at ending the war began in Cairo.
The negotiationsweremeant to start

on Friday, during a 72-hour ceasefire
sponsored by theUnited States and the
UN. However, the talks collapsed after
two hours, when Israel accusedHamas
of carrying out a suicide bombing and
the capture of a soldier near Rafah.
The army then shelled the city for

hours, killing more than 120 Palestini-
ans, the health ministry in Gaza said.
However, Israel lateradmitted that in

fact the soldier, Second Lieutenant
Hadar Goldin, was dead and had been
killed either in the suicide attack or

during the Israeli shelling that fol-
lowed.Hundredsofpeopleattendedhis
funeral in his home town of Kfar Saba.
A source at the US embassy said

diplomats felt they had been misled by
the Israeli government. President
Obama gave an angry reaction to the
reported kidnapping on Friday,
blaming Hamas for breaking the truce
anddemanding the soldier’s immediate
release.
Hamas never officially claimed to

have captured Goldin, and it said the
attack in Rafah happened an hour
before the ceasefire began. “Hamas
accuses [Israel] of deceiving the world
when it claimed the abduction of a
soldier,” said Sami Abu Zuhri, the
group’s spokesman in Gaza.
Yesterday, the Israeli army began

withdrawing some ground troops from
Gaza, butmilitary sources said it would

keep forces deployed in a “buffer zone”
on the edges of the Gaza Strip, military
sources said. But it continued to bom-
bard parts of Gaza, particularly Rafah,
where a missile hit a school that had

been sheltering thousands of civilians.
Officials said they had relayed the
school’s co-ordinates to the Israeli
army several times. Ban Ki-moon, the
United Nations secretary-general, de-
scribed the attack as a “moral outrage
and a criminal act”.
Jamal al-Rumi, 27, a teacher who had

taken shelter in the school, said: “We
think a drone hit amotorcycle carrying
two guys on the road opposite the
school. There were bits of bodies
scattered everywhere. It was a horrific
scene for the children.”
Hamas rocket attacks from Gaza

continued yesterday, including a
barrage on Tel Aviv and other cities,
but no injuries or serious damage were
reported.
More than 1,800 Palestinians have

died during the war, most of them civil-
ians, the UN said, and 66 Israelis have

been killed, nearly all of whom were
soldiers. Palestinian factions, including
Hamas and Islamic Jihad, have sent
delegates to the Cairo talks.
A delegation from the West Bank,

appointed by Mahmoud Abbas, the
Palestinian president, arrived onSatur-
day. But several Hamas members from
Gaza could not leave the territory
because of heavy shelling at the Rafah
border crossing with Egypt.
The Israeli government has not sent

a delegation, but said it would talk to
Egyptian mediators once they hadmet
the Palestinians.
Egypt and Israel have a similar posi-

tion on the Palestinian demand for an
end to the military blockade of Gaza.
The Egyptian government is unlikely
to open the Rafah crossing unless
Hamas cedes control of the border and
a ceasefire Egypt had proposed includ-

Army colleagues at an officer’s funeral

Israel
Gregg Carlstrom Tel Aviv

A wounded Palestinian boy is removed

‘Gaza is my area. I can’t stop
crying. I might die tonight’

S
he likes Taylor Swift, wants to
bea lawyerand is anaviduserof
social media. The only differ-
ence between Farah Baker and
other 16-year-olds around the

world is that she tweets from a war
zone.
Every night, as Gaza City shudders

under a barrage of bombings, the
secondary school student cowers in her
bedroom and posts a blow-by-blow
account in English of what it is like to
live under fire.
Her Twitter feed is littered with vid-

eos of airstrikes, recordings of drones
and photos of the latest casualties.
Interspersed between the horror sto-
ries are thedesperate pleas of a terrified
teenager trapped in a conflict zone.
“This is my area. I can’t stop crying. I

might die tonight,” shewrote on 28 July
during one of the heaviest nights of
strikes on Gaza.
Nearly 17,000 people retweeted her

tweet. Twitter users from across the
world sent her messages of support.
Farah, who has lived through

three wars, said she was over-
whelmed at the response.
“I didn’t know that people

really cared about my feelings
or what happened that night,”
the blue-eyed schoolgirl told
TheTimes. “Soafter that I tried
to say how I feel and what ex-
actly happens in my
area. It really en-
couraged me to go
on.”
She startedwith

just 800 followers
when Israel
launched Oper-
ation Protective

Edge against Hamas militants in July.
Four bloody weeks later that number
has grown to 136,000, with people from
the US to Pakistan sending her messa-
ges on Facebook and via email.
Farah lives just behind Gaza City’s

main al-Shifa hospital, where her
father, a neurosurgeon, performs doz-

ens of operations a day on the criti-
cally wounded.

She said she followed in the
footsteps of her sister, Rena,
a 23-year-old Master’s stu-
dent at The University of
London’s School of Oriental
and African Studies, who
started used social media dur-
ing the 2012 Israeli offensive.

But with Rena away in Britain,
Farah took over.

Manypeople tell her that
she is the only one they

follow for updates
on Gaza. The

young activist said she seemed to have
become the unofficial voice of the Pal-
estinians.
“I aimed todo somethingdifferent—

to try to document everything and to
convey the message of my people,” she
said. “Journalists and reporters do their
jobs, but as a young person communi-
cating in English I show the personal
side.”
Gaza, one of the most densely popu-

lated places on earth, is home to some
900,000youngpeople: half the popula-
tion is under 18. Nearly 300 children
have died since the start of the latest
conflict, making up a third of the casu-
alties. The fear of death is having a dev-
astating psychological effect on the
area’s youth, Farah said.
“I don’t sleep, I don’t eat, I don’t

do anything, I just sit inmy room listen-
ing to the radio and tweeting. Some-
times I try to cover my ears with
my pillow to block out the noise,” she
described as another drone missile
shook the floor. “It’s the first time
that we truly do not feel safe.” Farah

said Palestinians want a ceasefire but
only if Israel lifted the siege that has
strangled the coastal territory for eight
years.
If this does not happen, she added, it

will mean that more than 1,800 Pales-
tinians have been killed, their homes
flattened and infrastructure destroyed
for nothing.
One of the worst hit areas is just a

kilometre from the northern border
with Israel: a no-man’s land that Israeli
soldiers razed to create amilitarybuffer
zone.
Residents returned for the first time

yesterday after soldiers withdrew as
part of a strategic redeployment.
Civilians picked their way through

gnarled metal and chunks of concrete
as the stenchof rotting fleshhung in the
air. Apartment blocks looked as if they
had been chewed by giant teeth, the
groundwas amoonscape of shell holes.
“It’s total destruction, there is noth-

ing left but to grieve,” saidOmZian, 36,
with her five-year-old son, as she tried
to locate her home in the ash-grey rub-
ble that was once their neighbourhood.
In a nearby village, a white evening

shoeandachild’s toyhorsewereall that
remainedof abedroominone flattened
home, where eight people were killed.
Next to it farmers attempted to salvage
lines of decaying vegetable crops.
“We lost about £4,000, an entire

year’s salary,” said Zaid Ghabin, 40, as
he tended to his strawberry patch
singed by amonth of strikes.He andhis
wife survived last week’s bombing of a
United Nations school in Jabalia, just
south of his fields, where they had gone
to seek shelter. They lost three family
members in the missile attack.
“The soldiers destroyed our home

too. What are we supposed to do?” Mr
Ghabin asked.
Back in Gaza City, as a fresh barrage

of missiles pummelled the capital, Far-
ah said therewas little hope for civilians
because of the scale of the destruction.
“I don’t believe in a future here in

Gaza,” she said. “We gave up planning a
long time ago.”
Melanie Phillips, page 18

A 16-year-old tweeting
from her bedroom has
become the unofficial
voice ofthePalestinians,
she tells Bel Trew

The latest Israeli offensive has claimed 1,800 Palestinian lives in four weeks

Farah Baker has
136,000 followers
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ed no steps towards a lifting of the
siege.
“It’s a fragile situation . . . but Egypt will
be the essential pillar of these negotia-
tions,” said Gilead Sher, chief of staff to
EhudBarak, the former primeminister.
“They will insist on a gradual but firm
reintroduction of the PA [Palestinian
Authority] led by Abbas, into Gaza,
starting at the crossings.”
An increasing number of Israeli

politicians share that position. Binyam-
in Netanyahu, the prime minister, has
mentioneddisarmingHamas andTzipi
Livni, the justice minister, told Israeli
newspaper Yediot Aharonot that the
goal should be to push the group out of
power.
Ron Dermer, the Israeli ambassador

to the United States, said three dozen
Hamas tunnels had been unearthed
and destroyed. Chris Gunness, a UN
agency spokesman, said at least
460,000 Palestinians had been
displaced in the recent conflict, a
quarter of the Gaza Strip’s population.

Ex-Israeli SASmen guard synagogues
parliament last week. “Across Europe,
communities are under siege, Jews are
being harassed as soon as they are
recognisable as such.”
Now, Europe’s Jews are turning to

people such asBeniTal, a former Israeli
special forces soldier whose company
BTS organises the security of all his
homeland’s importantpoliticians. “I am
getting 50 calls a week,” he said, from
people seeking protection as tensions
increase. “In Germany alone, several
hundred ex-soldiers are charged with
the protection of Jewish facilities. In
Europe, we speak of thousands.”
The High Risk Protection and

Training Service, another security
company, is also working with Jewish
communities in Germany. “Returning
jihadists fromSyria are a real problem,”
said Oliver Hoffmann, who heads it.
“Europe is flooded with anti-Semitism.

I sometimes have the feeling in Europe
that we are standing shortly before the
next pogrom.”
Yisrael Hasson, an Israeli MP, said

that his country will underwrite
freelance bodyguards for Jews stating:
“If European states do not protect the
Jews who live on its territory, Israel will
do that. Our blood is not free to have.”
MrHoffmann added: “The budget of

the police is always small, the state
offers less security to Jews.”
Some security personnel are earning

up to €15,000 (£12,000) a month. A
Jewish community member from Ber-
lin,which inwartimewas thecommand
centre for the Holocaust when six mil-
lion Jews were killed, told Die Welt:
“Seventy years after the Holocaust we
liveagainbehindghettowalls; not inor-
der to imprison us, but to protect us.
This is not a natural Jewish life.”

Amid a rising tide of anti-Semitism
triggered by the war in Gaza, fearful
Jews in Europe are turning to security
companies staffed by former elite
Israeli soldiers to protect themselves.
Businessmen, rabbis, community

leaders and ordinary citizens are
surrounding themselves with armed
men who have been trained to kill
because they fear the societies they live
in are unable to keep them safe.
A further 1,500 have left the

Continent for Israel, preferring to risk
the rockets of Hamas rather than
intimidation and violence in the lands
where they were raised.
“Things are happening which we

have not seen since 1933,” Nathan
Gelbart, a Berlin lawyer, told the Israeli

Germany
Allan Hall Berlin
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Pandas, drunks and what
really obsessed Nixon
— new tapes reveal all
Page 28

No bearded ladies — or
politics in our ‘Eurovision’
show, says Russia
Page 29

Huge China
quake kills
hundreds

At least 357 people have been killed in
the remote mountains of southern
China after a powerful earthquake tore
into three impoverished counties,
destroying infrastructure and bringing
houses crashing down on their inhabit-
ants. The 6.1-magnitude quake struck
12km (7miles) below Yunnan prov-
ince’s Longtoushan township in early
evening, when many families were at
home.
The epicentre was some 23km from

Zhaotong, Ludian county’s main town,
which escaped the worst of the
destruction. But more than 12,000
homes were feared to have collapsed
across the area, which is inhabited by
around 270,000 people.
Last night, rescuers put the injury toll

at more than 1,500 as they prepared to
mount searches for survivors in strick-
en villages. But locals believe that the
final casualty figures could be far
higher.
Widespread poverty means that

many structures are not well built and
witnesses reported that falling bricks
and crumbling concrete caused many
injuries. In Longtoushan a school col-
lapsed, Chinese state media reported,

and in some small towns and villages,
more than half of homeswere feared to
have collapsed.
The initial tremor was the strongest

to have struck the area in 14 years and
strong aftershocks were felt in the
hours after the 4.30pm quake. Land-
slides remain a potent hazard.
Rescue efforts have been hampered

by the area’s remoteness and by cuts in
communications, water and power,
caused by initial tremors. Many roads
have been blocked by landslides.
The receptionist at the Zhaolong

Hotel in Ludian county, where damage
has been extensive, told The Times that
while the main town — and home of
the local government offices—hadnot
been too badly affected, her home town
of Longtoushan had suffered terribly.
Her parents’ house had collapsed,

she said, along with about two thirds of
the town. Officials estimate that 122
people have died in Ludian and 180 are
still missing. In Qiaojia county, a
further 50 people have been killed.
The quake was powerful enough to

be felt in the provincial capital of Yun-
nan, Kunming, and in neighbouring
Sichuan—ablackspot for earthquakes.
China’s worst quake in recent memory
was in 2008, when a quake struck
Sichuan, claiming 70,000 lives.
As with previous quakes, rescue

efforts and attempts to provide
survivors with food and shelter have
been led by the Chinese military.

China
Leo Lewis Beijing

from the rubble of a house, which witnesses said was destroyed in an Israeli air strike that killed nine members of a family in Rafah in the southern Gaza strip
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Pandas, drunks
and what really
obsessed Nixon
He was deeply concerned about the
lacklustre sex life of pandas and consid-
ered Ted Kennedy a lecherous drunk.
He also ordered another break-in a full
year beforeWatergate in a bid to impli-
cate his predecessor, Lyndon B. John-
son, over the Vietnam war.
These are some of the fresh insights

that have emerged about Richard Nix-
on fourdecadesafterhebecametheon-
ly US president to stand down from
office in disgrace.As theUSprepares to
mark the anniversary of his resignation
this Saturday, a series of new books on
his presidency reveals an enduring fas-
cination with this most Shakespearean
of leaders 20 years after his death.
At the centre of the new studies are

recordings of Nixon’s conversations in
the White House. The 37th president
tapedsome3,700hoursofhis conversa-
tions as president, of which roughly

3,000 hours have been publicly re-
leased. Butwithmany remaining large-
ly unexamined, a new generation of
scholars has shed light on them.
Among the studies is an examination

of the “other” break-in authorised by
Nixon on June 17, 1971 — a year before
fivemenwerearrested trying tobug the
offices of the Democratic National
Committee at the Watergate hotel.
Nixon’s motivation dated back to

events in 1968, when he was battling
Johnson’s vice-president, Hubert
Humphrey, for the presidency, writes
author Ken Hughes in Chasing Shad-
ows: The Nixon Tapes, the Chennault
Affair, and the Origins ofWatergate. On
the eve of the election, Johnson halted

thebombingofNorthVietnaminanat-
tempt to revive peace talks — a move
suspected by Nixon as a ploy to give
Humphrey a boost in the polls.
Three years later, when he was in

office, Nixon was determined to find
evidence that Johnson had indeed used
the Vietnam war to play political
games. Such evidence, HR “Bob” Hal-
deman, his chief of staff, suggested, was
available in a file at theBrookings Insti-
tution think tank in Washington.
“You could blackmail Johnson on

this stuff, and it might be worth doing,”
Haldeman says in the tape recordings.
Nixon agrees, recalling a proposal by
WhiteHouseaideTomCharlesHuston
to allow break-ins and wiretaps in the
name of fighting domestic terror. “Bob,
you remember Huston’s plan? Imple-
ment it,” Nixon says. An aide began to
object, and Nixon angrily responds:
“Goddamn it, get in there and get those
files. Blow the safe and get it.”
Although the break-in never took

place, the episode highlights the toxic
culture within Nixon’s White House
and paved the way for the Watergate
scandal, Hughes notes.
The author notes another motive:

Nixon’s desire toprotect himself.Histo-
rianshave longdebatedwhetherNixon
illegally interfered in Johnson’s 1968
Vietnamnegotiationswhen hewas still
a candidate by offering the South Viet-
namese government a better deal if he
were elected. After he became presi-
dent, Nixon was desperate to erase any
trace of his alleged wrongdoing on the
affair, Hughes writes, and was worried
the Brookings file might implicate him.
The new analyses shed light onmore

trivial concerns. According to The Nix-
on Tapes: 1971-1972, the president was
concerned about pandas given as gifts
by China. “The problem, however, with
pandas is that they don’t know how to
mate,” Nixon told Crosby Noyes, for-
eign editor of The Washington Star.
Also revealed is the sniping and gos-

siping in the NixonWhite House, with
Ted Kennedy, brother of John F. Ken-
nedy and a potential presidential can-
didate in his own right, a favourite tar-
get. “What the hell is the matter with
Teddy?” Nixon said in one conversa-
tion, referring to reports of Kennedy’s
alleged affairs and drunken behaviour.
“Don’t you think it’s thebooze?Hecan’t
resist the booze?”

United States
Devika Bhat Washington

Australia may
help Down’s
boy abandoned
by his parents

Australia may help an impoverished
Thai surrogate mother left with a
gravely ill boy after an Australian
couplewhopaidher tohave their child-
ren fled with his healthy twin sister.
Pattaramon Chanbua, 21, bore twins

after agreeing to be a surrogate for a
payment of A$16,000 (£8,900). The bi-
ological parents, who are fromWestern
Australia and have not been identified,
rejected the boy, who sufferers from a
heart condition and Down’s syndrome.
Mrs Chanbua refused the couple’s

pleas to end her pregnancy when the
boy’s condition became apparent
because abortion is considered sinful in
Thai culture. The boy, now six months
old, was re-admitted to a Thai hospital
at the weekend after becoming danger-
ously ill. Mrs Chanbua, who works as a
street food seller, has said thatwhile she
cannot afford his medical bills, she
believes she must keep the child.
Tony Abbott, the Australian prime

minister, said yesterday it was as “an
incredibly sad story”. He indicated it
might be possible to provide Australian
financial support forMrs Chanbua and
the boy. “Let’s look at things and see
what might be possible,” he said.
“I guess it illustrates some of the pit-

falls involved in this particular busi-
ness. It’s a very, very sad storyand Ihate
to think that a child could be aban-
doned like that,” he added.
Mrs Chanbua, who lives 90km south

of Bangkok and supports her two other
children, aged six and three, said that
she could not afford the medical treat-
ment that her baby son needs.
She told the Australian Broadcasting

Corporation: “I felt sorry for the boy. It
was like, this is the adults’ fault andwho
is he to have to endure something like
this, even though it’s not his fault?Why
doeshehave tobe abandonedwhile the
other baby has it easy? I feel sorry for
him. I don’t knowwhat to do. I chose to
have him, not to hurt him.”
An executive of Surrogacy Australia,

Rachel Kunde, said the casewas shock-
ing. “Someone’s left a baby behind and
separated it from its twin and pretty
much just disregarded that it was their
child, which is something that is just
unfathomable for people to think
about,” she said.
Anonline fund-raising effortmount-

ed forMrsChanbua andher family had
raised A$100,000 by yesterday.
Libby Purves, page 19

Australia
Sydney Bernard Lagan

Syrians join fight as Isis takes new cities

The Kurdistan regional government
(KRG) is planning to bring fighters
from a Syrian Kurdish militia into
northern Iraq to assist in the fight
against the Islamic State.
The People’s Protection Unit (YPG)

controlsmuchofSyria’sKurdishmajor-
ity north-east, and has been locked in
clasheswith the IslamicState andother
Islamic groups since last summer. Tens
of thousands of refugees from Syria’s
Kurdish region are currently living in
camps in Iraqi Kurdistan, having fled
from the fighting between theYPGand
the Islamic State in their homecountry.
Sources within the peshmerga have

reported seeing YPG fighters on the
Iraqi side of the border, though the

KRGis denying that therehas beenany
official request for assistance.
Themove comes as the Islamic State

— formerly known as Isis — and its
local allies make inroads into territory
controlled by the Kurdish peshmerga
forces. The Sunnimilitant group seized
the towns of Sinjar and Zumar to the
west of Mosul city over the weekend.
They have also taken control of two
oilfields in thenorth ofMosul province.
Should the YPG join the fight in

northern Iraq, it would mark a major
turning point in relations between the
KRG and Syria’s Kurdish leaders. The
YPG is known to have strong linkswith
the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), a
militant group that fought for Kurdish
independence in south-eastern Turkey
for several decades, until a peace deal
was reached in March 2013.

The KRG president, Massoud Bar-
zani, a staunch ally of Ankara, has con-
sistently refused to open the Yaroubiya
border crossing between Iraqi Kurdis-
tan and the Kurdish-controlled region
of Syria, severely hampering the YPG’s
operations in Syria. However, the
threat of the Islamic State on home soil
could now lead to co-operation
between the two in an attempt to halt
any further advances by their common
enemy.
The fall of Sinjar and Zumar and the

capture of the oilfields are the first
major defeats for the peshmerga since
the start of the crisis in Iraq on June
10th. The frontline between the Kurds
and Isis had remained relatively stable,
as the insurgents focused on pushing
south into territoryunder the control of
Iraq’s central government.

Iraq
Hannah Lucinda Smith

US doctor infected with ebola
returns home to isolation ward
United States
Jerome Starkey Africa Correspondent

Recordings shed new light on Nixon

Just hanging A Russian daredevil Alexander Rusinov, 19, clings to a girder by his
fingertips hundreds of metres above ground after scaling a crane in Saratov

An American doctor who contracted
the deadly ebola virus treating patients
in west Africa has arrived at a hospital
in Atlanta to be treated in an isolation
ward. Dr Kent Brantly was helped by
another medic as he walked from his
ambulance into hospital. Both wore
head-to-toe protective suits.
Dr Brantly was diagnosed with the

virus, which causes severe internal and
external bleeding, in Liberia where he
had been working for the missionary
charity Samaritan’s Purse. He was
flown to the Dobbins Air Reserve Base
on a specially equipped aircraft, and
will be able to communicate with his

wife, Amber, and children through a
plate glass window.
The ebola virus, which was discov-

ered in central Africa in 1967, is incura-
ble, butmedics can treat the symptoms,
which include diarrhoea and vomiting,
to improve the chances of survival.
While some outbreaks have killed up

to90per cent of those infected, the cur-
rent death rate is around 55 per cent.
This is the deadliest outbreak on
record, with at least 729 people known
tohavedied since itwas first reported in
Guinea in February.
DrBruceRibner,whowill be treating

Dr Brantly, said it would be virtually
impossible for the virus to spread out-
side the high-security isolation ward.
Matt Ridley, page 17
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Deadly Taliban shadow hangs over police force

Sub-inspector Faisal Rehman clutches
his Kalashnikov close to his chest and
casts a watchful eye on the traffic as a
siren wails.
“Whenever Igoonduty Ineverknow

if I’ll come home alive,” he says. “My
family worries for me but what can we
do? We must place our trust in Allah.”
Mr Rehman, a Karachi police officer

for 21 years, has good reason to be fear-
ful.Militantshavebeen targetingpolice
officers and on Friday a grimmilestone
was passed — a colleague of his, Con-

stable Abdul Razak was shot dead,
making him the 100th officer to be
killed this year.
In one of the world’s most dangerous

cities, where nearly 2,700 people were
murdered last year, officers such as Mr
Rehmanmay have themost dangerous
job of all. “The killers come in pairs,
usually at night on motorbikes,” mut-
ters a fellowofficerdarkly, castinga fur-
tive glance at the street outside. They
hit us when we are off duty and not in
uniform — usually with a 9mm pistol.
Sometimes they kill our family mem-
bers too.”
AsPakistan’smilitary increases itsof-

fensive against the Taliban in the coun-
try’s north-west, it is here in Karachi,
home to more than 22 million people,
that the backlash may be most keenly
felt. Officers in the 26,000-strong force
say hundreds of militants are fleeing
the offensive and slipping back to the

country’s second-largest city, a seeth-
ing warren of competing ethnic groups
and criminal and religious factions that
remains a powerfulTaliban stronghold.
“It’s a safe haven for the militants,”

says sub-inspector Aijaz Khan, seated
inside Karachi’s fortress-like central

police office, surrounded by watch-
towers and blast walls. He speaks of the
“Talibanisation” of nearby slums,
where militants are armed with anti-
aircraft guns and mortars.
“The final battle will be fought here

on the streets of Karachi,” says Owais

Tohid, a veteran commentator. “The
police are on the frontline. They are do-
ing their best but they are not equipped
or trainedasacounter-terrorismforce.”
Outgunned, poorly paid and ill-

trained, no part of Karachi’s embattled
force has escaped the violence, but
worsthitof allhasbeen theCID,anelite
anti-terrorismunitwhichhasborne the
brunt. “We’ve lost 36 CID guys this
year,” says one officer, who adds that
the unit is down to about 200men from
500 a few years ago. The rest have died
or transferred to safer jobs.
“It’s easy tohit thepolice,” says theof-

ficer. “They live in the community —
often in high risk areas and not in can-
tonments [barracks] like the Rangers [a
rival paramilitary force].”
While motorcycle assassinations are

a favoured technique, the killers also
use heavy weaponry. In January, Kara-
chi’s CID chief, Chaudhry Aslam, was

killed with two other officers when a
car carrying 100 kilos of explosives
crashed into his convoy. Amonth later,
13 officers were killed when a bomb
blewupoutsidea trainingcentre.Main-
tainingmorale under such circumstan-
ces is tough, not least because officers
feel they are not supported properly by
Pakistan’s government.
“They don’t give us proper protec-

tion, there is no housing — they don’t
look after us or our families,” said the
officer. The families of regular officers
killed on duty receive 2 million rupees
(£12,000) and a guaranteed job in the
force for their son or brother.
But for those suchasZulfiqarAhmed,

a 27-year-veteran, who are injured but
escape death there has been no com-
pensation. “Six months ago I got a bul-
let in the back during a shoot-out,” he
says. “It’s still in there but a few weeks
later I was back on the streets.”

No bearded ladies in Russia’s new song contest
Russia
Helen Womack Moscow

The bearded lady— and the booing—
were the last straw. Russia saw neither
glamour nor humour in Conchita
Wurst, this year’s Eurovision song
contest winner. Nor did it enjoy the
indignity of its own entry, Shine from
the 17-year-old twin Tomlachevy
sisters being jeered after President
Putin’s annexation of Crimea.
Now Moscow is reviving its own

Soviet-era song contest in which girls
will be girls, boys will be boys and
geopolitics will not intrude.
A venue in Sochi that otherwise

risked becoming a white elephant after
the Winter Olympics, is to host a
revived Intervision Song Contest in
October inwhichcontestantswill come
not from Warsaw Pact countries, as
theydid in the communist era, but from

former Soviet republics and China.
After Tom Neuwirth, an Austrian, be-
low right, came first in Copenhagen,
dressed in drag and singing Rise Like a
Phoenix,Valery Rashkin, deputy leader
ofRussia’s Communist party, said: “The
last Eurovision results exhausted our
patience. We cannot tolerate this end-
less madness.”
Vladimir Zhirinovsky, Russia’s ex-

treme nationalist bad-boy politician,
bemoaned the West’s moral decay.
“This is the end of Europe. It’s rotted
away. There are no more men and
women. There is just ‘it’.”
The Intervision song contest ran

from 1977 to 1980. The winner in 1977
was Czechoslovakia’s Helena
Vondrácková, singing Little Painted Jug.
Intervision was an extension of a song
competition for socialist countries that
had been running for years inPoland in
which viewers voted not by phoning in

but by turning their lights on and off.
The contest became increasingly inter-
national and as well as East Europeans
the Finns started to take part.
The Intervision contest

helped to launch the
career of Russia’s diva
Alla Pugacheva, who
in 1978 won the “am-
ber nightingale”
award with Kings
Can Do Every-
thing. At 65, she
is queen of es-
trada—akindof
pre-rock croon-
ing. Pugacheva still
occasionally per-
forms today, com-
plete with her lion

hair and tiny skirts. A household name
in Russia, she became involved when
her country began participating in
Eurovision. In 1995, her toy-boy
husband Philipp Kirkorov came 17th in
Dublin with Lullaby for a Volcano.
After that poor showing, Pugacheva

entered in 1997 with Primadonna and
Russians were outraged when they

bombed again in Dublin.
Russia seemed to be getting
the hang of the Eurovision
idea when, in 2006, Russia’s
Dima Bilan came second in
the Eurovision contest

with Never Let
You Go. But for
Russia, the boo-
ing this yearwas
an insult too
far.
Leading arti-
cle, page 20

The students
selling their
bodies to pay
for college
France
Adam Sage Paris

Isabelle, the lonely and depressed
daughter of an upper middle-class
Parisian family who becomes a prosti-
tute to earn easymoney fictionalised in
film could be a reality for many French
students, a survey suggests.
The call-girl created by François

Ozon, director of Jeune et Jolie, reflects
the experience of tens of thousands of
French students, who are turning to
prostitution, a proportion of them for
reasons other than avoiding poverty.
Family breakdown and psychologi-

cal trauma are also cited as factors
pushing students on to adult dating
sites that act as a gateway to paid sex.
The survey by l’Amicale du Nid, which
campaigns against prostitution, comes
amid a fraught debate in France over a
bill that would make it a crime to buy
sexual services. The legislation, backed
by the government, was approved by
the National Assembly, but rejected by
the Senate.
Commentators say there is now no

guarantee that it will ever become law.
The move to criminalise clients was
driven by claims that sex workers from
abroad need protection from the often
violent gangs which control them.
However, a survey of 18,831 students

at Montpellier University in southern
France suggested a high level of
tolerance towards prostitution among
the country’s future elite.
Nearly 20 per cent of respondents

said prostitutionwas an acceptableway
to earn extra money, and two thirds
said paid sex could not be considered as
an act of violence. The results of the
survey lend weight to student unions’
claims that at least 40,000 students in
France are involved in the activity.
The survey found that 62 per cent of

the female students who prostituted
themselves came from middle or
upper-middle class families.
But others are like 19-year-old Laura

D, a student, who recounted in a book
entitled Mes chères études how she
turned to prostitution to pay rent and
bills of €300 (£240) or so a month.
“It’s almost impossible to find a job

anymore,” one 19-year-old student told
researchers. She saidyoungpeoplewho
unable to pay their rents “are obliged to
sell what they have — their body”.

Sub-inspector
Faisal Rehman:
trust in Allah

Gonna need a bigger float A Chinese fisherman uses a makeshift truck to transport a dead whale shark caught in nets by mistake in Yangzhi county, Fujian province

In Karachi, where
100 officers have been
killed this year, fear is a
daily companion, finds
Robin Pagnamenta

Conchita and, right,
Helena Vondrácková

REUTERS
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FROM OUR
CORRESPONDENT

France’s childcare system takes the pain
out of parenthood — particularly in the
long summer holidays, but at what cost?

O
ne of our twins caught a
fish last week. It did not
last long in its bucket of
water, but its capture
made my son happy,

and offered testimony to the efforts
undertaken by the French
authorities to ease the parental
burdenduring the summer holidays.
Les grandes vacances last for two

months in France, which will sound
nightmarish to British families who
struggle to keep their children busy
for six weeks. Yet France boasts a
network of relatively cheap
playgroups and camps that reduce
the frequency of that most
unanswerable of questions: ‘What
are we going to do today?’
The network was developed as

part of a wide-ranging attempt to
sustain the birth rate by taking
some of the pain out of parenthood.
True, the subsidies and welfare

payments that make up La
Politique Familiale (family policy)
add to public expenditure that
accounts for 56.9 per cent of French
national wealth, one of the highest
proportions in the world.
But they are broadly considered

responsible for giving France hope
for the future, to the extent that its
maternity wards are still busy.
Elisabeth Badinter, the feminist

philosopher, argues that if French
women have more babies than their
German and Italian counterparts, it
is because they do not become
slaves to their children.
The summer is a case in point.
Our twins, who are seven, go to

the centre de loisirs during the
holidays, a council-run playgroup.

They spend their days playing
football, painting, or going to places
such as the zoo, the fun park or a
nearby lake (hence the fishing).
The cost in Paris ranges from

€0.35 (28p)aday, including lunch
and tea, for families on low
incomes, to €8.19 a day for those on
high incomes. A total of 2.6 million
primary school children will spend
all or part of the summer at their
centre de loisirs across France. A
further 1.3 million, mainly
adolescents, will go to summer
camps. Ms Badinter explains in her
work The Conflict that the French
view of childcare developed in the
18th century,whenphysicians
counselled against sexual
intercourse whilst breastfeeding.
The prevailing view was that
abstinence would lead to family
breakdown, with the result that
babies were farmed out to wet
nurses and their mothers allowed to
pursue other activities.
Women, wrote François-Vincent

Toussaint in his 1748 work Les
Moeurs (The Manners), like “a
tranquil sleep, or at least one which
is only interrupted by pleasure”.
Such thinking has been

instrumental in shaping post-war
public policy in the wake of General
Charles de Gaulle’s order that
everything possible should be done

Council-run holiday playgroups cost
28p a day for low-income families

Adam Sage
PA R I S

Adam Sage

to preserve the demographic curve.
The notion is that the French will

have children only if they are not
allowed to ruin their parents’ lives
— financially or socially.
Under the French tax system, for

instance, a childless couple earning
€72,000 a year will pay €10,467 to
the taxman, while a couple with
one child will pay €8,131 and a
couple with two children €6,036.
France also spends more than

€75billion a year on welfare for
families, paying an allowance of
€129.35 a month to those with two
children, for instance, and €460.77
a month to those with four.
There are 1.2 million places in

public sector nurseries, and lessons
offered to all from the age of three.
One can argue against the

economic sense of such measures,
given that the French public sector
deficit will be more than four per
cent this year, and growth unlikely
to exceed 0.7 per cent. What cannot
be disputed is the Gallic birthrate,
with women having an average of
two children, compared with 1.36 in
Germany and Spain and 1.4 in Italy.
While the ageing populations of
those countries indicate problems
later in medical care and pensions,
the role of children in the lives of
French families makes the prospect
of having them less frightening.

Release reporters,
200 barristers say
The sentencing of three
Al Jazeera journalists to
seven years in jail in
Egypt is a “flagrant
violation” of justice say
nearly 200 barristers
(Jerome Starkey writes). A
letter to the UK Egyptian
embassy urging the
release of Peter Greste,
Mohamed Fahmy and
Baher Mohamed in
London said they were
doing their jobs, but an
official said they had
broken the law. The men
are planning to appeal.

Four die in Italy
storm torrent
Veneto A thunderstorm
created a torrent of mud
and water that swept
through a village festival
about 60km north of
Venice, killing four people
and injuring eight. The
water sweptawaycars and
knocked down trees. Luca
Zaia, the Veneto regional
governor, called the storm
“a real tragedy.” (AP)

Eggs-traordinary
recipe goes bang
Totowa Authorities in the
USare looking into a blast
in a vat of eggnog that
damaged a laboratory and
caused minor injuries to
two workers in Totowa,
New Jersey, local media
said. Two employees were
trying out a new recipe.
(Reuters)

Don’t drink tap
water, UScity told
Washington Residents in
Toledo, Ohio, have been
told their tap water is
polluted with toxic algae
and is not to be drunk. At
least 400,000 people were
also warned not to boil
the water because that
would increase the toxin’s
concentration. (AFP)
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Let kids try
tobeperfect
— and try
again if
they fail

D
on’t get me wrong. I
believe in happy
children. And I
believe that school
should be a place of
both learning and
enjoyment, free from
excess stress and

pressure, bullying, eating disorders and
final-year suicide attempts. However,
something about the recent, publicised
bid by an Oxford headmistress to rid
her school of so-called “unhelpful
perfectionism” doesn’t quite add up.
Judith Carlisle, the headmistress at

Oxford High School, revealed how her
independent girls’ school was running a
“Death of Little Miss Perfect” initiative
to combat the culture of perfectionism
that is often overwhelming to today’s
motivated young students, particularly
girls (a Times survey last year found
that girls at independent schools were
— on top of everything else — also
“competing” to be the thinnest).
Carlisle suggested that the desire to
get into Oxbridge can “destroy” young
girls, either in the process of getting
there or after they arrive. She added
that perfectionism didn’t necessarily
lead to higher standards, that nobody
cares about exam results after a few
years and that, for her girls, “having a
go” is better than being perfect.
Which is indeed laudable but, for me,

raises two major questions. First, what
about the girls themselves? As with all
top-down initiatives, the bid
to annihilate perfectionism seems
strangely disempowering for the target

demographic. As a parent of school-age
children, I’m aware of the fragile and
precious nature of young souls and
psyches and of their strengths and
vulnerabilities. Yet I often look at this
mass of allergy-suffering, lactose-
intolerant, positive-praise-craving,
criticism-averse, syndrome-afflicted,
brittle-shelled kids and wonder if our
conspicuous, softly-softly, ultra-
nurturing vibe is actually engendering
an entire generation of, well, wets.
And now, perfectionism? Oooh!

Don’t try to be perfect! It’s dangerous!
You might hurt yourself and have a
nosebleed! Whereas in fact I suspect
that if a girl does destroy herself while
trying to get into Oxford it’s probably
not the fault of a society and a school
system obsessed with perfectionism
but because her parents are
short-sighted social-climbing twerps
who couldn’t distinguish between her
limits and their ambitions.
Second, what about the boys? The

focus on the girls, though appropriate
from a headmistress of a girls’ school,
nonetheless skews the debate along
unhelpful gender lines. Here, while the
girls flail about with depression,
anorexia and breakdowns in the face
of perfectionism, somehow the boys
are simply straight-arrow heroes,
charging onwards towards their phallic
destiny as champions of industry,
media and government and as masters
of the Universe. Unconsciously or not,
it replicates an odd and ancient kind
of sexism that says that girls need
protecting whereas boys, well, they
simply are. While the reality, as we all
know, is more nuanced than that.
Boys and girls both need protecting,

but not from perfectionism. Let them
try to be perfect. If they can. Let them
fail. And let them try again. And all we
have to do, as parents and guardians,
to paraphrase that great sage of
contemporary childcare, Billy Idol, is
catch them when they fall. In the
meantime, I’m off. Got to get the
books out for the kids. Those Oxford
admissions tests aren’t going to pass
themselves, ye know.

When not
to wear
fake fur

You certainly can’t
accuse the Indian
government of a lack
of creativity when it
comes to tackling an
apparent infestation
of macaque monkeys
around the parliament
buildings of Delhi.
They’ve hired 40

youths and dressed
them as bigger, meaner
langur monkeys — a

natural predator of the
macaque — to frighten
their cousins away (let’s
face it, who wouldn’t
want to put Official
Monkey Frightener
on their CV?).
Nonetheless, the

government has also
suggested that, should
this fancy-dress policy
fail, the authorities will
be forced to bring in

armed marksmen, rifles
and rubber bullets.
Which, surely, is a

recipe for disaster if
you happened to be
one of the monkey
frighteners who didn’t
get the memo about
the marksmen. “Woah!
There’s a bloody big
one over there with
a phone! I’m switching
to live ammo!”

Just what
the doctor
ordered
I love the French.
Even in the face of
death they’ve got their
priorities sorted. Take
the Clermont-Ferrand
University Hospital in
central France, where
a bar has been opened
to cater exclusively to
the needs of terminally
ill patients.
Doctors at the

hospital have claimed
that these patients
should be “entitled
to enjoy” their final
days on Earth, and
have thus organised
“medically supervised
wine-tasting” sessions.
The bar also serves
whisky and champagne.
Apparently,

concerned for the
wellbeing of all involved
in this ground-breaking
experiment in boozy
compassion, hospital
staff are said to be
receiving so-called
“specialist training”
from a social
anthropologist in how
exactly to deal with
patients who come to
the bar. I would have
thought “Fill her up?”
would do nicely. Or,
“Same again?” “The
usual?” However, I
suspect, “Your health!”
is off the menu. Unless
they’re being ironic.

Kevin
Maher

Padstow is passé.
The Cotswolds are
corny. For the cool
country life, there’s
only one place to
be, says Damian
Whitworth, and
it is in Somerset

F
riday nights in Somerset
have never been quite
like this. Once a year
there’s Glastonbury, of
course. And then there’s
the timeless pleasure of
taking bottles of scrumpy
up the hill with some

mates and waking up Monday
morning. But now an unlikely mix of
artists, musicians and fashionistas are
being drawn to a farmyard in the
middle of what used to be nowhere.
Last month Iwan and Manuela

Wirth, who own the Hauser & Wirth
contemporary art galleries in London,
New York and Zurich, opened a new
space at a farm on the outskirts of the
charming but hardly renowned market
town of Bruton, near the house where
they live with their family.
On Friday nights they throw the

place open to locals. Dominic
Greensmith, drummer with the band
Reef, and Danny Goffey, drummer
with Supergrass and now
Babyshambles, are in charge of the
music. On one recent balmy evening a
local band, the Drystones, played a set
and then Daisy Lowe, the model, took
a turn DJ-ing. Her mother, Pearl, the
wife of Goffey, and a designer and
former singer, came straight from
hospital, where she had had a shoulder
operation, in order to catch the set. “I
wasn’t going to miss it for anything.”
There was a lot of steak, from the

farm’s own cows, and a lot of drinking
and dancing. “I was rather cynical,”
says Nick Allott, theatre impresario
Cameron Mackintosh’s right-hand
man, “but it had a very nice vibe and I
stayed until midnight.”
Bruton? Bruton? They’ll be getting

twitchy in Aldeburgh and Holkham,
those Islingtons-on Sea on the east
coast. In Chipping Norton, that
outpost of the Notting Hill Tories,
they will be squinting at Google Maps
in search of this interloper off the
A303. And the truth is that, celeb for
celeb, this patch of idyllic Somerset
hills and ancient woodland can
probably out-smug any of the
aforementioned bastions of Bodenity.
Kevin McCloud has built his

eco-friendly family home in Bruton
and Sam Taylor-Wood, the artist and
film-maker, lives in the area as does the
fashion designer Phoebe Philo, veteran
war photographer Don McCullin and
Ben Goldsmith the investor,
environmentalist and brother of Zac,
the Tory MP. Cameron Mackintosh is a
big local landowner and stalwart of
community events. There was a
collective wince when Vogue dedicated
seven pages to the town in its August
issue. “It made us look like something
out of Hello!,” says one resident.
The driving force behind Bruton’s

emergence is Catherine Butler who
with her husband, furniture designer
Ahmed Sidki, owns At The Chapel, a
restaurant, bakery, community
meeting place and hotel on the high
street. They are refugees from Notting
Hill, where she was a restaurateur. On
a day trip to visit friends in 2000 they
went to see the deconsecrated chapel,
which was for sale. They were
enchanted and drove back to London
in a state of shock having made an
offer and had it accepted.
“We think the building found us,”

says Butler, adding that the site is
reputed to sit on the intersection of
two ley lines. She is by no means the
only person I meet down here who
mentions the mystical mysteries of
this Arthurian landscape.
Butler sold her Café Med string of

restaurants and after living in the
house for several years decided to
convert it into the fulcrum of town life
that it is now. It opened in 2008 and is
packed with art loaned by Hauser &
Wirth. The gleaming white restaurant,
filled with light from two enormous
windows behind where the altar once
was, has a gallery where Mariella
Frostrup hides away to work on her
laptop. The room has a buzz all day.
Bruton today “reminds me of

Notting Hill in the early days”, says
Butler. “If there was a celebrity no one
batted an eyelid. At my restaurant a
cousin of the Queen could be on one
table and a Rastafarian on another
and no one thought they were in the
wrong place.” This first-time visitor
didn’t spot any Rastas in Bruton.
Butler is at pains to say that the

farmers and families who have been
here for generations are the ones who
have really created the atmosphere.
And John Steinbeck lived here for a
spell. When Butler first came to live
in Bruton, “I was slightly traumatised.
You couldn’t get a decent coffee, a
Bloody Mary or decent bread.”
“On a Saturday morning you go

there for breakfast and sit there,
people-watching with your cappuccino
and paper,” says Pearl Lowe. “There
are so many interesting and creative
people here.”
At The Chapel has become a salon

for Somerset. Frostrup, who lives
locally, recently chaired an evening

GETTY IMAGES

‘Bruton? It’s like
Notting Hill in
the early days’
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Bruton on the map. The New York
Times has already sent a reporter and
Alice Workman, director of the
gallery, says that international visitors
have included art lovers from Australia
who have read about it and made
special trips while visiting the UK.
A giant Louise Bourgeois spider

lurks in a courtyard. A massive steel
bucket by Indian artist Subodh Gupta
stands in the yard. A neon sign by
Turner Prize winner Martin Creed is
mounted on the 18th-century farm
house. It reads: “EVERYTHING IS
GOING TO BE ALRIGHT.”
More than 80 gallery events are

scheduled before Christmas. The
Bristol Old Vic is running a
summer school project here
already. Behind the gallery spaces
is the Oudolf garden which will
open next month. There is a
separate house and studio
spaces in town where the
gallery’s artists can
come for residencies.
Mark Wallinger has
just arrived for a
month-long stint.
As Pearl Lowe says,

“Everyone comes here
for peace. It’s magical
and beautiful and it has
got all the ley lines. I’m

Pearl Lowe and Danny Goffey and, right, At The Chapel, owned by Ahmed Sidki and Catherine Butler, below right. Below left: Cameron Mackintosh

The country is
more social than
London — you
really hammer it

1Bruton, Somerset
The once-sleepy market town has

become the Stella Street of Somerset,
with residents from Pearl Lowe to
Phoebe Philo. And art gallery Hauser
& Wirth has opened a branch here.

2Bridport, Dorset
Gently retro, medieval market

town with a hippie vibe. Broadchurch
put it on the map but it’s long been
known as Notting Hill on Sea. Fans
include Richard Eyre, Julian Fellowes,
Mike Leigh, Billy Bragg and
PJ Harvey. At boutique hotel The Bull,
breakfast goes on until 3pm.

3Charlbury, Cotswolds
When the Wilderness Festival (aka

Poshstock) takes place next weekend,
the honeystone village of Charlbury
will be overtaken by revellers
including Angela Hartnett, Antony
Gormley and Russell Norman.

4Margate, Kent
Tracey Emin describes her

hometown as “romantic, sexy and
weird”. The formerly gritty seaside
town now boasts a world-class art
gallery (Turner Contemporary), a
boutique hotel (the Sands) and a
Michelin-starred Indian restaurant. As
2014 is the year of Turner (with Mike
Leigh’s biopic and the Tate show),
expect the art crowd to descend.

5Newport, Pembrokeshire
Coastal village for Home Counties

families and hipsters (Notting Hill’s
Flow gallery has opened a pop-up this
summer). Damian Lewis has a second
home nearby; Rhys Ifans drinks at
Newport Boat Club (note: not “yacht
club”, because that would sound flash).

6Kingham, Cotswolds
When Daylesford Organic’s Lady

Bamford opened “the poshest pub in
Britain”, the 18th-century Wild Rabbit,
the blameless Cotswold village became
A-list central (hello William and Kate).

7Hastings, Sussex
A mix of grit and glamour attracts

the likes of the Chapman Brothers and
Eddie Izzard (who’s doing an outdoor
gig near here on Thursday). There’s
the Jerwood Gallery, vintage shops,
bars and cool restaurant St Clement’s.

8Studland, Bay, Dorset
A new outpost of hotel The Pig, in

a National Trust property on the
beach (think vintage fabrics, kitchen
gardens and roll-top baths), brings
shabby-chic to this slice of coastland.

9Fowey, Cornwall
Noisy Rock and Padstow are so

over as literary types make the
pilgrimage to Daphne du Maurier
country. Surfers’ paradise Watergate
Bay is a drive away.

10Ham Yard, London
No, not the New Forest, but Kit

Kemp’s “urban village” just off Regent’s
Street. As you’d expect from the
designer of the Covent Garden and
Soho hotels, it’s chock-full of colour
and whimsy — with a roof garden,
cinema and 1950s bowling alley.
Liz Hoggard

with Piet Oudolf, leader of the New
Perennialist movement, who created
the High Line garden along a disused
railway in New York and has designed
the garden at Hauser & Wirth. Hugh
Fearnley-Whittingstall did an event on
his sustainable-fishing campaign. Two
principals from the Royal Ballet came
down, cleared all the tables away and
performed to a packed gallery.
Mackintosh, hosted a film night,
arranging all the seating himself.
Butler insists: “There is not a

celebrity culture. At parties you end
up talking about land or cows or food.
No one says: ‘What do you do?’ Later
on you might find out they were
anybody — a famous musician, or in
films or an artist or an author or a
farmer; it doesn’t matter.”
Allott describes Bruton as “a slightly

groovy market town that has stayed in
touch with its traditions”. People came
hunting for weekend homes when the
Cotswolds became unaffordable. “Most
of my friends in the Cotswolds come
and stay with us and say, ‘Oh my God,
you’re so lucky. The countryside is so
much prettier and has more character.’
And these are proper towns, unlike,
dare I say it, Burford and Chippy —
those tourist traps.” There is definitely
a slight competitive edge to the way
Brutonians talk up their home.
“There’s a very nice scene without
the high pressure of the north
Oxfordshire-Chipping Norton set,”
says Allott. “Politicians don’t venture
that far.”
The town of 3,000 sits on the River

Brue. Stone houses and the buildings
of King’s School line the high street,
which features cafés, pubs, antique
shops and a Sanctuary spa (and a
Spar). Hauser & Wirth’s project puts

quite a spiritual person. I don’t think
I’ll ever leave this county.” She says
that her daughter Daisy has talked of
coming back to settle in the area when
she has children. Not everyone is
thrilled by the attention, though.
“Some people say: ‘Oh, no, this is
our little secret place.’ ”
“There’s a bit of London. You’re not

left out in the middle of nowhere,”
says Pearl Lowe. She says the relaxed
approach to socialising is in stark
contrast to city life. “You take your
children out with you. If you get
invited to dinner you just assume
that your children are invited. It’s
like a constant holiday.”
Christa D’Souza, the Vogue

journalist, who is married to Allott,
says that the social life is more
appealing than in a city. “I’ve always
felt that the country is more social
than London. You really hammer
it somehow. It’s the Hamptons
without the sea.”

Cover, from left
Max Wigram; Phoebe
Philo; Goffey and Lowe;
Ben Goldsmith and
Jemima Jones; Alice
Temperley; Solange
Azagury-Partridge
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10 places to be
seen this summer
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It’s summer, the season of cream cakes and fruitfulness, so
what better way to pass the time than by baking? Starting
today, Britain’s best-loved baker gives his favourite recipes
for classic cakes, breads, biscuits and tarts. Enjoy!

Summer baking: the

Ingredients
30g unsalted butter,
melted
4 medium eggs
125g caster sugar
125g plain flour, plus
extra for dusting
Pinch of salt
To finish
300g strawberries,
hulled and halved
2 tbsp icing sugar,
plus extra for dusting
250ml whipping cream
250g blueberries
250g raspberries

Method
1 Heat your oven to 180C. Use a little of the
melted butter to grease two 20cm sandwich tins.
Dust them lightly inside with flour.
2 Put the eggs and sugar into a heatproof bowl
and place over a pan of simmering water. Whisk,
using an electric hand-held whisk, for at least
7 mins until the mixture is trebled in bulk, very
pale and thick enough to hold a trail when the
beaters are lifted. Sift the flour and salt together
over the mixture and fold in gently, keeping in as
much air as you can. Finally, very carefully fold
in the remaining melted butter.
3 Divide the mixture between the prepared
sandwich tins and bake for 25 mins until golden
and slightly shrunk from the sides of the tin. Leave
the sponges to cool slightly in the tins for about
5 mins, then transfer to a wire rack to cool.
4 Meanwhile, put 200g of the strawberries into
a blender with 2 tbsp icing sugar and blitz to a
smooth purée. It should be intense and sweet;
add a little more icing sugar if necessary.
5 Whip the cream until it holds soft peaks. Roughly
fold in the strawberry purée, keeping the mixture
rippled rather than a uniform pink (or you can
simply drizzle the strawberry purée on to the
cream as you assemble the cake).
6 Slice each sponge in half horizontally. Lay one
of the sponges, cut side up, on a serving plate.
Spread a third of the strawberry cream on top, then
put a quarter of the blueberries and raspberries
around the edge. Add a second layer of sponge and
filling, then repeat to create the third layer. Place
the final layer of sponge on the top and dust
generously with icing sugar.
7 Arrange the remaining strawberries, blueberries
and raspberries on top of the cake. Dust lightly
with icing sugar and serve.

Ingredients
230g plain flour
4 tsp baking powder
Pinch of salt
230g caster sugar
230g unsalted butter,
softened, plus extra for
greasing
4 medium eggs
To finish
150ml whipping cream
100g raspberry jam, or
more if you like
Icing or caster sugar for
dusting

Method
1 Heat your oven to 180C. Line the bases of
two 20cm cake tins with baking parchment
and lightly butter the sides.
2 Put the flour, baking powder, salt, sugar, softened
butter and eggs into an electric mixer or large bowl.
Mix on a low speed, or whisk slowly using an
electric hand-held whisk, until all the ingredients
are evenly combined; do not overmix as this will
tighten the mixture and result in a rubbery texture.
3 Divide the mixture evenly between the prepared
cake tins and bake for 25-30 mins until golden and
slightly shrunk from the sides of the tin. Leave the
sponges to cool slightly in the tins for about 5 mins,
then transfer from the tins to a wire rack to cool.
4 To assemble, keep the best-looking sponge
for the top. Lay the other one, top side down, on
a serving plate. Whip the cream until it holds soft
peaks. Spread the bottom layer with the raspberry
jam, then cover with the whipped cream. Place the
other layer of sponge on top. Dust with icing or
caster sugar and serve.

Summer fruit génoise
Serves 8-10
A génoise is a particularly light and delicate kind
of sponge, traditionally served with fresh fruit
and cream — ideal for tea on a summer day.
This is my favourite way to prepare and serve it.

Victoria sponge
Serves 8-10

I know it isn’t traditional to put cream in the
middle, but I love it. I find the all-in-one mixing
method, which avoids the separate creaming,
beating and folding-in stages, works very well.

Extracted from How to Bake Copyright 2012 Paul Hollywood.
Photography Copyright 2012 Peter Cassidy. Published by
Bloomsbury at £20. Available from the Times Bookshop
for £18, free p&p, on 0845 2712134; timesbooks.co.uk

Prep 40
minutes
Bake 25
minutes

Prep 30
minutes

Bake 2530
minutes
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Paul Hollywood guide

Ingredients
200g unsalted
butter, softened
150g caster sugar
4 medium eggs
200g strong white
bread flour
1½ tsp baking powder
Pinch of salt
Splash of milk
150g good quality dark
chocolate, chopped
470g jar pitted
morello cherries

Method
1 Heat your oven to 200C. Put 12 paper cases
in a muffin tray or line the muffin moulds with
scrunched squares of baking parchment.
2 Cream the butter and sugar together in a large
bowl until light and fluffy. Beat in the eggs, one
at a time. Sift the flour, baking powder and salt
together over the mixture and fold in lightly, with
the milk, until only just combined; do not overwork.
Add the chocolate and two thirds of the cherries
and fold in, again until just combined.
3 Distribute the mixture evenly between the paper
cases and press the remaining cherries into the
surface. Bake for 15-20 mins until the muffins are
firm and spring back when gently pressed.

Ingredients
75g unsalted butter,
softened, plus extra
for greasing
125g caster sugar
150g self-raising flour
1 tsp baking powder
2 medium eggs
1 tbsp lemon curd
2½ tbsp full-fat milk
For the drizzle
Finely grated zest
and juice of 1 lemon
2 tbsp granulated sugar

Method
1 Heat your oven to 180C. Butter a 1kg loaf tin
and line it with baking parchment.
2 Beat the butter and caster sugar together in
a large bowl, using an electric hand-held whisk
or wooden spoon, until the mixture is very light
and fluffy — this can take up to 10 mins. Add the
flour, baking powder, eggs, lemon curd and milk,
mixing all the time, until the ingredients are
thoroughly combined.
3 Pour the mixture into the prepared loaf tin
and bake for 40-45 mins or until a skewer inserted
in the middle of the cake comes out clean.
4 Meanwhile, for the drizzle, mix the lemon zest
and juice with the granulated sugar. Pour the lemon
drizzle over the hot cake in the tin. Leave to cool
completely, then serve.

Mrs Post’s lemon
drizzle cake
Serves 10

Ingredients
100g unsalted
butter, cubed
200g Bournville
chocolate, broken into
small pieces
4 medium eggs
250g caster sugar
100g plain flour
1 tsp baking powder
30g unsweetened
cocoa powder
80g dried cranberries
100g walnut pieces
Icing sugar for dusting

Method
1 Heat your oven to 180C. Line a 20cm square
baking tin with baking parchment.
2 Put the butter and chocolate into a heatproof
bowl and melt together over a pan of simmering
water. Leave to cool slightly.
3 Using an electric hand-held whisk, whisk the
eggs and sugar together until the mixture is pale
and thick enough to hold a trail when the
beaters are lifted.
4 Carefully fold the chocolate mixture into the
whisked egg mixture. Sift the flour, baking powder
and cocoa together over the mixture and gently
fold these in too. Finally, fold in the dried
cranberries and walnuts. Pour the mixture
into the prepared baking tin.
5 Bake for 25-30 mins until nicely crusted but still
soft in the middle. Serve warm or cool, sprinkled
with icing sugar. For total indulgence, have
a dollop of cream on the side.

Chocolate brownies
with dried cranberries
Makes 16

Cherry chocolate muffins
Makes 12

This is a darker and more indulgent variation of my favourite
basic muffin recipe. It’s perfect for special occasions.

TOMORROW:DAY 2 TARTS& SCONES

Prep 30
minutes

Bake 4045
minutes

Prep 20
minutes

Bake 1520
minutes

Prep 30
minutes

Bake 2530
minutes
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Why is my toddler so
terrified of old people?

QNNQ
My toddler is terrified
of her 92- and
93-year-old
great-grandparents
who we only get to
visit a few times a

year. The older my daughter has
become (she is now 26 months) the
more fearful she is of them. She
screams, cries and refuses to see
them. As you can imagine, this
upsets them and us and I worry that
when my daughter grows up she will
be sad that she behaved this way.
I understand that they could look

more alarming owing to their age,
that they walk with difficulty and
tend to just sit on the sofa and watch
her, but they are lovely, friendly
great-grandparents and nothing
we have tried to calm her works.
This weekend, before they arrived,

I explained to my daughter that they
were coming and that they would
be sad if they couldn’t see her, and
asked her to please be nice to them.
We gave the great-grandmother

a Peppa Pig magazine to give her
on arrival since this has helped a bit
in the past, but the moment she
arrived my daughter leapt into
my lap, started crying and kept
repeating that she wanted to
go to bed.
We have a photo on our fridge of

her sitting with them when she was
a baby that she sees every day, so she
knows she was once OK with them,
but even if we Skype she gets upset if
she can see them in the background.
Nothing we have tried to date has
helped and if we talk about her
great-grandparents or show her a
photo of them, all she says is, “I don’t
like them”, but can’t explain why.
Her behaviour makes us all sad.

She is missing the opportunity to
know her great-grandparents while
they are still with us.
Maria

ANNA
It is not uncommon
for toddlers to
become fearful
around people that
they may have once
felt comfortable with.

This phenomenon can be linked to
separation anxiety from a primary
care-giver when a child is given to
someone they perceive as unfamiliar
and frightening. It tends to occur
around the age of 12-18 months,
usually fading with time unless the
response of the adults around them
reinforces their fear behaviour (eg, if
they try anxiously to make them do
what it is they are afraid of).
It is not your daughter’s reaction

that is the problem here but the way
the adults around her are responding
to it. This is where changes need to be
made to try to alter this dynamic.
At the age of 26 months the rational,

logical part of your daughter’s brain,
the frontal cortex, is still very much in
development. In the first five years of
life, connections are made between
neurones and networks being
formed which leads to the
development of a number of
higher cognitive and behavioural
skills. It continues evolving right
up until the early twenties.
Although your daughter

can listen to you talk about
this issue, this level of
“understanding” does not
translate into a deeper
processing of what her current
behaviour means and how
she has nothing to fear from
them. Indeed, while she can
articulate that she “doesn’t
like them”, this does not
indicate that she is then able
to engage in any discussion
around why she should like
them and process it at a level
that will help her consciously
to alter her behaviour.

The reason this situation is
worsening and she is showing huge
anxiety is because she is picking up
the stress that exists in the adults
around her, who are keen to enable
her to change her behaviour. Even if
she is not being admonished for what
she’s doing, the very fact that this has
become an issue that is flagged and
discussed with her will only elevate
her overall anxiety and reinforce her
avoidance behaviour.
My advice is to stop all discussions

about this issue and take a completely
different approach that hopefully
will enable her to gradually lose her
anxiety. However, given the age of the
great-grandparents and the age of
your daughter it is probable that she
will never forge a deep bond with
them. This has to be recognised and
understood so that any idea that she
will one day be sad that she “behaved
this way” is extinguished.
When there is next a visit to or

from the great-grandparents it should
not be flagged or discussed upfront —
no big fanfare or discussion. When
they arrive she should be fed and
well slept so that she is in the best
possible mood to manage the
situation. Everyone should behave as
normal and she should not be forced
to sit near them, say hello to them or
engage with them in any way. If she
just lurks on the edge of the room but
is calm and observing the relaxed
occasion this will begin to reduce her
anxiety and remove any sense of
expectation placed on her.
If the great-grandparents have

a toy or magazine or paper and
crayons near them that they
are playing with, she should be
allowed to approach them as
and when she feels she wants to.
If or when she does, there should
be no great overtures — again,
just a relaxed, normal family
day together.
The more these visits can

happen or she can just be around
when the Skyping is taking place
but not be forced to sit and say
hello, the quicker her anxiety will

desensitise and she should in time
feel comfortable and relaxed around
her great-grandparents.
If you have a problem you would like
Professor Byron to help with, email
proftanyabyron@thetimes.co.uk

Professor Tanya Byron

Gemma Briggs
suffered delusions
and hallucinations
after her baby was
born. When she
tried to get help,
her psychosis was
laughed off

H
olding your baby for
the first time should
be one of the most
joyous moments
of your life, but
the birth of my
first child started
a descent into

psychosis. After the traumatic arrival
of Sonny — delivered with forceps and
failed pain relief in 2010 — I endured
hallucinations, delusions, flashbacks
and crippling panic attacks.
A few days previously I had been a

successful writer and lecturer, but I
now believed the maternity ward was
a military laboratory and I was under
observation and subject to torture; I
was convinced that my partner Carl
was Cyril Sneer, the baddie from a
cartoon I watched as a child; at home
in bed I tried to brush off the ants I
believed were crawling over my body.
My paranoia was met with concern,

disbelief or, occasionally, laughter. A
few weeks after the birth my worried
community midwife found Post-it
Notes I had left around the house
asking for medical implements that
were still inside me to be removed. She
tried to reassure me by calling the
hospital to check the labour notes. The
nurse hooted down the line. There
would be no psychiatric help, merely
the sticking plaster of counselling with
a cognitive behavioural therapist. I

She is
picking up
the stress
that is in
the adults
around her

After
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excruciating but empowering
sensation of my baby’s head crowning.
The intensity of care I received from

individuals who were determined to
make my second labour a positive
experience shows how strong our
maternity service can be.
I still suffer from post-natal

depression and in addition to taking
the maximum dose of antidepressants,
I have tried antipsychotics and mild
sedatives to stabilise my mood. My
illness has also contributed to the
breakdown of the relationship with my
partner of ten years. He has left the
children and me, unable to deal with
my character. While it is fair to say
there are other factors involved, it
remains a sad fact that mental
illness puts unreasonable strain on
relationships.
My mother suffered from puerperal

psychosis after having my older
brother. Hospitalised for several
weeks, she slept away from him on a
general psychiatric ward while he was

moved to a cot in a store room.
Thirty-six years later, we both wonder
why such little progress has been
made and how we can put this right
long before my daughter’s generation
become mothers.
Dr Alain Gregoire is a perinatal

mental health consultant and
honorary senior lecturer in perinatal
psychiatry at Southampton University.
He is chair of the Maternal Mental
Health Alliance, a coalition of more
than 60 charities and professional
bodies, which has received Comic
Relief funding for its Everyone’s
Business campaign. Recently launched
with a ministerial round table, it
aims to improve mental health care
for women during pregnancy and
post-natally.
“Women should get dedicated care

for their mental health,” says Gregoire.
“We need specialists. Relying solely on
general services is like saying you do
not need a maternity hospital and any
doctor can do a c-section.
“Specialist perinatal maternal

mental health care is shockingly
patchy,” he adds. “There are some
parts of the country where it is easily
the best in the world and other parts
where there is no one at all with any
specialist mental health knowledge. If
it were going on in physical maternity
care, it would be a scandal.”
After more than a year of intensive

input from brilliant maternity and
mental health staff, I am here, alive,
with a beautiful, happy daughter.
Some new mothers don’t make it.
Usually it is their stories you read in
the newspaper. They are the ones who
disappear for good and sometimes
take their babies with them. Don’t be
appalled by their actions; turn your
incredulity towards those who have
failed to provide the specialist care
we know they need.

missed the weekly developments in
my baby in which a mother should
find joy; I was distressed, depressed
and unable to maintain close
friendships or ask family for help.
Finding myself pregnant again last

year, my vulnerability was obvious
from the first appointment with a
midwife. A few weeks later I sat on the
doormat and wept with relief when I
opened a copy of the consultant’s
letter spelling out his belief that I had
suffered a form of puerperal psychosis.
Only 50 out of 193 NHS trusts in

England provide a specialist mental
health service to women when they
give birth, according to a new study by
the National Childbirth Trust. With
nearly 700,000 live births in England
and Wales last year, this means that of
an estimated 70,000 women suffering
from postnatal depression, only 25 per
cent would have had specialist care,
leaving 52,500 mothers a year
suffering alone.
In the most serious cases, postnatal

illness can be life-threatening: suicide
is one of the leading causes of death
for new mothers. Sometimes it is their
babies who are at risk, such as in the
case of Felicia Boots, the Wandsworth
banker’s wife who killed her two
children while suffering from
puerperal psychosis in 2012.
Women who have suffered from

severe perinatal mental illness have
about a 50 per cent chance of it
recurring in a subsequent pregnancy,

Gemma Briggs with
her children Sonny,
four, and Nell, seven
months, at home.
Briggs was affected
by puerperal psychosis

Suicide is the
leading cause
of death for
newmothers

so I was immediately referred for
psychiatric assessment. “It was not
until you had a real problem that we
realised you were at risk,” says my
consultant obstetrician at
Northampton General Hospital, Owen
Cooper. “Had you had early
intervention in your first pregnancy,
things might have been very different.”
My relief at being picked up by the

system was short-lived when the

psychiatric nurse conducting my
assessment claimed never to have
heard of puerperal psychosis. This sent
me into a panic. However, with the
persistence of Cooper and
matron/intrapartum lead midwife
Paula Briody — both of whom had an
inexhaustible determination — I was
finally under the care of a psychiatrist.
Crucially, I had been assigned a

brilliant mental health occupational
therapist who would co-ordinate my
care, chase appointments and teach me
simple but transformative anti-anxiety
techniques (sewing proved to be a
great form of distraction, keeping my

brain and hands busy). I also had
sessions with a psychologist to combat
the effects of post-traumatic stress
from my first labour.
It was a gruelling pregnancy.

Although I was physically well, having
seven people closely involved in my
care meant that some weeks Carl
and I made five separate trips to
hospital. Perhaps the greatest impact
was made by a progressive consultant
anaesthetist, Dr Paul Slater.
He suspected that I suffered from

Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, a joint
hypermobility condition that would
account for the failure of the
anaesthetics that I was given in my
first labour. Believing that light
self-hypnosis would give me the best
chance of labouring naturally, Slater
taught me a simple process called
the Spiegel technique.
The self-hypnosis was so successful

that when I eventually went into
labour at 40 weeks and three days, I
had no idea my baby was on its way.
Carrying my three-year-old down the
stairs after a bath, I realised the
tightening discomfort in my bump had
a regular, frequent pattern. An internal
examination by the midwife revealed
I was 5cm dilated.
With just a canister of gas and air, I

pushed my baby out in a birthing pool.
I did not need the antipsychotic
medicine that was on standby and, in a
euphoria that lasted for days, I
constantly replayed in my mind the

I tried to brush
off the ants
Ibelieved were
crawling over me

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER ANDREW FOX

I gave birth, I lost my mind
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Theatre sales are almost double those for football, but which
is better value? Benedict Nightingale, former Times theatre
critic and football fan, is the perfect referee

W
ith 22
million
seats sold
in 2012-13
at theatres
in London
alone,
compared

with some 13 million for Premier
League games all over the country, the
most recent statistics suggest that the
greatest of the arts is beating the
greatest of games without any need
for deciding penalties. But is
popularity the sole test when
measuring one against the other?
Well, I feel well placed to adjudicate.

First, I’ve reviewed some 7,000 plays
and musicals, and weird, in-between
theatrical events since I first penned a
notice for The Tunbridge Wells
Advertiser in 1957, maybe 3,000 of
them for The Times alone. Second, I’ve
seen maybe 300 football matches
during that time, most of them
involving a side that dithered when I
was a season-ticket holder in the 1970s
and 1980s and became supreme when
I wasn’t: Chelsea FC.
I like football because it uniquely

combines the skills of ballet, chess and
war. I like the theatre because it has
brought me Judi Dench, Paul Scofield
Simon Russell Beale and Ian McKellen
as well as Harold Pinter, Tom
Stoppard and, oh yes, Shakespeare. So
here are ten often hard-fought
encounters between theatre and
footie, assessed by a referee, ie, me,
who is actually on both sides of the
match at once.

Expense
You won’t find it easy to buy a seat for
less than £50 for a league match at
Chelsea’s home, Stamford Bridge,
and, if Arsenal or Manchester
United are visiting, you could pay
£87. And — who knows? — the
match may leave you a depressed
loser. And though a big West End
show such as The Book of Mormon
could set you back £92 or more, there
are well-reviewed plays — say, Alan
Ayckbourn’s A Small Family Business at
the National — on offer for as little as
£15 or £20.
6 Football: 1
6 Theatre: 2

Dramatic tension
Trouble is, too many new plays lack it
and too many old plays can’t have it
because they are so familiar. Is Othello
going to rumble Iago and apologise to
Desdemona? Only if some
sentimental revisionist is directing. But
you usually don’t know until late in
the football match who the winner will
be and even then you may get that
wrong. In 1978 Chelsea were losing 3-0
to unlovely Bolton with 20 minutes to
go. On came a young winger called
Clive Walker and thanks to his fizz and
dazzle Chelsea won 4-3. A twist in the
tale not to be found in Othello or,
come to that, Hamlet.
6 Football: 2
6 Theatre: 1

Character
Sadly, “character” in footballers tends to

Theatre v football
— the big match
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last-moment equaliser then scored the
winning penalty, leaving Bayern
Munich bereft. Cue rejoicing, though
admittedly not in places where Man U,
Spurs or (“everybody hates us, we don’t
care”) Millwall are strong. OK, not
quite on a par when the melancholy
Pericles or the repentant Leontes
respectively meet their long-lost
daughters — but, boy, was there
excitement on Fulham Broadway.
6 Football: 2
6 Theatre: 3

Moral uplift
That’s not something one gets too
often from footballers as they dive,
commit sly handball, pretend they’ve
won corners, chop down opposing
players or get them booked or, of
course, eat each other. Here the
theatre wins easily, despite a tendency
to get didactic, superior and even
smug. The best drama is morally
centred but more inclined to ask
questions than to preach. Think Friel,
Mamet, Miller, Frayn and then hear
the questions coming from Kevin X or
Dave Y as they trip over their own feet
in the area: “Why no penalty, ref?”
6 Football: 0
6 Theatre: 3

Articulacy
Actually, there are bright, articulate
footballers, as I know from watching
Pat Nevin or Graeme Le Saux, who,
though heterosexual, became the
victim of homophobic attacks simply
because he read The Guardian and
spoke well. They have never to my
knowledge proclaimed themselves
over the moon or sick as parrots or,
the latest cliché, declared that some
impending game is “massive”. Still, if
they were joined on Chelsea TV by
(say) Simon Callow — not a natural
winger, but possibly a burly presence
in the middle of the park — I don’t
think any Shakespearean flow would
come from them.
6 Football: 1
6 Theatre: 3

FINAL SCORE
6 Football: 13
6 Theatre: 25
As Wellington might have said, “not
exactly a damn close-run thing” and
as Wayne Rooney might add: “Bloody
hell, ref, we was robbed.”

mean Joey Barton blogging feisty
waffle or George Best cavorting with
girls or, as I remember from his days at
Chelsea, Vinnie Jones putting terrifying
tackles into terrified Liverpudlians. And
impressive role-models though they
may be, neither Frank Lampard nor
Steven Gerrard are exactly exciting
people. Think of Elaine Stritch rasping
through I’m Still Here or John Gielgud
affably dropping embarrassing bricks or
Ralph Richardson riding his motorbike
with a parrot on his shoulder. Only José
Mourinho, alias the Special One, can
begin to contribute colour like that, and
he’s yet to acquire a parrot or, I fear, a
motorbike.
6 Football: 0
6 Theatre: 3

Creativity
It’s wrong to think that footballers
have such things only in what
commentators call their “educated
right (or left) feet”. To watch Chelsea’s
Eden Hazard tricking his way through
defences is to know that there’s also
something creative between the ears
of the best of them. But, sorry: think of
Robert Lepage’s gloriously inventive
Far Side of the Moon or Complicite’s
Mnemonic— or a McKellen

transporting one into strange new
worlds with a glitter of the eyes and
flicker of the tongue — and there’s not
a lot of contest, is there?
6 Football: 1
6 Theatre: 3

Boredom factor
David Hare once wrote that
nothing was as “grey,
soul-rotting and
nerve-tearing”as a dull
play and, as a critic who
has reviewed
such auteurs as
Robert
Wilson and
Peter Sellars
without being
able to leave
during intervals
that sometimes
took until
Christmas to
come, I can tell
you he was right.
But matches
seldom last more
than 90 minutes
and, even when Luis
Suárez isn’t biting
someone or referee

Andre Marriner isn’t sending off
innocent men, they usually contain
what commentators call “talking
points”. I’ve never been tempted to
leave halfway through a game or,
indeed, before the end, dismaying
though
the result may have been.
6 Football: 4
6 Theatre: 1

Humour
Here are some footie jokes, not all of
them culled from cheap Christmas
crackers. What’s the difference
between Bill Clinton and Wayne
Rooney? Clinton can score. What
football team uses the most toilet
paper? Arsenal. What’s the difference
between England and a teabag? The
teabag stays in the cup longer. Well,
I’ve reviewed Wilde and Coward,
Sheridan and the Michael Frayn of
that classic farce Noises Off. OK, it
can be quite funny when Man City’s
ace striker misses an open goal —
but, in general, need I say more?
6 Football: 0
6 Theatre: 4

Tragic power
What would that incisive analyst of
terror and pity, Aristotle, have said?
In 2008 Chelsea were in their first
Champions League final, a contest

with Manchester United so
close that it was decided in
the game’s most awful,
inhuman way. And the
heroic John Terry slipped
as he took his penalty,
missed the goal and lost
the match. We felt the way
those weeping Brazilians

did when Germany
hammered them in the
World Cup. Well, all
right, the ending of
Lear matches that,
but only just.
6 Football: 2
6 Theatre: 2

Joy
However, Chelsea
did win the
Champions
League in 2012,
thanks to Didier
Drogba, who
headed a

ri
Lear

Chiwetel Ejiofor and
Ewan McGregor in
Othello. Left: Didier
Drogba of Chelsea.
Right, from top: Derek
Jacobi in King Lear;
Luis Suárez of Uruguay

NIGEL NORRINGTON
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Bank chief risks fury
with reform go-slow
Martin Waller

The chairman of HSBC is set to ignite
fury among critics of the banking in-
dustry afterwriting toGeorgeOsborne
asking thatoneof thegovernment’s key
reforms be postponed.
In 2011, Sir John Vickers’ Independ-

ent Commission on Banking published
a report that suggested banks be re-
quired to separate their retail and in-
vesting activities by 2019 to “ring fence”
the consequences of risky City trading
from high street branch customers.
Critics at the time said this was too

long a deadline and too lenient on the
banks.However,DouglasFlinthasnow
asked that the deadline be extended
because of a decision last month by the
Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA) to go ahead with a full inquiry
into personal current accounts and
lending to small businesses.
His request is in a letter to Mr Os-

borne and to Andrew Tyrie, chairman
of the Treasury select committee, and

toAndrewBailey, the chief executive of
the Prudential Regulation Authority.
The idea was immediately rejected

by one senior Labour politician. Chris
Leslie, the shadowchief secretary to the
Treasury, said: “I don’t see there’smuch
of a case for such a delay. I think this is
pushing it. Many people think the
banks are already doing quite well to
avoid full separation.”
HSBC refused to comment on the

letter, which was leaked to Sky News
yesterday. However, Mr Flint is con-
cerned that any reforms imposed on
the banks by the CMA could involve
the disposal of operations onwhich the
bank is already spending significant
sumsaspart of its preparations for ring-
fencing.
Mr Leslie made it clear that Labour

wanted tougher, swifter change: “The
jury is still out on ring-fencing.The idea
that you should be waiting even longer
to have that level of protection is, I
think, pushing it too far.”
HSBC has already persuaded the

government to dilute the crackdownby
threatening to move its headquarters
from Canary Wharf to Hong Kong. In
late 2011 Mr Osborne announced that
while he would be implementing Vick-
ers’ key recommendations, rules on
howmuch capital would have to be set
aside to provide for future adverse
events would be watered down.
Mr Osborne said this would not ap-

ply to non-UK operations provided the
bank could show there was no risk to
UK taxpayers. The compromise was
seen as benefiting HSBC because so
much of its operations are overseas.
MrFlint’s latest approachwill be seen

as another attempt to dilute Vickers’
proposals. One prominent critic of the
banks said sarcastically: “I think we
ought to leave it for another century
just to make absolutely sure the banks
have time to get their ducks in order.”
A source close to HSBC said that Mr

Flint was acting on behalf of the whole
banking sector, as he had done in the
past, as a “stalking horse”.

Topping out Workers install the highest and the last truss on top of Shanghai Centre Tower yesterday, bringing it to its
planned full height of 632 metres. It will be the second-tallest skyscraper in the world. China exporters’ hope, page 47

Sterling earnings
after a pounding

T
here is a limit to the
number of ways you can
say that profits were
reduced by X per cent by
currency movements, and

I confess I ran out of them several
weeks ago. Of the companies I
wrote about in any detail last week,
more than half were affected by the
strength of sterling.
This has been a feature of this

reporting season, and of the various
trading statements in the run-up to
it.
A recent study suggests that

companies in the FTSE 100 index,
which is weighted towards larger
and therefore global businesses, get
four fifths of their earnings from
outside the UK. I am surprised it is
not higher.
I might suggest that it is to the

credit of British business and its
ability to punch above its weight on
the world stage that the “problem”
even exists, but it is a little more
complex than that. For a start, all
the above is translational; that is, it
reflects the profit numbers as they
are reported in the UK. If those
earnings from outside the UK are
not repatriated, but are used to
invest in that local economy, the
“problem” is not really there.
As one chief executive said wryly

to me last week, having watched his
shares marked back by a tenth this
year because of sterling’s strength:
“In dollar terms our shares haven’t
moved at all.”
The point of all this is that it will

one day unwind. Many think, and
they include the International
Monetary Fund as recently as last
week, that sterling is overvalued by
as much as 10 per cent on
fundamentals. Even if it does not
fall, companies will lap those dollar
falls last year — the greenback has
largely stabilised against the pound
in 2014 — and comparators will
become much more favourable.
The picture is complicated

because of the euro, which has
continued to fall in value, almost
5per cent against the pound this
year. Comparators will not become
favourable, for those UK companies
trading in the eurozone, until next
year.
The result will be a huge headline

upward jump in UK reported
earnings. Take a company such as
GKN, which reported last week.
Sales were up 6 per cent, on a like-
for-like basis, but down 1 per cent
after the currency hit. When this
reverses, those currency benefits
will be the feature of the next
reporting season or the one after.

History of defaults

S tudy the financial history of
Argentina and it is tempting to
assume that financial default is

as much a national obsession as the
tango. The country declared
independence only in 1816. It
defaulted on its first bond, issued in

1824, just three years afterwards.
The next default, in 1890, took with
it Baring Brothers, which was the
subject of a rescue by the Bank of
England. Truly, what goes around
comes around.
There have been six more since,

including the latest. The country is
blessed with huge amounts of fertile
land and rich mineral deposits. As
Europe went into the First World
War, Argentina was among the ten
richest nations in the world. The
subsequent decline is known to
economic historians as “the paradox
of Argentina”.
The default of 2002 saw the

country shut out of world financial
markets and unable to access the
capital to develop those natural
resources — it is reckoned to own
the world’s third-largest shale oil
and gas field.
This past weekend’s default

should be seen in this context. No
one trusts the official figures, but
the country has been running a
current account deficit since 2009
and inflation is probably running at
about 25 per cent. It is hard to see a
resolution of the present crisis,
because Argentina cannot afford it.
I make no comment on the

“vultures” who bought up bonds at a
fraction of their face value,
gambling that the eventual
restructuring would leave them in
profit.
The consequence will be the

further collapse of the peso, higher
inflation, more poor people losing
what little savings they have, and a
continued exclusion from the world
financial system — and another
default a few years down the line.
Compare all this with Greece, a

country immeasurably less blessed
than Argentina, which was rescued
in 2010 and returned to the bond
market this year. When your
economy compares unfavourably
with Greece, you have a problem.

Don’t bank on oath

The notion that bankers should
have to swear an oath of
ethical conduct, pledging to do

no wrong, has been much derided.
Its supporters say the reforms since
the banking crisis struck have
concentrated on financial stability.
This has failed, they say, to halt a

pernicious culture within banks that
says do whatever you can get away
with. So scandals such as Lloyds
Banking Group’s rigging of
borrowing rates to its advantage
have continued even as the bank
was under partial state ownership.
What is needed, it is claimed, is a

Hippocratic oath sworn by bankers,
along the lines of the one that
governs the behaviour of doctors
and medical practitioners. Hmm.
Just a few thoughts here. Harold
Shipman. Mid Staffordshire NHS
Trust . . .

martin.waller@thetimes.co.uk

business commentaryMartin Waller
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Need to know Your 5-minute digest

The week ahead

today

HSBC interim results are due
and it is widely expected that
profit before tax could come in
at about $14 billion. In its first
quarter the bank exceeded
estimated forecasts. However,
despite that, shares traded
down because of disappointing
revenue trends. Nevertheless,
those revenue trends have
since come down, which
should help to increase share
price performance.
Intertek, the provider of

testing services, upset the
market in May by reporting a
5 per cent decline in revenues
over a four-month period,
blaming the high pound.
Markets linked to the company,
such as energy and
commodities, remain weak, if
others, such as consumer goods
and electricals, are growing.
Senior, the engineer, is

another global business
suffering from the strength of
sterling, though underlying
trading supplying the civil
aerospace, car and truck
markets remains favourable.
Analysts expect pre-tax profits
of about £50 million.
Interims: HSBC Holdings;
esure Group; Senior; Intertek
Group; Keller Group; Telecity
Group; Fidessa Group; Alent;
Afren; Ultra Electronics
Holdings
Meetings: Bahamas Petroleum
Company, Immunodiagnostic
Systems Holdings
Economics: UK: PMI
Construction (July)

tomorrow

Standard Life reports half-year
results, with trading in the
second quarter expected to
have echoed the healthy
performance during the first
three months of the year.
Investors will be keen for an
update from the Edinburgh
insurer on its plans for Ignis
Asset Management in the
wake of its acquisition from
Phoenix Group for
£390 million in March.
Interims: InterContinental
Hotels Group; Standard Life;
Aggreko; Rotork; Hill & Smith
Holdings; Inmarsat; Meggitt;
Rex Bionics; SDL; Novae
Group; Share; Dragon Oil;
TClarke; Vernalis; Genel
Energy; LSL Property Services;
Avocet Mining; Fresnillo
Full-year results: NWF Group
Meetings: Schroder UK
Growth Fund; The Monks
Investment Trust
Trading statement: 888
Holdings
Economics: UK: PMI services

wednesday

According to analysts, little
new information is expected
from Standard Chartered
when it reports interims, after
the disappointing pre-close
trading update that the
company released at the end
of June.
It is believed that the focus

of the interims will be on the
challenges faced by the

Financial Markets division,
with the market hoping for a
clear strategy to return to
profitable growth, particularly
after recent press reports
that have questioned the
stability of the leadership.
Interims: Standard Chartered;
StatPro Group; Interserve;
Legal & General Group;
Ferrexpo; Friends Life Group
Limited; Johnston Press;
GW Pharmaceuticals
Meetings: Kodal Minerals;
India Capital Growth Fund;
Renewable Energy Holdings;
European Convergence
Development Company;
Canaccord Genuity Group
Economics: UK: industrial
production (June)

thursday

Half-year results from Rio
Tinto may bring some long-
term clarity to what Sam
Walsh has in store for the
FTSE 100 miner. The company
relies on iron ore from
Western Australia for about
90 per cent of profit. As
analysts at HSBC asked last
month, will Mr Walsh try to
address the imbalanced
portfolio himself, or pass on
the keys to the cash machine
in Australia’s Pilbara to a new
chief executive at a later date?
Recent press comment has

suggested Stephen Hester, the
newish chief executive of RSA,
may be about to outline a
further £150 million of cost
cuts. He has already put in
place a £750 million deeply
discounted rights issue.
Interims: Rio Tinto; RSA
Insurance Group; Old Mutual;
Aviva; Amec; Coca-Cola HBC;
Cobham; Randgold Resources;
Spirax-Sarco Engineering;
BATM Advanced
Communications; Mondi
Meetings: Majestic Wine;
Investec; Hardy Oil & Gas;
Infinis; Treveria; Amphion
Innovations; Albion Enterprise
Trading statements:
Enterprise Inns; Infinis; Hardy
Oil & Gas; UDG Healthcare
Economics: UK: BoE asset
purchase target (August); BoE
rate announcement;
Europe: ECB rate
announcement

friday

Figures last week from
Thomas Cook show that
increased capacity, the World
Cup and the hot British
summer are putting pressure
on bookings and pricing for
the big tour operators.
However, third-quarter
numbers from TUI Travel will
be overshadowed by the
recently agreed merger of the
Thomson and First Choice
operator with its German
majority shareholder, TUI AG.
That said, at its first-half
results in May, management of
TUI Travel remained
confident of achieving its
target of growing underlying
profit by 7-10 per cent, and the
numbers, helped by a stronger
offering of unique holidays
than its smaller rival, are
unlikely to cause any surprise.
Interims: TUI Travel; Catlin
Group
Meetings: PhotonStar LED
Group; Origo Partners;
Redcentric
Economics: UK: trade balance
(June); UK: construction
output (June)

1066 and all that tax dodginess
Gary Parkinson Trade Secrets

F
ace it, no one likes to
pay tax. Resentment
set heads rolling in
France between 1789
and 1799. Revolt

against it spurred the
formation of the United States.
We Brits have been rinsed

for much longer. After
William the Conqueror
stepped ashore in 1066, the
Domesday Book he
commissioned was a land
survey to work out how much
dough he could wring from
his new kingdom. There’s
another William (Pitt the
Younger) to thank for income
tax, first levied in 1799 to pay
for the little contretemps with
Napoleon.
One thing you can be sure

of: ever since the first warty
peasant doled out a portion
of what was his, everyone
paying tax has wanted to pay
less.
More recently there have

been any number of dodges,
most legal, some decidedly
bent, others somewhere in
between, that the rich have
alighted upon to fox the
taxman and get richer.
One wretched scam,

popular among a certain
group of unscrupulous
London business types in the
early Noughties, ran
something like this.
Set up a shell — a company

with a stock market listing but
devoid of trading businesses
— usually, but not exclusively,
on AIM. Persuade a couple of
friendly market makers, the
blokes in brokers and banks
who set the prices at which
shares change hands, to call it
up, say from 0.1p a share to
0.2p. Maybe the shell is valued
at a couple of million quid.
Theoretically. Off you go to
charity auctions. Bid big. Win
prizes. “Pay” for them in
shares in the shell.
Drive off in the Bentley just

won by saddling a charity
with shares that are worthless
when it tries to sell them. Use
the 200 grand “gift” to the
worthy cause to cut any tax
bill on other earnings by 80
grand or so. Nice, eh?
Inadvertently, the stock

exchange put pay to this
particular grift in 2005, when
it tightened the rules on shells
to safeguard the market’s
reputation.
Still, there isn’t any

shortage of ways for the rich
to dodge tax perfectly legally.
There are havens, iffy equity
swaps and trust funds. They
can turn themselves into
businesses by incorporating,
borrow against a life
insurance policy or properties.
Super-smart tax accountants
for hire hold their hands.

Aren’t the wealthy
scoundrels? Actually,
generally they aren’t. Tax
wonks will happily tell you
that the top 1 per cent of
earners still pay about a
quarter of the total
£150 billion or so income tax
on 11 per cent of total income.
Forget for a minute the

foreign legion populating
investment banks and hedge
funds these days, who
anecdotally like their money
paid offshore to avoid tax, and
the stats suggest that City
workers do tend to pay their
share. Of 30 areas paying the
most income tax, 28 of them
are in the “stockbroker belt”,
towns outside London but
within commuting distance.
Their employers are not

always so forthcoming. A

decade ago, when Big Bank
was paying its traders in gold,
it was less about making sure
they took home even more
dough and much more about
weaseling down its own
national insurance bill.
There’s a borough in Surrey

— Elmbridge, “the Beverley
Hills of Britain” — that paid
more than £1.2 billion of
income tax in the 2011-12 tax
year, more than a hundred
times the corporation tax
paid by Google in 2012.
Amazon’s UK subsidiary

paid £2.4 million in
corporation tax that year. On
sales of £4.3 billion. Apple
reported £68 million of UK
profits in 2012, paying the
exchequer not a penny in tax.
Apple is also among those

US multinationals to have
stockpiled $2 trillion of profits
offshore, preferring to tap the
bond market for cash it might
need domestically.
If Apple, Pepsi, Microsoft,

GE or the rest brought any of
that back home to the States,
they would be liable for
corporation tax.
And, at 35 per cent,

America’s corporation tax is
the highest among the 34
members of the OECD.
That high rate is also

behind the “inversion
perversion”, another tax
avoidance tactic on an epic
scale, where big US
companies fork out billions to
buy a foreign competitor
simply to shift their HQs
somewhere with a lower tax
rate, Britain included.
It’s why AbbVie snaffled

Shire, and Pfizer stalked
AstraZeneca. Politicians hate
it. Traders love it. Call the
right target early enough and
they can make big money,
usually by taking positions
through spread-bets.
No capital gains tax that

way.

Company Change

Hyder Consulting Takeover 34.0%
Huntsworth Stake purchase 23.9%
Trinity Mirror Dividend returns 10.8%
4imprint Results 8.4%
Brammer Positive figures 6.7%
RPS Jefferies cuts price target -10.9%
JKX Oil & Gas Eastern European threats -13.4%
Pace Finance director leaves -13.7%
Afren Two directors suspended -21.9%
New World Resources Seeks creditor protection -31.7%

The week’s biggest movers

World markets

What the papers said

THE SUNDAY TIMES SUNDAY TELEGRAPH MAIL ON SUNDAY

6Balfour Beatty: WS Atkins
and WSP, a Canadian rival,
are going head-to-head for
Parsons Brinckerhoff, the US
business that caused the
breakdown in merger talks
last week between Balfour
and Carillion.
6Home Retail: Private
equity groups, including
Apollo and OpCapita, are
looking at buying the
company’s Homebase chain.
6Wilkinson: The family
behind the discount chain
have split after 84 years. One
side has sold its 50 per cent
share to the other, with Karin
Swann, chairman, leaving the
board.
6National Express: Dean
Finch, the chief executive, has
attacked Labour’s plans to
allow a state-owned company
to bid for rail franchises.

6Keydata: The former boss
of the investment firm, which
failed in 2000, is suing the
Financial Services Authority
for £371 million. Stewart Ford,
who founded the company,
claims that the regulator
acted in a politically
motivated way when it pulled
the plug on the business.
6Afren: A surprise
suspension of top executives,
including Osman
Shahenshah, right, the chief
executive, at the oil
explorer was triggered last
week by concern about
their dealings with
Oriental Energy
Resources, a
company owned
by one of Africa’s
richest men,
Mohammed
Indimi.

6 Scott Dunn: The luxury
travel company could be put
up for sale under plans being
weighed up by the founder,
Andrew Dunn, who has
called in Cavendish to advise
on options.
6Monetary policy: A long-
running consensus on interest
rates could end this week.
At least one member of the
Bank of England’s monetary

policy committee is
likely to vote for a rise
in the base rate.
6 Standard Life: The
insurer is on the brink
of a £250 million deal to
raise its stake in its
Indian life
insurance business
from 26 per cent
to 36 per cent,
cashing in on new
reforms there.

6Energy bills: About 600,000
households have turned their
backs on the Big Six suppliers
in response to high prices.
The exodus comes on top of
1.4 million leavers last year.
6East Coast Main Line: The
state-owned railway operator
returned £235 million to the
government through a
“franchise premium” and a
£18.6 million dividend.
Revenue rose by 3.6 per cent
to £718 million.
6WmMorrison: Ian
McLeod, the former Halfords
boss, is on a shortlist of
emergency candidates to
replace Dalton Philips as
chief executive. Mr McLeod
is running Coles, the
Australian supermarket
chain, but friends say that he
is preparing to return to
Britain after five years.
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Ailing bank faces being split in two
BancoEspírito Santo could be split into
a “good” and a “bad” bank under amul-
tibillion-euro rescue plan being drawn
up by the government to keep the len-
der afloat.
The Bank of Portugal is ready to step

in after a disastrous week in which BES
shares plummeted by 73 per cent after a
€3.6 billion interim loss.
The century-old BES, which em-

ploys more than 10,000 people,
breached solvency requirements and
has been scrambling unsuccessfully for
private capital.
Central bank officials in Lisbon were

not immediately available for com-
ment, but Luís Marques Mendes, min-
ister of parliamentary affairs, told the
SIC television channel that fresh capi-
tal would come from the 2012 Resolu-
tion Fund to which all banks in the
country contribute.
“Anewbankwill be born onMonday,

in practice, with the same name but a
completely different shareholding
structure, with an increase in capital in
which all the good assets will be ie a
‘good bank’,” he said.
The Resolution Fund will be the sole

shareholder of a new “good” BES com-
prising viable assets, Mr Mendes said.
Existing shareholders will be left with a
“bad bank” holding the toxic assets.
The Espírito Santo crisis is the big-

gest test for Portugal’s financial system
since the country was forced to seek an
international bailout in 2011.
The bank is the country’s second-

biggest lender with nearly 500 high
street branches.
Portuguese media have predicted

that €4 billion to €5 billion will be in-
jected into BES. Officials have been
ironing out details with European
authorities in Brussels.
The government has an estimated

€6.4billion left over frombankcapitali-
sation funds it receivedunder the terms
of a recent sovereign bailout.
Mr Marques Mendes predicted that

the intervention would last two years

and that BES would be delisted but go
public again within four to six months.
“I have already heard there are two

European banks that have in fact
shown willingness to buy it,” he said,
without giving further details.
When BES shares were suspended

on Friday, the regulator said that trade
would resume only when the bank of-

fered more information. Raising pri-
vate capital was the Bank of Portugal’s
preferred solution, but many investors
took fright at the bank’s losses and the
announcement that several officials
were being suspended for suspected
“harmful management”.
Also denting investors’ confidence is

the fact that BES shares have fallen by

nearly 90 per cent since the bank last
called for €1 billion in fresh capital in
early June.
BESwas theonlyPortuguese bank to

avoid a bailout during the financial cri-
sis, and is the first significant headache
faced by the government since it
emerged from its €78 billion sovereign
bailout in May. Intervention is the lat-

est chapter in the unwinding of the
business empire built up by powerful
Espírito Santo family.
SinceMay, fiveof the family’s compa-

nieshave filed forprotection fromcred-
itors, and the 70-year-old patriarch, Ri-
cardo Espírito Santo Silva Salgado,
stepped down as chief executive of BES
last month.

Martin Roberts Madrid

The second-largest lender in Portugal could be split into a “good bank” and a “bad bank” in an attempt to ring-fence the toxic assets of Banco Espírito Santo

RAFAEL MARCHANTE / REUTERS

Standard Chartered
fights austerity call
Patrick Hosking Financial Editor

The chief executive of Standard Char-
tered is under pressure to pull a rabbit
out of the hat as he fights to placate
shareholdersagitating for changeat the
top of the Asia-focused bank.
Analysts are calling for new austerity

measures from the bank, which has
already warned of a 20 per cent slide in
pre-tax profits from the $4.09 billion
reported last time when it posts first-
half numbers on Wednesday.
An emphatic statement of support

for Peter Sands and his chairman, Sir
John Peace, rushed out by the board
two weeks ago, has damped down ex-
pectations of immediate change. Some
shareholders remain unconvinced that
the duo are the right pair to lead the
bank over the long term.

Alastair Ryan, an analyst at Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, said Mr
Sands needed to consider a deeper
retrenchment. “What is now an ex-
tended period of lower income de-

mands austerity,” he said.
“We believe the market
would welcome Stan-
dard Chartered re-
flecting on its busi-
nesses more deeply.”
He pointed out how

the London-listed bank recovered its
credibility with investors in 2001 to
2004 by narrowing ambitions, shrink-
ing to core business lines and lowering
costs as a proportion of income.
Mr Sands is expected to announce

new measures to address the main
headwinds that hit the bank in the first
half — continuing problems in South
Koreanconsumerbankingandpoor re-
sults in the financial markets division,
where lower market volatility has de-
pressed trading volumes.
John-PaulCrutchley, a banks analyst

withUBS, said that theworst of the rev-
enue decline was probably already in
the past.
Standard Chartered shares have

been on the slide for three years, falling
frommore than £19 to close at £12.22 on
Friday. Analysts are forecasting a
second successive year of falling profits
this year.
Mr Sands, a former McKinsey man-

agement consultant, has told friends
that the reported criticism by some
shareholders has only redoubled his
determination to stay to sort out the
bank’s problems.
The results will be the first for the in-

coming financedirector,AndyHalford,
who recently joined fromVodafone, re-
placing Richard Meddings.

China acts as property
bubble starts to burst

Chinese cities that were recently bat-
tling to prevent property price bubbles
are now scrambling to loosen up the
market as prices tumble.
The health of the property market

has become critically important for the
world’s second-biggest economy, and a
report by the China Index Academy,
which tracks prices in 100 cities,
showed prices falling in 76 of them.
In the spaceof a fewweeks, the lifting

or relaxation of home-purchase re-
strictionpolicieshasbeencarriedout in
30 of the 46 large Chinese cities where
they were imposed.
The moves, which generally allow

more than one property per person, re-
flect fraying local government nerves
over falling prices, oversupply and
“ghost town” developments.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that in

at least two cities where restrictions
were lifted, property-buying soared by
50 per cent to 80 per cent. However,
Miranda Carr, China economist at
NSBO, an investment bank, said that
loosening would not necessarily have
the same impact in lower-tier cities
where there is oversupply.
Gu Yunchang, the secretary-general

of the China Real Estate Association,

said that the market had undergone a
fundamental change. “It has turned
from a state of “controlling housing
price” to one of “reducing stock”, he
said, adding that restrictions might
eventually be swept away.
Another factor pulling prices lower

has been the anticorruption campaign
led by President Xi Jinping, which has
forced corrupt local officials to think
twice before sinking their ill-gotten
cash into large property portfolios.
Unlikepreviousoccasionswhenpan-

icking local authorities have attempted
to relax restrictions, thecentralgovern-
ment does not appear to have stepped
in with objections or to order the re-
strictions be reimposed.
Analystsbelieve that there isgrowing

concern in Beijing over the economic
risks in the property market: individu-
als may not be highly leveraged, but
there is huge property-linked borrow-
ing between family members, by state-
owned companies and in the Chinese
financial system. When the property
market goes bad, central government
planners fear, it will go very bad.
Analysts now believe it is highly like-

ly that, over the next few months, re-
strictions on home purchases will re-
main only in Beijing, Shanghai and one
or two other large cities.

Leo Lewis Beijing

Son visits GSK
investigators in
Shanghai prison

The son of two private investigators
imprisoned in China has been allowed
to see his parents for the first time in a
year since they were jailed as part of a
corruption scandal centred on Glaxo-
SmithKline.
HarveyHumphrey, 19,waspermitted

to visit his British father, Peter Hum-
phrey, below, andhisAmericanmother,
Yu Yingzeng, at a detention centre in
Shanghai on Friday. The pair are ac-
cused of illegally obtaining personal in-
formation from Chinese citizens while
they were carrying out investigative
work on behalf of GSK.
“Theirhealthwasn’t good,”MrHum-

phrey said yesterday.
The couple were initially

tasked by GSK with in-
vestigating who was re-
sponsible for a covertly
filmed sex tape used to
smear Mark Reilly, the
drugs group’s China chief.
They are due to go

on trial on Friday.
To the concern of
British consular
officials, it will
held be behind
closed doors.

Andrew Clark Deputy Business Editor
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US has it all to play for in burgeoning economy of Africa

HMVand
Game take
revenge on
the grocers
Marcus Leroux

HMV and Game Group have roared
back from insolvency to steal market
share from the big supermarket groups
that pushed them to the wall.
The Big Four supermarkets, whose

encroachment into the entertainment
market helped to sound the death knell
for Game and HMV in 2012 and 2013,
all lost market share in the most recent
three-month period, according to
figures fromKantarWorldpanel, as the
high street fought back.
While Amazon built on its market-

leading position, with its share rising by
3 percentage points to 22 per cent, the
previously unfavoured specialists and
Argos all increased their shares.
HMV was retrieved out of adminis-

trationbyHilco, an investor in troubled
businesses, while Game was acquired
in similar circumstances by OpCapita.
BothHMVandGameshrank rapidly in
the process, shedding hundreds of
stores.
Fiona Keenan, strategic insights di-

rector at Kantar, said that the grocers
were still dominant in new releases,
selling 75 per cent of the copies of Dis-
ney’s Frozen. However, their perform-
ance was dampened by the second
quarter traditionally being a barren
period for new releases.
She added: “HMV [is] getting it’s of-

fering right, it’s identified what appeals
to consumer needs and it’s done a good
job in positioning itself as the expert on
entertainment.”
However, she said thatHMV’s failure

to resurrect a transactional website for
selling physical CDs and DVDs online
meant that Amazon was continuing to
steal a march.
HMV’s market share rose from

13.6per cent in the previous quarter to
14.7 per cent — well above its post-
administration low of 10.7 per cent and
handing it a higher market share than
Tesco, which was previously the No2
behind Amazon. However, as recently
as 2011HMVcommanded a 25 per cent
share of the entertainment market.
Game’smarket share rose 1.1 percent-

age points to 7.1 per cent. Tesco’s fell
1.8 percentage points to 14.6 per cent
and Asda’s dipped 0.5 to 12.3 per cent.
Themarket share ofWmMorrison, the
fourth-largest grocery group, fell from
4.1 per cent to 3.4 per cent.
Game’s management was consider-

ing a return to the stock exchange
earlier this year. HMV recently re-
vealed that like-for-like sales in the
second quarter were up 9 per cent.

Alexandra Frean

As Congress deserts DC, the US
capital will experience an
extraordinary influx of visitors

this week with nearly 50 African
leaders and more than 200 American
and African chief executives,
including the heads of General
Electric, IBM, Lockheed Martin, Wal-
Mart Stores and Coca-Cola, arriving
for the first US-Africa Leaders
Summit and Business Forum. This
bold and unusual event is by far the
largest engagement by any American
administration with Africa.
It’s not hard to see why the White

House, which bills Africa as “the
world’s next great economic success
story”, convened the summit and the
accompanying business forum. After
an incredible decade-long spurt,
Africa’s middle class has tripled over
the past three decades to 355 million.

This year, foreign investment in
African economies will reach
$80 billion. By 2040 Africa will have a
larger workforce than China.
Commenting on the summit to

journalists last week, Ben Rhodes,
President Obama’s deputy national
security adviser, stressed the
importance of America’s “focus on
African capacity-building and
integrating Africa into the global
economy”.
Hearing this, you cannot help but

wonder whether the White House
really knows what it is in for.
As Jonathan Berman, a senior

fellow of Columbia University’s Vale
Centre, notes in a commentary for
the Harvard Business Review, the
summit will not be filled with African
leaders with begging bowls but with
“successful Africans building a

continent and ready to meet us as
equals”. Three quarters of Africa’s
growth in recent years has been
outside natural resources, Mr Berman
notes. Yet most US investment in
Africa is in natural resources. The US
invests less in Africa’s manufacturing
than Africa’s newer trading partners,
including China, which has increased
it trade with the continent twentyfold
since 2001. Yet it is America, through
its private sector model, that has the
unparalleled capacity to create skill,
technology and innovation.
Will the summit change how

America interacts with Africa? That
will depend to a large degree on
America’s ability to differentiate the
unique potential advantages of US-
Africa collaboration over anything
that a statist power such as China
could ever offer.

As US lawmakers
rush for the exits for
their August break
this week, they will
tip the taxi driver

who takes them to the airport and the
waitress who serves them pie on the
road to their constituency home.
The gratuity is so deeply

entrenched in the US services sector
that you are expected to tip everyone.
For everything. Twenty per cent is
now the minimum tip expected by
your manicurist, your plumber and
your cable guy.
When I moved home recently, the

removal company provided a written
“recommendation” that I hand over
20 to 40 per cent of the moving cost
(thousands of dollars) in cash to the
guys who shifted my stuff. At the end
of the move, I froze as the foreman
approached, waving a photocopy of
the sheet. I realised then that I had
reached my own personal tipping
point. The $60 I had put aside for
each of the five moving guys was not
even 10 per cent, but it was going to
have to do. I hadn’t budgeted for
more, and I was already paying a fair
amount for the move. “Sorry,” I said
sheepishly. “I’m British.”
I felt mean, but also peeved at the

whole darned American tipping thing.
It’s just not fair on anybody. US
employment law provides not only a

federal minimum wage, but also a
“subminimum wage” for workers who
customarily receive tips, the
assumption being that it is OK to pay
them less than the legal minimum
because the tips will make up for it.
So, at the federal level, although

employers are required to pay a
minimum wage of $7.25, they have to
pay tipped staff a “tipped minimum
wage” of only $2.13 an hour because
it is calculated that they will earn
$5.12 an hour in tips.

When it was introduced into the
Fair Labor Standards Act in 1966,
America’s tipping law provided a “tip
credit” of 50 per cent for employers.
Over time, the balance has shifted
and the subminimum wage is now
equal to a record low of 29 per cent of
the regular federal minimum wage. So
customers are essentially providing a
subsidy to employers worth more
than twice the wage that these
employers are required to pay their
tipped workers. In other words, it is

consumers, not managers, who
directly set pay levels.
This, according to a new policy

paper from the Economic Policy
Institute, depresses wages and fuels
income inequality because tipped
workers are a growing portion of the
US workforce. Employment in the
full-service restaurant industry has
grown by more than 85 per cent since
1990, compared with 24 per cent
growth overall in the private sector.
More than one in ten US workers is
employed in leisure and hospitality.
What this means is that, over time,

tipping has become a public spending
issue. Because of their low wages,
46per cent of tipped workers and
their families rely on public benefits,
compared with 35.5 per cent of the
non-tipped workforce.
Tipping also risks becoming

meaningless in the capitalist toolkit as
an incentive or reward for good
service when it goes too far. In an
American restaurant, you are
expected to pay a 20 per cent tip,
regardless of quality. So to truly show
appreciation, you would need to hand
over 30 per cent, an amount that
many diners balk at.
There are nascent signs that as the

subminimum wage continues to lose
relative value and tip inflation
progresses, Americans are becoming
less tolerant of the whole
arrangement. According to the NYC
Taxi and Limousine Commission, the
average passenger paying by credit
card now tips at 15.5per cent, down
from 22 per cent in 2009.
Before Congress started its summer

break, the Obama administration
tried to reintroduce a bit of balance to
the tipping scene with a proposal in
the Fair MinimumWage Act to bring
the subminimum wage up to 70 per
cent of an upwardly revised minimum
wage. But the measure got lost in the
partisan gridlock that has rendered
this one of the least productive
legislatures in history.
With no signs of reform on the

horizon, we can only wonder whether
American service staff, usually so
friendly, helpful and effusive, would
become as grumpy as their British,
not to mention French, counterparts
if tipping were ever brought down to
European levels. I
doubt it. Being
positive is part of
being American, tip
or no tip.

‘‘

’’

Americans may be reaching tipping
point with growth of the gratuity

Diners may have had their fill of being expected to leave a tip of 20 per cent
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The Confidence Code:The Science and
Art of Self-Assurance —What Women
Should Know
Katty Kay and Claire Shipman
It is this year’s answer to Sheryl
Sandberg’s Lean In without the
annoying catchphrase and aims to
help women, even the most
successful, overcome self-doubt and
show greater confidence at work.
Katty Kay, a BBC journalist based

in the United States, and Claire
Shipman, an American TV journalist
on Good Morning America, undertake

a range of interviews with
neuroscientists and psychologists to
see if confidence is learnt behaviour
or “in our genes”. They have
themselves genetically tested and
interview women in politics, sports,
the military and the arts. It offers
practical advice and has no mantra
about how women should tell
themselves every day they are perfect
as they are. Instead, it recommends
that women should worry less about
“people-pleasing and perfection” and
take more risks. Deirdre Hipwell

Books for when
beach life needs
a fresh horizon
It’s the time of year when even the most ardent workaholic escapes the
office for a bit of rest and recreation. But that doesn’t mean abandoning
the business world completely. For those who enjoy a little brain fodder
on holiday, the business team of The Times offers recommendations on
books to keep the mind active during the dog days of August. There’s
plenty here to stimulate, infuriate and entertain — with your feet up.

Think Like a Freak: How to Think
Smarter About Almost Everything
Stephen J Dubner, Steven D Levitt
It might be tempting to assume that,
by the time of its third outing,
“freakonomics” would have
descended into “blandonomics” and
lost some of its verve. Not a bit. This,
possibly the last in the series, is every
bit as engaging as its predecessors.
The tone is more mature, and

more self-deprecating, as the authors
(Levitt, an economist, and Dubner, a
journalist) urge us to “rethink our

y

authors
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brain” and — anathema to most
business people — be “crazy enough
to admit that you don’t know”.
The vignettes, though, from

analysing the best part of a goal to
place a penalty, to how to get a
garden to weed itself, amuse and
entertain as much as they challenge.
Perfect freaky food for the mind.
Miles Costello

The Summit: The Biggest Battle of
The Second World War — Fought
Behind Closed Doors Ed Conway
Today, the IMF is a faceless body
known for emergency loans and
harsh reforms. Seventy years ago, it
was a high-minded dream — the
centrepiece of a vision to drive closer
global collaboration and prevent a
repetition of the two world wars.
The story of the summit that laid

the ideological foundations for the
fund is not only essential modern
history, but a fantastic tale. In three
weeks of debate, drink, dance and
even a little debauchery at Bretton
Woods in New Hampshire, 730
leading policymakers from 44
countries redrew the world order.
Packed with great characters — not

least the two key players, Britain’s
quick-witted polymath John Maynard
Keynes and Harry Dexter White, a
US Treasury official hiding
communist sympathies — Ed
Conway, Sky News’ economics editor
and a Times columnist, tells a riveting
tale with colourful attention to detail.
He rounds off with parallels to today,
underlining just how relevant those
three weeks, seven decades ago,
remain. Philip Aldrick

The Dictionary of Business Bullshit
Kevin Duncan
If you have a boss who likes to go
bandwagoneering or insists you
follow a BHAG (big hairy audacious
goal), this is a useful translation
service. Duncan’s book lovingly
compiles every tired cliché and
overworked usage spouted by office
workers and deconstructs it.
Some of the metaphors are actually

rather vivid. “Building the plane as we
fly it”, a coinage from the seat-of-the-
pants dotcom bubble era, feels pretty
much how most business operates
most of the time. From low-hanging
fruit to iGods and hate sponges,
Duncan defines them all.
There are people out there still

saying, “Don’t sweat the small stuff”
and “There is no silver bullet” and,
like Dr Johnson, Duncan is there to
record it all. Best of all, no entry is
longer than 100 words. This is a book
to dip into, smile at and thank the
almighty that you’re not, for a week
to two at least, in the office.
Patrick Hosking

The Glass Closet: Why Coming Out is
Good Business John Browne
The former boss of BPhas become
the least likely warrior for gay rights.
Over a 38-year career at the oil
company, Lord Browne of Madingley
built a wall around his personal life,
taking his mother to personal events
and staying silent about his sexuality.
His book is, in part, confessional —

he tells of his horror at discovering
that a man he had picked up in an
Aberdeen nightclub was, in fact, a

BPcolleague. And he explains his
decision to lie under oath to prevent
theMail on Sunday from revealing
that he met a former boyfriend
through an escort website, Suited and
Booted.
Lord Browne uses his experience to

construct a manifesto for tolerance.
He explains why it is in the interests
of both employers and employees to
allow gay staff to feel free to be open
about their lives. A controversial
figure, Lord Browne’s business legacy
at BP was mixed. But this is essential
reading for anybody interested in
diversity in the workplace.
Andrew Clark

Haunted Empire: Apple After Steve
Jobs Yukari Iwatani Kane
Steve Jobs, who died in October 2011,
was always going to be a hard act to
follow. He revolutionised the mobile
phone and personal computer
industry, was thrown out of the
company he had founded and
returned in triumph to rescue Apple
from near bankruptcy.
Haunted Empire shows how

impossible that task was for his
successor, Tim Cook. The two were

polar opposites. The author’s
contention is that Cook was never
able to build on Jobs’s giant
achievements because his shadow
continued to dominate Apple.
“Ghost and Cipher” is how she

sums the pair up. Cook’s task was not
helped by a string of spectacular
miscalculations — product launches
that hilariously failed to work, an
involvement in a scandal over child
labour and pollution in China, endless
legal wrangling.
Rather than being a mere

biography of a man who came to
epitomise the Silicon Valley
revolution and become a hero to a
generation of young tech
entrepreneurs, it is more an object
lesson in botched corporate
succession and how not to take
forward a once world-beating
business.Martin Waller

Business Adventures John Brooks
OK, Business Adventures wasn’t first
published this year. In fact, it was
published in 1971. And, until last
month, the collection of stories by
The New Yorker’s John Brooks was
out of print. Then, Bill Gates, a co-

founder of Microsoft and America’s
richest man, blogged that this was the
best business book that he’d ever
read.
Oh, and his copy was a present in

1991 from one Warren Buffett, “The
Sage of Omaha”, generally regarded
as the world’s smartest investor, and
America’s second-richest man.
Brooks’s tales of business decisions,

both bad and good, from way back
when, from the likes of Xerox and
Ford Motors, is at present No2 for
non-fiction in the bestseller list of The
New York Times.
The paperback, available to pre-

order, in advance of release on August
14, is the No1 bestselling corporate
finance book on Amazon. Little
wonder, with endorsements such as
those.
Gary Parkinson

Creativity, Inc Ed Catmull
Ed Catmull believes in alchemy. The
computer scientist and cartoon lover
was, via George Lucas, once part of a
trio, including the late Steve Jobs,
who set-up Pixar, which arguably
changed the face of cinema for ever
when it made the critically acclaimed
Toy Story.
His is a fascinating career and

Creativity, Inc is worth dipping into
for film buffs out there. However, at
its heart, Creativity, Inc is a smart
guide to getting the best out of
employees and therefore the business.
The message seems to be making

sure people are given the freedom to
generate and explore ideas and to do
as Mr Catmull does, which is to focus
on the challenges ahead, stay true to
the goal of recognising problems early
and engage with them fully.
Dearbáil Jordan

Flashboys Michael Lewis
Michael Lewis knows how to cause a
storm. As the author, more than two
decades ago, of Liars Poker, he
revealed to the world in excruciating
and comic detail the inner working of
Wall Street.
With Flashboys he has done it

again, though this time with a rather
more sombre and angry edge.
Until a couple of months ago, high-

frequency trading, or HFTs to those
in the know, was a dinner party
conversation topic for the über-geeks
of the world of finance.
In the wake of his searing exposé of

how a small clique of traders using
state-of-the-art computer systems
rigged the US stock market, everyone
has become an overnight expert.
Over the course of his bestselling

account of the industry, Lewis shows
how ordinary investors have been
fleeced of nickels and cents by traders
operating at close to the speed of light
to build a multibillion-dollar business
in less than a decade.
Harry Wilson

Unhappy Union: How the Euro Crisis
— and Europe — Can Be Fixed John
Peet and Anton La Guardian
The eurozone crisis may have faded
into memory for most of us but for
the authors of Unhappy Union, the
consequences have had a profound
and lasting impact on the United
States of Europe project.
Brussels is weaker, losing out to

national governments, particularly
Germany, they argue.
“Tensions between euro ‘ins’ and

‘outs’ have increased, particularly in
the case of the UK, which now hovers
ever closer to the exit,” they write.
It might sound like good summer

reading for Nigel Farage, leader of
Ukip, but the authors believe that the
EU is worth saving and can be fixed.
All it needs is a tighter federal system,
banks working more closely together
and a central budget — which, given
the resentment triggered by the
bailouts of weaker EU members such
as Greece, seems a tall order.
TimWebb
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Dixons and Carphone
celebrate electric union

Oil staff strike it rich
as banker pay runs dry
The boom in the oil and gas industry,
and the downsizing of investment
banks, means that oil company em-
ployees now earnmore than twice as
much on average as bankers.
The finding is the result of a survey

by Banc De Binary, a specialist in op-
tions trading, into average pay levels
among FTSE 100 companies. It lists
the highest paid, generally in finan-
cial services, and the lowest, mostly
in retail.
Pay in the oil and gas industry has

been forced higher by high demand
for skilled workers. Many of those
most in demand are “internationally
mobile”, meaning that they are in
danger of being poached by global oil
and gas companies.
Theaverage staff cost amongFTSE

100oil andgas companies is £106,660
a year in salary, pensions and bonus-
es. By comparison, at the top banks
the average is just £54,608. This is in
fact a shade lower than the average
across the index, which is £54,820.
The study found that, although

bankers are feeling the squeeze, their
colleagues in fund management are

not. Asset managers are the single
highest paid group in the FTSE 100,
with an average cost per employee of
£152,600.
Two of the three best payers are

fund managers — Aberdeen Asset
Management and Schroders —but

the most generous employer in the
index is 3i, the investment group.
Oren Laurent, the founder of Banc

De Binary, said: “Banking has the
glamorous image of being the best-
paid industry but in reality UK-listed
banks are doing less and less invest-
ment banking and are placing more
emphasis on lower retail bankers.”
He said the high price of oil has

meant thatoil andgascompanieshad
not been under pressure to control
wages. “However, it is an area they
need to keep an eye on. For share-
holders it is not as critical as capital
expenditure but it could become an
issue if oil prices do weaken.”
The position of retailers such as

Next, Tesco and J Sainsbury at the
bottom end of the pay table is no sur-
prise, given thenumberof temporary,
part-time and seasonal staff they em-
ploy. Theworst payer, though, isG4S,
the security specialist, with a payroll
of thousands of guards, nightwatch-
men and receptionists.
The best payer in oil and gas is BG

Group,where the average take-home
pay is £119,394, though the two big oil
companies, BP and Royal Dutch
Shell, are in the top four. The best
payer among the banks is Barclays,
with an average annual staff cost of
£68,539.
However, separate research by

TheTimes suggests a degree of corre-
lation between high pay and share
price performance. The top three
have all seen their share prices surge
by more than 50 per cent over the
past two years, reflecting the recov-
ery of the financial services industry
and the strong performance of the
stock market, which has boosted
funds taken by asset managers.
Retailers such as Sainsbury’s and

Tesco have come under pressure
from the big discounters, Aldi and
Lidl, and in both cases their share
prices are lower. The exception is
Next, seenasoneof themost success-
ful retailers. Its price has doubled.

Martin Waller For richer, for poorer

Average
pay

Share price
movement
over two
years

FTSE 100 pay per employee
(including bonuses)

3i Group
Schroders
Aberdeen Asset
Management
British Land
BG Group

£234,637
£188,662
£167,682

£124,101
£119,394

+82%
+82%
+56%

+28%
-4%

Top five

Sainsbury’s
Tesco
Next
Carnival
G4S

£15,171
£14,244
£11,926
£11,807
£8,648

-3%
-20%

+102%
-1%
—

Bottom five

Source: Banc de Binary

Top salaries start to dip

Salaries earned by chief executives in
the FTSE250 and FTSE100 indices
saw a slight decline this year, accord-
ing to research by FITRemuneration
Consultants, reflecting the pressure
on them to keep salaries down after
the 2012 “Shareholder Spring” and
new rules over disclosure and voting
powers on pay by investors.
The gap between members of the

two indices also narrowed, though
FTSE 100 executives are still signifi-
cantly better paid. The average FTSE
100 chief executive saw his or her

pay, bonuses and other benefits fall
from £3.95 million the previous year
to £3.69 million. Among FTSE 250
executives, the average fell from
£1.65 million the previous year to a
touch below £1.6 million.
The research also shows that a

third of FTSE250 executives saw no
salary increase, up from less than a
quarter the previous year. Overall,
the median salary increase for all ex-
ecutive directors was 2 to 3 per cent,
broadly consistent with pay rises to
staff generally. Themedian salary for
chief executives was £509,000, and
for finance directors £332,000.

Martin Waller

A new European powerhouse in the
electrical goods market will take
shape on Thursday as the merger of
Dixons Retail and Carphone Ware-
house formally completes.
When Dixons Carphone begins

trading, it will draw a line under a
tumultuous period in the sector that
began with Carphone Warehouse’s
ill-fated alliance with Best Buy, the
biggest electricals chain in theUnited
States, in 2008.
Sebastian James, of Dixons, and

Andrew Harrison, of Carphone, will
be joined in corporate matrimony at
a ceremony at the London stock ex-
change on Thursday morning.
The combined company will have

42,500 staff in Britain, Ireland, Scan-
dinavia, Germany and Greece and
annual sales of more than £10 billion.
Themarket valuewill be about £4 bil-
lion, putting it in contention for a
place in the FTSE 100.
One topic of conversation unlikely

to be raised during the nuptials is
Carphone’s tryst with Best Buy. Car-
phone was supposed to offer its ex-
pertise in sellingmobilephones to the

Americangroup,which in turnwould
introduce its supposedly superior
customer service to theUKthrougha
store-opening programme.
Best Buy aborted its attempt to

conquer Britain in 2011 after opening
only 11 stores as the recession and
John Browett’s transformation of
Dixons took their toll.
Dixons’ management had a cham-

pagne toast on themorning that Best
Buy threw in the towel. This time the
champagne is flowing because Dix-
ons and Carphone believe that a
combined operation will leave them
ideally positioned as home techno-
logy becomes increasingly online
and interconnected.
“Thursday will be an historic day

for us as Dixons Carphone begins
trading and we set sail on an exciting
new journey towardswhat I hopewill
be the first and best-connectedworld
shopping experience,”Mr James said.
“We are passionate about deliver-

inga seamless experience forour cus-
tomers and focused on helping them
navigate the merging mobile and
technology markets, to find integrat-
ed products and services that can
really enhance their lives.”

Marcus Leroux

Antonia Hunter checks the
crop at a farm where
visitors are treated to a
spectacular sea of purple

and yellow as lavender is
still flourishing close to
sunflowers. “We were
expecting the sunflowers to

open in another week, but
lots opened up overnight,”
said Tim Hunter, of Hitchin
Lavender at Cadwell Farm.

Crop that’s
pure gold

GEOFF ROBINSON
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Going for growth Business
Bosses create jobs at
fastest rate in 25 years
Strong domestic orders and
robust output helped Britain’s
small manufacturers to notch up
a fourth consecutive quarter of
growth, according to the CBI.
Katja Hall, the organisation’s

deputy director-general, said that
these companies were hiring at
their fastest rate since 1988.
In the latest positive indicator

for the British economy, the
business group’s SME survey also
forecast another solid
performance in the three months
to October as “smaller
manufacturers settle into a
regular growth pattern”.
Export orders were flat in the

quarter to July, although Ms Hall
said that sterling’s strength may
have been to blame. “We need
the government to get behind our
small and medium-sized
manufacturers to help them to
sell their products and services to
new markets around the world,
giving a sustainable boost to
long-term growth,” she said.

Lending falls behind
Bank lending in Britain is still
lagging behind the G7 average
despite an improving economy,
research suggests. Private sector
credit volumes fell by 2.2 per cent
last year, compared with an
average 0.1 per cent growth in
lending for the average G7
economy, World Bank figures
show. UHY Hacker Young, the
accountancy firm that compiled
the research, said that the “credit
crunch lingers on” for small
businesses in particular. Laurence
Sacker, a partner, said that
regulationrequiring banks to hold
more capital had made lending
more expensive. He said that the
government and the Bank of
England needed lower the cost of
loans to SMEs.

Tax breaks missed
One in ten small companies
might be missing out on an
annual £2,000 rebate because
they are not taking advantage of
a government tax break for
employers.
According to Sage, 11 per cent

of businesses have either not
claimed, or failed to check their
eligibility for, the so-called
Employment Allowance rebate.
The measure, which came into
force in April, allows small firms
to claim back the first £2,000 on
their national insurance
contributions.
Sage calculated that small

businesses could be missing out
on a combined £275million but
said that the claiming process
was “simple”.

Online help offered
A campaign has been launched to
tempt the 50 per cent of small
businesses who do not have a
website to establish a presence
online. Go and Grow Online will
encourage small companies to
attend workshops across Britain to
help them to build a website and
begin trading online. The scheme,
which is being managed by small
the business network Enterprise
Nation and backed by BT and
Microsoft, will run for a year.
Emma Jones, founder of

Enterprise Nation, said: “We hope
this campaign will get through to
those small businesses that still
don’t understand the benefits that
being online can bring, while
offering guidance on how to
optimise a digital presence.”

British small businesses aremore likely
to export toNewZealand thanChina, a
report has found, prompting concerns
that companies are missing opportuni-
ties for growth.
A study of the exporting habits of

small and medium-sized companies
found that some of the world’s fastest-
growing global markets were “severely
underrepresented”.
The research, by FedEx, the courier

company, also revealed that only one
quarter of these businesses were
exporting, a figure that the report’s
authors said was “at odds with govern-

ment targets”. Lastweek the Institute of
CharteredAccountants inEnglandand
Wales warned that the government’s
target to boost overseas trade to £1 tril-
lion by 2020 will be missed unless
urgent changes are made to the
financial support and advice given to
companies. Exports stand at about
£500million.
FedEx said that its study of 1,000

businesses showed that small compa-
nies regardChina as themost challeng-
ing country to trade with. The world’s
second-biggest economy was sixth,
behind countries including South
Africa, Canada and New Zealand, in a
ranking of non-European Union

markets that small companies sell to.
Lack of technical knowledge and con-
cernsovercostswerecitedasbarriers to
exporting. More than half of the re-
spondentswho already export said that
more support and advice would help
them to increase their overseas trade.
Trevor Hoyle, vice president of Fed-

Ex Express in the UK, said: “Although
UK SMEs are doing a good job, there
seems to be a lack of awareness — not
only of the benefits to exporting, but to
the resources available, which are plen-
tiful if you know where to look.”
A separate report by Western Union

suggests that strong growth in overseas
trade for smaller companies could be

imminent. The company’s quarterly
trade monitor found that optimism
over global trade among smaller busi-
nesses was at a three-year high.
Western Union said that 86 per cent

of companies reported confidence in
“international trade conditions”, the
highest proportion since its survey
began in 2010.
Nearly three quarters of the 670

respondentsexpected further improve-
ments in exporting prospects over the
coming year. There were also “drama-
tic” falls in small firms’ concerns in
areas such as economic conditions, late
payments and the fear of losing
customers.

James Hurley

Small firms held back by failure to see big picture

From trickle to a flood: how China’s
thirst for milk gives suppliers hope
A small dairy finds that
exports could solve the
problem of slumping
prices in Britain,
writes James Hurley

W
hen Ed Salt’s small
Cheshire dairy first
began exporting to
southeastAsian coun-
tries, most of its prod-

ucts got lost in translation.
“One of our importers had to carry a

Chinese dictionary and thesaurus
around just so they could explain what
it was we were trying to sell. Most
people thoughtdairy soundedhorrific,”
Mr Salt says.
In China, tastes change quicker than

the Shanghai skyline. Now, Delamere
Dairy is about to claim the unusual
distinction of becoming the first busi-
ness to export liquid goat’s milk to the
world’s second-largest economy.
Dairy is still very much a niche

market in Asia, but some British pro-
ducers are predicting that soaringdairy
demand in the Far East could event-
ually put paid to cheap cow’s milk for
British consumers.
Delamere soldonly £150,000ofdairy

to southeast Asian countries in 2012.
This year, it expects its sales in the re-
gion to reach £10million — a third of
the company’s entire projected turn-
over. The overall dairymarket inChina
has almost doubled in size over the past
five years to an estimated $40.6billion
(£24.1billion).
Building theAsian business has been

hard work for Delamere, which sells
cow’s milk and cheese as well as goat’s
milk, but it is also relatively lucrative
and is providing much-needed balance
to its sales to British retailers.
“I can sell milk to a consumer [in]

Shanghai for £2 a litre — they say they
want a trustworthy supply and so
they’re happy to pay. In theUK, it’s four
litres for £2,” Mr Salt says.
He believes that if only a small

proportion of the Chinese population
develops a taste for milk, the dynamics
of the industry will be transformed. “If
3 per cent [of people consuming dairy]
becomes 6 per cent, you’ve created
another UK-sized market of dairy con-
sumption— that will create significant
pressureondairyproducing countries.”
In China, trust in local producers re-

mains weak after the 2008 melamine
crisis, in which six children died from
drinking tainted milk, and it is the
world’s topdairy importer.WithBritain
relying on imports to satisfy its own
dairy demand, Mr Salt says that some-

thing has to give. “Businesses will say:
‘Do I want tomake goodmoney selling
to China, or sell to the UK at cost price,
or less than cost even?’. At some point
the rational business decisionoverrides
the instinct to only supply the UK.” An
early symptom of change came last
year, when animal feed prices fell but
milk prices did not respond. Mr Salt
cites the pull of Asia as the reason.
Peter Alvis, managing director of the

Bristol-based cheesemak-
er Lye Cross Farm,
says that his com-
pany exports to 30
countries. “In the
UK, we’re not paying
the highest price for
dairy, and the product
will flow where the
value is.” He adds that
the characterisation of

the Chinese as lac-
tose intolerant
is based in
fact but

overplayed, with many adults suffering
no, or only limited, intolerance.
Overseas trade is one reason why

Delamere and Lye Cross Farm, which
has sales of £24million, are rare exam-
ples of thriving businesses in a declin-
ing industry. The average British dairy
farm lost about £40,000 a year in 2012,
while the number in operation has col-
lapsed from more than 34,000 in 1996
to slightly more than 10,000.
Richard Hampton, chief operating

officer of the Organic Milk Suppliers
Co-operative, a group of 200 farms, is
also optimistic about the impact of
overseas demand for small producers.
“The net return is 50 per cent higher

in foreignmarkets thanwewould get in
theUK.Butwedonothaveanobjective
to always sell into the highest price
market — it’s about diversification.”
Mr Salt points out that British farms

have been in decline for years: “The av-
erage age of a farmer is 63.” He is hop-
ing the Asian market, one of “last fron-
tiers of dairy”, will revive the industry.

The overall dairy market in China has doubled over the past five years: UK exporters are seen as trustworthy suppliers

Ed’s tips for exporters

6 Invest in people. It costs, but
having people on the ground
working for you will save time and
money in the long term. Third-party
distributors often focus only on the
most profitable product
6 Take your time, do the
groundwork and don’t go with your
first option. In China, we spent a
year saying “no” to people until we
found the right importer
6Do the market research but be
open to opportunities; just because
a product is right for the EU market
does not mean the same rules apply
elsewhere in the world
6 Plan for where you want to be in
five years and design distribution to
meet the needs of your forecasts
6Understand the culture and
be ready to watch and
learn from it

CARLOS BARRIA/REUTERS
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Number of large DIY projects
planned in next 12months

Percentage of peopleworried
about energy bills

Number of tasks Europeans feel
confident in doing

Home fromhome

70.5

69.8

68.7

68.8

64.2

61.2

60.0

59.6

48.6

64.9

Painting

Assembling flat-pack furniture

Cutting the lawn

Unblocking a toilet

Putting up shelves

Growing vegetables

Wallpapering

Landscaping the garden

Laying carpets/flooring

Other home improvements

Tiling

Wooden building

DIY taskswhich Europeans are confident doing themselves

60%

57%

54%

54%

54%

52%

40%

34%

27%

25%

25%

How continental Europe gets bigger
shock from energy bills than Brits
The cost of heating a home, or even
flicking on a light switch, is a hot potato
on the political front, but alarm about
soaring energy bills is not a uniquely
British phenomenon. Many of our
European neighbours are even more
worried than we are about rising prices
for household power.
The Russians, Spanish, Polish and

Germans are all far more concerned
about electricity andgas prices, accord-
ing to a report published today.
Of the 17,000 people from nine

nations surveyed for the report, rising
energy prices and paying utility bills
generated more angst than keeping up
with mortgage and rental payments.
This concern was particularly acute
among the over-55s, according to the
report by Kingfisher, the home im-
provement retailer.
Sir Ian Cheshire, the chief executive

ofKingfisher, which ownsB&Q inBrit-
ain, said: “People are asking ‘What can
Ido to bemore energy efficient?’ This is
not being driven by the green agenda,
this is about finance.”
Alarm about utility bills is boosting

sales for companies such as Kingfisher.
Sir Ian said that the most common
energyefficiencypurchasesathis stores
across Europe were heating system
controls, LED lighting and insulation.
“Insulation is particularly an issue in

the UK — we have the worst housing
stock in Europe,” he says. “Retrofitting
is very difficult because older houses
often don’t have cavity
walls. We are talking to
the government about
schemes to help. The
problem is that you don’t
get a short-termpay-
back in the value
to your house
compared to,

say, a new bathroom,” he said. The gov-
ernment had offered up to £4,000
under the Green Deal Home Improve-
ment Fund for projects such as insula-
tion but this proved so popular that it
had toclose theschemeprematurelyon
July 24 after only six weeks.
Sir Ian said that he expected more

sustainable schemes to be announced
in the run-up to the general election
next year.
About a third of those surveyed said

that they planned to improve the
energyefficiencyof theirhomes.This is
a big shift in attitudes since Kingfisher
did its first EuropeanHomeReport two
years ago. Then, only 4 per cent said
that they planned to make energy effi-
ciency improvements.
The survey showed that Europeans

are planning an average of three home
improvement projects in the next year,
with the priorities being painting and
decorating, gardening, fitting new
lighting and replacing or improving
kitchens.
The report also highlighted regional

differences, with the Germans and the
French the most confident at DIY, and
the Turkish the least confident.
Among other findings, half of Turk-

ish people are not confident that they
could change a lightbulb; Germans are
the most likely to wish they had a con-
servatory, closely followed by the Brit-
ish; about 15 per cent of Polish people
say theycould install theirownboileror
central heating system compared with
only 3 per cent of British.
The Irish are the least likely to buy a

property that needs work (15 per cent)
and Romanians the most likely (46 per
cent).
Eighty-six per cent of people sur-

veyed said that they enjoyed DIY. It
can also boost your love potential, ac-
cording to the survey. Being practical
around the house was rated the third
most desirable trait in a potential part-
ner after intelligence and being cul-
tured — although the ability to cook
was rated second in Britain, despite the
energy price concerns.

Carol Lewis

Sir Ian Cheshire
cites home
insulation as a
British problem

Small businesses hire staff at fastest
rate since 1988 but need export help
Small businesses have gone on their
biggesthiring spree since recordsbegan
a generation ago, according to the CBI.
Booming domestic demand has de-

livered a fourth consecutive quarter of
growing output and orders for small
and medium-sized businesses, accord-
ing to the CBI’s SME Trends Survey.

Numbers employed by smaller compa-
nies rose at their fastest rate since the
survey started in 1988, with 24 per cent
of companies saying that they were in-
creasing staff numbers.
The figureswill stoke someoptimism

that the economic recovery is bearing
fruit beyond London and the financial

services industry. However, export or-
ders remained flat in the three months
to July,whichwasworse than expected.
The CBI said that the disappointing
export performance may be a conse-
quence of the strong pound, which has
forced about a dozen quoted exporters
into profit warnings in recent weeks.
KatjaHall, theCBI’s deputy director-

general, said: “Smaller manufacturers
are settling into a regular growth pat-
tern, with their order books and output
growing for the fourth consecutive
quarter. Firms remain upbeat about
their business situation.
“We need the government to get be-

hind our small and medium-sized
manufacturers to help them to sell
their products and services to new
markets around theworld, giving a
sustainable boost to long-term
growth.”
About 31 per cent of companies

said that they were more optimistic
about their business situation, against
11 per cent who reported being

less optimistic.
However, the CBI sounded a note of

caution that shortages of skilled labour
were impeding companies’ growth
plans.Theproportionof companies cit-
ing shortages as a factor hampering
output rose sharply, from 14 per cent to
23 per cent, over the quarter, reaching
similar levels to the second half of 2007
before the recession, despite unem-
ployment being nearly 1.5 percentage
points higher than in 2007 at 6.6 per
cent.
Small and medium-sized businesses

account for 59 per cent of private
sector employment and 48
per cent of private sector
turnover, according to the
Department for Busi-
ness, Innovation and
Skills. Small businesses
—thosewith fewer than
50 employees — ac-
count for 47 per cent of
private sector employ-

ment and 33 per
cent of private
sector turn-
over alone.

Carillion seeks allies in its
pursuit of Balfour Beatty
Martin WallerMarcus Leroux

Carillion, the contractor whose at-
tempted merger with Balfour Beatty
collapsed with some acrimony last
week, is planning to approach investors
who also have stakes in its quarry to get
themtoputpressureon thecompany to
return to the negotiating table.
At the same time it is understood that

the City Takeover Panel is looking at
statementsmadebySteveMarshall, the
Balfour chairman, after the negotia-
tionscollapsedat the instigationofCar-
illion’s financial advisers.
WSAtkins, thequotedconsultingen-

gineer, has emerged as one of four
potential bidders for Parsons Brincker-
hoff, the USconsultant that Balfour is
trying to sell.
The talks with Carillion broke down

after the latter apparently changed its
mind over the Parsons sale and de-
manded it be kept.
Sources close to Balfour indicated

that it would press ahead with the dis-
posal, which could be completed at a
price of more than $1 billion as soon as
next month. Mr Marshall, who is run-

ning Balfour after the departure of
the former chief executive, Andrew
McNaughton, in March after several
profit warnings, spoke to the trade
magazine Building at the end of last
week.
He said that Carillion was in no posi-

tion to make a hostile offer and that its
insistence on keeping Parsons had
comeasa complete surprise.Healso in-
dicated that its interim results, due on
August 13, would contain a revaluation
of its PPP investment portfolio, which
would see its value climb considerably.
Balfour believes that if the deal is re-

suscitated and Parsons retained, the
merged company would have an un-
supportable £1 billion or so of debt. It
says that it needs to sell the business to
cut its own borrowings to a more com-
fortable level after reporting a series
of problems at its UK construction
business.
Carillionhopes to put pressure on in-

vestors it has in common with Balfour
to persuade a return to the negotiating
table, though it is understood that the
overlap of institutions invested in both
is not significant.

Inside today

Small dairies seize on
chance of huge export
market in China
Page 47

Katja Hall: “Government
needs to get behind SMEs”
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Mike Smith
Radio disc jockey and Top of the Pops presenter who became a favourite of Diana, Princess of Wales

Smith was a qualified helicopter pilot; he and his wife Sarah Greene, below, were nearly killed in a flying accident in 1988

An affable style, boyish good looks and
an enviable ability to think on his feet
meantMikeSmithwasprobablyalways
destined for a career as a radio and
television presenter. From his teenage
years as the resident DJ at his school’s
Friday night sixth-form disco, he
went on to become one of BBC radio’s
most popular presenters.
In 1986, shortly after he had taken

over Radio 1’s Breakfast Show, Diana,
Princess of Wales named him her
favourite DJ. Known in the industry by
his on-air name of “Smitty”, he effort-
lessly made the transition to television,
presenting Top of The Pops and
numerous other shows.
Hewas oneofBBCTV’s presenters at

Live Aid, watched by an estimated
global audience of 1.9 billion, across 150
nations. Smith then joined with script-
writerRichardCurtis andLennyHenry
to help establish Comic Relief, which
was launched on Christmas Day 1985
onNoel Edmonds’s Late, Late Breakfast
Show. Smith regularly co-presented the
show; Edmonds described him as a
“consummate broadcaster in an era
when professionalism, dedication and
hard work were truly valued”.
Smith was an active and enthusiastic

racing driver; his love of derring-dowas
perfectly suited to the mood of
Edmonds’s show, one of the highlights
ofwhichwas its controversial “Give ItA
Whirl” slot, which featured live and
often dangerous stunts. Smith partici-
pated in several British Touring Car
Championship races and his fearless
driving prompted the commentator
MurrayWalker to say that his presence
at the wheel “guaranteed action by the
bucket-load”.
He was also a qualified helicopter

pilot and was involved in a near-fatal
accident in 1988. The helicopter he was
flying hit trees and crashed inGlouces-
tershire. Smith had a broken back and
told the subsequent investigation that
the engine had suffered anunrecovera-
ble loss of power. However, the official
report into the incident revealed “no
failure or unserviceability that could
have resulted in a loss of rotor speed”
and was unable to offer any explana-
tion for the accident.
Also injured in the crash was

Smith’s partner, the formerBlue Peter
presenter Sarah Greene, who suf-
fered two broken legs and a broken
arm.Both spent severalweeks inhos-
pital before Greene eventually re-
turned to host the BBC TV show
Going Live! while she was
still in plaster. Smith’s
recovery was some-
what slower, but he
proposed to his girl-
friend while in hospi-
tal. The couple mar-
ried in 1989 but had
no children.
He gave up competi-

tive motor racing
shortly after the crash
but the accident did
not deter him from
flying. In 2004 he
founded Flying TV, a
company providing
aerial filming ser-
vices to broadcast-
ers. Smith was far
from a besuited,
office-bound

King Edward VI Grammar School,
Chelmsford. After a spell as a presenter
on Chelmsford Hospital Radio, he
joined BBC Radio 1 at the age of 20.
Initially hewas employed as a producer
and worked on the station’s main
daytime programmes, including The
Radio 1 Roadshow and Quiz Kid.
His ambitionwas to be a voice on the
air rather than a backroom producer
and in 1978 he jumped ship when
Capital Radio, at the time London’s
only commercial music station,
offered him a job as a daytime pre-
senter. He stayed for four years and
hosted various programmes, includ-
ing the breakfast show.
Impressive ratings led to a return to

BBCRadio 1; hewas invited to present
the early show from6am to 7amon

weekdays and another pro-
gramme on Saturday morn-
ings. Smith’s easy-going, collo-
quial style fitted readily into
its cosy, laid-back sofa style. It
led to further TV work in the
Eighties, presenting Friday’s
People.
When he took over the

prime time Radio 1 Breakfast
Show in 1986, he was one of
the BBC’s most in-demand
presenters. He hosted the pro-
gramme for two years and
earned an unofficial royal war-
rant as favourite broadcaster to
the younger members of the
House of Windsor. In addition
to a personal endorsement from

the Princess of Wales, he
announced that on April
Fool’s Day, 1987, he would

be interviewing Prince on the show.
The suggestion was that the pop star
Prince, riding high in the charts with
Sign o’the Times, was to be his guest and
the paparazzi gathered outside Broad-
casting House in anticipation of the
musician’s arrival. They missed Smith’s
real guest, 23-year-old Prince Edward,
who slipped past them disguised in a
wide-brimmed hat and flowing cape.
He gave up the Breakfast Show in

1988 after his helicopter accident and
his profile was never as high again,
although he returned to television
to present That’s Showbusiness for
four years.
He became a controversial critic of

the BBC and attacked the policy of his
former station in forthright terms. In a
2013 interview in the Radio Times, he
complained: “They say they’re going
for a younger audience — that’s just
wrong. Relentlessly chasing youth is
going topiss offmorepeople than itwill
attract. I don’t know why the BBC is
slavishly following demographics
invented by advertisers when they
don’t take advertising. Whatever age
you are, chasing demographics is
terrible news for listeners.”
Increasingly in lateryearsheconcen-

trated on his business interests, but in a
2010 interview he said, “I miss radio
tremendously, TV not so much. Radio
has a contact with the audience in a
very special way. It’s a privilege to be
allowed into people’s lives.”

Mike Smith, disc jockey and television
presenter, was born on April 23, 1955. He
died of complications from heart surgery
on August 1, 2014, aged 59

REX FEATURES

Sally Farmiloe
Trevor Bently
writes: As your
obituary (July 30)
suggested, Sally
Farmiloewasa soap
star, socialite and
an eager self-
publicist. She was
also intelligent, a

quality which no doubt proved
attractive to Jeffrey Archer. For a while
during the 1990s, she often appeared in
the pages—and once graced the cover
—ofMensamagazine, an organisation
of which she was an enthusiastic
supporter for many years.

Sir Richard MacCormac
Professor Stephen
Wildman, director,
Ruskin Library,
Lancaster Univers-
ity writes: Two ideas
designed by Sir
Richard MacCor-
mac (obituary, July
30) for the Ruskin

Library were not carried out: the etch-
ing onto the glass floor panels in the
foyer of lagoon plants and fish (lit from
belowbyblue light) and the installation
of a table in the meeting room with a
central symbolic “riverof life” (with real
water). In each case symbolism had to
yield to practicality.However, themain
feature of a large glass panel showing a
detail of St Mark’s was executed:
this is by Alexander Beleschenko,
whose work features in several of
MacCormac’s finest buildings.

Nigel Ryan
Michael Davison
writes: To your ex-
cellent obituary re-
cording the talents
of Nigel Ryan (July
27), one could add
that at 81 he made
his debut as anovel-
ist. In Paramibo!Ni-

gel drew on his own experiences to tell
a story that ranged from public school
skulduggery (the book’s title is the war-
cry of a group of rebel schoolboys) to
life as a foreign correspondent in a tur-
bulent Middle East. The book was
praised [in The Oldie magazine] as
“heartbreaking and very funny”.

Lives remembered

Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos
Tom Petzal, former
CEO, Royal Philhar-
monic Orchestra,
writes: Your words
“verve, optimism
and pure enjoy-
ment” encapsulate
the art of Rafel
Frühbeck de Bur-

gos (obituary, June 24). His perform-
ance in the early Seventies ofMendels-
sohn’s Elijah at the Royal Festival Hall
remains to this day the most uplifting
symphony concert I have been to.

If you would like to add a personal view or
recollection to a published obituary, you

can send your contribution by post to Times
Obituaries, 1 London Bridge Street, London, SE1
9GF, or by e-mail to tributes@thetimes.co.uk

@

managingdirectorandtookahands-on
role, often acting as a pilot and aerial
cameraman. The company provided
footage forBBCNewsand livecoverage
of sports events such as the Boat Race
and Formula One.
Michael George Smith was born in

1955 in Romford, Essex, and attended
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Val Biro
Children’s author and illustrator whose vintage car inspired him to create the popular Gumdrop picture book series

Biro at the wheel of his much-loved 1926 Austin Clifton, the car which featured in many of his children’s stories, below

Illustrator of more than 3,000 book
jackets as well as creator of his own
immensely popular Gumdrop picture
book series, Val Biro was still working
up to his death. He was a frequent and
popular visitor to schools and book
fairs. His arrival, in his vintage Austin
Clifton Heavy 12/4 with its distinctive
“pram hood” roof, the model for his
famous car-character Gumdrop, was
always cause for celebration. Tall,
handsome and prodigiously talented,
Biro lived life to the full even when
sometimes working 16-hour days.
Biro had bought the sturdy Austin

Clifton in 1961. It dated from1926but its
original brass lamps, leather seats,
spokedwheels andaluminium-covered
running boards were still intact. After
extensive repairs to its engine it was
able to achieve a top speed of 40mph. A
drive five years later to see a publisher
led to the suggestion that he should try

writing and illustrating a story about
the vintage carhe talkedabout somuch
over lunch. “As with other vintage car
nuts, the old vehicle is my pride and
joy,” Biro said.
Gumdrop: The Adventures of a

VintageCar tookonly twodays towrite,
describing how its hero was first stolen
and then abandoned before being
rescued and returned to his original
owner, Mr Josiah Oldcastle. This
middle-aged character’s physical
attributes were based on Biro’s first
father-in-law, but in other ways he
mirrored the author himself.
Illustrated in bright colours and

always with an eye for comic effect, the
book was an immediate success.
Thirty-six more adventures were to
follow, with Gumdrop and Horace the
dog regularly foiling assorted crooks
and thieves.
An ill-advised attempt by Mr

Oldcastle to replace Gumdropwith a
newJaguarwasabandoned inGumdrop
for Ever (1987). This was after Horace
the dog had released the handbrake of
the famous car and it crashed into its

rival. The episode was based on real life
—Biro’s car had emerged unscathed
after being hit from behind at a zebra
crossing by a Jaguar.
By the time of the final edition,

Gumdrop’s School Adventure (2001),
Channel 4 had commissioned 26 short
films based on the series, and there was
also a scale model available for the
books’ many fans.
Balint Stephen “Val” Birowas born in

Budapest in 1921 and enjoyed a happy
childhood. His father was a lawyer; his
socialite mother, Biro said, was “a thor-
oughly modern woman” . Educated by
monks of the Cistercian order, the
young Biro excelled at art — his first
drawing appeared in a Hungarian
newspaper when he was 17. He left
Hungary in July 1939 to study art in
London, and to escape the increasingly
dangerous situation in his native
country. Two days later his father was
arrested as a political suspect. He died
in 1944 of natural causes.
Biro enlisted at London’s Central

School of Arts and Crafts. Work as a
publisher’s assistant at the Sylvan Press
followed. In 1945 he married Vivien
Woolley; their daughter Melissa was
born in 1951.
Biro reserved the more time-con-

suming engraving, scraperboard or
gouache techniques for his illustrations
for adult books. He preferred pen and
watercolours for the many children’s
books he was now also working on.
Numerous book jackets were designed
for authors from Dennis Wheatley to
Evelyn Waugh, and he also became a
regular contributor of illustrations to
the Radio Times.
Biro and Vivien divorced in 1970 and

in the same year he married Marie-
Louise “Mimi” Ellaway, soon becoming
a much-loved stepfather to her two
children, Philip and Caroline. Philip is
now a publisher, Caroline became a
market researcher in French and
Spanish, and Melissa is a tutor.
Moving to the seaside village of

Bosham, near Chichester, Biro con-
tinued to work as hard as ever. There
were illustrations for 14children’sbooks
by HE Todd, who also became a
personal friend. In 1981 he retold and
also illustrated favourite stories from
his childhood in Hungarian Folk Tales.

Biro’s last published book, Tales from
the Arabian Nights, appeared in 2013,
and he was working on an illustrated
collection of his own stories. Still
driving almost to the end, he regularly
visitedLondon for art exhibitionswhile
also keeping up with the vintage motor
rallies.
He once said: “I write so as to givemy

alter-ego a good chance for drawing
pictures, though I find that the story I
invent tends to run away with itself,
leaving me, the illustrator, behind.”

Val Biro, children’s author and illustrator,
was born on October 6, 1921. He died on
July 4, 2014, aged 92

Robert Drew
Pioneering US documentary film-maker who ruffled political feathers with his crisply focused behind-the-scenes reportage
Robert Drew enjoyed a varied and
unpredictable career before becoming
one of the most influential
documentary film-makers of the 20th
century.
He survived being shot down three

times while flying fighters over Italy
with the US Army Air
Corps. He was then
selected to fly the
Lockheed P-80
Shooting Star, the
first US jet warplane.
His account
of training
on the
P-80
persuad-
ed Life
maga-
zine to of-
fer him a
job as a re-
porter, and he
rose to be
an editor
before he
succumbed
to the lureof
film.

he found just what he needed: cameras
that could be carried by a single opera-
tor and which recorded sight and
sound. Armed with these, Drew could
go where he chose.
At the same time he came under the
spell of the cinéma vérité, developed
in France by Jean Rouch, Louis
Malle, Jean-Luc Godard and Agnès
Varda, later taken up by the Holly-
wood director John Cassavetes. In
1960hemadePrimary, documenting
the presidential campaigns of the
rivals John F Kennedy and Hubert
Humphrey in Wisconsin. The film is
considered one of the most important
of its type and listed as historic by the

Library of Congress. Two years
later, with Richard Leacock,

Drew released The
Chair, a harrowing

studyof capital punishment. It followed
the desperate attempts of a Chicago
lawyer to win a reprieve for his client,
Paul Crump, facing death by
electrocution. Eventually he was
sentenced to 199 years in jail.
Another of Drew’s documentaries

had the effect, ironically, of restricting
future access by film-makers to polit-
ical leaders and ratcheting up the
media sensitivity of aspirants to power.
Behind a Presidential Commitment

(1963), which tracked a series of meet-
ings in the Oval Office at the height of
the racist defiance of Alabama
governor George Wallace, proved a
boost to the civil rights movement but
also prompted politicians to regain
control of the process. From then on,
White House aides were employed to
ensure that what got out was only what
the politicians wished to reveal.
Through his production company,

Drew Associates, he kept his cameras
rolling for another 30 years. His 1982
documentary, 784 Days that Changed
America: FromWatergate to resignation,
chronicling the final phase of the presi-
dency of Richard Nixon, won a
Peabody award. Drew’s son, Thatcher,

said of his father: “He was deeply
involved in every aspect of his craft and
was obsessed with it until the end”.
Robert Lincoln Drew was born in

Toledo, Ohio, in 1924. His father, also
Robert, ran his own seaplane business
but had an interest in film. The family
moved around, and it was after high
school in Fort Thomas, Kentucky, that
Drew joined the US Army Air Corps.
Hewas a qualified pilot by the age of 19.
In 1970, following the failure of an

earlier marriage to the photographer
Ruth Faris, Drew married New Yorker
Anne Gilbert, 17 years his junior, who
hadworked closely with him since 1967
and went on to edit and co-produce
many of his films. She died in 2012.
Gilbert is survived by three children

from his first marriage: Thatcher, a
digital strategist who lives in New York
and runs his own data management
company; Lisa, who is based in
Alaska; and Derek, who co-founded
ConsumerSearch, a product-review
website, and lives in Washington.

Robert Drew, documentary film-maker,
was born on February 15, 1924. He died
on July 30, 2014, aged 90

‘I write to give my
alter-ego a good chance
of drawing pictures’

COURTESY OF PHIL ELLAWAY

Drew: his films
included a
harrowing
analysis of capital
punishment in
the US
DREW ASSOCIATES

He realised that documentary film-
makers could not do their job while
being shackled to the cumbersome
equipmentused in studios, and in Japan
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Today’s television

Today’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 9.10 World War
One Remembered Across the
Commonwealth 11.15 Best of Homes
Under the Hammer 11.45 Saints and
Scroungers 12.15pm Bargain Hunt
1.00 BBC News; Weather 1.30 BBC
Regional News; Weather 1.45
Doctors 2.15 Perfection 3.00
Escape to the Country 3.45 Wanted
Down Under 4.30 Flog It! 5.15
Pointless 6.00 BBC News 6.30 BBC
Regional News 7.00 The Sheriffs
Are Coming 8.00 EastEnders 8.30
Room 101 9.00 Death in Paradise
10.00 BBC News 10.25 BBC
Regional News; Weather 10.40
My £9.50 Holiday 11.20 Live at the
Apollo 12.10am-6.00 BBC News

BBC TWO
6.05am Homes Under the Hammer
7.05 Wanted Down Under 7.50
Animal Park 8.20 Sign Zone 10.35
Click 11.00 BBC News 11.30 BBC
World News 12.00 My Favourite
Political Thinker 12.30pm Climbing
Great Buildings 1.00 My Life in
Books 1.30 Breakaway 2.15 Coast
2.35 FILM: The Man from Laramie
(1955) 4.15 Italy Unpacked 5.15
Vintage Antiques Roadshow 6.00
Railways of the Great War with
Michael Portillo 6.30 World War
One Remembered from the
Battlefield 9.00 World War One
Remembered from Westminster
Abbey 11.15 Dragons’ Den
12.15am-1.15 Sign Zone: University
Challenge — Class of 2014

ITV London
6.00am Good Morning Britain 8.30
Lorraine 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle
Show 10.30 This Morning 12.30pm
Let’s Do Lunch with Gino & Mel
1.30 ITV News; Weather 2.00 The
Speakmans 3.00 Secret Dealers
4.00 Tipping Point 5.00 The 21st
Question 6.00 Regional News 6.30
ITV News; Weather 7.00 Emmerdale
7.30 Coronation Street 8.00
Countrywise 8.30 Coronation Street
9.00 Long Lost Family 10.00 ITV
News at Ten and Weather 10.30
Regional News 10.40 Perspectives:
Jonathan Ross: Alfred Hitchcock —
Made in Britain 11.40 Life of Ryan:
Caretaker Manager 12.35am
Jackpot247 3.00 The Jeremy Kyle
Show USA 3.40 ITV Nightscreen
4.15 Britain’s Best Bakery
5.05-6.00 The Jeremy Kyle Show

Channel 4
6.45am 3rd Rock from the Sun
7.35 The King of Queens 8.00
Everybody Loves Raymond 9.00
Frasier 10.00 The Big Bang Theory
11.00 Come Dine with Me 12.00
Channel 4 News Summary 12.05pm
Come Dine with Me 1.40 Four in a
Bed 2.40 Countdown 3.30 Deal or
No Deal 4.30 Win It Cook It

5.00 Couples Come Dine with Me
6.00 The Simpsons 6.30 Hollyoaks
7.00 Channel 4 News 8.00
Supermarkets: The Real Price of
Cheap Food — Channel 4
Dispatches 8.30 Food Unwrapped
9.00 Royal Marines Commando
School 10.00 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA 10.55 Kids and
Guns 11.55 The Shooting Gallery
12.25am FILM: Gloria (2013)
Comedy drama 2.15 Scandal 3.05
Revenge 3.45 Phil Spencer: Secret
Agent 4.40 Food Unwrapped 5.05-
6.00 Deal or No Deal. Game show

Sky1
6.00am Glee 7.00 Dog the Bounty
Hunter 8.00 Futurama 10.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles 2.00pm The Simpsons
3.00 Glee 4.00 Futurama 5.00 The
Simpsons 5.30 Futurama 6.30 The
Simpsons 8.00 Modern Family 9.00
Trollied 10.00 FILM: Eragon (2006)
Fantasy adventure 12.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles 2.00am Brit Cops:
Rapid Response 4.00 Stargate
Atlantis 5.00-6.00 Airline USA

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
World Business Report 6.45 BBC
World News 7.30 World Business
Report 7.45 BBC World News
8.30 World Business Report 8.45
BBC World News 9.30 HARDtalk
10.00 BBC World News 10.30
World Business Report 10.45 Sport
Today 11.00 BBC World News 12.00
GMT 1.00pm BBC World News 1.30
World Business Report 1.45 Sport
Today 2.00 Impact 3.30 HARDtalk
4.00 Global 5.30 World Business
Report 5.45 Sport Today 6.00
Outside Source 6.30 Focus on
Africa 7.00 World News Today with
Zeinab Badawi 8.30 World Business
Report 8.45 Sport Today 9.00
Business Edition with Tanya Beckett
9.30 HARDtalk 10.00 BBC World
News America 11.00 Newsday 11.30
Asia Business Report 11.45 Sport
Today 12.00 Newsday 12.30am Asia
Business Report 12.45 Sport Today
1.00 Newsday 1.30 Asia Business
Report 1.45 Sport Today 2.00 BBC
World News 2.30 Asia Business
Report 2.45 Sport Today 3.00 BBC
World News 3.30 Asia Business
Report 3.45 Sport Today 4.00 BBC
World News 4.30 HARDtalk 5.00
World News 5.30 World Business
Report 5.45-6.00 World News

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Good Morning Sports Fans
9.00 Game Changers 10.00
Premiership Years 12.00 The
Fantasy Football Club 12.30pm
One2Eleven: Bacary Sagna and
Christian Karembeu 12.45
One2Eleven: Jonas Gutierrez and
Jack Wilshere 1.00 PL 100 Club
1.30 The Fantasy Football Club

2.00 Barclays Premier League
Legends 2.30 Premiership Years
4.30 The Fantasy Football Club
5.00 Football Gold 5.30
One2Eleven: Bacary Sagna and
Christian Karembeu 5.45
One2Eleven: Jonas Gutierrez and
Jack Wilshere 6.00 Barclays
Premier League Legends 6.30
Super League Full Time 7.30
Live Elite League Speedway:
Wolverhampton Wolves v Poole
Pirates 9.30 PL 100 Club 10.00
Barclays Premier League Legends
10.30 Soccer AM: The Best Bits
11.30 Sporting Heroes: Peter
Schmeichel Interviews Peter Shilton
12.30am Live International
Champions Cup Football. The
final (Kick-off 1.00) 3.00 Elite
League Speedway 5.00-6.00
Soccer AM: The Best Bits

Sky Sports 2
6.00am Australia’s Best Ashes Days
7.00 Best of ICC World T20 7.30
Sporting Greats 8.00 Polo 9.00
England’s Best Ashes Days 1.00pm
Ashes Modern Classics 1.30
Australia’s Best Ashes Days 4.00
Polo 5.00 WWE: Raw 7.00
Australia’s Best Ashes Days 8.00
Best of ICC World T20 8.30
Sporting Greats 9.00 Sporting
Heroes: Gary Newbon Interviews
Everton Weekes 10.00 WWE: Late
Night — Bottom Line 11.00 WWE:
Late Night — Afterburn 12.00
WWE: NXT 1.00am Live WWE: Late
Night — Raw 4.15 WWE From
the Vault 5.00 WWE Wrestling
5.15-6.00 WWE From the Vault

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Sporting Greats 6.30
Sporting Rivalries 7.00 WWE:
Bottom Line 8.00 ATP Tennis 9.00
Sporting Greats 9.30 Inside Sailing
10.00 Sporting Heroes: Gary
Newbon Interviews AP McCoy 11.00
Racing News 11.30 Surf Unleashed
12.00 ATP Tennis 1.00pm Sporting
Heroes: Gary Newbon Interviews AP
McCoy 2.00 Inside Sailing 2.30
Sporting Rivalries 3.00 ATP Tennis
4.00 Live ATP Masters Tennis:
The Rogers Cup. Day one from
Toronto, featuring the opening
first-round matches 4.00am
Sporting Greats 4.30 Sporting
Rivalries 5.00-6.00 Sporting Greats

British Eurosport
7.30am Motorsports Weekend 7.45
Eurosport Top Ten 8.00 Cycling
9.00 Commonwealth Games 10.00
Triathlon 11.00 WTA Tennis 12.00
Speedway 1.30pm Cycling 2.30
Live Cycling. The Tour of Poland
4.00 Cycling: Tour de France
5.30 Cycling 7.00 Triathlon 8.00
Speedway 9.00 British Superbikes
10.30 Motorcycling 12.30am-
12.45 Motorsports Weekend

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer for the
Day 5.45 Farming Today 5.58 Tweet
of the Day (r) 6.00 Today 9.00
Fry’s English Delight 9.30 World
Agony 9.45 (LW) Daily Service 9.45
Book of the Week 9.58 Live World
War One Centenary Commonwealth
Service 11.00 Woman’s Hour 12.00
News 12.01pm (LW) Shipping 12.04
Home Front 12.15 You and Yours
1.00 The World at One 1.45 Plants
2.00 The Archers (r) 2.15 Afternoon
Drama 3.00 Round Britain Quiz
3.30 Food Programme 4.00 Art of
the Nation 4.30 The Infinite Monkey
Cage 4.55 1914: Day by Day 5.00
PM 5.54 (LW) Shipping 6.00 News
6.30 I’m Sorry I Haven’t a Clue
7.00 Archers 7.15 Front Row 7.45
Diary of Samuel Pepys: 1669 8.00
Document 8.30 Crossing Continents
(r) 9.00 Shared Planet (r) 9.30 Fry’s
English Delight (r) 10.00 World
Tonight Special Including the
Centenary Vigil 11.00 Word of
Mouth (r) 11.30 With Great Pleasure
(r) 12.30am Book of the Week (r)
12.48 Shipping 1.00 As BBC World
Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsday 8.30 Business
Daily 8.50 Witness 9.00 News 9.06
HARDtalk 9.30 The Why Factor
9.50 More or Less 10.00 World
Update 11.00 News 11.06 Outside
Source 12.00 News 12.06pm
Outlook 1.00 Newshour 2.00
Newshour 3.00 News 3.06 The War
That Changed the World 4.00 The
Newsroom 4.30 Sport Today 5.00
The Newsroom 5.30 World Business
Report 6.00 World Have Your Say
7.00 The Newsroom 7.30 Discovery.
Insights from leading scientific
figures 8.00 News 8.06 HARDtalk
8.30 World Business Report 8.50
From Our Own Correspondent 9.00
Newshour. The stories behind the
headlines 10.00 News 10.06
Outlook. Perspectives on important
issues 11.00 News 11.06 The
Newsroom 11.30 World Business
Report 12.00 News 12.06am The
Newsroom 12.20 Sports News
12.30 Heart and Soul 1.00 News
1.06 Business Matters 2.00 The
Newsroom 2.30 Discovery 3.00
News 3.06 Outlook 4.00 Newsday
4.30-5.00 The Documentary

Radio 3
6.30am Breakfast 9.00 Essential
Classics 12.00 Composer of the
Week: Igor Stravinsky 1.00pm News
1.02 Live BBC Proms Chamber
Music. London Winds and
clarinettist Michael Collins perform
Mozart and Strauss 2.00 Afternoon
on 3. Vasily Petrenko conducts the
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra in Strauss and Elgar 4.30
In Tune. Live music by the cellist
Leonard Elschenbroich with the
pianist Alexei Grynyuk 6.30 Live
BBC Proms 2014. The BBC Scottish
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Donald Runnicles, performs
Vaughan Williams’ Fantasia on a
Theme by Thomas Tallis and
Mahler’s Symphony No 9 8.30
Proms Plus Literary. An anthology
of poetry and prose from 1914
9.15 Live BBC Proms 2014. The
Tallis Scholars perform two works
composed for them by John
Tavener — Ikon of Light and
Requiem Fragments 11.00 Jazz on
3. Kate and Mike Westbrook’s
Picardie, plus Billy Bang’s quintet
12.30am-6.30 Through the Night (r)
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Games

52

England did very well in recent
European Championships. We
won the Gold medal (Seniors),
Silver (Women’s) and Bronze
(Open). Watch David Mossop
from the victorious Senior team
take full advantage of a favourable
lead to land an iffy slam.

You can understand why West
chose to start with the jack of
hearts rather than a spade on
opening lead to 6♦. His side were
known to have (at least) 11 spades,
leaving the opponents with at
most two.

However if the 4NT bid was to
be believed, North almost certain-
ly held precisely one spade. With a
void, he would not use Blackwood;
and with two spades (losers), bid-
ding Blackwood would be equally
unsound. So perhaps, with both
opponents probably holding one
spade, West should have led a
spade after all – there would sure-
ly be a great danger of declarer
dumping a spade from one or
other hand if it was not grabbed
(as it came to pass).

If West had led a spade (and
East switch to a passive minor-suit
at trick two), declarer would have
gone down in 6♦. Whether he
tried to drop a singleton king of
hearts (by laying down the ace); or
tried a “Chinese finesse” by run-
ning the queen from hand and
hope that West did not cover
(holding the king).

The jack of hearts lead it was –
could declarer capitalise? One pos-
sibility was to run the lead to his
queen and hope that West had led
from ♥KJ10. Declarer correctly
assessed that West was more likely

to be leading from ♥J10(x). He
rose with dummy’s ace at trick one.
He then drew trumps in three
rounds and ran five rounds of
clubs. On the fifth club, he discard-
ed his singleton spade. He now led
a heart towards his queen. East
rose with the king and tried to
cash the ace of spades, but declar-
er ruffed, cashed the promoted
queen of hearts, and claimed 12
tricks and slam made.

England’s Seniors played so well
that they’d ensured the Gold
medal with a match to spare.
Winning Senior team: Colin
Simpson - David Price; John
Holland - Gunnar Hallberg; David
Mossop - Paul Hackett. Non-play-
ing captain Simon Cocheme.

andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

Contract: 6♦, Opening Lead: ♥J

Dealer: North, Vulnerability: Both

N
W E

S

1♣ 1♠
2♦ 4♠ 4NT(1) Pass
5♥(2) Pass 6♦ End

(1) Roman Key Card Blackwood agreeing
diamonds (if in doubt, it agrees the last bid
suit).
(2) Two of “five aces” (incl. ♦K); no ♦Q.

S(Mossop) W N(Hackett) E

♠AQJ32
♥K87
♦95
♣J75

Teams ♠6
♥A965
♦Q74
♣AKQ104

♠7
♥Q32
♦AKJ62
♣8632

♠K109854
♥J104
♦1083
♣9

________
árD D DkD]
à0pD 1pDp]
ß D D DpD]
ÞDN0 g D ]
Ý DPDPD D]
ÜD D DpDP]
ÛP) ! ) D]
Ú$ D $ I ]
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

Winning Move

Black to play. This position is from
Bullen-Rudd, British Championship,
Aberystwyth 2014.
Black has given up a whole rook to ex-
pose the white king. How did he now zero
in on his target?
For up-to-the-minute information follow
my tweets on twitter.com/times_chess.

British champion

The British Championship which
finished last week in Aberystwyth
was won jointly by Jonathan
Hawkins and David Howell, both
scoring 8½/11. The following play-
ers were placed 3-8 with 7½
points: Nick Pert, Mark Hebden,
John Emms, Keith Arkell, Rich-
ard Pert and Ravi Haria Today’s
game is a perfect example of how
to deal with a somewhat eccentric
defence from Black’s side.

White: Jonathan Hawkins
Black: Daniel Fernandez
British Championship,
Aberystwyth 2014
Modern Defence

1 d4 g6 2 e4 Bg7 3 Nc3 a6
An eccentric but playable idea.

The position is not open and
Black is in no danger of being
overrun by his decision to defer
conventional development.
4 Nf3 d6 5 Bd3 Nd7 6 0-0 e6

Introducing the infamous Hip-
popotamus system where Black
avoids all early contact with the
opposing forces
7 Re1 Ne7 8 e5

A bold continuation forcing
Black to declare his hand. Quieter
alternatives such as 8 Bf4 allow
Black to continue undisturbed with
his swamp-like activities based on
moves such as ... h6 and ... b6.
8 ... d5

After this Black suffers from an
inability to coordinate his forces
which remain separated on both
sides of the board. He should play
8 ... dxe5 9 dxe5 Nc5 attempting
to effect some exchanges and thus
relieve his cramped quarters.

9 Ne2 c5 10 c3 b5 11 Nf4 Nc6
Black has made some progress

on the queenside but it is still
difficult to see how he will con-
nect the two halves of his army,
mobilise his hitherto dormant
pieces and defend against White’
dominant central pawn chain.
12 h4 Qb6 13 Be3 c4 14 Bc2 h6 15
Qb1 Ne7 16 b3 Kd8 17 a4 Bb7 18
Qb2 Nf5
________

árD i D 4]
àDbDnDpg ]
ßp1 DpDp0]
ÞDpDp)nD ]
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ÜDP) GND ]
Û !BD )PD]
Ú$ D $ I ]
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19 Bxf5
An important exchange of

Black’s only active piece.
19 ... gxf5 20 Reb1 cxb3 21 Qxb
Bf8 22 axb5 axb5 23 Rxa8+ Bxa8
24 Bc1

There is nothing wrong with 24
Qxb5 but this preparatory move is
even stronger.
24 ... b4 25 cxb4 Qb5 26 Bd2 Nb6
27 Qa3 Kc7 28 Rc1+ Kb8 29 Ra1
Bb7 30 Nd3 Nc4 31 Qc1 Nb6 32
Nc5 Nc4 33 h5 Be7 34 Bxh6 Rh7
35 Bg5 Bxc5 36 bxc5 Rxh5 37
Rb1 Qe8 38 Bf6 Kc8 39 Qc3 Qa4
40 Ng5

White controls both sides of
the board and Black’s situation is
hopeless.
40 ... Na3 41 Qa1 Bc6 42 Rb
Nc2 43 Qb1 Qa1 44 Qxa1 Nxa1
45 Nxf7 f4 46 Nd8 Kd7 47 Ra2
Black resigns

Bridge Andrew Robson Word Watching Paul Dunn

Charanga a. A Peruvian pancake b. A Cuban orchestra
c. An African tribal council
Markworthy a. Worthy of note b. A major domo
c. A pattern on a dinner service
Caparison a. Morning prayer b. An ornate saddlecloth
c. A tortoise’s shell

Across
1 Three-handed card game (4)
3 Offence of disrespect in
court (8)

8 Ready to assist (7)
10 Broadcast (a programme)

again (5)
11 Expression of doubt; table

booking (11)
13 Right to choose (6)

15 Large hard-skinned fruits
(6)

17 One who mediates (11)
20 Folded paper sheet (5)
21 Air blower for fire (7)
22 Of the same opinion (8)
23 Greek philosopher of

paradox fame (4)

Down
1 Fast movements (8)
2 City of southern France (5)
4 Lubricant container (6)
5 Relating to land ownership
(11)

6 Sailor (7)
7 Aquarium; army vehicle (4)
9 Vain expectation (7,4)
12 Strong black coffee (8)
14 One trying to get ball (7)
16 Westminster bell (3,3)
18 Plural form of that (5)
19 Dyke-building king (4)

Solution to Crossword 6469

T2 CROSSWORD No 6470

1 2 3 4 765

8 9 10

11

12

13 14 15

16

17 18

19

20 21

22 23

A B S O L U T E T H I S
V H E A S Y T
E L E C T L I Q U E U R
N R G E U N E
U N I C O R N A W A K E
E F T R T

F A C T S H E E T
P I P R B
A F T E R O R A T O R Y
R A C T L U P
A C C O U N T L I B Y A
D H S E I L S
E R O S P R I N C E S S

Times Quick Crossword No 6470

Check today’s answers by ringing 09067 577188. Calls cost 77p per minute.

Polygon
From these letters, make
words of three or more
letters, always including
the central letter. Answers
must be in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary,
excluding capitalised
words, plurals, conjugated
verbs (past tense etc),
adverbs ending in LY,
comparatives and
superlatives.

How you rate
10 words, average;
14, good; 17, very good;
21, excellent

Saturday’s answers
erhu, gush, gusher, heir, hers, hinge, hire,
hiss, huge, hung, hunger, hungriness, huss,
inrush, neigh, nesh, nigh, rush, sesh, shen,
shin, shine, shiner, shire, shiur, shrine, shrug,
shun, sigh, sunshine, sushi, unhinge, usher

Word Watching answers

Charanga (b) An orchestra used in performing traditional Cuban
music, from Spanish.
Markworthy (a) 1827, from German merkwurdig.
Caparison (b) From Old Spanish caparazón, saddlecloth.

Winning Move solution

1...Qh4!2Qd7(toprotecth3)2...Qf4!3Qg4Qh2+4Kf1Qh1+5
Qg1Qxh3+6Qg2Qxg2mate.

Chess Raymond Keene

Sudoku No 6719 Easy

9 4
6 3 8

9 3 8 7
2 8 4 3

7 5 9
5 9 8

3 2
8 2 9 6

4 8 3
Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9 Solutions tomorrow, yesterday’s solutions below

Killer No 3841 Gentle 6min

6 17 16 7 17

16 6 3 7 17

14 8 15 4

4 13 9 16 10

16 13 9

6 16 12 14 12 4

13 7

8 30

30 3 7

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9. The digits within the cells joined by the dotted lines add up to the printed top
left hand figure.
Within each dotted line ‘shape’, a digit CANNOT be repeated.

Codeword No 2154

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the key.
Some letters are solved.Whenyouhave completedyour firstwordor phrase youwill
have theclues tomore letters.Enter themin thekeygridand themaingridandcheck
the letters on the alphabet list as you complete them.

A

A

P

P

B

B

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

12 19 2 25 4 26 12 20 12 15

12 11 21 4 24 18 23

14 15 20 14 2 12 24 10 4 4 7 4

10 2 3 2 4 4 5

9 6 12 4 17 20 1 21 20 19 12 4

14 4 9 25 21

2 26 2 6 3 5 15 6 12 4

25 19 20 10 4

11 20 17 17 2 12 6 20 19 17 6 13

22 11 9 15 18 21 2

19 11 6 8 2 12 6 18 5 2 21 21

18 14 6 11 2 3 4

16 4 11 9 4 13 25 4 4 26

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Sudoku, Killer and Codeword solutions
3 4 6 9 8 2 7 5 1
9 8 1 7 5 3 6 2 4
2 7 5 4 1 6 3 9 8
6 1 4 5 2 7 8 3 9
7 2 8 3 4 9 1 6 5
5 9 3 1 6 8 4 7 2
4 3 7 8 9 5 2 1 6
1 6 9 2 7 4 5 8 3
8 5 2 6 3 1 9 4 7

1 9 7 2 8 3 6 5 4
3 5 2 1 4 6 8 9 7
6 8 4 7 5 9 3 1 2
7 2 8 6 9 1 4 3 5
4 6 9 3 2 5 1 7 8
5 3 1 4 7 8 2 6 9
9 1 5 8 6 2 7 4 3
2 7 6 5 3 4 9 8 1
8 4 3 9 1 7 5 2 6

W I Z A R D R E D U C E
N B R A E O

A Q U E D U C T C R U X
U T M E O N

L I F T M O D E R A T E
S E E E

K I N D E R S T A R R Y
T A D W

L I T T E R E D J E E P
V H E N O I

M E N U P R E J U D G E
L M E S R H

S Y M B O L S A N I T Y

No 6718 No 3840 No 2153Solution right
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Sport

Ripon
Rob Wright
2.00 Honeysuckle Lil 4.00 Dutch Breeze
2.30 Lady Mai 4.30 Haydn’s Lass
3.00Miguel Grau 5.00 Opera Fan
3.30 Out Do (nb)
Going: good At The Races
Draw: 5f-6f, high numbers best

2.00 Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(2-Y-O: £3,881: 6f) (15)

1 (15) ANNEANI P Green 9-0 P McDonald
2 (3) CIRTEE (H) T Etherington 9-0 J Sullivan
3 (9) 60 ELEVATOR ACTION 12 R Fahey 9-0 T Hamilton
4 (4) 33 FARAAJH 30 J Tate 9-0 P Mulrennan
5 (13) 6 HONEYSUCKLE LIL 10 T Easterby 9-0 D Allan
6 (12) 0 LITTLE LADY KATIE 63 K Burke 9-0 J Haynes (3)
7 (8) LYDIATE LADY P Green 9-0 R Da Silva
8 (14) 0 MY GIRL JO 6 D O'Meara 9-0 D Tudhope
9 (10) 65 SHORTMILE LADY 17 M Dods 9-0 C Beasley (3)
10 (5) 006 SPARKLING SAPPHIRE 31 R Whitaker 9-0

G Chaloner (3)
11 (1) 63 SPIRIT OF THE SEA 14 J Goldie 9-0 G Lee
12 (2) 0 STOCKING 38 R Varian 9-0 A Atzeni
13 (7) THE WEE BARRA K A Ryan 9-0 T Eaves
14 (6) 0 WHERE'S SUE 17 C Hills 9-0 R Winston
15(11) YAT DING YAU W Jarvis 9-0 J Fanning

7-4 Faraajh, 11-2 Shortmile Lady, Spirit Of The Sea, 9-1 Honeysuckle Lil,
Stocking, 10-1 Elevator Action, 12-1 My Girl Jo, 14-1 others.

Rob Wright’s choice: Honeysuckle Lil drops in trip after
travelling well at York Dangers: Faraajh, Yat Ding Yau

2.30 Selling Handicap
(3-Y-O: £2,587: 5f) (10)

1 (2) -3601 CAMANCHE GREY 31 (D) B Haslam 9-7 G Lee
2 (4) 40500 DANFAZI 39 (P,D) K Stubbs 9-6 J Sullivan
3 (5) 66433 SOUL INSTINCT 119 K A Ryan 9-0 Kevin Stott (5)
4 (1) -3265 WHITE FLAG 15 (D) T Easterby 8-9 Rachel Richardson (7)
5 (8) 04004 LADY MAI 32 R Fahey 8-7 Samantha Bell (5)
6 (7) 00054 PRINCESS MYLA 19 P Midgley 8-6 B McHugh
7 (10) 03036 GREENBURY 7 (V) Mrs A Duffield 8-6 P McDonald
8 (6) 63000 CHUCKAMENTAL 23 B Smart 8-4 J Fanning
9 (3) 0-440 LUNESDALE BUDDY 44 A Berry 8-2 P P Mathers
10 (9) 0000 COOL RECEPTION 39 O Pears 8-2 I Brennan

9-2 Camanche Grey, Lady Mai, 5-1 Soul Instinct, 11-2White Flag, 6-1 Danfazi,
13-2 Greenbury, 10-1 Chuckamental, 12-1 Princess Myla, 22-1 others.

Wright choice: Lady Mai found the ground too firm when
belowparatYarmouthDangers:Soul Instinct,PrincessMyla

3.00 Handicap (£4,725: 1m 1f 170y) (6)
1 (4) 00024 MUFFIN MCLEAY 16 (CD) T D Barron 6-9-7 G Gibbons
2 (1) 21-20 MIGUEL GRAU 159 (D) R Varian 4-9-2 A Atzeni
3 (5) 45300 EENY MAC 6 (P,D) N Bycroft 7-9-0 Megan Carberry (7)
4 (6) 66044 LIFE AND TIMES 12 (D) M Johnston 6-8-9 J Fanning
5 (3) 42060 KING OF THE CELTS 14 (D) T Easterby 6-8-6 P McDonald
6 (2) 60-41 WOODACRE 27 (D) R Whitaker 7-8-6 G Chaloner (3)

11-4 Miguel Grau, 100-30 Muffin McLeay, 4-1 Woodacre, 5-1 others.

Wright choice: Miguel Grau, fair on the all-weather, can
make a winning start on turf Danger: Muffin McLeay

3.30 Handicap (£7,470: 6f) (11)
1 (9) 31201 ANOTHER WISE KID 17 (C,D) P Midgley 6-9-12 G Lee
2 (4) 02235 OUT DO 9 (D) D O'Meara 5-9-11 D Tudhope
3 (6) -0130 SO BELOVED 45 (H) Mrs R Carr 4-9-9 J Sullivan
4 (8) 00300 COSMIC CHATTER 17 T D Barron 4-9-8 G Gibbons
5 (1) 00-02 SECRET LOOK 27 (D) E McMahon 4-9-7 R Winston
6 (3) 11-05 PIPERS NOTE 18 (CD) R Whitaker 4-9-6 G Chaloner (3)
7 (7) 22210 MAPPIN TIME 9 (E,B,C,D) T Easterby 6-9-4 D Allan
8 (5) 0-002 WAFFLE 18 (BF) T D Barron 8-9-2 P Makin
9 (11) -1101 MY NAME IS RIO 27 (D) M Dods 4-9-2 P Mulrennan
10 (2) 50-20 PERSONAL TOUCH 52 R Fahey 5-8-11 P P Mathers
11(10) 14544 RUBY'S DAY 8 (C) D Brown 5-8-7 Claire Murray (7)

11-2 Another Wise Kid, My Name Is Rio, 6-1 Out Do, 13-2 Cosmic Chatter,
Secret Look, 10-1 Mappin Time, Ruby's Day, Waffle, 11-1 others.

Wright choice: Out Dowas a fine fifth toMuthmir at York
and this is easier Dangers: Pipers Note, AnotherWise Kid

4.00 Handicap (3-Y-O: £4,851: 5f) (9)
1 (2) 54014 LEXINGTON ABBEY 10 (D) K A Ryan 9-7 T Eaves
2 (4) -4316 INNOCENTLY 10 (D) D O'Meara 9-4 D Tudhope
3 (5) 62133 DUTCH BREEZE 10 (P,C,BF) T Easterby 9-3 D Allan
4 (1) 00013 PUSHKIN MUSEUM 23 (D,BF) R Fahey 9-1 G Chaloner (3)
5 (3) -6026 CORNCOCKLE 14 D O'Meara 9-0 Sam James (3)
6 (8) 2310- OMAHA GOLD 303 (H,D) B Smart 8-12 P Mulrennan
7 (7) 31332 NOBLE ASSET 19 (H,D,BF) J J Quinn 8-11 P Makin
8 (9) 15504 RED FOREVER 19 (D) A Berry 8-2 P P Mathers
9 (6) 43030 FUEL INJECTION 10 (P,CD) P Midgley 8-2 J Sullivan

9-2 Dutch Breeze, Innocently, Noble Asset, Pushkin Museum, 11-2 Lexington
Abbey, 7-1 Corncockle, 10-1 Fuel Injection, 12-1 others.

Wright choice: Dutch Breezewas a close third at York and
remainsunexposedDangers:PushkinMuseum, Innocently

4.30 Maiden Stakes
(£3,234: 1m 4f 10y) (7)

1 (1) 6 BIG FORTUNE 35 D Griffiths 4-10-0 Stephen Craine
2 (2) 62 DI'S GIFT 27 (H) Richard Guest 5-10-0 R Winston
3 (3) 4-6 HOPE FOR GLORY 27 (H) J Ward 5-10-0 J Haynes (3)
4 (4) 4 BRAES OF LOCHALSH 29 J Goldie 3-9-3 G Lee
5 (5) 0 SHAF 25 E Dunlop 3-9-3 J Fanning
6 (7) 4 HAYDN'S LASS 18 M Tregoning 3-8-12 B A Curtis
7 (6) 0-2 SPIRITOFTHEUNION 61 Michael Bell 3-8-12

P Mulrennan

6-4 Spiritoftheunion, 11-4 Di's Gift, 4-1 Haydn's Lass, 6-1 Braes Of Lochalsh,
12-1 Big Fortune, 25-1 Hope For Glory, Shaf.

Wright choice: Haydn’s Lass shaped well at Leicester and
this longer trip is sure to suit Dangers Spiritoftheunion

5.00 Handicap (£3,234: 1m 4f 10y) (7)
1 (3) 15113 VALANTINO OYSTER 2 (P,CD) Miss T Waggott 7-10-0

D Swift
2 (2) 4-000 GOOD SPEECH 8 T Tate 4-9-12 J Sullivan
3 (1) 6-205 BRIGHT APPLAUSE 16 (CD) Miss T Waggott 6-9-10

B McHugh
4 (7) -0610 DABUKI 20 (P,D) G Harker 4-9-9 P McDonald
5 (6) 6-040 GRAND LIAISON 26 J Given 5-9-2 G Lee
6 (5) 35354 OPERA FAN 12 (BF) M Johnston 3-8-11 J Fanning
7 (4) 004 TWO B'S 86 T Easterby 3-8-7 D Fentiman

5-2 Valantino Oyster, 100-30 Bright Applause, 5-1 Good Speech, 11-2 Opera
Fan, 7-1 Dabuki, 9-1 Grand Liaison, 12-1 Two B's.

Wright choice: Opera Fan was outpaced at Leicester and
this return to farther should help Danger: Good Speech

Kempton Park
Rob Wright
2.15 State Of The Union 4.15Windy Citi
2.45 Sona 4.45 Plough Boy
3.15 Simply Magic 5.15 Dreams Of Reality
3.45 Boogangoo 5.50 Honey Meadow
Thunderer: 3.15Muradif (nap). 5.15 Johara.
Going: standard
Draw: 5f, low numbers best Racing UK

2.15 Median Auction Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,587: 6f) (12)

1 (7) DOUBLE BRONZE J M Bradley 9-5 R Kingscote
2 (11) 5 KING'S BOND 34 R Harris 9-5 R Havlin
3 (4) 0 RETRO VALLEY 32 D Dennis 9-5 D Sweeney
4 (3) 53 ROCKAROUNDTHECLOCK 26 P Cole 9-5 Luke Morris
5 (10) 4 SPRING LOADED 26 P D'Arcy 9-5 S Levey
6 (6) 3 STATE OF THE UNION 10 R Hannon 9-5 R Hughes
7 (1) TANGRAMM S Dow 9-5 S Sanders
8 (5) 00 THAT MAN OF MINE 7 J Osborne 9-5 R Hornby (7)
9 (8) 63 THEYDON THUNDER 35 P Charalambous 9-5 J Quinn
10(12) 0 YORKSHIRE 10 K A Ryan 9-5 Doubtful
11 (2) AUNTIE DIF D Shaw 9-0 Martin Lane
12 (9) 20 STINKY SOCKS 87 (BF) C Hills 9-0 T Queally

15-8 Stinky Socks, 7-2 Rockaroundtheclock, 5-1 State Of The Union, 7-1 Spring
Loaded, 14-1 That Man Of Mine, 16-1 King's Bond, 20-1 others.

2.45 Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(£2,587: 1m 4f) (13)

1 (13) BALLY BROADWELL 237J M Madgwick 4-9-11 L Keniry
2 (10) 3 GRAFFITI ART 9 (H) B Powell 5-9-11 B Powell
3 (2) 5 MAY HAY 52 A Carson 4-9-11 W A Carson
4 (12) 0-2 ALLEGATION 17 D Lanigan 3-9-0 T E Durcan
5 (11) 4 BRIGHT BEACON 17 C Appleby 3-9-0 Doubtful
6 (4) 0 CURVED 52 Lady Cecil 3-9-0 James Doyle
7 (7) 5 GALE FORCE 38 J Fanshawe 3-9-0 F Tylicki
8 (9) 3 LONG VIEW 17 (V) Sir M Stoute 3-9-0 S W Kelly
9 (5) MADAME ROUGE P D Evans 3-9-0 D Probert
10 (6) 06 MIKEY MISS DAISY 52 M Hill 3-9-0 S Donohoe
11 (1) 44 SOCIAL RISER 32 C Hills 3-9-0 T Queally
12 (8) 5 SONA 17 J Gosden 3-9-0 W Buick
13 (3) 00 TRIBULINA 33 M Botti 3-9-0 M Mimmocchi

4-1 Allegation, Long View, 7-1 Gale Force, 15-2 Social Riser, 8-1 Sona, 11-1
May Hay, 12-1 Curved, 14-1 Tribulina, 16-1 Graffiti Art, 20-1 others.

3.15 Nursery Handicap
(2-Y-O: £2,587: 7f) (10)

1 (2) 544 MURADIF 27 W Haggas 9-7 S Sanders
2 (1) 5646 INVINCIBLE ZEB 32 R Harris 9-7 R Havlin
3 (8) 206 SECRET LIGHTNING 32 S Kirk 9-5 L Keniry
4 (3) 064 TOAST OF NEWBURY 12 (T) J Osborne 9-4 James Doyle
5 (10) 4334 SIMPLY MAGIC 17 R Hannon 9-2 R Hughes
6 (6) 46360 CHETAN 31 J M Bradley 8-12 R Kingscote
7 (9) 0562 CHESTER DEAL 12 J Hughes 8-11 P Prince (5)
8 (4) 050 JET MATE 77 W Muir 8-9 Martin Dwyer
9 (7) 065 CHILWORTH BELLS 32 M Channon 8-7 Luke Morris
10 (5) 0505 VERCHILD LAD 17 P D Evans 8-5 S De Sousa

100-30 Simply Magic, 9-2 Muradif, 6-1 Toast Of Newbury, 9-1 Invincible Zeb,
Jet Mate, 10-1 Chester Deal, Secret Lightning, Verchild Lad, 11-1 others.

3.45 Handicap
(£2,587: 1m) (13)

1 (2) 66115 BARNMORE 33 (H,CD) P Hedger 6-9-13 R Hornby (7)
2 (4) -6432 MESSILA STAR 33 (V) J Noseda 4-9-12 W Buick
3 (11) 10-40 CAPTAIN STARLIGHT 170 (CD) Miss J Crowley 4-9-11

L Keniry
4 (13) 0-000 SNOW KING 31 T Powell 4-9-11 W Twiston-Davies
5 (6) 4-630 ANYA 21 (D) H Candy 5-9-11 D Sweeney
6 (7) 0-330 DANA'S PRESENT 33 (CD) G Baker 5-9-9 P Cosgrave
7 (12) 1000 EQUITABLE 16 (T,V,D,BF) Lady Cecil 3-9-7 James Doyle
8 (5) 33324 ST PAUL DE VENCE 7 (P,CD,BF) P Cole 4-9-7

Luke Morris
9 (9) 3-625 BLACK DAVE 17 P D Evans 4-9-7 H Burns (7)
10 (3) 20000 MUNSARIM 18 (P,D) L Carter 7-9-6 A Quinn
11 (8) 00532 WARFARE 35 (D) K A Ryan 5-9-2 R Hughes
12 (1) 34004 BOOGANGOO 10 G Harris 3-9-2 D Probert
13(10) 36110 ZED CANDY GIRL 24 (P,CD) D Burchell 4-8-11 T Clark (5)

5-1 Messila Star, 6-1 Warfare, 13-2 Equitable, 15-2 St Paul De Vence, 10-1
Anya, Dana's Present, 11-1 Barnmore, Munsarim, Snow King, 12-1 others.

4.15 Handicap
(3-Y-O: £1,940: 1m) (11)

1 (10) 04-0 DARK REALITY 55 (V) R Beckett 9-7 H Bentley
2 (6) 0-046 WINDY CITI 64 C Wall 9-7 G Baker
3 (1) 11055 INTENSE FEELING 42 L Carter 9-7 D Brock (5)
4 (9) -5006 THIRD STRIKE 18 (B) G L Moore 9-7 D Sweeney
5 (5) 60442 MERCURY MAGIC 36 D Menuisier 9-7 R Tart (3)
6 (2) -2362 CHORAL CLAN 46 (T,BF) P Mitchell 9-6 J Mitchell
7 (11) 6024U DYLAN'S CENTENARY 36 (BF) B Millman 9-4

S Killoran (7)
8 (8) 05-60 VIED 10 R Cowell 9-2 A Beschizza
9 (7) 00-50 RISK 'N' REWARD 7 (V,BF) Michael Murphy 8-13

P Cosgrave
10 (3) -4526 GOLLY MISS MOLLY 10 J Gask 8-9 D A Parkes (7)
11 (4) 21564 ROYAL BUSHIDA 124 (V,CD) D Shaw 8-8 Martin Lane

11-2 Windy Citi, 13-2 Choral Clan, Dark Reality, Vied, 8-1 Intense Feeling,
Mercury Magic, 9-1 Third Strike, 10-1 Dylan's Centenary, 12-1 others.

4.45 Handicap
(3-Y-O: £1,940: 1m) (11)

1 (6) 50052 PLOUGH BOY 21 (BF) W Musson 9-7 C Catlin
2 (4) 00000 ISABELLA BEETON 10 (C) P Phelan 9-7

Jemma Marshall (3)
3 (7) 00044 SWISS LAIT 20 D Elsworth 9-7 L Keniry
4 (9) 600 PENDLEY LEGACY 38 Clive Cox 9-7 A Kirby
5 (8) 655-5 PALACE DRAGON 26 Sir M Prescott 9-6 Luke Morris
6 (10) 25630 HAPPYDOINGNOTHING 21 Mrs C Dunnett 9-5

A Beschizza
7 (2) 3-060 CELESTIAL KNIGHT 20 (V) J Fanshawe 9-4 S W Kelly
8 (11) 31200 CASCADIA 46 (D,BF) A Hutchinson 9-0 O Murphy
9 (5) -4000 CUECA 7 J Portman 8-13 R Kingscote
10 (3) -0005 VENUS MARINA 20 (H) C Wall 8-10 A Morgan (3)
11 (1) 00-00 EXCEED POLICY 42 D Dennis 8-7 Martin Lane

9-2 Celestial Knight, 5-1 Isabella Beeton, 11-2 Plough Boy, 6-1 Palace Dragon,
Venus Marina, 9-1 Cascadia, 10-1 Pendley Legacy, Swiss Lait, 16-1 others.

5.15 Fillies' Handicap
(£5,175: 6f) (8)

1 (3) 13223 LADY HORATIA 16 (D,BF) W Muir 3-9-8 Martin Dwyer
2 (6) 4-112 JOHARA 37 (CD) C Wall 3-9-7 T E Durcan
3 (8) -0001 DANCEALOT 31 (D) C Brittain 3-9-5 D Brock (5)
4 (2) 16026 BOWSTAR 23 (B,C) M Attwater 5-9-4 R Havlin
5 (1) 65530 MARJONG 32 (H,D) S Dow 4-9-2 S Sanders
6 (4) 50144 NOVA PRINCESSE 27 (T,P,CD) M Botti 3-8-11 Luke Morris
7 (7) 21150 DREAMS OF REALITY 23 (E,D) T Dascombe 3-8-11

R Kingscote
8 (5) 3-651 MAJESTIC SONG 19 (D) J Toller 3-8-10 R Tart (3)

7-2 Johara, 5-1 Lady Horatia, Nova Princesse, 6-1 Dancealot, 13-2 Dreams Of
Reality, 15-2 Majestic Song, Marjong, 9-1 Bowstar.

5.50 Handicap
(3-Y-O: £1,940: 6f) (12)

1 (12) 44640 HONEY MEADOW 21 (D) R Eddery 9-7 O Murphy
2 (9) 62356 BAARS CAUSEWAY 40 T Jarvis 9-6 A Kirby
3 (2) 5244 LEAD A MERRY DANCE 19 S Kirk 9-6 J Baudains (5)
4 (3) 55306 DOVE MOUNTAIN 42 G Brown 9-5 T E Durcan
5 (10) 00022 MIMI LUKE 19 (V) A Bailey 9-2 S De Sousa
6 (1) 54-45 TAHCHEE 46 J Fanshawe 9-1 F Tylicki
7 (6) 3644 DANCING ANGEL 27 J Eustace 9-1 Luke Morris
8 (8) 530 ECLIPTIC SUNRISE 25 (T) D Donovan 9-0

Thomas Brown (3)
9 (7) 53305 WEDGEWOOD ESTATES 24 A Carroll 8-10 D Probert
10(11) 05045 KHELFAN 12 M Smith 8-9 N Alison (5)
11 (4) 00505 ELLINGHAM 11 Mrs C Dunnett 8-7 J Quinn
12 (5) 5-56 TOLLY MCGUINESS 26 Miss J Feilden 8-5 W A Carson

9-2 Tahchee, 5-1Mimi Luke, 6-1 HoneyMeadow, 7-1Wedgewood Estates, 8-1
Lead A Merry Dance, 9-1 Dancing Angel, 10-1 Baars Causeway, 11-1 others.

Bet of the day
Goldan Jess (7.45 Carlisle)
This front-runner has been better than ever over
jumps of late, winning in good style at Cartmel last
month. Looks well treated back on the Flat and, with
Hayley Turner in the saddle, can prove tough to pass

Course specialists
Carlisle: Trainers Mrs K Tutty, 3 from 14 runners,
21.4%; D Nicholls, 11 from 57, 19.3%; B Ellison, 14
from 76, 18.4%. Jockeys Gemma Tutty, 3 from 13
rides, 23.1%; Lucy Alexander, 4 from 20, 20.0%.
Kempton Park: Trainers J Fanshawe, 53 from 222,
23.9%; R Beckett, 62 from 277, 22.4%; K A Ryan, 21
from 98, 21.4%. Jockeys W Buick, 65 from 344,
18.9%; R Hughes, 110 from 605, 18.2%.
Ripon: Trainers E Dunlop, 5 from 25, 20.0%; D
Brown, 4 from 21, 19.0%; K Burke, 3 from 16, 18.8%.
Jockeys J Haynes, 5 from 18, 27.8%; D Tudhope, 18
from 104, 17.3%; T Hamilton, 17 from 104, 16.3%.
Windsor: Trainers J Noseda, 20 from 79, 25.3%;
J Flint, 6 from 24, 25.0%; Sir M Stoute, 23 from
102, 22.5%. Jockeys R Hughes, 82 from 378, 21.7%;
F Tylicki, 3 from 16, 18.8%.

Gosden reveals
another ace in
classy Sultanina
Andy Stephens

This is probably not a good time to be
playing poker against JohnGosden. He
was without his ace for the feature race
at Goodwood on Saturday but,
unperturbed, shuffled his pack and
produced another to take his winnings
to almost £1 million in a week.
Fast on the heels of spectacular

triumphs at the highest level for
Taghrooda and Kingman, Sultanina
dug deep to provide the Newmarket
trainerwith his third successiveMarkel
Insurance Nassau Stakes heroine.
She proved an able deputy for The

Fugue, who would have represented
Gosden but for injuring a leg and being
retired lastmonth. “It’s the sort of thing
you don’t forgetwhen you’re an old guy
in your rocking chair,” Gosden said,
reflecting on his amazing sequence.
The 63-year-old had little to spare

when winning the trainers’ title, for the
first time, in 2012, but is threatening to
turn this year’s race into a procession.
He leads by almost £500,000 and says
he will freshen up Kingman and
Sultanina for the Qipco British
Champions Day on October 18.
Ryan Moore enjoyed only one

winner at Goodwood and the jockey’s
fortunes did not improve yesterday
when Integral, trained by Sir Michael
Stoute, could finish only third of four
runners behindEsoterique in thegroup
one Prix Rothschild at Deauville.

Intrinsic provides
the X-factor for
sprint king Cowell

Intrinsic, nearest, will step up in class after winning the 32Red Cup in good style

Andy Stephens

RobertCowellmaynotwait longbefore
testing Richard Hughes’s theory that
Intrinsic was a group horse running in
a handicap at Goodwood on Saturday.
The trainer said yesterday that he is
eyeing a pattern race in Ireland for his
rising star’s next assignment.
Cowell has pencilled in the

impressive 32Red Cup (Stewards’ Cup)
winner for the group threeRenaissance
Stakes, at the Curragh on August 23,
and added that his campaign is likely to
culminate in the Qipco British
Champions Sprint Stakes, at Ascot, on
October 18.
“We’ll come out of handicaps now

and there are lots of stakes races to
think about,” Cowell said, shortly
before flying out for a few days away
with his family in Biarritz. “You would
not knowhe’s had a race looking at him
out in the paddock today and the Irish
race is a possibility. He’s very laid back
and the travelling would not be a
problem.
“Next year could be cracking for him.

SolePowerandSladePowermaynotbe
around, so there will be space for new
kids on the block like him.”

Cowell has developed a reputation
forbeingaspecialist trainerof sprinters,
having enjoyed notable successes with
such as Prohibit, Jwala and Kingsgate
Native in recent times.
He is no one-trick pony, but does not

resent the tag. “Six years ago I was
nothing, so tobeclassedas something is
fantastic,” he said. “Long may it
continue and let’s hope we can keep
delivering the goods.”
What makes Intrinsic so exciting is

that he has had only seven races.
Cowell, enjoying his best season,
purchased the former Sir Michael
Stoute colt for 62,000 guineas at a
Tattersalls sale last autumn and he is
unbeaten in three starts in the colours
of Malih Al Basti.
“He reminded me a lot of Prohibit

and I thought we must take a punt on
him,” Cowell said. “He’s got a similarly
impressive physique and looked like he
was bred for a bit of speed. The female
side of his pedigree is strong and he’s by
Oasis Dream, who I love. That will
stand him in good stead when we step
him up in grade.”
Little more than two months after

buying Intrinsic, Cowell suffered
heartbreakwhen Jwala, his Nunthorpe

Stakeswinner, had to be put down after
a fall in Hong Kong.
“That was the worst day ofmy racing

life, and words can’t describe how bad I
felt for so long,” he said. “It was not only
awful for myself but for the owners,
who bred and raced her. I would hate
anybody to go through what we did.”
Jwala’s electric pace enabled her to

beat the best over the minimum trip
and Intrinsic is likely to be given the
opportunity to try to emulate her.
“Given the way he raced yesterday, I

would not surprised if we dropped him
back to five furlongs at some point,” he
said. “We train them for speed but they
also get a lot of play time, which keeps
them nice and fresh.”

DAN ABRAHAM / REX FEATURES

RobWright’s midday update
thetimes.co.uk/sportsbook
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Cyclists deliver two for the road
Geraint Thomas and Lizzie Armitstead
leave Glasgow with golden memories

Commonwealth Games, pages 58-64
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Fall comes before pride of third Open success for Nicholson

Andrew Nicholson, the world No2
from New Zealand, continued his
outstanding partnership with Avebury,
Rosemary and Mark Barlow’s dual
Burghley winner, when he won
the British Open Championship at
Gatcombe Park yesterday. It is his third
success in the event and follows his
hat-trick of wins with Avebury at
Barbury last month.
In a tense finish, with riders going in

reverse order of merit, Nicholson, 53,
who had earlier suffered a heavy fall
fromUrma BK, his intermediate horse,
completed the Mark Phillips-designed
cross-country course with 0.4sec of a

time fault to relegate FrancisWhitting-
ton and Easy Target, the overnight
leaders from Britain, to second place.
Whittington, while “hugely

disappointed” to lose the lead,whichhe
attributed to two “wrong decisions”
during the cross-country, had the
consolation of becoming the new
national champion.
With two places still open in the

Great Britain team for the Alltech FEI
World Equestrian Games this month,
Louise Harwood, on Whitson, and
Gemma Tattersall, on Arctic Soul,
boosted their chances of selection by
finishing third and eighth respectively.
Harwood, who had an operation in
February to remove the plate she has
had in her left leg since a car crash 15

years ago,was ecstatic. “He can’t do any
more than he’s done,” she said of
Whitson.
Zara Phillips and Oliver Townend,

who were selected last month, opted to
compete only in the dressage phase on
their team horses, High Kingdom and
Black Tie II, respectively. Phillips’s
dressage score of 45.6 was below her
best and she admitted to the need for
some fine-tuning. “Competing in your
own back garden is not helpful because
they don’t behave very well,” she said.
“We’ve still got some work to do to get
back to where we were last year.”
In contrast, Kristina Cook looked at

her polished best when finishing third
in the advanced section on her team
horse, De Novo News. “The last run

before a championship is always
nerve-racking,” said Cook, who had
three horses in the top ten. “But I decid-
ed Iwould gowithmy gut feeling about
whether to run across country and

when it rained I definitely knew it was
right to run.”
William Fox-Pitt, the world No1,

withdrew his team horse, Chilli Morn-
ing, but gave spectators a fine display of
horsemanship when he followed up his
Novice Championships win on Top
Biats with success on Luxury FH, his
eight-year-old grey gelding, in the
Intermediate Championships.
6Beezie Madden, the linchpin of the
United States Nations Cup-winning
team at the Longines Royal
International Horse Show on Friday,
completed anoutstanding threedaysof
competitionatHicksteadwhensheand
Cortes C, the last to go in a 13-horse
jump-off,won thecovetedKingGeorge
V Gold Cup yesterday.

Equestrianism
Jenny MacArthur

Montgomerie shouts McIlroy odds

A
ccording to Colin Mont-
gomerie, the bookmakers
may aswell stop taking bets
on the winner of the US
PGA Championship at

Valhalla thisweek. TheScot thinks that
no one will come close to beating Rory
McIlroyand that theOpenchampion is
destined to become one of the greatest
golfers in the sport’s history.
Montgomerie, whowill also compete

in the final major championship of the
year, added thathe is as confidentabout
McIlroywinning inKentucky thisweek
as he was when Tiger Woods won the
event when it was previously held at
Valhalla in 2000 — the year in which
the American won six consecutive
tournaments.
“I think if you hadmoney you would

put it on to win. I wouldn’t worry about
the each-way bet; I’d put it on Rory to
win,” he said.
“He is going towin at Valhalla. I can’t

see anybody beating him, to be honest.
That will be four majors and we’re well
on ourway then to [himwinning] ten in
[the next] three or four years and then
talk to me about 18 [the record held by
Jack Nicklaus].”
The Northern Irishman’s victory at

RoyalLiverpoolwasadefiningmoment
in a career that has been littered with
highs and lows. Who could forget
McIlroy’s performance at the 2011
Masters? There he enjoyed three days
of glorious golf: Thursday, seven under
par and leading; Friday, ten under and
leading; Saturday, 12 under and leading.
Rounds of 65, 69 and 70.
But by the time the sun set on

Augusta National on the Sunday, he
had dropped to tied for 15th, on four
underparafter a calamitous final round
of 80. He could only look on as Phil
Mickelson, the previous year’s winner,
draped the green jacket over the
shoulders of Charl Schwartzel.
McIlroy’s chances of winning his first
majorhadbeen ruinedbyahorrendous
inward nine of 43, seven over par.
However, he bounced back in ideal

fashion,winning thenextmajor, theUS
Open at Congressional in June, and his
second major title, the USPGA
Championship at Kiawah Island the
following August, preceded a run that
brought further titles that year at the
Deutsche Bank Championship, BMW
Championship and DP World Tour
Championship.
However, the last of those victories

marked the beginning of an 18-month
run without a victory on either the
PGA or European Tour. The drought
came to an end in the BMW PGA
Championship at Wentworth in May
this year, bywhich timehehadendured
a much-publicised break-up with
CarolineWozniacki, his former fiancée,
but, it appeared, rediscovered his love
for the game.
Could it be assumed that the reason

McIlroy has played such impecca-
ble golf in the past few months is
because he has fewer concerns
or distractions away from the
golf course?
“It would be difficult for

me to say that,” Mont-
gomerie said. “I wasn’t
involved inanything todo
with that but it certainly
hasn’t hindered any of the
decisions that he made:
some very, very tough life
decisions that he had to make

earlier in the year, in April, inMay.He’s
come back and won the PGA Champi-
onship at Wentworth well and then
goes and really walks away with the

Open Championship, so
whatever it was it
worked.”
McIlroy is not alone

among theworld’s best
young players in
reaching a peak of per-

formance.
At 25, Rickie
Fowler is the
same age as
McIlroy and
has pro-
duced the
bestgolfof
his career
this year.

Unlike
McIlroy,

he has yet
to win a

major champion-
ship, but his cumu-
lative score of 18

under par in this year’s three majors is
the best of any player.
At the Open this year he finished

joint second with Sergio García, of
Spain, two shots behind McIlroy. The
sight of McIlroy and Fowler, former
rivals as amateurs in the 2007 Walker
Cup, in the last pairing in the final
round at Royal Liverpool, is one that
Montgomerie believes will be seen
oftenover thenextdecade.Butwhilehe
understands Fowler’s desire to topple
McIlroy, the Scot knows how difficult
that will be.
“Rickie has come on a mile this last

year, having started with Butch Har-
mon,” Montgomerie said. “Butch has
done a great job with him: his swing is
better, it’s flatter, it’s more consistent
and, yes, Rory will be pushed at Val-
halla. It’s super to see and let’s hope that
there is a rivalry, because the last real
rivalry, — Woods and Mickelson — is
really a few years ago now.”
6Colin Montgomerie was speaking as
part ofhis rolewithSkySports,whichwill
be showing the US PGA Championship
and the 2014 Ryder Cup.

Scot confident Open
champion can take
another step towards
immortality at Valhalla,
Tom Farmerywrites

Green policy: McIlroy weighs up a putt during the WGC-Bridgestone Invitational at Firestone Country Club in Akron, Ohio
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Montgomerie tips Irishman
to become an all-time great

Nicholson and Avebury tackle the Mark
Phillips-designed cross-country course

Major doubt
over Woods
after setback
at Firestone
Scott Rutherford

Tiger Woods’s participation in this
week’s USPGA Championship at
Valhalla is in doubt after he pulled out
of the WGC-Bridgestone Invitational
with a back injury midway through his
final round yesterday.
Woods, playing in only his third

event since he had lumbar microdisc-
ectomy surgery in March, confirmed
later that he had suffered the injury
early in his final round at Firestone
Country Club in Akron, Ohio. He
continued until the par-four 9th, at
which he looked to be in severe pain
after hitting his tee shot and struggled
to bend down to pick up his tee.
Woods was taken from the course in

agolf cart and told theGolfChannel: “It
happened on the 2nd hole when I hit
my second shot. I fell back into the
bunker; just jarred it. It’s been spasming
ever since. It’s just the whole lower
back. I don’t know what happened.”
The problem could also endWoods’s

hopes of helping the United States to
win back theRyderCup fromEurope at
Gleneagles next month, although his
involvement looked certain to rest on
him being one of Tom Watson’s

captain’s picks. Asked about the
prospect of him returning this year,
Woods said: “I don’t know. [I’m] just
trying to get out of here.”
Paul McGinley, the Europe Ryder

Cup captain, who was commentating
on the event for Sky Sports, suggested
thatWoods had “maybe come back too
early”. The Irishman said: “The way he
played, I saw him hit shots on the front
nine there that I’ve never seen him in
his life come close to hitting. There’s
obviously something going on.”
Woods, who has won eight times at

Firestone and was four over par at the
time of his withdrawal, has struggled
since his comeback, missing the cut at
the Quicken Loans National at
Congressional in June before finishing
23 shots behind Rory McIlroy, the
champion, in the Open at Royal Liver-
pool last month, when his six-over par
total of 294 was his worst in a major
championship as a professional.
He has been drawn to play in the first

two rounds at Valhalla with Phil
Mickelson and Padraig Harrington.

Woods may now
miss the US PGA
and Ryder Cup
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Sport

Chester
Going: good to soft

2.00 (7f2yd)1,Salateen (PMulrennan,5-4 fav);
2, Al Bandar (3-1); 3,Horsetracker (40-1). 5 ran.
7l, 2l. K Ryan.
2.30 (6f 18yd) 1, Mattmu (D Allan, 7-2); 2,
Kibaar (13-2); 3, Ticks The Boxes (11-4).
Roudee (4th) 7-4 fav. 5 ran. 1Kl, 2l.
T Easterby.
3.05 (6f 18yd) 1, Intransigent (Oisin Murphy,
10-1); 2, Coulsty (14-1); 3, Ertijaal (2-1 fav).
7 ran. NR: Artistic Jewel, Elusive Time, Eton
Rifles, Masamah, Sir Maximilian. 2l, sh hd.
A Balding.
3.40 (7f 122yd) 1, Apostle (M Harley, 4-1 fav);

2, Mishaal (10-1); 3, My Single Malt
(14-1). 13 ran. NR: Alejandro. 1Nl, hd.
D Simcock.
4.15 (6f 18yd) 1, Don Sigfredo (R Kingscote,
3-1); 2, Izzthatright (3-1); 3, Anonymous John
(7-1). The Dapper Tapper (5th) 11-4 fav. 6 ran.
Kl, 2Nl. T Dascombe.
4.45 (1m 4f 66yd) 1, English Summer (George
Chaloner, 15-8); 2, Notarised (5-4 fav);
3, Spanish Plume (14-1). 5 ran. NR: Odin. Nk, 9l.
R Fahey.
5.15 (1m 2f 75yd) 1, Roskilly (Oisin Murphy,
4-1); 2,EmpressAli (11-8 fav); 3,Nakeeta (7-2).
6 ran. 1Nl, 1Ol. A Balding.
Placepot: £285.90.
Quadpot: £69.90.

Market Rasen
Going: good (good to firm in places)

2.20 (2m 1f hdle) 1, Collodi (T Scudamore, 3-1);
2, Slim Pickens (1-2 fav); 3, Tiradia (8-1). 6 ran.
1Nl, 26l. D Bridgwater.

2.50 (2m 5f hdle) 1, Lucky Cody (A P McCoy,
13-8); 2, Handmaid (5-6 fav); 3, Billy Two
Tongues (25-1). 7 ran. 14l, 12l. B Ellison.

3.25 (3m 1f ch) 1, Balinroab (Jack Quinlan,
11-2); 2, Local Present (14-1); 3, Rogue Dancer
(11-8 fav). 9 ran. NR: Minellaforlunch, Ned The
Post. 5l, 9l. R C Guest.

4.00 (2m 3f hdle) 1, Chalk It Down (A P McCoy,
10-11 fav); 2, Mr Shantu (7-1); 3, Iguacu

(100-30). 5 ran. NR: Hawkhill. 4l, 2Nl.
W Greatrex.
4.35 (2m 4f ch) 1, O’Callaghan Strand (A P
McCoy, 4-1 fav); 2, The Society Man (9-2);
3, Drumlang (6-1). 8 ran. Hd, nk.
Jonjo O’Neill.
5.05 (3m hdle) 1, Master Of The Hall (Joe
Colliver, 8-1); 2, Listen And Learn (4-1); 3,
Ereyna (8-1). SilentKnight (4th)11-8 fav. 6 ran.
25l, 4l. M Hammond.
5.35 (2m 1f hdle) 1, Dorry K (A P McCoy,
6-4 fav); 2, Auto Mac (15-2); 3, Western
Movie (14-1). 10 ran. NR: Oxalido. 5l, 11l.
Jim Best.
Placepot: £30.90.
Quadpot: £26.30.

Newbury
Going: good to soft

2.10 (1m 2f 6yd) 1, Victor’s Bet (Miss Ella
Smith, 20-1); 2, Frosty Berry (6-1); 3, Emman
Bee (12-1). Allergic Reaction (4th) 2-1 fav.
10 ran. 1Nl, 1l. R Smith.

2.40 (6f 8yd) 1, Carry On Deryck (L P Keniry,
25-1); 2,AccraBeach (1-4 fav); 3,Galago (16-1).
9 ran. Ol, nk. S Kirk.

3.15 (7f) 1, Power Play (R Hughes, 2-1 fav); 2,
Popeswood (7-1); 3, Outback Ruler (6-1). 6 ran.
NR: Tumut. Kl, nk. R Hannon.

3.50 (1m4f 5yd) 1,Silk Sari (AndreaAtzeni, 9-4
jt-fav); 2, Moment In Time (10-1); 3, Cascading

(33-1). Wonderstruck (4th) 9-4 jt-fav. 9 ran.
Nk, Kl. L Cumani.
4.25 (5f 34yd) 1, Random Success (James
Doyle, 100-30 fav); 2, Secret Missile (9-2); 3,
Ziggy Lee (6-1). 8 ran.NR:AngelWay,Angelito,
Breccbennach, Dangerous Age, Powerful Wind,
Swendab. 2Ol, 1Ol. R Charlton.
4.55 (1m2f 6yd) 1,Thatchereen (L Steward, 2-1
fav); 2, Bright Cecily (4-1); 3, Starlit Cantata
(8-1). 6 ran. NR: Assoluta. 3Ol, hd. M Bell.
5.25 (1m 4f 5yd) 1, Jarlath (S Drowne, 12-1); 2,
Slunovrat (66-1); 3, Cinnilla (6-1).Westerly 4-1
fav. 14 ran. 2l, 2Ol. J Mullins.
Jackpot: £286,924.30 (0.5 winning tickets. Pool
of £202,059.40 carried forward to Carlisle).
Placepot: £73.10. Quadpot: £8.00.

Yesterday’s racing results

Carlisle
Rob Wright
5.45Midnight Warrior 7.45 Goldan Jess (nap)
6.15 Cashpoint 8.15 Talent Scout
6.45 Sunny Side Up 8.45 Sergeant Pink
7.15Mambo Spirit
Going: good Tote Jackpot meeting
Draw: 5f-1m, low numbers best Racing UK

5.45 Lady Amateurs’ Handicap
(£3,119: 1m 1f 61y) (9)

1 (7) 36660 REMIX 42 (P) I Williams 5-10-7 Miss M Blumenauer
2 (8) 46506 KAY GEE BE 17 (P,CD) A Berry 10-10-4 Miss E A Lalor
3 (1) 5030- HAIL BOLD CHIEF 255 G A Swinbank 7-10-2 Miss M Nicholls
4 (9) 0-643 DIDDY ERIC 47 (B) M D Hammond 4-9-13 Miss A Mills
5 (2) 0-055 EDAS 39 (CD) T Cuthbert 12-9-13 Miss H Cuthbert
6 (5) 0-544 SPOKESPERSON 29 (P) F Watson 6-9-9 Miss S Storen
7 (3) 00064 MIDNIGHT WARRIOR 6 (H) R Barr 4-9-9 Miss C Buesa
8 (6) 60-00 ROSY RYAN 17 Miss T Jackson 4-9-9 Miss A Yeager
9 (4) 00-66 HEART BEAT SONG 98 J Moffatt 6-9-9 Miss N Schlatter

100-30 Hail Bold Chief, 7-2 Kay Gee Be, 5-1 Diddy Eric, 13-2 others.

6.15 Ladies’ Claiming Stakes
(£3,234: 1m 1f 61y) (7)

1 (5) -0101 CASHPOINT (D) I Williams 9-10-6 Miss S Brotherton
2 (1) 15200 CONRY 2 I Williams 8-10-6 H Turner
3 (4) 35001 WELL PAINTED 26 (T,B) A Turnell 5-10-4

Miss B Hampson (5)
4 (3) 51250 LICENCE TO TILL 24 (D) A Berry 7-10-2 L Alexander
5 (7) 45500 POOR DUKE 20 (P) M Mullineaux 4-9-13

Miss M Mullineaux
6 (2) 25223 CALL OF DUTY 3 (B,C) Mrs D Sayer 9-9-11 E Sayer
7 (6) 61660 RASSELAS 14 (B,C) D Nicholls 7-9-10 A Hesketh

2-1 Cashpoint, 5-2 Conry, 11-2 Well Painted, 6-1 Rasselas, 8-1 others.

6.45 Ladies’ Handicap (£3,234: 5f) (16)
1 (4) 05350 SUNNY SIDE UP 5 (P,D,BF) Mrs K Tutty 5-10-7 G Tutty
2 (12) 06544 COMPTONSPIRIT 11 (P,CD) B Baugh 10-10-5

Miss S Brotherton
3 (3) 36463 PULL THE PIN 18 (T,B,D,BF) Miss A Stokell 5-10-0

L Alexander
4 (7) 0-004 MY METEOR 9 (D) A G Newcombe 7-9-13 H Turner
5 (16) 65354 GREENHEAD HIGH 39 (V,D) D Nicholls 6-9-12 A Hesketh
6 (13) 00102 TADALAVIL 3 (D) Miss L Perratt 9-9-11 S Bell
7 (1) 05530 A J COOK 5 (V,D) R Barr 4-9-10 Miss L Wilson (5)
8 (6) 00254 BLACK DOUGLAS 13 J Goldie 5-9-10 Mrs C Bartley

9 (10) 00634 CHLOE'S DREAM 7 (H,D) Miss L Perratt 4-9-9
Miss M Nicholls (5)

10(15) 35155 ROCK CANYON 18 (D,BF) Miss L Perratt 5-9-9 M Carberry
11(14) 04444 TWO TURTLE DOVES 11 (D) M Mullineaux 8-9-8

Miss M Mullineaux
12 (8) 60020 BUSY BIMBO 7 (P,D) A Berry 5-9-7 Miss A Mills
13(11) 23055 CAPTAIN SCOOBY 20 (V,CD) Richard Guest 8-9-7

M Thompson (5)
14 (5) 55530 RUTTERKIN 40 (D) J Moffatt 6-9-3 R Richardson
15 (2) 56660 THEWESTWALIAN 24 P Hiatt 6-9-3 Miss M King (5)
16 (9) 00060 WICKED WILMA 7 (D) A Berry 10-9-3 E Sayer

7-1 Sunny Side Up, 15-2 Greenhead High, 8-1 Pull The Pin, 9-1 Captain Scooby,
10-1 Comptonspirit, Rock Canyon, 11-1 A J Cook, Black Douglas, 12-1 others

7.15 Ladies’ Handicap
(£3,234: 5f 193y) (14)

1 (9) 05126 BAJAN BEAR 10 (D) D Nicholls 6-10-7 A Hesketh
2 (4) 42424 CARAMACK 17 (D) R Lee 4-10-7 M Guenet
3 (6) 04664 KLYNCH 14 (B,CD) Mrs R Carr 8-10-6 Miss S Brotherton
4 (1) 03620 RIGOLLETO 11 (H,D) Anabel Murphy 6-10-4 J Burke
5 (5) 31206 MERCERS ROW 15 (C,D) Mrs K Tutty 7-10-3 G Tutty
6 (10) 54001 DECENT FELLA 11 (T,D) Miss A Stokell 8-10-3 L Alexander
7 (7) 31653 LOTHAIR 23 (CD) G A Swinbank 5-10-2 Miss M Nicholls (5)
8 (12) 60245 JUMBO STEPS 13 J Goldie 7-9-13 Mrs C Bartley
9 (11) 00531 MAMBO SPIRIT 11 (D) A G Newcombe 10-9-12 H Turner
10 (3) 00153 SLIM CHANCE 2 (C) S West 5-9-11 Miss C Walton
11(14) 40U01 ICEBLAST 26 (B,D) M W Easterby 6-9-10 Miss J Mason
12 (8) 26040 AMIS REUNIS 10 (P,D) A Berry 5-9-2 E Sayer
13(13) -1455 DE LESSEPS 98 (BF) J Moffatt 6-9-2 M Carberry
14 (2) 56d00 METHAALY 54 (E,B,D) M Mullineaux 11-9-2

Miss M Mullineaux

11-2 Lothair, 13-2 Mercers Row, 15-2 Bajan Bear, Klynch, Mambo Spirit, 8-1
Decent Fella, 9-1 Jumbo Steps, 10-1 Caramack, 12-1 Iceblast, 14-1 others

7.45 Ladies’ Handicap
(£3,234: 2m 1f 52y) (13)

1 (8) 36-50 POINT THE TOES 41J M Fahey (Ire) 9-10-7
Miss N Fahey (5)

2 (6) 20162 JAN SMUTS 9 (T,P) W Storey 6-10-7 Miss S Doolan
3 (12) 60616 GOLD CHAIN 7 Mrs D Sayer 4-10-6 E Sayer
4 (13) 421-0 GOLDAN JESS 16J P Kirby 10-10-6 H Turner
5 (3) 25031 SCRIBE 25 (T,B) A Turnell 6-10-5 Miss B Hampson (5)
6 (11) -1354 A SOUTHSIDE BOY 18 (H) J Goldie 6-10-4 Mrs C Bartley
7 (9) 0265/ MAYBE I WONT 16J J Moffatt 9-10-3 Miss A Wilson (5)
8 (10) 63-60 INDEPUB 20 (P) M Todhunter 5-9-12 L Alexander
9 (4) 60-46 ZAROSA 76 J Berry 5-9-11 S Birkett
10 (5) 24-34 DANCEINTOTHELIGHT 33 M D Hammond 7-9-9

Miss C Walton
11 (1) 0/0-6 PINDAR 14J (V) Miss J Foster 10-9-9 Miss J Mason

12 (7) 64543 KASTELA STARI 20 (T) T Fitzgerald 7-9-8
Miss S Brotherton

13 (2) 000-4 SENDIYM 14J (P) Mrs D Sayer 7-9-5 M Guenet

5-1 Goldan Jess, 13-2 A Southside Boy, 7-1 Zarosa, 15-2 Danceintothelight,
Jan Smuts, Kastela Stari, Scribe, 11-1 Gold Chain, Indepub, 14-1 others.

8.15 Ladies’ Handicap
(£6,469: 7f 200y) (9)

1 (6) 04130 SILVER RIME 9 (D) Miss L Perratt 9-10-7 S Bell
2 (8) 4-001 FAST FINIAN 18 Miss A Stokell 5-10-4 L Alexander
3 (2) 50001 TALENT SCOUT 30 (CD) Mrs K Tutty 8-10-4 G Tutty
4 (9) 15045 JUBILEE BRIG 9 (V,D) A Turnell 4-10-4

Miss B Hampson (5)
5 (7) 03150 ANOTHER FOR JOE 14 (CD) J Goldie 6-10-2 Mrs C Bartley
6 (5) 00000 LORD OF THE DANCE 9 (CD) M Mullineaux 8-9-10

Miss M Mullineaux
7 (1) 6235- ON THE HOOF 542 (D) M W Easterby 5-9-8 Miss J Mason
8 (4) 06411 KUWAIT STAR 17 (C,D) M Herrington 5-9-8 H Turner
9 (3) 43063 EMPERATRIZ 10 (D) J Holt 4-9-2 S Birkett

100-30 Talent Scout, 9-2 Another For Joe, 5-1 Kuwait Star, 11-2 others.

8.45 Ladies’ Handicap
(£3,234: 1m 3f 107y) (15)

1 (7) 440/ SMART RULER 16J J Moffatt 8-10-7 Miss A Wilson (5)
2 (15) 11335 MISS MACNAMARA 9 M Todhunter 5-10-7 L Alexander
3 (6) 10-00 SPIN CAST 62J (CD) B Ellison 6-10-6 Miss H Bethell
4 (11) 6-054 TAPIS LIBRE 18 (P,D) M W Easterby 6-10-4 Miss J Mason
5 (13) 0/523 TIN PAN ALLEY 16 (BF) A Turnell 6-10-2

Miss B Hampson (5)
6 (8) 00245 MAGNOLIA RIDGE 20 (P) K Stubbs 4-10-2 N Gemelova
7 (12) 5606/ MUWALLA 14J (T,P,D) C Grant 7-9-11 Miss K Rowntree (5)
8 (3) -0210 KATHLATINO 50 (V) M D Hammond 7-9-10

Miss C Walton
9 (4) 41-60 WAAHEJ 36 (D) P Hiatt 8-9-9 S Birkett
10 (1) 40051 FREDDY Q 11 A G Newcombe 5-9-9 H Turner
11 (2) 500-2 THACKERAY 56 C Fairhurst 7-9-7 R Richardson
12(14) 22042 LATIN REBEL 2 (P) J Goldie 7-9-6 Mrs C Bartley
13 (9) 6031 GIOVANNI JACK 3 G A Swinbank 4-9-6

Miss M Nicholls (5)
14(10) 04003 SERGEANT PINK 14J Mrs D Sayer 8-9-2 E Sayer
15 (5) 000-0 LANDESHERR 20 (H) T Cuthbert 7-9-2 Miss H Cuthbert

4-1 Giovanni Jack, 7-1 Spin Cast, 15-2 Freddy Q, 8-1 Magnolia Ridge, Tapis
Libre, 9-1 Tin Pan Alley, 10-1 Miss Macnamara, 11-1 others.

Windsor
Rob Wright
6.00 Kizingo 7.30 Desert Command
6.30 Picc Of Burgau 8.00 Le Maitre Chat
7.00 Crystal Lake 8.30 Gannicus
Going: good to firm (good in places)
Draw: 5f-6f, low numbers best At The Races

6.00 Maiden Stakes (2-Y-O: £2,911: 6f) (12)

1 (10) 0 ALHELLA 14 K A Ryan 9-0 P Cosgrave
2 (12) CASCADING STARS J Moore 9-0 S Donohoe
3 (3) 0 CATHARINA 17 R Hannon 9-0 R Hughes
4 (2) 6 FLEETWOOD POPPY 19 M Attwater 9-0 K Fox
5 (5) 00 GEN I AM 21 R Hannon 9-0 S Levey
6 (8) KIZINGO C Hills 9-0 James Doyle
7 (6) KYLLARNEY C Hills 9-0 J Crowley
8 (7) LOLITA J Jenkins 9-0 P Aspell
9 (1) 0 MORE DRAMA 9 S Kirk 9-0 L Keniry
10 (4) PENNY PEPPER Eve Johnson Houghton 9-0 J Fahy
11(11) 55 SALLABEH 14 G Margarson 9-0 T Queally
12 (9) 0 TAMARIN 38 Sir M Stoute 9-0 P Dobbs

3-1 Tamarin, 7-2 Sallabeh, 5-1 Alhella, 13-2 Kizingo, 8-1 others.

6.30 Handicap (£2,911: 5f 10y) (8)
1 (2) 10053 COME ON DAVE 25 (D) J Butler 5-9-9 D Muscutt (5)
2 (7) -0230 SILVERRICA 28 (BF) M Saunders 4-9-9 D Sweeney
3 (3) 2-341 JOYOUS 9 (D) D Ivory 4-9-6 R Hughes
4 (4) 45-45 OSCARS JOURNEY 59 (CD) J Jenkins 4-9-5 P Aspell
5 (8) 34421 DARK LANE 21 (CD) P D Evans 8-9-4 H Doyle (7)
6 (6) 40643 WEST COAST DREAM 41 (CD) R Brotherton 7-9-3

D J Bates (3)
7 (5) 35102 PICC OF BURGAU 9 (D,BF) G Deacon 4-9-2 G Baker
8 (1) 60300 SOLEMN 31 (B,CD) J M Bradley 9-9-2 R Kingscote

9-2 Dark Lane, Joyous, Picc Of Burgau, 11-2 West Coast Dream, 13-2 others.

7.00 Handicap (£4,851: 1m 67y) (8)
1 (5) 00000 SET THE TREND 30 (D) D Dennis 8-10-0 G Downing (5)
2 (4) /5-00 MEZMAAR 32 (H) K Morgan 5-10-0 R Clark (3)
3 (7) 11354 CRYSTAL LAKE 12 (D,BF) R Beckett 3-9-6 J Crowley
4 (2) 30230 FIRST POST 52 (D) D Haydn Jones 7-9-6 A Kirby
5 (6) 55000 AL MANAAL 9 M Channon 4-9-5 C Bishop (3)
6 (1) -2044 MISS ATOMIC BOMB 39 J Noseda 3-9-5 James Doyle
7 (8) -0413 CRAFTSMANSHIP 53 (P,D) R Eddery 3-8-13 F Tylicki
8 (3) 33104 AFTER THE GOLDRUSH 28 (B,CD) R Hannon 3-8-12

R Hughes

4-1 Crystal Lake, First Post, 9-2 Craftsmanship, After TheGoldrush, 5-1 others.

7.30 Handicap (£4,851: 6f) (12)
1 (3) 6161 ROLE PLAYER 26 (D) Michael Bell 4-9-12 T Queally
2 (12) -1452 DESERT COMMAND 25 (D,BF) A Balding 4-9-11 D Probert
3 (1) 61056 AMADEUS WOLFE TONE 18 (H,B,CD) J Osborne 5-9-11

A Kirby
4 (2) 42104 TAGULA NIGHT 14 (T,B,CD) D Ivory 8-9-9 P Booth (7)
5 (7) -1106 BRECCBENNACH 38 (T,P,C,D) S Durack 4-9-7 G Baker
6 (5) 64433 O'GORMAN 49 (CD) G Brown 5-9-7 L Keniry
7 (6) 06656 DOMINATE 32 (B,CD) R Hannon 4-9-6 R Hughes
8 (11) 6015- SHAMAHAN 320 (CD) L Dace 5-9-4 Michael J M Murphy (3)
9 (10) 42410 VALLARTA 10 (V,D,BF) M Channon 4-9-3

W Twiston-Davies
10 (8) 10000 SACHA PARK 14 R Hannon 3-9-2 Josh Quinn (7)
11 (4) 00004 BAINNE 67 (D) J Gask 4-9-0 Martin Lane
12 (9) 06440 TRIPLE CHOCOLATE 63 R Ingram 4-8-12 J Quinn

5-1 Desert Command, 6-1 Dominate, 13-2 Amadeus Wolfe Tone, 7-1
Breccbennach, Role Player, 8-1 O'Gorman, Tagula Night, 12-1 others.

8.00 Maiden Stakes (£2,726: 1m 2f 7y) (11)
1 (1) 05 CROWDED 18 C Appleby 3-9-4 Martin Lane
2 (6) 6- GREY ODYSSEY 231 D Ivory 3-9-4 T Queally
3 (3) 3 LE MAITRE CHAT 114 Clive Cox 3-9-4 A Kirby
4 (2) 0 LU'S BUDDY 51 Mrs A Perrett 3-9-4 P Dobbs
5 (7) 60 NEW REACTION 33 Mrs A Perrett 3-9-4 G Baker
6 (8) 06- ROCK CHARM 276 S C Williams 3-9-4 Aaron Jones (7)
7 (4) SEAMOUR Miss J Crowley 3-9-4 P Cosgrave
8 (11) 55 DALASI 14 H Candy 3-8-13 D Sweeney
9 (10) 42406 NANCY FROM NAIROBI 17 M Channon 3-8-13 R Hughes
10 (9) 4 PAST FORGETTING 36 L Cumani 3-8-13 L Souza
11 (5) 0- SWEET CHARLIE 241 M Murphy 3-8-13 F Tylicki

11-10 Nancy From Nairobi, 5-2 Le Maitre Chat, 6-1 others.

8.30 Amateurs' Handicap
(£2,807: 1m 3f 135y) (10)

1 (1) -6121 BERTIE MOON 7 (C) G Deacon 4-11-6 Miss P Fuller (5)
2 (4) 4-615 ALDWICK BAY 59 (C,D) T Dascombe 6-11-0

Miss C Greenway (5)
3 (5) 314d6 PANDORICA 38 (P) B Llewellyn 6-10-9 J Williams (7)
4 (3) 62263 MY LORD 15J L Dace 6-10-8 J Doe (7)
5 (6) -0000 COULOIR EXTREME 14 (V,CD) G L Moore 4-10-6

Miss H Moore (3)
6 (7) -0324 NORSE LIGHT 23 (B) R Beckett 3-10-3 H Hunt (5)
7 (9) 01004 GANNICUS 38 (T) B Powell 3-10-0 H Bannister
8 (2) 40064 ADMIRABLE DUQUE 19 (B,D) D Ffrench Davis 8-9-11

C Martin (3)
9 (10) -0353 ROYAL ETIQUETTE 53 (T,P,CD) Mrs L Hill 7-9-9

A Ferguson (5)
10 (8) 0-205 URBAN SPACE 36 (T,CD) J Flint 8-9-9 M Murphy

13-8 Bertie Moon, 13-2 Aldwick Bay, 9-1 Royal Etiquette, 10-1 others

Brian Clarke
Commentary

FISHING

CORRESPONDENT

Fish be blowed, let’s hear tales from the riverbank

I
have a friend who says he doesn’t
like to take a rod to the river
because it can spoil a proper
day’s fishing. All my pals —
experienced, getting-long-in-the-

tooth pals — know exactly what he
means, but plenty of others will not.
Let me explain. When an angler

starts out he is filled with the
challenge and excitement of it all.
First he wants to catch as many fish
as he can, then he wants to catch
monsters, then the ones that no one
else can deceive. There is an urgency
about every movement. Lunch is a
waste of time, tea-time is an apple.
Fish in the net are the focus of his life.
Later, the adrenaline pump slows.

Some reach a plateau and just potter
on. Some others retain the
enthusiasm but let go the obsession.
Much later a new phase is reached —
not by all but by some. What counts
now, after a lifetime at it, is not time
on the river or lake but on the bank.
The best of any day’s fishing then is

spent not thrashing the water but
with old friends: pals whose company
and conversation, over 20 years, 30
years and more have become more
treasured than any fish that swims —
even that one rising right there, right
now. This is what my pal meant.
A couple of weeks back, on a

stupefyingly hot day, I had a terrific
afternoon’s proper fishing. Up to then
I hadn’t held a rod all year, a dodgy
wrist making it difficult to grip one
and impossible to cast. But by early
last month I’d felt an improvement
and the siren river beckoned. With a
clear day in the diary and a yearning
inside, I decided I had to go.
By 1 o’clock, 60 miles on from a late

start, I was off the road and lurching
and rolling across the field to where
the distant willows and alders marked
the line of the river. Around the trees,
familiar cars; under the trees,
lounging in collapsible chairs, some of
my oldest pals were gathered.
Nothing had been arranged: it was

one of those entirely coincidental
turnouts that occasionally happen
and it was a joy to stumble upon it.
The coffee flasks were out and there
was not a rod insight. Proper fishing
was in full swing.
In no time I was immersed, deep

into the cocooned intimacy of it,
while the wider world faded and the
heat bore down. There was the
inevitable round of health checks,
reports of this creak here, that creak
there, the odd test or two for a couple.
We all knew that waggish Bill had

been through a rough time. “How are
things now, Bill?” “Oh, fine. I feel like
an 18-year-old again.” A pause and a
smile. “But Pauline won’t let me have
one.” Boom boom.
An hour passes, then two. By now

the sandwiches have come and gone,
as has the bottle of white that John
had left cooling in the river, tethered
by a piece of string. Every now and
then someone gets up and drifts off,

sometimes with a rod, sometimes not,
but always comes back, always
unrewarded and wilting. We get the
horrors of Tony’s house move, the
triumph of his barbel outing to the
Wye and Barry’s two salmon off the
Tay. Reminiscences of days together
come and go, not forgetting the story
of the late, much-missed Tom driving
into the river late one night — “just
too idle to fall in like the rest of us”.
At 4 o’clock I decide I have to go

through the motions. I put up my rod,
make my way slowly upstream in the

certain knowledge that, in this heat, it
is useless. So 30 blank minutes later I
make my way back downstream
again, wilting like everyone else.
We’re on to book-collecting now and
the depressed state of the
second-hand market. Naturally the
state of rivers gets a good going-over:
the insidious dangers of diffuse
pollution, the scourge of abstraction,
the way hormone-mimicking
chemicals are feminising male fish
and flies.
“I see that Paterson’s gone and not

before time,” somebody volunteers, to
vigorous nodding. Owen Paterson,
the former environment secretary
who once said that “the purpose of
waterways is to get rid of water”, is
not mourned in conservationist
circles and we are all apprehensive
about the new dredging regime that
he launched during the floods.
And so it goes: more brief

saunterings along the bank and back,
more chewings-over of this and that,
some discussion of a new book that
one of us is writing. Someone brings
out a packet of sticky things and
hands them around. “Anyone got any
coffee left?” Mike, our omnipresent
keeper, drops by. There’ll be a good
hatch of fly and the fish will be up for
them but it will be very late, he says.
I look at my watch and see that,

somehow, it has got to 7pm. By late,
Peter means 8pm or 9pm-plus,
definitely too late for me, because to
stay on to the end of the rise would
mean getting home at an impossible
time. I tackle down, make my
farewells and lurch and roll back
across the meadow to the gate and
the road.
I feel completely relaxed. My long

layoff is over, I’ve had a mayfly land
on my hand, watched a water vole
sniffle-snuffling across the river on
busy errands, seen the kingfisher
three or four times. Best of all, there’s
been the impromptu reunion. Yes, it’s
been a wonderful day out and a great
day’s proper fishing — and neither a
fish nor scarcely a rod has intruded.
6 Brian Clarke’s angling column
appears on the first Monday of each
month.

Ashore thing: exchanges of stories involving health and other issues happen as
a matter of course and provide a great deal of amusement for the participants

GETTY IMAGES

Blinkered first time: Carlisle 7.45 Pindar. Kempton Park
3.45 Equitable. 4.15 Dark Reality, Risk 'N' Reward, Third
Strike. 4.45 Celestial Knight. Ripon 2.30 Greenbury.
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Tottenham
close in on
£17m deal for
Musacchio

WINDOW WATCH
Gary Jacob

Tottenham Hotspur appear to be
close to agreeing a £17million deal for
Mateo Musacchio, the Villarreal and
Argentina centre back, whose arrival
would probably lead to the sale of
Vlad Chiriches and Michael Dawson.

6Sunderland are interested in
Frederico Venâncio, of Vitoria
Setubal, and José Giménez, the
Atletico Madrid central defenders,
who played for Uruguay against
England at the World Cup finals, and
are seeking to sign on loan Abel
Hernández, the Uruguay striker, from
Palermo. Sunderland want up to
£8million for Connor Wickham, who
has entered the final year of his deal.

6Dani Osvaldo, the Southampton
striker, is expected to have a medical
with Inter Milan today with Saphir
Taider, the Algeria midfielder, moving
to St Mary’s Stadium in a loan swap
deal.

6Atletico Madrid appear to have
persuaded Miranda, the central
defender, to stay at the Spanish club
after interest from Chelsea.

6Marseilles have made an approach
to sign Mapou Yanga-Mbiwa, the

Newcastle United defender who cost
£8.5million from Montpellier 18
months ago.

6West Bromwich Albion are close to
a deal for Jason Davidson, the
Heracles Almelo left-sided defender.
The 23-year-old has one year left on
his contract with the Dutch club and
played for Australia at the World Cup
finals in June.

6Swansea City are monitoring Adam
Matthews, the Celtic and former
Cardiff City right back, and have
offered £2.4million for Ramon Azeez,
the Almeria midfielder.

6Mauricio Isla will have a medical
today before completing a move on
loan to Queens Park Rangers. The
west London club have reduced their
valuation of Adel Taarabt to
£4million in talks with AC Milan.

6Antonio Luna, the Aston Villa left
back, is expected to have a medical
with Hellas Verona today while Lazio
believe that Ron Vlaar could cost as
little as £5.5million. Lazio want to pair
Vlaar, the Villa centre back, with
Stefan de Vrij, his Holland team-mate.

6 Javi Manquillo is expected to arrive
in Merseyside today to have a medical
before a proposed loan move to
Liverpool from Atletico Madrid.

6Crystal Palace have been offered
Lamine Sane, the Bordeaux holding
midfielder who can also play at centre
back. He has one more year left on
his contact with the French club.

Osvaldo, the Italy
striker, is to have a
medical at Inter

Results
Football
Scottish Communities League Cup: First
round: Airdrie 1 Stenhousemuir 3; Albion 0
Livingston 0 (Livingston won 4-3 on pens);
Alloa Athletic 1 Stirling Albion 0; Brechin 0
Dumbarton 1; Clyde 1Cowdenbeath 2; Dundee
4 Peterhead 0; Dunfermline 5 Annan Athletic
1; East Stirlingshire 0 Ayr United 4; Hamilton
2 Arbroath 1; Montrose 1 Falkirk 3; Morton 2
Berwick 1;QueenofSouth5ElginCity 0; Raith
4 Forfar 2; Stranraer 1 East Fife 0.

Cricket
NatWest T20 Blast
Quarter-finals
Essex v Warwickshire
Chelmsford (Essex won toss): Warwickshire
beat Essex by 19 runs
Birmingham Bears (balls)
W T S Porterfield b Bopara 32 (27)
*V Chopra not out 86 (54)
J P Webb b Bopara 1 (2)
R Clarke not out 70 (37)
Extras (lb 4, w 4) 8
Total (2 wkts, 20 overs) 197
L J Evans, A Javid, J S Patel, †T R Ambrose, R
O Gordon, O J Hannon-Dalby andW B Rankin
did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-61, 2-63.

Bowling:Westley 1-0-2-0; Masters 4-0-40-0;
Napier 4-0-44-0; Phillips 3-0-30-0; Topley
4-1-35-0; Bopara 4-0-42-2.
Essex Eagles (balls)
M L Pettini b Rankin 26 (21)
J D Ryder c Patel b Gordon 20 (9)
T Westley lbw b Rankin 13 (16)
R S Bopara c Evans b Gordon 24 (21)
*R N Ten Doeschate not out 61 (37)
†J S Foster c sub b Rankin 15 (8)
T J Phillips not out 10 (9)
Extras (lb 4, w 3, nb 2) 9
Total (5 wkts, 20 overs) 178
G M Smith, G R Napier, D D Masters and R J
W Topley did not bat.
Fall ofwickets:1-31, 2-64, 3-65, 4-102, 5-134.
Bowling: Hannon-Dalby 4-0-37-0; Clarke 3-0-
22-0;Gordon3-0-38-2; Patel 4-0-23-0;Rankin
4-0-34-3; Javid 2-0-20-0.
Umpires: D J Millns and R T Robinson.

Surrey v Worcestershire
Kia Oval (Surrey won toss): Surrey beat
Worcestershire by three wickets
Worcestershire Rapids (balls)
*D K H Mitchell run out 10 (12)
R K Oliver b Peterson 34 (36)
T Kohler-Cadmore b Peterson 13 (13)
C Munro b Dunn 5 (7)
R A Whiteley b Batty 17 (11)
†O B Cox b Dunn 5 (3)
J Leach b Dernbach 20 (15)
B L D’Oliveira not out 14 (10)

S H Choudhry lbw b Dernbach 4 (4)
J D Shantry b Azhar 8 (6)
M J McClenaghan not out 3 (3)
Extras (lb 1, w 7) 8
Total (9 wkts, 20 overs) 141
Fall of wickets: 1-19, 2-39, 3-47, 4-78, 5-85,
6-97, 7-115, 8-128, 9-137.
Bowling: Dilshan 2-0-13-0; Azhar 4-0-32-1;
Dernbach 4-0-22-2; Peterson 2-0-12-2; Batty
4-0-33-1; Dunn 4-0-28-2.
Surrey (balls)
J J Roy c Mitchell b Shantry 52 (23)
T M Dilshan c Choudhry b Shantry 1 (3)
K P Pietersen c Kohler-Cadmore b Leach29 (27)
*†G C Wilson c Shantry b Leach 12 (13)
R J Burns run out 2 (2)
Azhar Mahmood c Leach b McClenaghan9 (11)
R J Peterson not out 24 (12)
Z S Ansari c Cox b Munro 2 (5)
G J Batty not out 2 (3)
Extras (b 2, lb 2, w 7) 11
Total (7 wkts, 16.3 overs) 144
J W Dernbach and M P Dunn did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-35, 2-67, 3-89, 4-104, 5-106,
6-121, 7-128.
Bowling: Shantry 4-0-26-2; McClenaghan
4-0-44-1; Leach 4-0-22-2; Choudhry
2.3-0-29-0; Mitchell 1-0-11-0; Munro 1-0-8-1.
Umpires: R J Bailey and N G B Cook.

Lancashire v Glamorgan
EmiratesOldTrafford (Glamorganwon toss):
Lancashire beat Glamorgan by one run

Lancashire Lightning
T C Smith c Wallace b Wagg 5
A G Prince b Wagg 7
U T Khawaja c Cosker b Hogan 67
K R Brown st Wallace b Salter 15
*P J Horton c Goodwin b Salter 3
S J Croft c Allenby b Wagg 16
†A L Davies c sub b Hogan 4
J Clark not out 6
W A White c Allenby b Hogan 4
S D Parry not out 0
Extras (lb 6, w 4) 10
Total (8 wkts, 20 overs) 137
K M Jarvis to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-8, 2-19, 3-59, 4-67, 5-121,
6-122, 7-129, 8-135.
Bowling: Salter 4-0-19-2; Wagg 4-0-28-3;
Hogan 4-0-33-3; Allenby 3-0-14-0; Cosker
4-0-35-0; Rudolph 1-0-2-0.
Glamorgan
†M A Wallace c Davies b Smith 2
*J Allenby c Horton b Croft 38
J A Rudolph not out 67
M W Goodwin b Clark 17
C B Cooke b Clark 2
S J Walters b Clark 0
D L Lloyd c Smith b Clark 0
G G Wagg c White b Jarvis 3
A G Salter not out 5
Extras (lb 1, w 1) 2
Total (7 wkts, 20 overs) 136
D A Cosker and M G Hogan to bat.

Fall of wickets: 1-5, 2-64, 3-92, 4-100, 5-100,
6-100, 7-114.
Bowling: Croft 4-0-25-1; Smith 2-0-10-1;
Jarvis 3-0-25-1; White 3-0-28-0; Parry
4-0-25-0; Clark 4-1-22-4.
Umpires: J H Evans and P J Hartley

Rugby league
First Utility Super League: Castleford 64
London Broncos 18; Wakefield 18
Huddersfield 36; Widnes 28 Hull 10.
Kingstone Press Championship: Batley 6
Leigh 36; Doncaster 22 Sheffield 26;
Featherstone 62 Barrow 12; Halifax 36
Dewsbury 24; Rochdale 30 North Wales
Crusaders 28; Swinton 10 Keighley 17;
Workington 20 Whitehaven 18.

Fixtures
Football
Kick off 7.45
Friendly matches: Bury Town v Cambridge
United; St Albans City v Stevenage.

Cricket
First under-19 international: Final day of
four: Fenner’s: England v South Africa (11.0).

Spain’s top-flight clubs are close to
securing an agreement to sell their TV
rights collectively from the start of the
2016-17 season in an attempt to mirror
the success of the Barclays Premier
League and prevent another decade of
dominance by Real Madrid and Barce-
lona.
Between 2004, when Rafael Benítez

ledValencia to the title, and 2014, when
Atletico Madrid were champions, Real
and Barcelona won every title and
signed a raft of the world’s best players.
I n no small part that disparity was

down to La Liga’s clubs selling their

Exclusive Rory Smith

Spanish giants back collective bargaining

Wenger questions City methods
Arsène Wenger has suggested that
Frank Lampard’s impending move on
loan toManchester City could be away
for the Barclays Premier League
champions to sidestep Uefa’s Financial
Fair Play rules.
The Arsenal manager questioned

whetherCity couldbeusingother clubs
in their network to share players and
suggested some could perceive that as a
way to limit wage costs or benefit from
having home-grown players.
City confirmed that the England

midfielder, who has signed for New
York City, their sister club, will play for
them until the start of the Major
League Soccer season in the spring.
City’s owners have also bought
Melbourne City, the Australian
A-League side, and a minority stake in
Yokohama F-Marinos, the J-League
club.
Wenger said that hewas surprised by

Lampard’s move after the player was
releasedbyChelsea this summer. “After
the statements we heard it looks like all
these City clubs will feed the main
club,” Wenger said. “I heard they want
to buy five clubs all around the world. I
don’t know the rules well enough.
“They bought the New York

franchise for $100million (about
£59million) in the States to play next
season and at the moment the players
they sign cannot play until next year.
They will register [players] in the clubs
where they will put them and they can
get out on loan. Is it away to get around
the Fair Play? I don’t know.”
Lampard could be important to

Manuel Pellegrini, theCitymanager, in
the Champions League as he counts as
home grown. City must include five
home-grown players in a restricted 21-
mansquad inEuropeafter failingUefa’s
Financial Fair Play test. Arsenal meet
City in the Community Shield on

Sunday and Wenger has other
concerns after losing 1-0 to Monaco in
the Emirates Cup yesterday, a
competition won by Valencia. A day
after beating Benfica 5-1, Arsenal
struggled to break down their French
opponents.
JackWilshere is inneedof gamesand

OlivierGiroudwas unfit and hauled off

at half-time. The France striker has
been back in training for a week after
playing in the World Cup finals but
there is a strong suggestion that
Arsenal would sell him if they could
find a world-class alternative.
“Today Giroud was not ready at all,”

Wenger said. “Sometimes when you
come back late, you want to work hard,

but in thegameyouarenot as sharp.He
hasworkedveryhard thisweekandnot
recovered.”
Wilshere was booked for a late lunge

on Nabil Dirar, and Radamel Falcao
escaped Laurent Koscielny to head the
only goal from the resulting free kick.
Mathieu Flamini was fortunate only to
be booked for a two-footed tackle on
Dirar.
Thibaut Courtois conceded twice

playing in a Chelsea shirt for the first
time after his return from Atletico
Madrid, away to Werder Bremen in a
friendly yesterday. The Belgium
goalkeeper made some good saves but
was beaten by a penalty and a header
during the first half in a 3-0 defeat. Petr
Cech featured in the second half, when
Didier Drogba also played.
José Mourinho, the Chelsea

manager, said thathehadnotdecided if
Courtois or Cech will play against
Burnley in the club’s opening Barclays
Premier League fixture. “Courtois has
only had two days of training, he is not
ready,” Mourinho said. “Petr [Cech] is
the same, so the decision was 45-45
here and the next match [against
Ferencvaros] in Turkey will be exactly
the same thing.”

Gary Jacob

Frustrating start: Alexis Sánchez, above, featured for Arsenal, but they were defeated 1-0 by Monaco in the Emirates Cup
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broadcast rights on an individual basis.
Real and Barcelona earn about
£120million each per season, more
than twice as much as their nearest
challengers, Atletico.
That imbalance has enabled both

clubs to bring in a succession of super-
stars, but Josep Maria Bartomeu, the
Barcelona president, has told The
Times that he expects Spain to adopt a
Premier League-stylemodel in time for
the start of the season.
“Barcelona and Madrid sell [their

rights] individually and we negotiate
with a lot of success,” he said. “That
helps us to have as many of the best
players in the world as possible. But we

know the problem: the Premier League
is very competitive. You never know
who will win. In Spain, between 2004
and 2014 it has been just Barcelona and
Madrid, mainly Barcelona.”
Bartomeu insists Barcelona have led

the way in the campaign to sell the
rights collectively, even if it would not
benefit them in the short term.
“We are leading the attempt to find a

consensus,” he said. “It has been our
objective for a long time to convince all
of the clubs in La Liga to sell the rights
as a competition. Not all of them have
been helpful. We will make the same,
but the increase [in revenue] will go to
the other clubs.”
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Finn rewarded
for progress
with recall to
England squad
John Westerby

Amatter ofmonths after being deemed
unselectable, Steven Finn was recalled
by England yesterday, added to the
squad for the fourth Investec Test
match against India in place of Liam
Plunkett, who has an ankle injury.
It remains to be seen whether Finn’s

rehabilitation after a traumatic winter
in Australia is considered sufficient for
him to be included in the starting XI at
Emirates Old Trafford on Thursday,
but theMiddlesex fast bowler is clearly
a like-for-like replacement for
Plunkett, England’s quickest bowler
this summer.
Finn, 25, returned home early from

Australia in January, during the
one-day series that followed the Ashes
whitewash, after technical problems
with his bowling action became so
acute that he could not be considered
for selection. Remedial workwithMid-

dlesex has resulted in some encourag-
ing performances in the LV= County
Championship and only three
first-division bowlers have taken more
than his 44 wickets at 29.72 this season.
The next stage in his rehabilitation

was due to come with England Lions,
who begin a triangular one-day series
with New Zealand A and Sri Lanka A
this week, but Plunkett’s ankle injury
has seen him promoted further. His
place in theLions squadwill be takenby
Boyd Rankin, another tall pace bowler
attempting to rediscover his best form.
Finnhas taken90wickets in 23Tests,

but has not played a five-day match for
England since the first Ashes Test at
Trent Bridge in July last year.
With Chris Woakes expected to

retain his place, England must decide
whether to persevere with Jordan, who
did not take a wicket in the third Test,
with Finn and Ben Stokes the other
seam-bowling options in a 13-man
squad.

Finn is like-for-like
replacement for
injured Plunkett

Vince’s battering
ensures the curse
continues for
Nottinghamshire

NatWest T20 Blast
Neville Scott

The curse lives on. For the fourth
consecutive season, the apparent boon
of a home quarter-final turned to
dismay for Nottinghamshire when, in
front of a crowd of 11,237, they went
down to bitter defeat yet again. Victims
of a superb unbeaten 93 from James
Vince, the young Hampshire captain’s
Twenty20career-best, they lostwithan
over unbowled.
In the group stage of this campaign,

there were only ten scores by the side
batting first that equalled or bettered
the 197 for two posted by the Outlaws
and eight times such totals brought vic-

tory. Not so yesterday. Proving them-
selves unarguably the finest exponents
of theTwenty20 format in recent years,
Hampshire ultimately cruised to their
fifth finals day in as many summers.
They took the title in 2010 and 2012.
Their progress this time looked far

from assured at the end of the 11th over
of the reply, with the game suddenly
returned to tantalising parity. Ajmal
Shahzad had been brought back in
pursuit of wickets and obliged with two
in as many balls as GlennMaxwell, out
for 11, gloved a hook at one that lifted
and Jimmy Adams was immediately
confounded by a slower ball that he
lobbed to cover.
At the end of the over, Hampshire

were 101 for three, needing 97 more at
10.78 per over, as stiff as the asking rate
was ever to become. For their part, at
this stage, Nottinghamshire had been
108 for one. But Vince, who had earlier
been reprieved by Alex Hales off
Shahzad when he cut to point, passed
fifty from 31 balls and then delivered a
brief assault that changed the tone of
the chase.
From the last three balls of the 12th

over, he hit Samit Patel for two sixes
before taking the single that retained
the strike. The next over began with a
no-ball from Steven Mullaney, also
struck for six, and Vince took another
four from the next ball. The mood
perceptibly changed. Two further
wickets, in the 17th and 19th overs, went
down but it was far too late.
James Taylor, the Outlaws captain,

conceded: “This was by far and away
the worst we’ve bowled this
tournament. We never really executed

a single plan throughout their innings.
It’s devastating for thecluband theguys
as individuals.”
Vince said: “In my first year as cap-

tain, the pressurewas on at themidway
stage of the chase. Hales gave me a life
early on which was nice. It was a good
wicket with good bounce. It’s special to
chase down a score like that.”

The 23-year-old’s key allies were
Michael Carberry, with whom he put
on 70 for the firstwicket in 43 balls until
his partner, advancing to cut at Patel’s
first ball, was stumped for 31, and Sean
Ervine, fourth out when caught at
long-on for 39 with only 20 more
needed from the final three overs.
Carberry said: “In termsof gamesour

young guys have played, they’re very
experienced. That comes through in
games like this, goingdownto thewire.”
In fact, for a side with four bowlers in
the top 14 wicket-takers this campaign,
Hampshire, Will Smith aside, had
looked oddly nervous earlier.
A wonderfully innovative Patel

dominated an unbroken stand of 79
with Riki Wessels through the final
seven overs of the Outlaws’ innings.
Unbeaten on 53 from 24 balls, with
Wessels on 62 from 41, Patel left the
field to the cheers of the throng, appar-
ently having set up victory. But the
curse remains.

Scoreboard

Notts Outlaws (balls)
A D Hales c Adams b Coles 51 (45)
M J Lumb c Ervine b Coles 22 (11)
M H Wessels not out 62 (41)
S R Patel not out 53 (24)
Extras (b 4, w 3, nb 2) 9
Total (2 wkts, 20 overs) 197
*J W A Taylor, J E C Franklin, †C M W Read, S J
Mullaney, A Shahzad, L J Fletcher and H F Gurney did
not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-35, 2-118.
Bowling: Smith 4-0-24-0; Wood 4-0-38-0; Abbott
4-0-51-0; Coles 4-0-36-2; Briggs 4-0-44-0.
Hampshire (balls)
*J M Vince not out 93 (51)
M A Carberry st Read b Patel 31 (21)
G J Maxwell c Read b Shahzad 11 (9)
J H K Adams c Mullaney b Shahzad 0 (1)
S M Ervine c Lumb b Fletcher 39 (24)
W R Smith c Mullaney b Fletcher 9 (9)
M T Coles not out 1 (3)
Extras (b 4, lb 1, w 1, nb 8) 14
Total (5 wkts, 19 overs) 198
†A J AWheater, C PWood, D R Briggs and K J Abbott
did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-70, 2-97, 3-97, 4-178, 5-193.
Bowling: Fletcher 4-0-26-2; Gurney 3-0-45-0;
Shahzad 4-0-33-2; Mullaney 3-0-34-0; Patel
4-0-43-1; Franklin 1-0-12-0.
Umpires: M A Gough and N A Mallender.

Exclusive to members

T20 Blast highlights
Watch James Vince’s
assault on the
Nottinghamshire
bowling attack

thetimes.co.uk/cricket

Edgbaston finals day line-up

Semi-finals (order to be decided)
Surrey v Birmingham Bears
Hampshire v Lancashire Lightning

Final to follow at 6.45pm on Saturday, August 23

Captain’s knock: Vince drives powerfully during his unbeaten 93, a career-best
in the competition, to guide Hampshire to the Twenty20 Finals Day once again

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, GRAHAMMORRIS

Trent Bridge (Nottinghamshire won toss): Hampshire
beat Notts Outlaws by five wickets

Nottinghamshire
v Hampshire
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Daley gives
team-mates
belief for the
tasks ahead
Craig Lord

When TomDaley overcame his fear of
a “demon twister” to trounce his
opponents and retain the 10-metre
platform title on Saturday, he took
England’s medal tally in the diving to a
record ten.
So far ahead of the competition was

the 20-year-old Olympic bronze
medal-winner that when he
approached his sixth and final dive as
the last man in the competition, he
could have fallen off the platform and
finished third.
As it was, his final dive fitted the bill:

a reverse three-and-a-half somersault
with tuck that left him with a score of
516.55 points, some way clear of Ooi
Tze Liang, the silver medal-winner
from Malaysia, on 433.70, and Vincent
Riendeau, of Canada, who won bronze,
on 429.25.
Daley’s success was backed up by

world-class performances from Jack
Laugher, a 19-year-old fromHarrogate.
After a successful World Cup season,
Laugher emerged as the most decor-
ated diver at the Commonwealth
Games, with gold in the one-metre
springboard and the synchronised
three-metre springboard with Chris
Mears, his partner, plus silver in the
three-metre springboard.
For Daley, the dream of Olympic

gold in Rio de Janeiro in 2016 remains
alive. “There’s every possibility I can
mix it with the Chinese,” he said.
“I wouldn’t mind if I never beat the
Chinese until 2016. You’ve got to do it
when it counts.”
Britain’s potential off the boards is

going from strength to strength, the
next wave of talent is coming into view
just as Daley did at 13. If Victoria
Vincent, 13, sailed through her first
international finals with flying colours
as the youngest competitor at the
Games, then Matthew Dixon, 14, her
England team-mate, looks set for a fine
future as he finished ninth behind
Daley. Hannah Starling won bronze in

Diving medals table

Gold Silver Bronze Total
1, England 4 3 3 10
2, Canada 3 2 2 7
3, Australia 2 3 3 8
4, Malaysia 1 2 1 4

the women’s three-metre springboard
final to add to thewomen’s tally of three
medals, topped by gold for Alicia Blagg
and Rebecca Gallantree in the
synchronised three-metre springboard
event. A silver for Sarah Barrow and
Tonia Couch in the synchronised ten-
metre platform made it one of each
colour.
The men’s total of seven medals

included a silver for Daley in the
synchronised ten-metre platform with
his new partner, James Denny, bronze
for Freddie Woodward and Nick
Robinson-Baker in the synchronised
three-metre springboard final won by
Laugher and Mears, and bronze in the
three-metre springboard for Oliver
Dingley.
Later this month, Daley, Laugher

and Co will take on the best of
Germany and Russia at the European
Championships in Berlin.
“There’s no reason they can’t com-

pete for the biggest prizes out there,”
Leon Taylor, a member of the England
coaching team, said. “Tom has shown
what’s possible and the rest have
started to believe it.”

Usain Bolt lit up a pewter sky in
Glasgowbut the real issue iswhetherhe
can do the same in Beijing.
The Commonwealth Games are not

high on his list of priorities, which was
made obvious by him skipping the 100
metres, and Glasgow would have been
a full-blooded successwithout its smat-
tering of stardust. The truth is athletics
needs Bolt more than Glasgow did.
Bolt’s gold medal in the 4x100

metres relay was significant because it
was his first and aGames record, large-
ly because he has never turned up
before, but the real battles lie ahead.
The Jamaican is crucial to athletics

because he is the man people still want
to trust.Of the 11 fastest times run in the
100 metres this season, only two have
been by men who have not served

doping bans. Take Bolt
away and it is not just
duller, it becomes a
tawdry exercise in
suspending disbelief.
The interest is to

see how Bolt runs
over the next
year. The fastest
man this year is
Justin Gatlin,
who has failed
two drug tests and should, in
many eyes, be serving a life
ban. Instead, he has clocked
9.80sec. Bolt had not run this
year before Glasgow but his
best last year was 9.77.
Athletics needs Bolt fit and
well, because if he is not, it is
highly possible that Gatlin
will win next year’s world title

in Beijing, in the arena where it
all started for Bolt, and that
would be an irony hard to cheer.
It would be melodramatic to say

he saved Glasgow, but he is
certainly saving his sport.

On Saturday night he
was at his best, the tugs
sunk by the wake of
the ultimate show-
boat. He danced to
the Proclaimers
beforehand, fist-
pumped starstruck
Clydesiders and
posed for a hundred
selfies. It is hard to
describe the shock and

awehe induces in live audiences, just as
he reduces some journalists to fawning
wrecks incapable of serious question-
ing. He gets massaged rather than
interrogated, but that is not his fault.
The fastest man on the planet is a

near-mythical moniker, but many of
those who have preceded him have
bastardised it with dastardly deeds.
Noneranas fast andnonehadanything
like the same capacity to merge
supremesportingabilitywith seductive
showmanship.
Bolt says he may go on until 2017. “I

asked Michael Johnson why he retired
when he was on top and he told me
there was nothing else for him to
accomplish,” he said. “I think when
you’ve accomplished everything you
want, then you should just retire.”
Let us hope not, because Bolt is in a

category of one.

Bolt’s fitness crucial if sprinting is to save face
Rick Broadbent
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Bolt lived up to
the expectations
of his many fans

Medals mean
more pressure
for Williams
and her peers
Exclusive English youngsters head for Zurich

JodieWilliams knowswhat it is to have
to perform under pressure. As one of
Britain’s finest juniors, much was
expected of her heading into 2012, but,
after a couple of years out of the
spotlight, theexpectation isbackonher
after winning two medals at the
Commonwealth Games.
Englandmanaged fivegoldmedals in

track and field, but it was the perform-
ance of many of the younger members
of the team that will most delight those
at British Athletics. Williams won a
silver medal in the 200 metres and a
bronze in the4x100metres relay, along
with BiancaWilliams, whowon bronze
behind her namesake in the individual
event. Therewere also silvermedals for
Adam Gemili in the 100 metres and
Jazmin Sawyers in the long jump.
All four of those are only 20, while

there were also silver medals for Isobel
Pooley, 21, in the high jump, and Laura
Weightman, 22, in the 1,500 metres.
Matthew Hudson-Smith, who
anchored the men’s 4x400 metres
team to gold in an impressive 44.70sec,
is only 19.
Williams is the poster girl of a

talented group of emerging sprinters
that includes Dina Asher-Smith, the
newly crowned junior world champion
over 100metres, andDesireeHenry, as

well as the more established names of
Asha Philip and Ashleigh Nelson.
“This has been brewing for a little

while, but this has been the big break-
through year formany,” JodieWilliams
said. “Over the next few years, we are
going to see something pretty special. I
have been on junior teams with all
these girls, we are all similar ages,we all
get on so well.”
The sprinters seem particularly

close, even though in the cut-throat
world of team selection they will all be
competing for the same places.
Celebrating their relay bronze medal
on Saturday, they looked a close team.
“It is the first time we have run

together as a team and it was an
amazing experience, really special,”
Williams said. “Me and Asha train
together, Bianca trains at the same
place, we are really close, but there is
that healthy rivalry on the track and
thatwill produce special performances.
“It is going to bemore like theAmeri-

cans and Jamaicans. We are going to
have different teams, because it is going
to be a real fight to get on the team. No
one is going to have an easy time of it;
you are going tohave to come in the top
two to get your place.”
Williams has improved her personal

best for the 200metres twice in the past
month, lowering it to 22.50sec at
Hampden Park last week as she chased
homeBlessingOkagbare, of Nigeria, in
the final.
It is only eight days until the start of

theEuropeanChampionships inZurich
and Williams will be expected to
perform again, when Dafne Schippers,
of the Netherlands, will be favourite in
the sprints.
“I think I thrive under pressure,”

Williams said. “Ever since I started I
have been under pressure. As horrible
as it is, I love it. If youareunderpressure
it means people think you are
performing well and people are
expecting good things, so you have got
to take it as a compliment.
“But you can’t let it get to you —

something I learnt from my junior

years is to just focusonyourself, doyour
own thing and if it happens it happens.
“I still think there is more to come. I

couldn’t put a number on it, but the
200metreswasn’t aperfect race. I could
have run the bend harder, but there is
definitelymore to come. It is going tobe
a great race in Zurich. It’s a quick track,
it’s going to be hot and there will be a
talentedcropofpeople there, especially
Dafne.”
There is a quick turnaround for

Williams and the rest of the team
before Zurich, notmuch time to rest on
those laurels handed out this week.
“It hasn’t sunk in yet,” she said. “I

have been on the go since it started; I
haven’t had that moment to sit down
and take it all in.
“When I get home, I will have aweek

before I go to Zurich to sit down and
discuss it with my coach [Christine
Bowmaker]. I’m sure she has some
criticisms.”

Ron Lewis Athletics Correspondent

Fulfilling potential: Jodie Williams, celebrating second place in the 200 metres
final, later added to her medal tally with a bronze in the 4x100 metres relay

STEVEN PASTON/ACTION IMAGES

Athletics medals table

Gold Silver Bronze Total
1, Kenya 10 10 3 23
2, Jamaica 10 3 6 19
3, Australia 8 1 3 12
4, England 5 13 9 27
5, Canada 5 2 10 17
6, South Africa 3 4 2 9
7, Nigeria 3 3 1 7
8, New Zealand 1 2 2 5
9, Scotland 1 2 1 4
10, India 1 1 1 3
11, Uganda 1 0 2 3
12, Grenada 1 0 1 2
13, Botswana 1 0 0 1
14, Trinidad &Tobago 0 3 4 7
15, Wales 0 2 1 3
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Commonwealth Games results
Athletics
Finals: Men: 1,500m: 1, J Kiplagat Magut (Ken)
3min 39.31sec; 2, R Kwemoi (Ken) 3:39.53;
3, N Willis (NZ) 3:39.60; 4, J Cronje (SA)
3:39.65; 5, J Riseley (Aus) 3:40.27; 6, C O’Hare
(Scot) 3:40.63; 7, C Grice (Eng) 3:41.58;
8, B B J Baynit (Tan) 3:41.74; 9, J Matthews
(NZ) 3:41.84; 10, C Gowell (Wales) 3:42.10;
11, R Musagala (Uga) 3:42.42; 12, E Motonei
Manangoi (Ken) 3:45.47. Javelin: 1, J Kiplangat
Yego (Ken) 83.87m; 2, K Walcott (Trin) 82.67;
3, H Peacock (Aus) 81.75; 4, J Robinson (Aus)
79.95; 5,SFarquhar (NZ)78.14; 6,RVanRooyen
(SA) 76.84; 7, L Cann (Aus) 75.93; 8, L Doran
(Wales) 72.73; 9, J Ampomah (Gha) 69.56;
10, L Copeland (Fiji) 68.50; VKasana (India) and
R Singh Khaira (India) no mark. Triple jump:
1, K Mokoena (SA) 17.20m; 2, T Oke (Nigeria)
16.84; 3, AASingh (India) 16.63; 4, OOlamgoke
(Nigeria) 16.56; 5, P Idowu (Eng) 16.45;
6, N Fox (Eng) 16.26; 7, D Lewis (Jam) 16.09;
8, Y Duranona Garcia (Dominica) 15.81;
9, E Kiplagat Kimitei (Ken) 15.45; 10, DMcLean
(Jam) 15.38; 11, N Douglas (Eng) 14.56.
4x100m relay: 1, Jamaica (J Livermore, K Bai-
ley-Cole,NAshmeade,UBolt) 37.58sec (Games
record); 2, England (A Gemili, H Aikines-
Aryeetey, R Kilty, D Talbot) 38.02; 3, Trinidad &
Tobago (K Bledman, M Burns, R Sorrillo, R
Thompson) 38.10; 4, SouthAfrica (HBruintjies,
S Magakwe, N Titi, A Simbine) 38.35; 5, Baha-
mas (A Griffith, S Hart, W Fraser, T Smith)
39.16; 6, Nigeria (E Oduduru, M Edwards, O
Metu, M Jelks) 40.17; 7, Antigua & Barbuda (C
Greene,DBailey,KColbourne,MFrancis)40.45;
8, Canada did not finish. 4x400m relay: 1, Eng-
land (C Williams, M Bingham, D Awde,
M Hudson-Smith) 3min 0.46sec; 2, Bahamas
(L Williams, M Mathieu, A Russell, C Brown)
3:00.51; 3, Trinidad & Tobago (L Gordon,
J Solomon, R Quow, Z Hewitt) 3:01.51;
4, Jamaica (A Gauntlett, E Steele, C Fitten,

RMcDonald) 3:02.17; 5, Scotland (K Robertson,
G Plenderleith, J Bowie, G Louden) 3:04.07;
6, Australia (C Burns, A Beck, J Geddes,
J Steffensen) 3:04.19; 7, Nigeria (S Isah,
MUkaoma,NAkwu,CCuevas-Morton)3:04.86;
8, Zambia (T Mukhala, E Mwewa, C Nyimbili,
S Kombe) 3:10.26. Women: 5,000m:
1, M Cherono (Ken) 15min 7.21sec; 2, J Kisa
(Ken) 15:08.90; 3, J Pavey (Eng) 15:08.96;
4,MMuriuki (Ken)15:10.38;5,EWellings (Aus)
15:14.99;6, L Whittle (Scot) 15:33.72;
7, E Brichacek (Aus) 15:39.96; 8, E Gorecka
(Eng) 15:40.03; 9, B Potter (Scot) 15:44.38;
10, J O’Connell (Can) 15:45.33. Pole vault:
1, ABoyd (Aus) 4.50m; 2, S Peake (Wales) 4.25;
3, A Newman (Can) 3.80; 3, S Scott (Eng) 3.80.
No mark: Z Brown (N Ire), K Byres (Eng),
OCurran (IoM), LParnov (Aus),VParnov (Aus),
H Paxton (Scot). 4x100m relay: 1, Jamaica
(K Stewart, V Campbell-Brown, S Calvert,
S Fraser-Pryce) 41.83sec (Games record);
2, Nigeria (G Asumnu, B Okagbare, D Duncan,
L Ozoh) 42.92; 3, England (A Philip, BWilliams,
J Williams, A Nelson) 43.10; 4, Canada (C Em-
manuel, K Hyacinthe, P George, K Bingham)
43.33; 5, Australia (M Breen, A Whittaker, E
Nelson, M Gayen) 44.21; 6, Bahamas (K Sey-
mour, S Ferguson, C Armbrister, N Smith)
44.25; 7,Wales (H Brier, H Thomas,MMoore, R
Johncock) 44.51; 8, Trinidad & Tobago (D John,
R Thomas, L Wickham, K Durant) 44.78.
4x400m relay: 1, Jamaica (C Day, N Williams-
Mills, A Le-Roy, S McPherson) 3min 23.82sec
(Games record); 2, Nigeria (P George, R George,
A Benjamin, F Abugan) 3:24.71; 3, England (C
Ohuruogu, S Cox, KMassey, A Onuora) 3:27.24;
4, Australia (A Rubie, C Sargent, L Wells, M
Mitchell) 3:30.27; 5, Canada (A Jean-Baptiste,
WDorr, NMontcalm, C Chase) 3:32.45; 6, Trini-
dad & Tobago (S Fermin, D Williams, J Bellille,
R Modeste) 3:33.50; 7, Bahamas (C Amertil, S
Miller, L Clarke,MByfield) 3:34.86; PMachetti-
ra (India) disqualified.

Badminton
Men: Singles: Semi-finals: D Wong (Sing) bt R
V Gurusaidutt (India) 16-21, 21-19, 21-15; K
Parupalli (India) bt R Ouseph (Eng) 18-21,
21-17, 21-18. Gold-medal contest: Parupalli bt
Wong 21-14, 11-21, 21-19.Bronze:Gurusaidutt
bt Ouseph 21-15, 14-21, 21-19. Doubles: Semi-
finals:Malaysia bt England (A Ellis & C Adcock)
21-19, 21-19; Singapore bt England
(C Langridge & P Mills) 16-21, 21-16, 21-19.
Gold-medal contest:Malaysia (WTan&WGoh)
bt Singapore (D Chrisnanta & C Triyachart)
21-12, 12-21, 21-15.Bronze: England Langridge
& Mills) bt England (Ellis & Adcock) 21-17
21-17.Women: Singles: Semi-finals:MLi (Can)
bt P V Sindhu (India) 22-20, 22-20; K Gilmour
(Scot) bt Tee Jing Yi (Malaysia) 21-13, 21-19.
Gold-medal contest: Li (Can) bt Gilmour 21-14,
21-7. Bronze: Sindhu bt Tee 23-21, 21-9.
Doubles: Semi-finals: India bt Malaysia 21-7,
21-12; Malaysia bt England (Adcock & L Smith)
21-16, 21-11. Gold-medal contest:Malaysia (K
Woon &VHoo) bt India (J Gutta &A Ponnappa)
21-17,23-21.Bronze:England(Adcock&Smith)
bt Malaysia 16-21, 21-15, 21-16. Mixed: Semi-
finals: England (C Adcock & G Adcock) bt
Scotland (I Bankier & R Blair) 21-14, 21-14;
England (C Langridge & H Olver) bt Malaysia
21-15, 20-22, 21-13. Gold-medal contest:
England (C Adcock & G Adcock) bt England
(Langridge & Olver) 21-9, 21-12. Bronze:
Scotland (Bankier & Blair) bt Malaysia 21-17,
21-11.

Boxing
Finals: Men: 49kg: P Barnes (N Ire) bt D
Laishram (India) 3-0. 52kg:AMoloney (Aus) bt
MWaseem (Pak) 3-0. 56kg:MConlan (N Ire) bt
Q Ashfaq (Eng) 3-0. 60kg: C Flynn (Scot) bt J
Fitzpatrick (N Ire) 3-0. 64kg: J Taylor (Scot) bt
J Jonas (Nam) 3-0. 69kg: S Fitzgerald (Eng) bt

M Jangra (India) 3-0. 75kg:A Fowler (Eng) bt V
Vijender (India) 3-0. 81kg: D Nyika (NZ) bt K St
Pierre (Maur) 3-0. 91kg: S El-Mais (Can) bt D
Light (NZ)2-1.+91kg: J Joyce (Eng) bt JGoodall
(Aus) 3-0.Women: 48-51kg: N Adams (Eng) bt
MWalsh (N Ire ) 2-1. 57 - 60kg: S Watts (Aus)
bt L Devi (India) 3-0. 69-75kg: SMarshall (Eng)
bt A Fortin (Can) 0-0.

Cycling — road

Men’s road race: 1, G Thomas (Wales) 4hr
13min 5sec; 2, J Bauer (NZ) 4:14:26; 3, S
Thwaites (Eng) 4:14:26; 4, R Downing (Eng)
4:17:34; 5, MRenshaw (Aus) 4:17:34; 6, L Rowe
(Wales) 4:17:37; 7, G Henderson (NZ) 4:18:20;
8, P Kennaugh (IoM) 4:18:20; 9, D Craven (Nam)
4:22:08; 10, S Davies (Wales) 4:23:15; 11, D
Millar (Scot) 4:23:26; 12, C Ewan (Aus) 4:24:27.
Did not finish:SDowney (N Ire), S Clarke (Aus),
G Ferguson (Scot), T Moses (Eng), T Scully
(NZ),NHaas(Aus),THorton(Guer),SArchbold
(NZ), O Doull (Wales), M Hepburn (Aus), W
Routley (Can), J Kelly (IoM), C McConvey (N
Ire), S Tuft (Can), P Oldham (Eng), R RAiken (N
Ire), T Drobisch (Nam), J Sergent (NZ), P
Hawkins (N Ire), S Harrison (Wales), J
McLaughlin (Guer), J Mccallum (Scot).
Women’s road race: 1, L Armitstead (Eng) 2hr
38min 43sec; 2, E Pooley (Eng) 2:39:08; 3,
A Pasio (SA) 2:39:54; 4, T Cromwell (Aus)
2:39:54; 5, L Villumsen (NZ) 2:39:57; 6, G Elvin
(Aus) 2:41:02; 7, K Archibald (Scot) 2:41:02; 8,
L Kirchmann (Can) 2:44:12; 9, J Kiesanowski
(NZ) 2:44:12; 10, M Hoskins (Aus) 2:44:12; 11,
D King (Eng) 2:44:12; 12, H Barnes (Eng)
2:44:12; 13, A Roberts (Wales) 2:44:12; 14, R
Buchanan (NZ) 2:44:12; 15, R Trotman (NZ)
2:44:12; 16, J Nielsen (NZ) 2:44:12; 17, S Gillow
(Aus) 2:44:12; 18, AChristian (IoM) 2:44:12; 19,
L Garner (Eng) 2:44:12; 20, L Trott (Eng)

2:44:12; 21, L Helene Boylan (N Ire) 2:50:55; 22,
A-L Kachelhoffer (SA) 2:51:00; 23, G Neill
(Scot) 2:51:00; 24, T Butler (Ant) 2:51:00; 25, J
Glaesser (Can) 2:51:00.

Diving

Finals: Men: 10m platform: 1, T Daley (Eng)
516.55pts; 2, Ooi Tze Liang (Malaysia) 433.70;
3,VRiendeau (Can)429.25; 4,MMitcham(Aus)
420.00; 5, M Bouchard (Can) 399.20; 6, J Denny
(Eng) 397.65; 7, D Bedggood (Aus) 397.55; 8, F
Li (NZ) 379.95; 9, M Dixon (Eng) 366.15; 10, C
Yiwei (Malaysia) 358.55; 11, S Pardeshi (India)
258.30.Women: 3m springboard: 1, E Qin (Aus)
347.25pts; 2, J Abel (Can) 324.70; 3, H Starling
(Eng) 316.95; 4, M Keeney (Aus) 308.20; 4, N Y
Yee (Malaysia) 308.20; 6, PWare (Can) 308.10;
7, A Blagg (Eng) 300.95; 8, A Smith (Aus)
298.95; 9, GReid (Scot) 297.50; 10, RGallantree
(Eng) 292.20; 11, N Dhabitah Sabri (Malaysia)
284.20; 12, Cheong Jun Hoong (Malaysia)
271.95.

Hockey
Men: Semi-finals:Australia 4 England 1; India 3
New Zealand 2. Classification fifth and sixth
play-off: South Africa 7 Canada. Gold-medal
contest:Australia 4 India 0. Bronze: England 3
New Zealand 3 (England won 4-2 in the shoot-
out). Women: Gold-medal contest: Australia 1
England 1 (Australia won 3-1 in the shoot out).
Bronze: New Zealand 5 South Africa 2.

Netball
Semi-finals: New Zealand 35 England 34;
Australia 57 Jamaica 42. Gold-medal
contest:Australia 58 New Zealand 40. Bronze:
Jamaica 52 England 48.

Powerlifting
Men:Upto72kg:1,PKehinde (Nigeria)221.0kg;
2, R Ezuruike (Nigeria) 220.2; 3, A Jawad (Eng)
209.4. From 72.1kg: 1, A Ibrahim (Nigeria)
197.0; 2, R Rahelu (India) 180.5; 3, J Y Khie
(Malaysia) 178.0. Women: Up to 61kg:
1, E Oyema (Nigeria) 136.0; 2, N Blake (Eng)
100.2; 3, S Khatun (India) 88.2. From 61.1kg:
1, LObiji (Nigeria)122.4; 2,BOmolayo (Nigeria)
113.4; 3, J Wambui Njuguna (Ken) 68.6.

Squash
Men: Doubles: Gold-medal contest: Australia
(D Palmer & C Pilley)bt England (A Grant & N
Matthew 10-11, 11-7, 11-9. Bronze: England (D
Selby & J Willstrop) bt Scotland (A Clyne & H
Leitch) 11-9, 11-7. Women: Doubles: Gold-
medal contest: India (DPallikal& JChinappa) bt
England (J Duncalf & L Massaro) 11-6, 11-8.
Bronze: England (A Waters & E Beddoes) bt
Australia (K Brown & R Grinham) 11-3, 11-5.
Mixed: Gold-medal contest: Australia
(Palmer & R Grinham) bt England (P Barker & A
Waters) 11-8, 11-10. Bronze: Australia
( Pilley & KBrown) bt NewZealand (MKnight &
J King) 8-11, 11-9, 11-8.

Table tennis
Men: Singles: Gold-medal contest: Zhan Jian
(Sing) btGaoNing (Sing) 11-9, 11-2, 11-7, 6-11,
11-7. Bronze: L Pitchford (Eng) bt S Kamal
Achanta (India) 11-6, 11-8, 4-11, 11-9, 6-11,
12-10. Women: Doubles:Gold-medal
contest:Singapore bt Australia 11-5, 8-11,
11-8, 11-5. Bronze: Canada bt England
(JDrinkhall &KSibley) 6-11, 10-12, 11-8, 14-12,
12-10. Mixed: Gold-medal contest: England (J
Drinkhall & P Drinkhall) bt England (T T Ho &
Pitchford) 11-7, 11-3, 5-11, 10-12, 11-5.Bronze:
England (D Reed & K Sibley) bt Singapore 5-11,
11-9, 11-7, 12-10.

Jackson holds
nerve to end
long run of
near-misses

Ashley Jackson crowned a stunning
individual performance by converting
the decisive penalty stroke as England
beat New Zealand 4-2 in a shoot-out
yesterday to clinch the bronze medal
after the match had been drawn 3-3.
It was impossible to keep the dashing

26-year-old midfield player — and the
tournament’s joint leading goalscorer
with nine goals — out of the action.
Ina thrillingcontestplayed indriving

rain, his trademark drag flicks at the
set-piece either side of the break twice
put England ahead after Alastair
Brogdon had levelled at 1-1.
However, New Zealand were not

going down without a fight and when
Simon Child hammered in his second
goal in the 59th minute to make it 3-3
England needed to dig deep in the face
of a fierce onslaught.
Holding their nerve in a tense

shoot-out, England’s triumph ended a
dismal sequence of fourth-place
finishes that have included the 2010
Commonwealth Games, London 2012
and this summer’s World Cup in the
Hague.
England have come away empty-

handed since claiming their only previ-
ous medal in Kuala Lumpur in 1998,
when hockey made its debut in the
Games, so this was a long time coming.
Jackson, Nick Catlin and BarryMid-

dleton, the captain, beat Devon Man-
chester, theNewZealandgoalkeeper, in
the shoot-out andwhenSimonMantell
was fouled, Jackson, who else, stepped
up to put away the penalty.
Bobby Crutchley, the England head

coach and a member of the 1998 silver
medal-winning squad, said: “Ashley is a
superstar. I think he went ten years
withoutmissinga strokebuthe’smissed
a couple recently so I was a bit
more nervous than normal. All the
guys delivered under pressure in the
shoot-out.”
Middleton said he was not going to

wipe the smile off his face for a long
time. “All the times we’ve trained at
Bisham Abbey on freezing cold morn-
ings makes this worthwhile,” he said.
Australia swept to a fifth successive

Games gold by beating India 4-0.

Cathy Harris

Captain courageous mulls future
It was not the fairytale send-off of
which Kate Richardson-Walsh had
dreamt but the England captain can
look back with huge pride even though
the teamwere forced to settle for the sil-
ver medal after a heartbreaking 3-1
shoot-out defeat by Australia.
As the 34-year-old contemplates

retirement she knows England came
agonisingly close to helping her to
break her run of 15 years without win-
ning gold at a leading tournament.
Richardson-Walsh admitted it was

devastating to concede an equaliser
with 11 seconds left, which levelled the
score at 1-1. “Weknewwehad to defend
for our lives and rely on our tactics to
catch them on the counter which we
did,” she said. “LilyOwsley’s goal to give
us the lead was an amazing finish.”
After thecrushingdisappointmentof

finishing 11th at this summer’s World
Cup and the subsequent departure of
Jason Lee, the coach, it was going to
take a special player with outstanding
leadership skills to rally the squad.
Not surprisingly, it was their captain

who did just that. “If you had told me
after our last game at the World Cup
that we’d be in the final of the Com-
monwealth Games, I’d have ripped
your arm off,” she said.
Too tired to celebrate late into the

night with her younger team-mates
after the final, she said that she felt
more like 54 yesterday morning.
However, her mood improved
significantly after she was nominated

as England’s flag-bearer for last night’s
closing ceremony.
Growing up in Stockport she was a

promising swimmer but turned to
hockey after realising she hated getting
up early to train. “I was always very shy,
quiet and insecure,” she said. “Hockey
has helped my confidence, self-esteem
and my ability to socialise and develop
leadership qualities.”
There cannot be many feelings

Richardson-Walsh has not experi-
enced since making her international
debut in 1999. A self-confessed “crier”,
she admitted to feeling very emotional
before the final but also very proud,
saying she just wanted to soak up the
atmosphere.
Her courage in the face of several

serious injuries, notably the fractured
jawshe suffered inGreatBritain’s open-
ingmatch at London 2012, is legendary.
She returned to action wearing a pro-
tective face mask after surgery to lead
the squad to a bronze medal.
She married Helen Richardson, her

team-mate, in a well-publicised

ceremony last year. The couple are
keen to start a family and, as Helen has
set her sights on regaining her place
after two back operations this year,
Kate faces plenty of life-changing
decisions.
“It’s such a balancing act for a female

athlete,” she said. “I definitely want to
start a family and I’malso very aware of
my age. It’s a real battle.”
She cites Jo Pavey, the 40-year-old

mother of twowhowonabronzemedal
for England in the 5,000metres on Sat-
urday night, as a role model.
Tricia Heberle, the performance

director at Australia Hockey and the
former England head coach who pro-
moted Richardson-Walsh to England
captain in 2003, said that she was an
outstanding athlete with great courage
in all aspects of her life.
Describing her as one of the most

professional athletes she has worked
with, Heberle said: “In my opinion she
has been one of the best defenders in
the world for some time because she
competes 100per cent in every incident

and situation for everyminute of every
game.”
There is no doubt that Richardson-

Walsh remains the team’s talismanic
figure and, after finishing on a high in
Glasgow, you cannot blame her for
having second thoughts. “I want to take
time to consider my future,” she said.
“It’s all a bit emotional right now and it
would be crazy to make the decision to
definitely retire. I’m still enjoying it, a
new coach will be appointed soon and
the team has so much potential.”
In five weeks, she sets off on a

soul-searching round-the-world trip,
taking inHongKong,Tokyo,Auckland,
Los Angeles and New York. “I won’t be
playing any hockey and who knows,”
she said. “I may well come to the same
decision.”
While Richardson-Walsh considers

her options, Maggie Souyave, the
former England andGreat Britain cap-
tain and England coach who nurtured
Kate’s fledgeling career at Hightown,
has stepped down from the England
and GB coaching staff.

Cathy Harris

Decision time: Richardson-Walsh is contemplating her next move after her 15-year career with England and Great Britain

DANNY LAWSON / PRESS ASSOCIATION

A Kate among greats

329
Combined number of England
and Great Britain caps

18
Tournaments in which she has
played without winning gold medal
(three Olympic Games, four World
Cups, four Commonwealth Games,
seven European Championships)

1
High-profile marriage to Helen
Richardson-Walsh, her team-mate
Words by Cathy Harris
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The party may
over, but fresh
thrills are on
the horizon
Alyson Rudd

They were a party for some, and for
others they offered a rare chance to see
emerging talent aswell as famous faces.
They were big, fun and emotional and
now they are over. The next Common-
wealth Games are in Australia and the
next Olympics are in Brazil, which
lends an air of finality to the prospects
of joy on home soil, but other extrava-
ganzas will follow.
For many who bought tickets to the

Hydro for the gymnastics, what might
have been a leap into the unknown
turned out to be a chance to see the
homenations dominate and a star born
in Claudia Fragapane. So Glasgow’s
staging of the 2015 World Gymnastics
Championships is wonderfully timed.
The passion of the crowd for the

rugby sevens at Ibrox will be replicated
during theRugbyWorldCup next year.
Spread over six weeks from September
18, the tournament will not have the
intensity of an Olympics or Common-
wealth Games, but it will enliven 11
towns and cities in England andWales
and more than 400,000 visitors are
expected for the festivities.
The aim is to replicate the vibe of

2012 andGlasgow2014with an armyof
volunteers to high-five the spectators
andmake sure they know which bus to
catch back to their hotels, while the use

of the Olympic Stadium will tap into
the post-London 2012 spirit.
Having caught the track cycling bug,

British fans will be rewarded by the
Track World Championships coming
to theVelopark inStratford inFebruary
2016. Swimming’s European Champi-
onships will be held next door in the
aquatic centre two months later.
The first Wheelchair Rugby Chal-

lenge takes place in London next year,
and the IPCAthleticsEuropeanCham-
pionships will be held in Swansea from
August 18 to 23. Although the integra-
tion of Paralympic sport was well
received in Glasgow, these champion-
shipsallowa full, dedicatedprogramme
for more than 600 competitors.

Adcocks mix it up to prove success can be a love game
Alyson Rudd

Sporting couples might want to check
their marriage certificates. There is
certainly something to be said for
competing at a leading tournament the
year after yourwedding,withChris and
Gabby Adcock, of England, winning
gold in the badminton mixed doubles
the day after Paul and Joanna
Drinkhall took gold for England in the
table tennis.
Both couples married last year and

both divide the sporting chores in a
similar fashion. Gabby keeps the
shuttlecock in the air so that her
husband can execute a smash and
Joannaprovides the defence so that her
husband can manoeuvre for the
winner.
The Adcocks beat Chris Langridge

and Heather Olver, their compatriots,
21-9, 21-12. Theywere theNo1 seeds but
still, it was surprisingly one-sided,

simple, straightforward. All the drama
was mental as Chris and Gabby had an
early start the day after competing in
the bronze-medal doubleswhereChris,
alongside partner Andy Ellis, lost to
Langridge and Peter Mills and Gabby,
with Lauren Smith, won.
“We’re exhausted but couldn’t be

happier,” Gabby said. “I had an 82-min-
ute game last night. I was a bit worried
coming into today feeling so fatigued so
it’s been the toughest — mentally and
physically— twoweeks ofmy badmin-
ton career.
“I get nervous watching Chris play, I

felt a bit sorry for him yesterday losing
that bronze.” She praised her husband’s
speed on court in their mixed doubles
as phenomenal. “We’re one of the
quickest pairs in the world,” she said.
Her husband was worried that the

length of Gabby’s fight for bronze
would take its toll. “I was watching
Gabby’s game and thinking I hope she’s

got some legs left,” Chris said. He inun-
dated with her texts asking her to refu-
el, eat a banana and see the physio.
They are missing their dog, a white

fluffy maltese, and say they won’t mind
if, on their wedding anniversary, they
simply exchangegoldmedals insteadof
gifts.
There was more one-sided badmin-

ton when Kirsty Gilmour, of Scotland,
lost 21-14, 21-7 toMichelleLi, ofCanada.
Gilmour appeared almost frozen by the
occasion at times and so there was
concern that shemight be distraught at
having failed to make the most of her
gold-medal match.
“I’m trying to be disappointed, but

everyone is being so positive,” she said.
“Not that I don’t care right now, but
Michelle was on fire and I didn’t have
an answer.”
The final points of her epic semi-final

against Tee Jing Yi, in which she came
back from being 19-11 down in the

second game, had clearly taken their
toll.
“For those last ten points it was poss-

ibly the most I’ve ever concentrated in
the whole of my life,” she said. “To try
and knuckle down and reproduce it
today was maybe a bit of an ask.”
Gilmour is studying film-makingand

screen writing at the University of the
West of Scotland and has a deadline
looming for a film pitch. She has,
perhaps bravely, chosen asher the topic
the effect of the referendumon sport in
Scotland.

Inside today

Gold medal couple tell
how marriage gives
them that extra edge
Page 3

Net gains: the Adcocks close in on the
gold medal in the mixed doubles final

At the tender age
of 16, Fragapane
has become a star

Armitstead delighted to cry foul
weather on road paved with gold
Rick Broadbent

For once there was no silver lining for
Lizzie Armitstead, so she was happy.
She is the anti-Bolt, a woman who
delighted in the wettest, foulest
weather Glasgow could muster. “I love
therain,” shesaidafterwinning thegold
medal in the Commonwealth Games
road race.
It wasmore than a bit showery by the

time Geraint Thomas, of Wales, made
his break for home to win the men’s
version. It was a dramatic finale on
closing-down day, a puncture six
kilometres fromhomealmostwrecking
his chances and only 12 of 140 riders
making it through the downpours.
Poor old Pete Kennaugh, Thomas’s

Sky team-mate, made an heroically
futilebreak forhome,urgedonbyMark
Cavendish, the stand-in Isle of Man
directeur sportif, but succumbed to the
inevitable. “A suicide move,” was
Thomas’s appraisal.
Armitstead was getting to grips with

her success by then. A week on from
damaging an elbow and shoulder when
crashing in La Course by Le Tour, the
Yorkshirewoman gained a win after
which she slumped onher bike in relief.
“The psychologists tell you it should

never be a relief when you win a race,
but to tell you the truth, it is,” she said.
That is because she was second in the
Olympic road race and second in the
previous Commonwealth road race.
She is a roadrunner-up with bells on.
“Finally,” she said. “It just feels like I

deserve it. I’ve trained so hard. I’m
always on the podium. It’s just a
confidence thing.Once you’ve got a big
title you can call yourself a champion.”
The race went through a range of

weather: rain and sunshine before a
rainbow arced over Armitstead’s break
for apotof goldupGreatGeorgeStreet.
“I was thinking of my family,” she

said. “When the rain started I knew
they’d be thinking, ‘Yes, this is good for
Lizzie.’ A little smile came on my face
and I thought, ‘This is just perfect.’ ”
It was pretty perfect for Team

England as awhole, withEmmaPooley
doing some high-class donkey work in
her final race. Pooleywill retire to focus
on other masochistic pursuits and,
given that she won the Lausanne
Marathon lastyear, shewillnodoubtdo
well. She leavesGlasgowwith twosilver
medals and surfing a tide of goodwill,
not least from Armitstead.

Beneath the tears, Pooley is a
pragmatist and said she knew that
Armitstead was a better road racer. “I’d
rather ride for Lizzie and she win than
ride for me and come second and have
an Australian win.”
Shequalified thatby sayinganyother

country, but she was in an emotional
maelstrom. “It’s a nice way to finish,
especially when I expected to be
worked into thedust and finish last.The
future’s bright and it’s only going to
improve when I retire.”
Thepastwill remainwell lit, too, after

a career of selfless hurt, and this was a
fine TeamEngland effort. Pooleymade
a mini-break, then Armitstead came
soaring up Great George Street with

eight of the 98 kilometres left. Pooley
was a comfortable second, some
25 seconds back, andAshleigh Pasio, of
South Africa, was awarded the bronze
after a photo-finish with Tiffany
Cromwell, of Australia.
Themen’s racewasa storyof survival.

TheAustralians’ hopesof a fifth succes-
sive win ended with Rohan Dennis’s
crash and Mark Renshaw’s puncture.
Kennaugh led for a courageous
116 kilometres before being hauled in,
and did well to hang on to eighth.
Thomas made the decisive break

from Scott Thwaites, of England, and
Jack Bauer, of New Zealand, on
Montrose Street on the last lap. He
surged into a seemingly unassailable

lead and looked home, if not dry. Then
came the front puncture. “When I felt
the frontwheel goingdown,words can’t
express what I felt,” he said. “I was
swearing and saying, ‘What have I got
to do?’ It felt like an eternity to get that
wheel changed.” His lead was cut from
50 to 20 seconds, but hewas too strong,
withBauer edgingThwaites for second.
David Millar, the Scot who retires at

the endof this season,was 11th and said:
“The guys who rode the Tour felt
terrible for the first half; the guys who
didn’t felt terrible for the second.”
LauraTrott said it was “horrible” and

Thomas, despite his victory, termed it
“grim”, but for the sodden of Glasgow it
was a grim, gritty and great goodbye.

No more the bridesmaid: Armitstead raises her arms with unrestrained joy after crossing the line first at Glasgow Green

TIMESPHOTOGRAPHER, BRADLEY ORMESHER
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Palmer dances his way
to two titles in one day
David Palmer, the former world
No1 squash player, came out of
retirement to compete in Glasgow
and found himself facing one of
the most demanding schedules of
the Games. The Australian’s first
task yesterday was to parter
Rachael Grinham in the mixed
doubles final. As soon as that was
over the 38-year-old teamed up
with Cameron Pilley in the men’s
doubles final.
Palmer, however, overcame his

tiredness and was victorious on
both occasions. This meant a
subdued end to the Games for
Nick Matthew, of England, the
gold medal-winner in the singles,
who alongside Adrian Grant, won
a tight first game against Palmer
and Pilley but succumbed 10-11,
11-9, 11-7 in an enthralling contest.
It meant two golds in two hours

for Palmer after he and Grinham
defeated Peter Barker and Alison
Waters, of England, 11-8, 11-10 in
the mixed doubles final and
proved he had been right to take
one last shot at winning his first
Commonwealth golds. Those
present to witness nimble
footwork from one of the oldest
competitors at the Games were
told by the courtside announcer
that Palmer had inherited his
skills from his ballerina mother.

New Zealand add to
the misery for Clarke
There was disappointment for
England for a second day running
as they lost 52-48 to Jamaica in
the netball bronze-medal match
at the Hydro. England had missed
out on a place in the final in
agonising style on Saturday when,
having led by three goals in the
final quarter, they lost to New
Zealand through a goal in the
final seconds. Yesterday’s match
was not so close, as Jamaica, who
had lost the bronze-medal match
to England in the past two
Commonwealth Games, took
control in the final quarter of a
close match to secure victory.
“I’m devastated, but the better

team won on the day,” Jade
Clarke, the England captain, said.
“We were afraid to make mistakes
and that’s when you start making
mistakes.” Australia took the gold
medal for the first time since
2002 with a 58-40 win over New
Zealand in the gold-medal match.

Portents are good
for Britain’s ring
masters to make
big impact in Rio
The previous time England won five
boxing gold medals at the Common-
wealth Games, it was with a squad that
went on to become the most successful
Great Britain team in half a century at
the Beijing Olympics two years later.
After another successful Games in

the ring, there is no reason to believe
that Britain might not again be at the
headof theboxingmedal table inRiode
Janeiro.
There were nine gold medals by the

home nations in boxing — five for
England, two for both Scotland and
Northern Ireland. Paddy Barnes and
Mick Conlan, the gold medal-winners
for Northern Ireland, would box for
Ireland at an Olympics, but there was
enough talentondisplay fromEngland,
Scotland andWales to form the basis of
a team that most nations would envy.
Savannah Marshall, the middle-

weight, and Nicola Adams would be
favourites for gold if theOlympicswere
held this year. Adams has grown to
know what it is like to be the boxer
everyone wanted to beat. She added
Commonwealth Games flyweight gold
to her Olympic gold with a points win
overMichaelaWalsh on Saturday, only
for the Northern Irishwoman, who has
predicted all along that she would beat
Adams, to say she “felt cheated”.
It could make for a tasty rematch

should they renew rivalry at theWorld
Championships in South Korea in
November, or in Rio, although Adams
does not seem bothered what Walsh
thinks. “Everybody is after me now, so
I’ve got quite a big target onmy back—
Olympic Games champion, Common-
wealth champion, world No1,” Adams
said. “Everybody wants to beat me
every time I step in that ring, so I can’t
just focus on one person.
“Everyone put up a good fight here. I

have always got to be on my A game.”
Anthony Fowler could head to Rio

among the favourites in the men’s mid-
dleweight division. Likemostmale box-
ers, becoming a professional world
champion stands as a bigger ambition
thanOlympic gold, althoughhe says he
will not be diverted from his ambition
of gold in Rio.
“It is a great achievement, Common-

wealth gold, but Olympic gold would
mean so much more to me, I want it so

much,” Fowler said. “I watched London
and was sitting there jealous, I went on
holiday to forget about it because I
couldn’t watch.
“My style would be good as a profes-

sional, so I probably would make a lot
more money. I’m going to get some
experience in the World Series of Box-
ing (WSB) this year, so when I turn pro
at 25 after the Olympics, I will be a big,
strong man.”

Joe Joyce, the super-hea-
vyweight, also hopes to box
in theWSBnext year, having
boxed the last season forMil-
ano Thunder and the previ-

ous year for the now de-
funct British
Lionhearts. Scott
Fitzgerald, the wel-
terweight, hopes
his hard-won gold
medal will earn
hima place on the

GB Podium squad. He boxed with a
damaged hand from his opening bout
and received a cut over his eye in his
second contest, which reopened in
every subsequent bout.
“I had sevenweeks to prepare for this

and I really came on,” he said. “With
two years to prepare for the Olympics,
I know I can improve so much.”
Scotland’s two champions come

fromdifferent sides of the tracks.While
Josh Taylor, the light-welterweight, is a
2012 Olympian and member of the GB
squad, Charlie Flynn, the lightweight,
had to subsidise his sport by working in
a Royal Mail sorting office. He trained
under Peter Harrison and regularly
sparred with Harrison’s son, Scott, the
formerWBO featherweight champion.
“I have gone for trials with the GB

squad about five times but never got
one,” Flynn, 20, said. “I don’t know if
that would be for me, living down in
Sheffield. I might try something closer
to home, maybe go professional.” Brit-
ain’s loss would be the professional
code’s gain.

What next for golden nine

Joe Joyce (super-heavyweight, 28,
England): Likely to box in the World
Series of Boxing (WSB).

Anthony Fowler (middleweight, 23,
England): Sure to get offers to turn
professional, but may try WSB.

Scott Fitzgerald (welterweight, 22,
England): Hopes to be elevated to
the GB podium squad.

Josh Taylor (light-welterweight, 23,
Scotland): Could go professional.

Charlie Flynn (lightweight, 20,
Scotland): Likely to go professional.

Mick Conlan (bantamweight, 22,
Northern Ireland): Could go
professional.

Paddy Barnes (light-flyweight, 27,
Northern Ireland): Hopes to turn
professional.

Savannah Marshall
(middleweight, 23,
England): Defends
World Championships
gold in South Korea.

Nicola Adams (flyweight, 31,
England): Going for gold in South
Korea in November.

Ron Lewis Boxing Correspondent

bo

Big hit in Glasgow: Adams, in blue, on her way to a hard-fought victory over
Walsh. The English flyweight says she is now the one everyone wants to beat

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, BRADLEY ORMESHER

Fowler has his sights
set on the Olympics
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C
harlie Flynn said that he was
“buzzing like a jar of wasps”
after he won his gold medal
and the Bash Street boxer’s
ebullient phrase might

become the revisionist tag-line
for a Commonwealth Games that
revived both the home nations and a
movement.
From Flynn and Big Kev down the

Royal Mail sorting office in Wishaw to
Team England, topping the medals
table for the first time since they previ-
ously went to Scotland in 1986, these
were Games without frontiers.
The cynical view is that they are a

poorman’sOlympics, but that is actual-
ly the optimist’s stance, too. London’s
bill was £9.2billion, while Glasgow’s
Games cost less than the Olympic
Stadium that is being dismantled. It is
easier to learn the language of legacy
when you have not made yourself a
hostage to fortune.
The Commonwealth is a strange

concept in 2014, born of imperialistic
avarice, but the frontiers are wider in
many ways than at any other sporting
event. Easier qualification standards
meant that we were treated to Steve
Way, a fortysomething former
chain-smoker-cum-binge drinker,

finishing tenth in the marathon and
Rosefelo Siosi, a teenager from the
Solomon Islands, being lapped three
times in the 5,000 metres but still
getting a national record.
There was high-grade sport as well,

on the track, where David Rudisha, the
800 metres world champion, was beat-
en, and in the gym, where Louis Smith
returned from a foray into celebrity
culture to be outdone by Claudia
Fragapane, a Comaneci-like 16-year-
old who goes home to Bristol with four
gold medals and a perfect smile.
Yet the real thrill of a multisport

event is in the spirit it produces. Take
away the crowds and the lawn bowls
prelims would be a sanitised pastime.
Luckily, the public’s need for big
occasions — whether it be the Jubilee,
the Olympics, Le Grand Départ or
Glasgow — appears insatiable.
England, Scotland, Wales and

Northern Ireland are proper sporting
nations and punters have the imagina-
tion to broaden their template and
enjoy life beyond Bolt, Sir Bradley and
the Brownlee boys. Their presence did
not matter as much as the facts that a
million tickets were sold and 15,000
people acted as volunteers.
The home nations fared well. Eng-

land, Scotland andWales all wonmore
medals than before, while Northern
Ireland, fuelled by their boxing team,
had their second best tally.
Some of that is a knock-on from

London, but home advantage — and
the crowdswere generous enough for it
to seem that way to the English, too—
helped. Nothing showed that more
than Lynsey Sharp’s silver medal in the
800 metres. She had ankle surgery in
April and was so ill that she could not
even takeher compression socksoff the
night before. “I was spewing up at
5.30am,” she said.
Theday before I hadmet hermother,

Carol, who told me how hard the past
couple of years had been for her daugh-
ter. Next to Carol was Lynsey’s father,
Cameron, a former Commonwealth
championwhowas determined to fight
the crowds and his disabilities to watch
her run.Carol said that, inApril, Lynsey
had said to her: “Mum, I’m staring
down the barrel of a gun, aren’t I?” Yet,
she scraped through her semi-final and
won her medal, watched by her father.
“This is my everything,” she said,
the power of partisanship painfully
displayed.
For Scotland there were so many

memories, from Michael Jamieson
looking as if he had just had the bones
sucked out of him after notwinning the

200metres breaststroke to the inno-
cent delight of ErraidDavies, who hails
from the Shetland Islands and became
the youngest Games medal-winner.
That did provoke a tweet from

Alex Salmond, the first minister, but
thankfully theGameswere notmarred
by political appropriation and
bandwagon-jumping. For a fortnight
the referendumwas an irrelevance and
the odd “freedom” cry in the pool prob-
ably owed more to Mel Gibson.
The British swimmers did well

enough to suggest that the Olympic
nadir of three medals and no
champions is behind them, but, as in
many sports, kneejerk summariesmust
be tempered by the absence of sporting
powerhouses — the United States,
China and Russia.
There was also the collision of home

improvement with Antipodean
antipathy. Whether it be a weightlifter
being arrested for a headbutt or the

athletics head coach being suspended
for damning his team’s one star, Sally
Pearson, the hurdler, as a “bad exam-
ple”, the Australians were ailing.
That, no doubt, will be rectified by

their “Winning Edge” strategy in time
for the Gold Coast in 2018, just as
Britain and the home nations thrived
onhomeGames in2012and2014. Itwill
surprise some, but the Commonwealth
Games actually top the Olympics in
various ways. They are less despoilt by

rampant commercialism, include pop-
ular, accessible sports, such as squash
and netball, and they include Para-
sport asmore than a token. Yet all is not
rosy. There is an unfair arbitrariness
about choosing the Para-sport events,
and the failed drug test of a Nigerian
schoolgirl suggests that the sleazy
malevolence of greedy back-rooms is
not a preserve of the Olympics.
It is also too simplistic to suggest that

a great Games leads to inevitable
uptakes in participation or lingering
support when the cocktail is diluted
and sports are played out on their own.
The pathetic attendance at Hampden
Park forDiamondLeague athletics this
month proves that a sense of common-
ality and the love of the big event beat
an interest in the nuances of baton-
changing.However, it is notoverstating
things to suggest that Glasgow has
gone someway to saving theCommon-
wealth Games. For years the move-

For Friendly
Games, key
to success
has been the
spirit of it all
Rick Broadbent says the concept of the event
has been revived with an array of tales of the
unexpected and the birth of some unlikely stars

Inside today

Armitstead upgrades
from silver to gold
Plus Britain’s boxers
set their sights on Rio
Pages 60-61

Final medals table

Gold Silver Bronze Total
1, England 58 59 57 174
2, Australia 49 42 46 137
3, Canada 32 16 34 82
4, Scotland 19 15 19 53
5, India 15 30 19 64
6, New Zealand 14 14 17 45
7, South Africa 13 10 17 40
8, Nigeria 11 11 14 36
9, Kenya 10 10 5 25
10, Jamaica 10 4 8 22
11, Singapore 8 5 4 17
12, Malaysia 6 7 6 19
13, Wales 5 11 20 36
14, Cyprus 2 4 2 8
15, Northern Ireland 2 3 7 12
16, Papua New Guinea 2 0 0 2
17, Cameroon 1 3 3 7
18, Uganda 1 0 4 5
19, Grenada 1 0 1 2
20, Botswana 1 0 0 1
= Kiribati 1 0 0 1
22, Trinidad & Tobago 0 3 5 8
23, Pakistan 0 3 1 4
24, Bahamas 0 2 1 3
= Samoa 0 2 1 3
26, Namibia 0 1 2 3
27, Mauritius 0 1 1 2
= Mozambique 0 1 1 2
29, Bangladesh 0 1 0 1
= Isle of Man 0 1 0 1
= Nauru 0 1 0 1
= Sri Lanka 0 1 0 1
33, Ghana 0 0 2 2
= Zambia 0 0 2 2
35, Barbados 0 0 1 1
= Fiji 0 0 1 1
= St Lucia 0 0 1 1

Way, left, finished tenth in
the marathon, but Amalaha’s
failed drug test shocked and
Matthew, at back of court,
had beating of Willstrop
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ment was in turmoil. “Dismal but not a
disaster,” was how the Times of India
appraised theDelhi Games. Transport,
ticketing and corruption segued into
dengue fever, 115,000 security person-
nel and Team Scotland saying that the

village was “unfit for human habita-
tion” because of defecating labourers.
At the closing ceremony 80,000

people booed Suresh Kalmadi, head of
the organising committee. Hewas later
charged with conspiracy, forgery and

misconduct and jailed. Last night they
cheered Kylie.
The athletes had little but praise for

Glasgow. There was a buzz. And as for
Usain Bolt, he came, he saw and,
ultimately, he concurred.

How England were
galvanised towards
record medal haul

A multitude of factors led to England’s
success at theGlasgowGames,with the
residue of the glories of the London
Olympics probably the most
significant. However, behind the
scenes, radical changes were made to
thewayTeamEnglandwere run,which
in turn helped to produce record hauls
of 58 gold medals and 174 in total.
The mastermind of the overhaul is

the chairman of Commonwealth
Games England. Sir Andrew Foster is
both avuncular and ruthless. When he
took over, he treated the England set-
up as hewould ahuge, inner city, failing
secondary school.He describes himself
ashaving “donea complete renovation”
and is most proud of “professionalising
the management — that makes an
absolute difference.”
He dismissed the board that he

inherited in2008and filled itwithmore
dynamic, open-minded individuals
such as David Ross, founder of
Carphone Warehouse.
“I persuaded almost all of our board

members to stand down post-Delhi,”
he says. “We said we were doing
competence testing and psychometric
testing. There were people who had

been on the board a long time with a
traditional approach and it hadn’t been
refreshed.”
His priority was to bring in people

with marketing nous and financial
knowhow. He persuaded an executive
search firm to find him the right people
for no fee. Dame Kelly Holmes, whose
two Olympic golds in 2004 were
presaged by success at the three
preceding Commonwealth Games,
became the president and Karen
Atkinson, while she was still captain of
England’s netball team, was made the
athletes’ representative. The only
board member to survive the cull was
HamishMcInnes, thechief executiveof
British Shooting.
“I’m against the way people get

shoehorned into jobs in sport and stay
around a long time,” Foster says. “You
need to know about the core
competence. Lots of poor practice gets
accepted.”
Once the board had been revamped,

Foster set about finding the right
managers and settingamedal target for
Glasgow; 145 medals was considered
optimistic, and fewer than 130would be
“completely unacceptable”.
“We were determined to be better

than in Delhi,” he says. “We
deconstructed what we had done and
tried to construct it differently.”
Foster has been wooing potential

sponsors in Glasgow. In Delhi there
were no commercial deals struck for
Team England, this time around there
has been a boost from sponsorship and
he wants much more in place for 2018.
Heaccepts that success inAustraliawill
be the true test of the changes he has
made.
Even so, it is not entirely an accident

thatEnglandweremade to feel athome
in Scotland. He identified early on that
“if we can manage to turn this into a
home Games—which I think we have
— then there is a home-based
advantage.
“We prepared ourselves for the

notion that we wouldn’t be well
received. We tried to make it a home
Games, we have sought to work with
the organising committee as positively
as we can.
“The line is this: ‘It’s yourGames, but

we want it to succeed, so we’ll do
everything we can to help you make
yourGameswork.’ And they have been
really good to us. It matters how the
stuff gets handed out.”
In other words, logistically, England

could have been treated as the enemy
but instead were considered Games
partners.
Foster, in keeping with his “stale

equals underperformance” philosophy,
stepsdownat theendof theyear. “I care
about that passionately,” he says of
finding the right successor.
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Form guide

1986 Edinburgh
1, England 52 golds, 144 total
2, Canada 51 golds, 116 total
3, Australia 40 golds, 121 total

1990 Auckland
1, Australia 52 golds, 162 total
2, England 46 golds, 128 total

1994 Victoria
1, Australia 88 golds, 184 total
2, Canada 41 golds, 133 total
3, England 31 golds, 127 total

1998 Kuala Lumpur
1, Australia 60 golds, 198 total
2, England 36 golds, 136 total

2002 Manchester
1, Australia 82 golds, 207 total
2, England 54 golds, 165 total

2006 Melbourne
1, Australia 84 golds, 222 total
2, England 36 golds, 110 total

2010 Delhi
1, Australia 74 golds, 177 total
2, India 38 golds, 101 total
3, England 37 golds, 142 total

2014 Glasgow
1, England 58 golds, 174 total
2, Australia 49 golds, 137 total

best scot
Flynn was one, but I would
vote for Lynsey Sharp, the
silver medal-winner in the 800
metres. She had ankle surgery
in April, told her mum “I’m
looking down the barrel of a
gun” and was throwing up at
5.30am on the day of the final.
Her father Cameron, a former
Commonwealth champion
severely disabled in a car
crash in 1991, made an
emotional journey to
Hampden Park to watch her
storming finish.

biggest flop
Michael Jamieson was
crushed after finishing second
to Ross Murdoch in the 200
metres breaststroke final.
Having grown up in the pool
where he raced, he had been
installed as the face of the
Games. It was still a silver
medal, but he took it hard.

lowest point
It was not good when an
Australian weightlifter head-
butted a rival, but the worst
thing was again the failed
drug tests. The case of the
former 400 metres world
champion, Amantle Montsho,
was worrying, but the positive
test of a 16-year-old Nigerian
girl, Chika Amalaha, exposed
the sinister underbelly of
sport.

biggest surprise
Billy Ocean’s son playing

rugby was an eye-opener,
but the reaction of

the largely
Scottish crowd to
the English
performers was
even more
unexpected on
the eve of the
referendum. It
is to Glasgow’s
credit that they
put historical
and political
rivalries aside
to support all.
It was fun.
Words by Rick
Broadbent

best moment
There were lots. Some people
mocked the low-grade fare
but it was a mixed bag, and
the squash final between
Nick Matthew and James
Willstrop was a five-game
blood-fest. Afterwards
Willstrop refused to toe PR
lines and admitted there was
“antagonism” between the
English duo. It made it all the
more enthralling.

people’s choice
From the moment Rod
Stewart started
playing his
new stuff,
you

wondered
whether
this would
be one for
golden
oldies. Jo

Pavey’s bronze medal in the
5,000 metres was great, but
you had to love Steve Way’s
manner. Once nearly 17 stone
and a chain-smoking binge-
drinker, he was tenth in the
marathon and said he would
celebrate with a pint and a
cigar.

star of the games
It is hard to look past the
4ft 6in of Claudia Fragapane,
a 16-year-old gymnastics
prodigy. She won four gold
medals for England,
comprising team gold
and solo medals in the
all-around, floor and vault.
Just stunning.

best interview
Charlie Flynn had the
look of a Bash Street
Kid about him and a
Glaswegian accent
that was as
indecipherable
as the Da Vinci
Code to some,
but he was a joy.
He said he might
“drap deed” if he
won the
lightweight
gold, but he did
and duly
described the
crowd as “ants
that sounded
like lions”
after thanking
his mum for
“doing ma
warshin’.” One
to watch.

pu
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Pavey’s bronze

From Bash
Street Kid to
teenage prodigy,
it was such fun

Fragapane, main picture,
was a relevation with her
gymnastics routines, but
Jamieson’s efforts in the
pool fell short. In the boxing,
Flynn, bottom, offered us
one of the great quotes
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T O K E I M P O R T U N E D
O I W A P U E E
W O R K H O R S E B O W E R
I O A C R B G V
N O V E L L O A N I M U S
G E P E I C
P R E S S C O N F E R E N C E
A U L R E R
T U R N I N O N E S G R A V E
H I N E R B

S P R A I N L O O K S E E
C I S O A U M L
H A D U P W I N D C H I L L
A E O I C H T U
R O S E T I N T E D S H A M

1 Hold tight, when sound of
explosion engulfs motorway (5)

4 Great pride in custom-built orange
car (9)

9 Popular performer in opera part is
terrible (3,6)

10 InferWimbledon score needs
revision for leading pair (5)

11 World organisation continues to be
working for agreement (6)

12 Perhaps shower running a fair is
accepting new lines (8)

14 Most state power ends in toadying
and corruption (12)

17 Always have hands in the right
place to hold G&T? (4,4,4)

20Note, not one invested in kids’
magazine yielding a profit (8)

21 Care in relapse is regularly
required for old hero (6)

23 Subject to search out mostly in a
place dons gather (5)

24One bringing ministers to book
because daughters are on pot (9)

25 Installation of political appointees
at top of Treasury (9)

26Hazardous, as young lambs are
wanting following (5)

1 Noisy drinking with constant
excitement (8)

2 A resentful feeling about place
displaying patchy art (8)

3 A little salmon cut as starter
perhaps is to be expected (3,3,3,6)

4 Related manufacturing endlessly
loses millions (4)

5 Inert actor ordered to make
withdrawal (10)

6 Flapper died to kiss when
embraced by immature suitor (5,10)

7 Label initially used applied to
returned confectionery (6)

8 See keeps archdeacon’s title so as
not to appear irregular (6)

13 Policeman’s run in witch holding
large and mysterious sign (4,6)

15 Spiteful dignitaries limit free
exchange of euro (8)

16 Some time in Lent, say, involves
Eastern Church celebration (5,3)

18 Fluff from cat turned up under
eviscerated mouse (4,2)

19 German agreement about old work
in oil-producing plant (6)

22 Sulphur frequently malleable (4)
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way to finals
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England salute golden generation
The heavens opened in Glasgow but
the gold rush continued for England as
they recorded their greatestmedal haul
at a Commonwealth Games to finish
above Australia for the first time since
1986.
Twelve years ago, buoyed by home

support in Manchester, England won
165 medals, including 54 golds. They
smashed that record in Glasgow with a
total of 174 medals, 58 of them gold.
Team England’s optimistic target had
been to win 145 overall while hoping
not to dip below 130. Australia’s
second-placed finish comprised 137
medals, including 49 golds.
“It truly was never about beating

Australia,” Sir Andrew Foster, the
chairman of Commonwealth Games
England told The Times. “We were
determined to be better than in Delhi.”
The highlight of the final day of

competition for England came in the

from West Yorkshire revels on wet
roads. “I love the rain,” she said.
Pooley, riding in support of her team-

mate, sobbed as she crossed the finish
line. “It’s a nice way to finish with a
medal in your last race, especiallywhen
I expected to be worked into the dust
and finish last,” she said.
The weather worsened for the men’s

race as umbrellas blew across the path
of the riders. Only 12 of the 140 who
started were able to finish the course,
with Geraint Thomas winning Wales’s
fifth gold medal of the Games after he
survived two front-wheel punctures.
“It was such a grim day,” said

Thomas, who won bronze in the
time-trial. The 28-year-old, who

finished 22nd in the Tour de France,
carried his team’s flag at last night’s
closing ceremony.
The Games had begun in brilliant

sunshine, when England’s Jodie Stimp-
son won the first gold in the triathlon,
and apart from Australia’s dominance
in the pool and in the Sir Chris Hoy
velodrome, England rarely faltered.

Scotland, too, broke their Games
record, finishing fourthwith 53medals,
19 of them gold, to beat their previous
best return of 29 medals and 11 golds in
2006.
“Scotland, in this year of all years,

have demonstrated we can host huge
international events,” Alex Salmond,
the first minister, said.
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Cutting a dash: England’s hockey players celebrate Commonwealth Games bronze yesterday after overcoming New Zealand in a shoot-out for third place in Glasgow
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women’s cycling road race in which
Lizzie Armitstead won gold and Emma
Pooley silver in her last race before
retiring from the sport.
For Armitstead it was, finally, a step

up fromalways being so near and yet so
far, having taken the silver inDelhi four
years ago and again at the London 2012
Olympics.
“I can callmyself a championandnot

the runner-up,” she said. “I’m always
the runner-up. Win or lose, I thought
I’m going to go for it.” Conditions were
poor for the race but the 25-year-old


